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Preface 


Writing Academic English. Third Edition. is a comprehensive rhetoric and sentence 
structure textbook/workbook. It has been written for intermediate to advanced col
lege or college-bound international and English as a Second Language students. It 
can also be used by native speakers of English who need to develop their basic com
position skills or to brush up on sentence structure and mechanics. 

The book teaches writing in a straightforward manner, using a process-oriented 
approach. At the same time, the structure of paragraphs and essays and their impor
tant components are taught in small, learnable steps. Clear, relevant models illustrate 
each step, and varied practices reinforce each lesson. Sentence structure. with special 
emphasis on subordinated structures. is taught in a separate section. 

Because most academic writing is expository in nature, we have purposely limit
ed the rhetorical components to exposition. The models and practices feature current 
and general academic topics relevant to students' interests in a rapidly changing 
world. Many also provide practice using English in technical, scientific. and business 
contexts. 

Other features of the book include four appendixes offering punctuation rules 
with exercises, a comprehensive chart of transition signals. a chart of correction sym
bols. and a Ust of topic suggestions for in-class "writing under pressure" practice. 
Uncommon vocabulary items are glossed, and each chapter ends with a convenient 
review of the main teaching points and a writing or editing assignment. A Peer Editing 

. CheckJist ends Chapters 2 through 8. 

Wbat~ Nero in Instructors familiar with the second edition will find these changes: 
tbe Third • The book now has three main sections instead of four. The chapter on library 
Edition research has been delet~d. A revised chapter on quotvtions. summary. and 

paraphrase has been renamed Concrete Support II. 
• 	 The Writing under Pressure assignments. formerly found at the end of each 

chapter in Part I, have been consolidated in Appendix C. . 

'. A list of correction symbols has been added to the appendixes (Appendix D). 
• 	 Interactive Peer Editing Checklists now accompany each writing assignment. 
• 	 Important teaching points. rules, and examples appear in charts within the 

text' for quick. easy reference. 
• 	 Small boxes cross-referencing relevant sections of the book appear in the 

margins. 
• 	 Other boxes offering computer tips are sprinkled throughout the book. 
• 	 Compositions to edit for specific ser;ltence errors have been added to the end 

of each sentence structure chapter. 
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Lui noi dAu 
Writing Academic English, Third Edition, la giao trinh huang d~n cach viet 
cau tieng Anh hoan chinh va day dli nhat Sach bao g6m phan bai hQc va bai 
t~p, auqc so~n cho hQc vien tu trinh aQ trung ca"p den nang cao ho~c cho sinh 
vien tieng Anh acac trLlitng d~i hgc. Doi tuqng slt dl,lng sach cung co th~ bao 
g6m ca nguai ban ngil tieng Anh muon nang cao kha nang viet luc}n can ban 
ho~c rell luy~n kg nang ca'u truc cau va cac ky thu~t viet. 

Giao trinh Writing Academic English dugc trinh bay theo phong cach trt!c 
tiep, sa d\lng phuC1ng phap huang dan theo quy trinh (process-oriented 
approach). D6ng thai, sach cOng trinh bay cac van de ve cau truc do~n van, cau 
truc bai viet cung cac thanh phan quan trQng khac theo titng buac nho, de hQC. 
Cac vi d\l ro rang, Cl,l th€ minh hQa cho titng buac va cuoi m6i bai co phan luy~n 
~p d€ cung co cac ky nang da trinh bay. Phan ca"u truc cau, c6 chu trQng d~c 
bi~t den cach dung m~nh de phl,l, dugc trlnh bay trong mQt phan rieng. 

VI hau het cac va'n de viet vAn trong moi truang hQc thm}t deu thuQc th€ 
lo~i binh lu~n, nen cac tac gia da. co tinh giai h~n cac bai hQc va bai t~p fJ the 
lo~i binh lu~n. Cac bai van mauva bai t~p trong sach deu thuQc cac chu de hgc 
thu~t dU<1ng d~i va tang quat, lien quan den nhcrng dieu sinh vien quan tam 
trong the gidi dang lien t\lC thay d8i ngay nay. Nhieu bai trong sach co phan 
tht!c t~p sil' dl,lng tieng Anh cho cac chu de ky thu~t, khoa hQc va kinh doanh. 

Nhcrng diem khac cua sach bao g6m bon phan ph\l ll,lc ve cac quy tAc stl 
d\lng dau cau, co kern bai t~p, mQt sC1 d6 hUdng d~n sil' dl,lng cac tl1 chuyen y, 
bieu d6 huang dan slt d\lng cac ky hi~u khi cham bai lu~n va mQt danh sach 
cac chu de c6 the dung luy~n viet trong lap hQc, hay gQi cach khac la "viet 
dudi ap l\!'c cao". Cac de ml,lc tl1 V\fIlg khong ph8 bien dugc t~p hqp va xep thea 
thu tv fJ cu6i sach, va cu6i m6i chu<1ng deu co phan on t~p nhcrng diem chin h 
da. trinh bay va phan bai t~p. Tu chuC1ng 2 den chuC1ng 8, cuoi m6i chttC1ng deu 
co bang httdng dan hQc vien tv slta bai ho~c trao d6i bai cho nhau de sli'a. 

Nhflng Nhcrng giao vien da. titng quen thuQc vdi An ban Ian thu hai se 
phan nhc}n tha'y co nhcrng thay d6i nhtt sau: 
mdi • Giao trinh Ian nay c6 bon phan chinh thay vi ba nhtt trttac 

kia. ChuC1ng noi ve phuC1ng phap nghien cUu t~i thtt vi~n da. hitrong dn 
lo~i boo Chtt<1ng on b}p ve cac cach trich dan, tom tAt va dien ban Ian giai da. dugc d6i ten thanh Concrete Support II. 

thrl ba 
• 	 Cac phan bai viet t~i ldp, trttac day nAm d cuoi m6i chttC1ng 

trong phan I, dttgc t~p trung l~i d Phl;l h;lc C. 
• 	 C6 them phan phl,lll;lC cae ky hi~u quy udc khi sil'a bai (PL D). 
• 	 Sau moi bai b}p viet eo phan huang dan sil'a baL 
• 	 Cae diem quan trQng, cae quy tiic va vi dl;l dttgc trinh bay 

thanh bieu d6 Mng van trong bai de ti~n cho vi~c tham khao. 
• 	 Cac hQp tho~i trong bai hUdng dan hQc vien cac vAn de co the 

tra CUu them. !: 

• 	 Co them cac hQp tho~i huang dan m~o Stl' d\lng may tinh. 
• 	 Cac bai lu~n cho hQc vien sil'a nhAm t~p thai quen phat hi~n 

cae ciiu sai dugc them van cuoi m6i ehu<1ng ve eAu truc cau. 
IX 



Order oj 
Lesson 
Presentation 

Topic 
Suggestlons 

In-Class 
WrltinJl 

Finally, models have been updated, practice material freshened, and explana
tions streamlined, a,lr,vays with the intention of making the material more accessible 
to our students. .r . 

Writing Academic E'!-8iish is intended to be covered in one IS-week semester, with 
classes meeting five days aweek. The chapters in Part 1.Writing aParagraph, and Part 
II, Writing an Essay, should be taught in sequence. The sentence structure chapters in 
Part III should be taught alongside the chapters in Parts Jand II on the paragraph and 
essay in order to encourage students to write a variety ofcomplex structure$>_ Chapt:er 
10, IYpes of 5entences, should be taught at the beginning of the course; subsequent 
chapters may be taught in any order. Wherever possible, instructors should integrate 
sentence structure with rhetoric. For example, adverbial time clauses in Part III m"ly 
be taught simu]taneous]y with chronological order in Part II. 

The topics listed for each writing assignment are only suggestions. Keep an eye open 
for interesting topics from current events or for interesting graphs, photographs, and 
charts in newspapers on which to base other assignments. 

Group brainstorming and in-class writing of first drafts are especially helpful in the 
early stages because you are available for immediate consultation. Also, you can 
check to make sure everyone is on the right track. Pair and group collaboration is 
appropriate for brainstorming and editing work; however, writing is essentially an 
individual task even when done in class. 

Writing under Appendix C suggests topics for writing under pressure. These assignments are to be 
Pressure 

Practice 
Exercises 

Peer Editing 

Photographs 


done in class under time pressure to simulate the experience ofwriting essay exami
nations. We feel that this is valuable practice for college-bound students. 

The final practice exercises of the sentence structure chapters usually ask students to 
write original sentences. Because these practices prove whether the students under
stand the structures and can produce them correctly on their own, we hope that you 
are not tempted to skip them. 

Interactive Peer Editing Checklists appear with each writing assignment. One method 
of using these lists is to ask pairs of students to exchange books as well as first drafts 

. of compositions. Each student in a pair edits the other student's work and writes com
ments and suggestions about the other's composition in that student's book. A sec
ond method is to provide photocopies of the checklists for peer editors to record their 
comments. A third method is to have each student read his or her draft out loud to a 
small group of classmates and then to solicit oral comments and suggestions by ask
ing the checklist questions. The student who has read then writes down the group's 
suggestions in his or her own book. Of course, the instrucror can also respond to sru· 
dent wl'iting by commenting on photocopies of the checklists. 

The photographs introducing each chapter ofthe book depict some of the forms ofwrit
ten communication used by diverse cultures throughout the evolution of civilization. 

x 
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Cac hai lu4n mdu duqc c4p nh~t, cac hai luy~n t~p duqc so~n mai 
va cac ph§n hUdng dan dugc sap xe'p hgp Ii han, tat ca nham de 
lam cho giao trlnh d~ sti dl;lng han. 

Thrltu. 
trinh 

, 

bay cdc 
phdn 
trong 
sdch 

Giao trlnh d\l' ki€n danh cho mQt khoa hqc 15 tuAn, hqc 5 hu5i 
mQt tuAn. Cac chuang a phAn I, Vi€t Bo~n Van va phAn II Viet 
Bai L~n phar duCJc d~y thea dung tha t\l' lien t\lc. Cac chuang v~ 
cau truc cau trong phAn IIi phai duqc d~y song song vai cac 
chudng trong phAn I va II de khuyen khich hqc vien vi€t cac lo~i 
cau phuc. Chuang 10, Cac Lo~i Cau, phai duqc d~y tit dAu khoa 
~9C; cac chuang con l~i co the duCJC d~y theo thu t\l' tuy thich. 
Trong trttang hCJp co the duCJC, giao vien nen k€t hqp phAn cau 
truc cau vai phAn ky thu~t vi€t. Vi dl;l nhu cac m~nh d~ tr~ng ngli 
chi thai gian trong phAn III nen duqc d~y dang thai vai phAn d~y 
v~ cach sAp xep y theo thu t\l' thai gian aphAn II. 

GViy 
chudi 

Bai vii't 
tq,i ltlp 

Vie't dUdi 
dp lJlc 

Bai 
luyfn 
tq,p 

Sua bai 
cho 
nOOu 

Hinh 
anh 

Cac chu d~ duCJc li~t ke cho nhftng hai t~p viet chi mang tinh 
chat d~ nghj. Hay quan sat va thu th~p cac chu d~ hay tit cac s\l' 
ki~n dUdng d~i ho~c cac hieu d5 hinh anh, sa d5 hay tren bao de 
lam chu d~ cho cac hai viet khac. 
Trong giai do~n dAu, vi~c hqc nhom de gop y ho~c vi€t t~i lap ral 
co fch vi co sAn S\l' trq giup cua. giao vien. B5ng thai giao vien 
cung co the kiem soat de chAc chAn rang mqi hqc vien di dung 
huang. Hinh thuc lam vi~c tUng doi va thea nhom rat thich hCJp 
cho cong vi~c gop y vie't bai va stia bai; tuy nhien, viet lu4n la 
mQt cong vi~c ca nhan cho du co duqc lam t~i lap. 
Ph\lll;lC C dua ra cac chu d~ gqi y de luy~n vi€t duai ap l\l'c. Nhftng 
bai t4P d~ng nay nen duqc th\l'C hi~n t~i lap duai ap l\l'C thai gian 
de luy~n t4P kinh nghi~m vi€t hai trong ky thi. Chung toi thay 
rAng cac hai t4P nay rat hcru ich cho sinh vien cac trttang d~i hqc. 
Cac hai t4P cuO'i nhftng chudng cau truc cau thuang yeu cAu h9C vi€m 
tl;l' viet cau. Vi cac hai ~p nay nh~m de chUng minh r~ng h9C vien 
th~t s\l' hieu ro cac cau truc va co the t\l' minh vi€t dung cau truc, 
nen giao vien huang d§.n lap khong nen hi) qua cac hai ~p nay. 
Cu5i mM bai t~p viet d~u co bang huang ddn cham haL MQt 
trong nhftng cach sti dl;lng bang nay la yeu cAu tUng c~p hqc vien 
trao d6i bai nhap dAu tien. Moi hqc vien se stia bai cho b~n 
minh, d5ng thai ghi ro cac nh~n xet cung nhu gCJi y cua mlnh 
vao do. Cach thu hai la cung cap cho hqc vien cac bang gqi y 
cham bai de co the ghi nh~n xet vao. each thu ba la yeu cAu 
tUng h9C vien d9C to bai cua minh truac mQt nhom va de cac h9C 
vien khac nh4n xet, gop y dva tren hang ggi y. H9c vien dQC bai 
se tv ghi cac gqi y cua nhom. Va di nhien, giao vien cung co the 
nh4n xet bai lam cua hqc vie~ thong qua han gqi y cham hai. 
Cac hinh anh ddu moi chudng the hi~n nhung hinh thuc giao 
tiep chu viet cua cac n~n van hoa khac nhau qua tung thai k." 
phat tri~n cua van minh nhan lo~i. 
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To the Student 


Many people have the mistaken idea that being able to write well is a talent that 
one either has or doesn't have. This idea is not necessarily true. You can learn to 
write effectively if you are willing to learn some strategies and practice them. 

Good writing in English requires the ability to write good sentences and to 
organize them logically into paragraphs and essays. In this book. you will learn 
how to do both. Nine chapters will help you write good paragraphs and essays. 
and five chapters will help you write good sentences. 

We hope you will enjoy the teaching approach and writing challenges 
offered in our book. Ifyou study each lesson carefully and do all of the practices 
thoughtfully, not only win your writing skills improve, but you will also develop 
greater confidence in your ability as a writer. 

XII 



Danh cho hoc vien• 

Nhi~u nguCti thuCtng hi~u him r~ng viet hay la kha nang thien phu llla 
kh6ng phai ai cling co. Cach nghI nay kh6ng hoan toan dung. B~n co tht1 
h9C viet n1Qt cach hi~u qua neu b~n sdn sang h9C mQt vai ky thu~t va chju 
kho luy~n t~p. 

Viet tieng Anh hay doi hoi phai co kha nang viet cau hay va R5p xep 
chung nl{,>t cach hqp ly thanh nhUng do~n van roi thanh nhullg bat lu~n. 
Qua sach nay b~n se h9C cach tht!c hi~n ca hai c6ng vi~c tren. Trong do co 
chin chuang se gitip b~n viet duqc nhung do~n van va nhung bai IUc1.11 hay, 
v.l lU1ll1 chuang se gitip b~n viet duqc nhung cau hay. 

Chung tcli hy v9ng rAng b~n se thfch thu vai phuong plHip dZlY Vfl 

11 hl"J'ng y6u call viet lw}n fila sach dua ra. Neu b~n nghien cuu ky tung bili 
h9C va lanl tat ca nhung bai luy~n t~p mQt cach can th~n, thi kh6ng chi 
n lllYng ky n~l.ng viet cua b~n phat tri€n ma b~n con cam thay tt! tin h(1n ve 
khn nt'tng viet cua b?I1. 

XIII 
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CHAPTER 


The Process of 
Academic Writing 

Native American symbols from Alaska 

Introduction 

Academic writing, as the name implies. is the kind of writing that you are required to 
do in college or university. It differs from other kinds of writing such as personal. lit
erary. journalistic. or business writing. Its differences can be explained in part by its 
special audience. tone. and purpose. 

Whenever you write. consider your specific audience. that is, the people who wiU 
read what you have written. Knowing your audience will help you to communicate 
dearly and effectively. In academic writing. your audience is primarily your profes
sors or instructors. 

1 



Chapter 1 The Process of Academic Writing 

In addition. you should also consider the tone ofyour writing. which depends on 
your subject matter and on your audience. Tone is your style or manner of expression. 
It is revealed by your choice ofwords and grammatical structures and even the length 
of your sentences. The tone of a piece of writing can be, for example, serious. amus
ing. personal, or impersonal. Academic writing is formal and serious in tone. 

Finally, the purpose of a piece of writing determines the rhetorical form l chosen 
for it. A persuasive essay will be organized in one way and an expositorr essay in 

• 	 another way. In this book. you will learn the basic rhetorical forms of academic writ
ing. from single paragraphs to multiparagraph essays. 

As you write each assignment in this course and in other college courses, keep in 
mind your audience. tone, and purpose so that the message your reader will receive 
is .the message you intend to convey.3 

The Wrltin8. Process, stage I: Prewrltin8. 

Writing, particularly academic writing. is not easy. It takes study and practice 
to develop this skill. For both native speakers and new learners of English, it is impor
tant to note that writing is a process, not a "product." This means that a piece of 
writing. whether it is a composition for your English class or a lab report for your 
chemistry class. is never complete; that is, it is always possible to review and revise, 

Writing is so important and review and revise again. 

in academic life that some 
 There are four main stages in the writing process: prewriting. planning. writing 
universities have on-line and revising drafts, and writing the final copy to hand in. Each stage will be explained
writing centerS.These and practiced in Part I of this book. In this chapter. you will concentrate on prewrit
sites offer extra writing 

ing techniques, which are activities to help you generate· ideas for your writing
advice and information. 

assignments.Ask your instructor how 

to find them. 


Step 1: 	 Ifyou are given a specific writing assignment (such as an essay question on an exam
Choosing alld 	 ination). then. of course. what you can write about is limited. On the other hand. 

when you are given a free choice of topics and can write about something you areNarrowing 
interested in. then you must narrow the topic to a particular aspect of that generalII Topic _ 
subject. Suppose you are interested in the environment. It would be impossible to 
cover such a big topic in a paragraph. You would have to narrow the topic to perhaps 
environmental pollution. if that is your interest. Environmental pollution, however, is 
still too broad a topic for a paragraph. so you might even further narrow the topic to 
a type of environmental pollution, such as pollution of the oceans. However, writing 
about ocean pollution is still too broad because it would include pollution by oil. 
chemicals, sewage. and garbage. Therefore, you might decide to write about oil as a 
source of ocean pollution. Finally. you might make this topic even narrower by writ
ing only about the effects of oil spills on sea life. The point is, you must narrow the 
subject of your paragraph to a specific focus so that you can write about it clearly and 
completely. 

The diagram on page 4 illustrates the process of narrowing a general topic to a 
specific one. 

t j'L'h>~i~Vj, 
I rhetorical form: organizational,form and style 
:!expository: explanatory; one that explains . 
lconvey: express 
"generate: produce 
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PRACTICE I 

Choosing mui 
Nmrouing a ropic 

Step 2: 
Brainstorming 

General 
topiC ENVIRONMENT 

POL L UTI 0 N 

Specific topic 

Very specific 
topic 

Individually. in a small group, or with your whole class, narrow each of the following 
general topics to one specific aspect that could be written about in one paragraph. 

School Entertainment 
Television Food 
Spons 

After you have chosen a topic and narrowed it to a specific focus, the next prewriting 
step is to generate ideas. This is done by a process called brainstorming. Although 
these brainstorming activities may seem unnecessary at first, after doing them a few 
times, you will realize their usefulness. Brainstorming for ideas can get you started 
writing more quicJdy and save you time in the later stages of the writing process. 

Three useful brainstorming techniques are listing. freewriting, and clustering. 
Learn how to do each of them and then decide which is the most productive for you. 

Listing 

listing is a brainstorming technique in which you think about your topic and quick
ly make a list of whatever words or phrases come into your mind. Your purpose is to 
produce as many ideas as possible in a short time, and your goal is to find a specific 
focus for your topic. 

Follow this procedure: 

I. 	Write down the general topic at the top of your paper. 
2.. 	 Then make a list of every idea that comes into your mind about that topic. Keep 

the ideas flowing. Try to stay on the' general topiC; however, if you write down 
information that is completely off the topic. don't worry about it because you can 
cross it out l~ter. 

3. 	Use words. phrases. or sentences, and don't worry about spelling or grammar. 

Here is an example of the listing technique on the topic of the culture shock expe
rienced by international students in the United States. 
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MODEL 

listing 
Culture Shock 

communication problems homeless people shocking sight 
poor verbal skills American students 
children disrespectful classroom environment 
new language unclear expressions 
American family life public transportation is not good 
families seldom eat together need a car . 

lack vocabulary use first names with teachers 
show affection in public college professors wear jeans 
Americans talk too fast students ask questions 
they are friendly no formal dress code 
people are always in a hurry no one takes time to cook good meals 
use slang and idioms professor's role 
families don't spend time together on children spend more time with friends 

weekends and holidays than with ~rents 
children are "kings" use incomplete sentences 
lack confidence poor pronunciation 
American food is unhealthy Americans difficult to understand 
everyone eats fast food students can challenge professors 

4. Now rewrite your list and group similru ideas together. Cross out items that don't 
belong or that are duplications. 

Group A 

(communication problem~ 
poor verbal skills 
new language 
lack vocabulary 
st.e¥( .fleRie.. il'l "tilelie 
Americans talk too fast 
!hey are .........1)1 
88elll. are aiwtlW iPl a 

hwtoy 
use slang and idioms 
lack confidence 
use incomplete sentences 

poor pronunciation 
Americans difficult to 

understand 
unclear expressions . 

Group B 

t.e",eless I'eel'le 
!lhe.hi .. , sieh' 

American students 
~Iassroom environment) 
I'tilelie ....s .. e ....... ie .. is 

Aet fee" 
fleed • • r 
use first names with 

teachers 
college professors wear 

jeans 

students ask questions 

no formal dress code 

Ae 8Ae .1_ sffle Eel 

eeeit ~e8 ",eals 

professor's role 

students can challenge 


•prdfessors 

Group C 

Q\'merican family Ii~ 
children are "kings" 
families seldom eat 

together 
children disrespectful 
families don't spend time 

together on weekends 
and holidays 

children spend more time 
with friends than with 
parents 

AMeriee.t't fe... is 

I:Il'Ih8al.,. 
eYef')reAe eae _ feed 

.,.;,," .".' 
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PRACTICE 2 

Braillslormil1,q ~1' 
Listill.~ 

MODEL 

Freelltrllmg 1 

Now there are three lists. each of which has a central focus. The central focus in 
each new list is circled: communication problems. classroom em1ironment, and 
American family life. The writer can choose one list to be the basis for a paragraph. 

Brainstorm by listing ideas on one of the following topics. Follow the four steps out
lined on pages 4-5. 

How to be a good student 
How television is a learning tool 
The characteristics of a good teacher 
My favorite leisure-time activity 
Tourist attractions in your country or city 
One of the topics from Practice 1: Choosing and Narrowing a Topic on page 4 

Freewriting 

Freewriting is a brainstorming activity in which you write freely about a topic because 
you are looking for a specific focus. While you are writing, one idea will spark! another 
idea. As with listing, the purpose of freewriting is to generate as many ideas as possi
ble and to write them down without worrying about appropriateness. grammar, 
spelling, lOgic, or organization. Remember. the more you freewrite, the more ideas you 
will have. Don't despair if your mind seems to "run dry." Just keep your pencil moving. 

Follow this procedure: 

I. 	Write the topic at the top of your paper. 
1. 	Write as much as you can about the topic until you run out of ideas. Include such 

supporting items as facts. details. and examples that come into your mind about 
the subject. 

3. 	After you have run out of ideas, reread your paper and circle the main idea(s) that 
you would like to develop. 'lit 

4. 	Take that main idea and freewrite again. 

II: the following model. the student is supposed to write a paragraph about one 
major problem at his college. The student doesn't have any idea of what to write about. 
so he starts freewriting about some of the problems that come to mind. 

'.< ~.: •Problems at Evergreen College 
;.What is the biggest problem at Evergreen totlege~ Well. I really don't know. In 

fact. I can't think of one particular problem although I know there are many 
problems. For one thing, the €Iassrooms are usually overcrowded)At the beginning 
of this semester. Science Hall 21 I had"~ students although there were only 3 I 

5 desks. A few of the seats attached to the desks were broken. so about 20 students 
had to sit on the floor. 8esides.€he classrooms are poorly maintained) In several of 
my classes, there are broken chairs and litter on the floor. Students even leave their 
dirty cups and other garbage on the desks. So the rooms are messy.cthe library is) 

(too small and always crowded with swdents) Not all swdents really swdy in the 
10 	 library. Sometimes they talk a lot and this is really quite distracting to me and other 

;"'.:'::., .; 	 . : ":, .. ~L ~ , .-- ,.-.C· :-.i,-~2.'~:;r~:::21,~;?~J!-'Z~~~~~-r.~.- ..#,.,-:~;.:..:-. 

Isparlc cause to start coming to mind 2despair: be discouraged 
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serious students who want and need a quiet place to study. So the present library 
should be expanded or a new library should be built. Oh yes, I think that@nothe9 

<problem is parking near the campus}The college has a big parking lot across from 
the west side of campus. but it is always full. So, many times students have to park 

15 	 their cars in the residential areas, which could be so far away from the campus that 
they have to run to class to make it. Yes. parking is a big problem that many 
students face every day. I have a car. and many of my friends have one. We really 
have a problem. So. I think the biggest problem at Evergreen College is not enough 
parking spaces near the college campus ... 

After he finished freewriting. the student reread his paper and circled the main 
ideas, one of which he will consider as the major problem at Evergreen College. 

Let's say that the student has decided to choose parking as a major problem at 
Evergreen College. Now that the student knows the topic that he wants to write about, 
he will again brainstorm by freewriting; only this time, the specific topic will be on the 
parking problem only. His freewriting paper might look like this. 

MODEL 

Freetl'ritirlg 2 

The Parking Problem at Evergreen College 

I think finding a parking space close to the campus at Evergreen College is a 
major problem. There are not enough parking lots for students to park their cars. 
Therefore. students have to come early to get a parking space, and even then. 
sometimes they are unlucky and can't get a good parking space. Once I couldn't 

s find a space in the west-side parking lot. and I had to drive in the streets for a half 
hour before I found one. So, I was late for class. Some students are late to class 
almost every time the English class meets. Some even drop the class, not because 
they can't handle it. but because they can't find a place to park close to the 
campus. The teacher warns them time and time again not to be late. but they can't 

o help it. ...What is the solution to the parking probleml Maybe the college should 
spend some funds to construct a multilevel parking lot that will accommodate 
three times as many cars as the present parking lot holds.... 

. _: __ .~~..:.;.. ..._"'~_ •.• ,.;. . • .,_.~... ·~"•..-t"2:_ ....·•.l·", ...",';...·._."""'~~-,;':~:':';_~:~A=-'~~·U·-·.i;t,t"4;:".~\~;~,,;~~JIii:I 

The student can continue freewriting as long as he can generate ideas related to 
the topic. Then after completing that task, he can reread it and develop certain points, 
add some more ideas. or even delete others. The student can do this freewriting activ
ity several times until he is satisfied with what he has written. 

PRACTICE 3 Brainstorm by freewriting on one of thefQ!lowing topics. Follow the four steps out

Braills/orming 1~1' 
Prf!f!ll'rifiug 

lined on page 6. 

Problems of working students 
Problems of international' students 
Problems with learning English in my country 
A topic of your own choice 
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MODEL 

Clustering 

PRACTICE 4 

Brail1s/orming by 
Clustering 

Clustering 

Clustering is another brainstorming activity that you can use to generate ideas, Here's 
how to use this technique: In the center of your paper, write your topic and draw a 
"balloon" around it. This is your center, or core, balloon, Then write whatever ideas 
come to you in balloons around the core. Think about each of these ideas and make 
more balloons around them. 

For example, suppose you had to describe a person who is close to you in some 
way. Using the clustering technique to ge~ ideas, you might end up with a paper such 
as the following. 

( /-bevc:ise ') 
,e",H\'-Si~"----

The largest cluster of balloons was generated from the "workaholic" balloon, so 
this would be a good focus for this student's paragraph about his father. 

Use the clustering technique for ten minutes to generate ideas about a member of 
your family. 

The Writing Process, Stage II: Planning (Outlining) 


Step 1: Making 
Sublists 

In Stage I, you chose topics and narrowed them, and you generated ideas by brain
storming. Now you are ready for Stage II in the process ofwriting, the planning stage. 
In the planning stage, you organize the ideas you generated by brainstorming into an 
outline. 

1\un back to the model about culture shock on' page 5. The student had devel
oped three different lists of ideas: communication problems, classroom environ
ment, and American family life. She decided to write a paragraph about communica
tion problems. 

The first step toward making an outline is to divide the ideas in the "communication 
problems" list further into sublists and to cross out any items that don't belong or that 
aren't useable. 
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MODEL 

Sublisls 

Communication Problems 

(l)(pOOrverbal skil" use incomplete sentences 

lack vocabulary (2)®1iericans difficult to understand) 

RettX IMNHe unclear expressions 

poor pronunciation Americans talk tOO fast 

!alit aeMdenaa use slang and idioms 


::r_,...;~""'"»>},,':'.' 

The ideas listed under "communication problems" could be divided further into 
two sublists-those that describe international students and those that describe 
Americans.1\vo items, (1) poor verbal skills and (2) Americans difficult to understand, 
can serve as titles for the sublists. New language and lack confidence didn't fit in either 
sublist. so they were crossed out. The remaining items could be put under 1 or 2. 
When you have grouped all of the points into their appropriate sub list, you have cre
ated a preliminary outline for a paragraph. 

MODEL 

Preliminary OuIline 

Step 2: Writi"g 
tbe Topic 
Sentence 

MODEL 

7bpic Senlence 

Step 3: 
Olltllnillg 

Communication Problems 
.,(~ 

A poor verbal skills 
- lack vocabulary 
- poor pronunciation 

.~..·.lB. Americans difficult to understand , .., 
- use incomplete sentences 

~ 
~ .,- use unclear expressions 

:-. ~ - talk too fast 
- use slang and idioms ""~1 

'''"'' ........."""·...1
_~~_~, .. ;;;_~ .j....... _ Wi .t"':1
....,. "*!lfi!iP'-='< .••' ••••• 
• ....... nf

• rt '_;,~.44l .;c:u .. .~.-~~-!
....... 


Finally. write a topic sentence. The topic sentence is the most general sentence in a para
graph. and it expresses the central focus of the paragraph. The topic of Group Ais clear
ly communication problems. Therefore. a possible topic sentence might be as follows. 

• -~ t~One problem that many intemational studentS face in the United 
. !States is communication with Americans. 

or I; 

International studentS in the United States face communication 
problems with Americans. 

An outline is a formal plan fo,~ a paragraph. In an outline, you write down the main 
points and subpoints in the order in which you plan to write about them. The follow
ing is an example ofan outline of the topic "communication problems." 
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MODEL 

0uIli:ne 

Topic Sentence 

Supporting point 
Supporting detail 
Supporting detail 

Supporting point 
Supporting detail 
Supporting detail 
Supporting detoil 
Supporting detail 

PRACTICE S 

OuIlining 

Communication Problems 

International students in the United States face communication problems 
with Americans. 
A. International students have poor verbal skills. 

I. lack vocabulary 
2. have poor pronunciation 

B. Americans are difficult to understand. 
I. use incomplete sentences 
2. use unclear expressions 
3. talk too fast 
4. use slang and idioms 

.:~~~-~~':~4l.~~'" _..!r·Pk'~' 

With this outline in front of you, it should be relatively easy to write a paragraph 
about international $tudents' communication problems with Americans. There is a 

. topic sentence, two main supporting points, two supporting details for the first main 
point. and four supporting details for the second main point. You could. of course, 
add some examples and a concluding sentence if you wanted to. but the main plan
ning for the paragraph has been completed. 

Develop outlines for the other two groups. classroom environment and American 
family life. Follow the three steps outlined above. Each outline should contain a topic 
sentence, one or "0 main supporting points. and one or two supporting details for 
each main supporting point. Add a title to your outline. 

The Writing Process, Stage III: Writing and Revi;sin8. Drafts 


Step 1: Writing 
tbe First Rough 
Drfl/t 

Stage III in the writing process, after prewriting (Stage 1) and planning (Stage II), is 
writing and revising several drafts until you have produced a final copy to hand in. 
Remember that no piece ofwriting is ever perfect the first time. Each time you write a . 
new draft, .you will refine and improve your writing. 

The first step in this stage is to write a roqgh draft from your outline. This is how 
to proceed: 

• 	 Write down the topic sentence and underline it. Doing this will remind you of the 
focus of your paragraph. 

• 	 Skip one or two lines per line ofwriting and leave margins ofone inch on both sides 
of the paper. These blank. spaces will allow you to add more details. information, 
examples, etc. in order for you to fully develop your points. Also. you can add 
comments such as "define ," "check spelling," "add an example," and so 
on in the margins for your attention later on. 

• 	 Write your paragraph, following your outline as closely as possible. 1iy writing 
steadily. Donlhesitate to add ideas that aren't in your outlirie ifyou are certain they 
are relevant to the topic. 
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Step 2: Revising 
Content and 
Organization 

• 	 Don't worry about grammar, punctuation, or spelling. This first rough draft does 
not have to be "perfect"; in fact, it won't be because your main goal is to write down 
as much information as you can, following the points in your outline. 

While you are writing. you may not be able to think of a word or phrase. or you 
may be unable to complete a thought. Don't worry-just leave a space or a line. You 
can fill it in later. Also. while you are writing about one major point, you might come 
up with an idea for another major point. Don't risk forgetting it! Write it down in the 
margin of your paper near where it belongs. 

Above all. remember that writing is a continuous process of discovery. Therefore, as 
you are writing, you will think of new ideas that may not be on your brainstonning list 
or in your outline. You can add new ideas or delete original ones at any time in the writ
ing process. Just be sure that any new ideas are relevant! 

After you write the rough draft, the next step is [0 revise it. When you revise. you 
change what you have written in order to improve it You check it over for content and 
organization. including unity. coherence. and logic.' You can change. rearrange. add. 
or delete. all for the goal of communicating your thoughts more clearly. more effec
tively, and in a more interesting way. 

During the first revisioh, do not try to correct grammar. sentence structure. 
spelling. or punctuation; this is proofreading. which you will do later. During the first 
revision. be concerned mainly with content and organization. 

This is how to proceed: . 

• 	 Read over your paragraph carefully for a general overview. Focus on the general 
aspects of the paper and make notes in the margins so that you can rewrite parts 
that need to be improved. 

• 	 Check to see that you have achieved your stated purpose. 
• 	 Check for general logic and coherence. Your audience should be able to follow your 

ideas easily and understand what you have written. 
• 	 Check to make sure that your paragraph has a topic sentence and that the topic 

sentence has a central (main) focus. : 

• 	 Check for unity. Cross out any sentence that does not support the topic sentence. 
• 	 Check to make sure that the topic sentence is developed with sufficient supporting 

details. Be certain that each paragraph gives the reader enough information to 
understand the main idea. If the main point lacks sufficient information. make 
notes in the margin such as "add more details" or "add an example." Make sure that 
you haven't used general statements for support. (Note: Using concrete supporting 
details will be taken up in Chapters 6 and 7.) 

• 	 Check your use of transition signals. 
• 	 Finally, does your paragraph have or need a concluding sentence? If you wrote a 

final comment, is it on the topic? 
Now rewrite your paragraph. incorporating all ot' the necessary revisions. This is 

your second draft. 

.. (t· 

I These terms are explained in later chapu~o•. 
If 



are shy. 'Sttleeftts dcft't feel ec....ieA&. whe" IBealti ...~ Erl2lish. 81s difficult Ibr 

foreign people to understand Americans. 9Americans use incomplete sentencel."8:Mf 

efc'iR 'bey Wie "'Aelea, 8M~~"ia"l. IOAmericans talk too fast. so it is often 

imposible to catch their meaning. 11Americans also use a lot of slangs and idioms. 

~~~~:D 
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Step 3: 
Proofreading 
tbe Second 
Draft 

Step 4: Writing 
tbe Final Copy 

The next step is to proofread your paper to check for grammar, sentence structure. 
spelling. and punctuation. 

• 	 Check over each sentence for correctness and completeness: no fragments and no 
choppy or run-on sentences. 

• 	 Check over each sentence for a subject and a verb. subject-verb agreement. correct 
verb tenses, etc. 

• 	 Check the mechanics: punctuation, spelling. capitalization, typing errors. etc. 

• 	 Change vocabulary words as necessary. 

Now you are ready to write the final copy to hand in. YQur instructor will expect it to be 
written neatly and legibly in ink or typed. Be sure that you make all the corrections that 
you noted on your second draft. After rereading the final copy. don't be surprised if you 
decide to make a few minor or even major changes. Remember that writing is a con
tinuous process of writing and rewriting until you are satisfied with the final product. 

The following models show you how one student worked through the process of 
writing and revising drafts before arriving at the final copy. 

MODEL 

n)e First Rough Draft 

... 
Use the correction 
symbols explained in 
Appendix D. pages 
260-261. to mark grammar 
and sentence structure 
changes on your draft. 

......,.~ Communication Problems 

~~onal students in the United States face communication p 

Americans. Zit is a kind of culture shock to them. 'They soon reallize that their 
~ Ci'

verbal skills are poor. 4They lack vocabulary. and they have poor pronunciati.n. 

5American people doesn't understand them. &rhey also speaMoo softly be.aus 

ef) 

fi) 

12People do not know their meaning. 

'-1.:-v...~.. 

After writing the first draft, the writer checked her paragraph for organization. 

• 	 First, she checked to make sure that her paragraph matched the assignment. The 
assigned topic was "culture shock." Although her second sentence mentions 
culture shock. her topic sent,ence does not, so she decided to combine the two 
sentences. 

• 	 The writer checked the paragraph for unity and decided that sentence 6, which she had 
added while writing the rough draft. was a good addition. However, she decided that 
sentence 7 was off the topic, so she crossed it out. 

• 	 Next, she checked to see if there were eIl(>ugh supponing details, and she decided 
that there weren't. She decided to adt\ examples of poor pronunciation, an 
incomplete sentence, and an idiom. She couldn't think of an example of an unclear 
expression, so she crossed out her reference to unclear expressions in sentence 9. 
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• 	 She also decided to add transition signals such as first ofall, for example. and 
also to make her paragraph more coherent. 

• 	 Finally, she decided to add a concluding sentence. 
Then she wrote her second draft. 

MODEL 

1be Second Draft 

Communication Problems 

Sf 

to 

u 

... ;,;."..... ; ~.. " ....... .:.-_"':... 

lOne kind of culture shock faced by international students in the United States 
.wbM-~~~.i-J'- ""..,..J ,~t..Ia"'. 

is ~ difficulty ~~e communicating -Aidi Americank~ey soon~e that 

their verbal skills are poor. 3First of all. they lack vocabulary. and they have poor - ~ 	 .pronunciation.
) 

4American people ~ 't understand them. 'For example, a few days 


ago. I asked an American student how to get to the library, but because I have 

Jto.J 

trouble pronouncing ,'s and rs. the student didn't understand me. 61 finally ~ 


...."..~~""""·,. .•t. ~. k. 

write it on a piece of paper. 1~ also speak too softly beaus,,"are shy~ls difficult 

for foreign people to understand Americans, too. 'Americans use incomplete 

sentences. such as "Later" to mean "I'll see you later," and "Coming~" to mean "Are 
$P ~.cttI 

you coming?" IOAISO. Americans talk too fas} so it is often imposible to Ciac'R enei" 
~A..c... ..w*A&- .......M't4'1 ~At+.-c. 0,.......... 


....	meanina "In addition, Americans also use a lot of sian" and i iom" 'ZoPes.le do not 


know their mean;... '3Far example, the other day someone said to me. "That drives 


me up the wall," and I could not imagine what he meant. 141 had a picture in my 


mind of him~hiS car ~ up a wall. ISlt didn't make sense to me~ 161n 


short. communication is probably the first problem that international students face 


in the United States. 11After a while, however. their ears get used to the American 

t:tJ1\.t;..d« ... 

way of speaking, and their own verbal ~ improve. 

~.~.;~......"~ ....... (w..r ........;. 	 "_;( .•~1.+'-. 


Next, the writer proofread her paragraph for sentence structure, grammar, 
mechanics (spelling, punctuation, capitalization, etc.), and vocabulary. These are the 
corrections she made: 

Sentencfl structure: 

I. 	This student knows that one of her writing problems is sentences that are sometimes 
too short. so she tried to find ways to lengthen her short sentences in this paragraph. 
• 	 She added When tltey jirst arrive in the United States to sentence 2. 
• 	 She combined sentences 3 and 4.. 

• 	 She combined sententes"'tl' and 12. 

http:ZoPes.le
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1. 	She crossed out three words in sentence I and changed sitting in his car driving 
up a wall to driving his car up a wall in sentence 14 to improve these sentences. 

Coherence: 

It was not clear who They referred to in sentence 7 (Americans or international 
students?), so she changed it to International students. 

Grammar: 

This student knows that she occasionally makes mistakes with verbs and omits 
subjects, so she checked carefully for these problems. 

• 	 She needed to correct doesn't in sentence 4 and halle in sentence 6. 
• 	 She needed to add they in sentence 7 and It in sentence 8. 

Mechanics: 

The student writer found two spelling errors and added three missing commas. 

Vocabulary: 

• 	 In sentence 10, because catch their meaning is not standard English and because 
she didn't want to use the word meaning in consecutive sentences, she changed 
the phrase to understand them. 

• 	 In sentence II, slang is uncountable. so she crossed out the -so 
• 	 In sentence 12, people is not very specific. Nonnativespea.kers is more 

appropriate. 
• 	 In the concluding sentence she didn't want to repeat the phrase verbal skills. so 

she wrote verbal abilities instead. 

Then she wrote the final copy to hand in. 

MODEL  Communication Problems 

'!be Fi1zal Copj' One kind of culture shock faced by intematioflal students in the United States 
-is difficulty communicating with Americans.When they fint arrive in the United 

States, they soon realize that their verbal skills are poor. Ant of all. they lack 
vocabulary. and they have poor pronunciation. so American people don't 

5 	 understand them. For example, a few days ago, I asked an American student how to 

get to the library. but because I have troUble pronouncing r's and "5, the student 
didn't understand me. I finally had to write it on a piece of paper.lntemational 

students also speak toO softly because they are shy. k is diflicuk for foreign people 
to understand Americans, too. Americans use incomplete sentences, such as 

10 	 "Later" to mean ''''11 see you later." and "Comingr' to mean "Are you comingr' 

Also. Americans talk too fast. so it is often impossible to understand them. In 

addition. Americans also use a lot of slang and idioms whose meanings nonnative 

speakers do not know. For example. the other day someone said to me, "That 
drives me up the wall," and I could not imagine what he meant. I had a pictUre in 

15 	 my mind of him driving his car up a wall. k didn't make sense to me. In short. 

communication is probably the first problem that international stUdents face in the 
United States. After a while, however, their ears get used to the American way of 
speaking. and their own verbal abilities improve. 
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Review 

WRITING 
PRACTICE 

These are the important points you should have learned from this chapter: 

I. Academic writing is a special kind of writing for college and university 
work. It is intended for a specific audience (primarily your instructors and 
professors). 

2.. 	Academic writing is formal in tone. 
J. 	The purpose of academic writing is usually to explain or to persuade. The 

purpose ofa piece ofwriting will determine its rhetorical form. 
4. 	Prewriting'activities are useful for narrowing a topic and generating ideas. Three 

useful brainstorming techniques are listing, freewriting, and clustering. 
s. 	Plan your writing by preparing an outline. 
6. 	Revision is an essential part of the writing process. Your first effort is called the 

rough draft. After revising it for content and organization (using the Peer Editing 
Checklists at the ends of most chapters), write your second draft. Proofread your 
second draft for sentence structure, grammar. mechanics, and vocabulary, and 
then write a final copy to hand in. 

Choose one of the topics for which you have completed the brainstorming step. and 
write a paragraph ten to fifteen sentences in length. Use your topic from one of these 
practices: Practice 2: Brainstorming by Listing (page 6). Practice 3: Brainstorming by 
Freewriting (page 7), or Practice 4: Brainstorming by Clustering (page 8). 

Complete the remaining steps in the writing process: 

STEP I· 
Preulriting 

Brainstorming: You have already completed this step. 

STEP 2. 
Planning 

Develop an outline. including a topic sentence. 

STEP J 
WrililJg 

Write a rough draft. 

STEP.. 
ReviSing 

Edit your rough draft for content and organization. 

STEP S 
Rewriting 

Write a second draft. and proofread it for grammar and mechanics. 

STEP 6 Write a final copy to hand in. 



C-HAPTER 


What Is a Paragraph? 
An Overview 

Egyptian hieroglyphics 

Introduction 

Aparagraph is a basic unit of organization in writing in which a group of related sen
tences develops one main idea_ A paragraph can be as short as one sentence or as long 
as ten sentences. The number of sentences is unimportant; however. the paragraph 
should be long enough to develop the main idea clearly. 

A paragraph may stand by itself. In academic writing. a paragraph is often used to 
answer a test question such as the following: "Define management by objectives, and 
give one example of it from the reading you have done for this class." 
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A paragraph may also be one part of a longer piece of writing such as a chapter of 
a book or an essay. You will first learn how to write good paragraphs, and then you will 
learn how to combine and expand paragraphs to build essays. 

Paragraph Structure 
The following model contains all the elements of a good paragraph. Read it carefully 
two or three times, and try to analyze its structure. 

MODEL 

P(lragrapb SJruciure 

Gold I':,eel 
! 

~JGold. a precious metal. is prized for two important characteristics. First of all. 
'bol

gold has a lustrous I beauty that is resistant to corrosion.zTherefore. it is suitable r~ ,~:~ 
,.,',.( 

., ,jfor jewelry. coins. and ornamental purposes. Gold never needs to be polished and 
will remain beautiful forever. For example. a Macedonianl coin remains as "f 

s untamished4 today as the day it was minceds twenty-three centuries ago. Another " ~ 

important characteristic of gold is its usefulness to industry and science. For many 
years. it has been used in hundreds of industrial applications. The most recent use 
of gold is in astronauts' suits. Astronauts wear gold-plated heat shields for 
protection outside spaceships. In conclusion, gold is treasured not only for its 

10 beauty but also for its utility. 

The Three Parts 

ofa Paragraph 


A paragraph has three major structural parts: a topic sentence. supporting sentences, 
and a concluding sentence. 

The topic sentence states the main idea of the paragraph. It not only names the 
topic of the paragraph, but it also limits the tOpiC to one or two areas that can be dis
cussed completely in the space of a single paragraph. The specific area is called the 
controlling idea. Notice how the topic sentence of the model states both the topic and 
the controlling idea: 

TOPIC CONTROLLING IDEA 

~, a precious metal, is prized for two important characteristics. 

Supporting sentences develop the topic sentence, That is, they explain the topic 
sentence by giving reasons, examples. facts, statistics, and quotations. Some of the 
supporting sentences that explain the topic sentence about gold are 

First of all, gold has a lustrous beauty that is resistant to corrosion. 

For example, a Macedonian coin remains as untarnished today as the day it was mint
ed twenty-three centuries ago. 

Another important characteristic of gold is its usefulness to industry and science. 

The most recent use of gold is,in astronauts' suits. 

~, "<ol";t'~~ 

I lustrous: glowing 
2 corrosion: chemical damage 

I untarnished: unchanged in colm 
5 minted: made. manufactured 

j Macedonian: from an ancien! !'v!editerranean 
culture 



Part I Writing a Paragraph 


Unity and 
Coherence 

Consult Appendix B. Chart 
ofTransition Signal~, pages 
255-257, for a comprehen
sive list of these signals. 

The concluding sentence signals the end of the paragraph and leaves the reader 
with important points to remember: 

In conclusion, gold is treasured not only for its beauty but also for its· utility. 

In addipon to the three structural parts of a paragraph, a good paragraph also has the 
elements of unity and coherence. 

Unity means that you discuss only one main idea in a paragraph. The main idea 
is stated in the topic sentence, and then each and every supporting sentence develops 
that idea. If, for example, you announce in your topic sentence that you are going to 
discuss two important characteristics of gold, discuss only those. Do not discuss any 
other ideas, such as the price of gold or gold mining. 

Coherence means that your paragraph is easy to read and understand because (1) 
your supporting sentences are in some kind of logical order and (2) your ideas are 
connected by the use of appropriate transition signals. For example, in the paragraph 
about gold, there are two supporting ideas: Gold is beautiful, and gold is useful. Each 
of these supporting ideas is discussed, one after the other, and an example is given for 
each one. This is one kind of logical order. Furthermore, the relationship between the 
ideas is clearly shown by using appropriate transition words and phrases such as first 
ofall, for example, another important characteristic, and in conclusion. 

• 	 In summary, a well-written paragraph contains five elements: a topic sentence, 
supporting sentences, a concluding sentence, unity, and coherence. In Pan I of this 
book, you will study and practice each of these elements. 

The Finished Usually, instructors accept either handwritten or typed (on a typewriter or computer) 
Assignment assignments. Follow the instructions below to format the aSSignments you prepare for 

this class. Your instructor may assign other formats as well. Format 

Paper Handwritten: Standard 8 Y2 by 11 inch white binder paper. Remember 
that the holes are on the left. Write on one side only. 

TYped: Standard 8 Y2 by 11 inch white typing paper. Type on one side only. 

Assignment Both handwritten and typed: 
Identification • In the upper right-hand corner, write or type your name, the course title and/or 

number, and the due date. 
• 	 In the upper left-hand corner, write or type the practice number and/or name 

of the assignment and the page number. 

Title 	 Handwritten: Center the title on the top line of the first page. 
1Jped: Center the title about 1 Y2 inches from the top of the first page. 

Body 	 Handwritten: 
• Begin writing on the third line after skipping a line. 
• 	 Indent the first line of every paragraph about one inch from the margin. 
• 	 Write on every other line. 

TYped: 
• Begin typing after skipping four single-spaced lines. 
• Indent the first line of every paragraph five spaces. 
• 	 Double space; that is. leave one blank line between each line of typing. 



MODEL 

Assignment Formal 

Writing on II 
Computer 

When you sit down to 

write at the computer. 
first decide what spacing 
you want for marps and 
lines. Save that format on 
your disk. 

Chapter 2 What Is a Paragraph? An Overview 

Both handwrinen and typed: 

• 	 Leave one-inch margins on the left and right sides and at the bottom of each 
page. 

• Number every page except the first page. 

Practice} py.",c+tce 2.1 ,,,,,e '3 Your name 

number Vt4trf {course
Pap number tide and 
Praaic:e name number 

Date 

Center title 

Write on 
tNery One-inch 
other line margin 

on right 

One-i~ "Imargtn 

on left 


One-inch'margin 
at bottom 

Ifyou have access to a computer and know a word processing program, you can use it 
for the complete writing process from brainstorming to writing the final draft. On the 
other hand, you may prefer to do the prewriting stages of your paper with pencil and 
paper and then use the computer for the writing, editing, and revising stages. Keep in 
mind that a paragraph written on a computer is formatted like a typewritten one. 

Writing on a computer is the most efficient, timesaving method of reorganizing 
and improving the content of your paper. You can add, change, and delete words. 
phrases, sentences. or whole paragraphs with just a few keystrokes. You can also move 
items from one location to another in a flash, and if you don't like the change you just 
made, you can change it back instantly. 

Another advantage ofusing a computer is that you can tell the computer to proof. 
read your paper for spelling errors. Most word processing programs have spelling 
checkers built into them. Most also automatically correct errors in capitalization. 
However. you must still proofread your paper yourself because a computer may not 
find aU of your errors. . 

As your word processing skills improve, you can start adding boldface and italic 
type or even photos. charts. and graphic designs to your papers. The possibilities are 
almost unlimited. It is well worth your time and effort to learn to use a computer for 
writing. 
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Part I Writing a Paragraph 

How to Write a Single paragraphs do not usually have tides. Giving your practice paragraphs titles, 
Tille however, may help you to organize and limit your thoughts. For longer essays or 

reports. though, the use of titles win become more necessary. 
A title tells the reader what the topic of the paragraph is. It is usually a word or 

phrase, not a sentence. It should be brief, but not so brief that it doesn't telllhe read~ 
er what to expect. 

Remember these points when writing a title: 

I. 	The first, last, and all important words in a title arc capitalized. Prepositions and 
articles are not considered important words in a title. Prepositions of more than 
five letters. however"may be capitalized. Articles that begin the title, of course. are 
capitalized. 

2. The title of a paragraph or essay is not underlined. Use the centering icon 
3. The title is not enclosed in quotation marks. nor is it ended with a period. to center the title of 


your writing at the tOP 
 My Greatest Culture Shock The EffectS of Inflation 

of the page. 
 How to Choose a Good Used Car Riding the Subway in New York 

The Topic Sentence 

,, (""'\ 

/!"P-..... 

,~~
f 	 , 

C
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", 

":,' .... 
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Every good paragraph has a topic sentence, which clearly states the topic and the con
trolling idea of the paragraph. It is a complete sentence. It is usually (but not always) 
the first sentence in the paragraph. 

A topic sentence is the most important sentence in a paragraph. It briefly indi~ 
cates what the paragraph is going to discuss. For this reason, the topic sentence is a 
helpful guide to both the writer and the reader. The writer can see what information 
to include (and what information to exclude). The reader can see what the paragraph 
is going to be about and is, therefore, better prepared to understand it. 

There are three important points to remember about a topic sentence. 

I. 	A topic sentence is a complete sentence; that is, it contains a subject, a verb, and 
(usually) a complement. The following are not complete sentences: 


Driving on freeways. 

The importance of gold. 

How to register for college dasses. 


2. 	A topic sentence contains both a topic and a controlling idea. It names the topic 
and then limits the topic to a specific area to be discussed in the space of a single 
paragraph. The follOwing examples show how a topic sentence states both the 
topic and the controlling idea in a complete sentence: 

Driving on freeways requires skill and alertness. 

Gold. a precious metal, is priz.ed for two important characteristics . 

Registering for college classes can be a frustrating experience for new studentS. 


3. 	A topic sentence is the most genera) statement in the paragraph because it gives 
only the main idea. It does not give any specific details. 
The following is an example of a general statement that could serve as a topic 
sentence: 

The Arabic origin of many English words is not always obvious. 
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Position of 
Topic Sentences 

The following sentence, on the other hand. is too specific: 

The slang expression so long (meaning "goodbye") is probably a corruption of 

the Arabic salaam. 


Sentences such as the following may be too general: 

English is a difficult language to learn. 


The topic sentence may be the first or last sentence in a paragraph. The topic sen
tence may also be the first and last sentence of the paragraph- "sandwich-style." A 
sandwich-style paragraph is especially helpful to your reader if the paragraph is very 
long. The second topic sentence in the sandwich-style paragraph also serves as a con
cluding sentence. 

Study the following three paragraphs. Notice the different positions for the topic 
sentence in each. The topic sentences are underlined. 

MODEL 

Position ofTopic 
Sentences 

Hurricanes 

Hurricanes. which are also called c;yclones. exert tremendoys powee 
These violent storms are often a hundred miles in diameter. and their winds 
can reach velocities I of seventy-five miles per hour or more. Furthermore. the 
strong winds and heavy rainfall that accompany them can completely destroy a 

5 	 small town in a couple of hours.The energy that is released by a hurricane in 
one day exceeds the total ellt::fgy consumed by humankind throughout the 

world in one year. 

Medical Miracles to Come 

By the year 2009. a vaccine2 against the common cold will have been 
developed. By the same year, the first human will have been successfully 
cloned.3 By the year 2014. parents will be able to create designer children. 
Genetic therapy will be able to manipulate genes for abilities. intelligence. and 

5 	 hair. eye, and skin color. By 2020. most diseases will be able to be diagnosed 
and treated at home. and by 2030. cancer and heart disease will have been 
wiped out. These are just a few examples of medical miracles that are 
expected in the next few decades. 

Synonyms 

Synonyms. words that have the same basic mean inc. do not always haye 
the same emotional meanina. For example. the words stingy and frugol both 
mean "careful with money." However. to call a person stingy is an insult, while 
the word frugal has a much more positive connotation.4 Similarly. a person 

5 	 wants to be slender but not skinny. and aggreSSive but not pushy. Therefore. 
you should be careful in thoosinl words because many so-called synonyms are 
not really synonymous at all. 

I velocities: speeds '" 
2 vac:clne: substance that prevents a specific disease such as smallpox or polio 
3 cioned:a~:t:n exact copy of 
4 connO~_OSitiVe or negative meaning 

J\~ 
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PRACTICE I 

Recognizing 1bpic 
Sentences 

( )
"Iif~ 
Ip,. 

;' A 

;! 

1.k 

Remember. the topic sentence indicates the main idea ofa paragraph and is the most 
general statement in the paragraph. 

STEP I 	 Decide which of the following sentences is the topic sentence of the 
paragraph. 

STEP 2 	 Write T5 on the line next to that sentence. 
STEP 3 	 Decide the order of the supporting sentences and number them 551, SS2, 

553, and so on. 

Paragraph I 

__a. 	It enables customers to do severa.l banking transactions twenty-four 
hours a day.

l i 

~ b. 	 In addition, a customer ca.n transfer funds between accounts or get a 
cash advance on a credit card. 


___'_c. 
An automated teller machine (ATM) is a convenient miniature bank. 
For example, a customer ca.n use an ATM to deposit money and wtthdra.w-)-4. 
a limited amount of cash. 

Paragraph 1 

__a. After an attack by a great white, 462 stitches were required to sew up 
an Austra.lia.n scuba. diver. 

__b. With their razor-sharp teeth and strong jaws, great white sharks are 
very dangerous . 

.__ c. Nevertheless, one did just tha.t near a public beach in Austra.li& in 1985. 
__d. Even when they &tta.ck humans, however, great whites do not usually eat 

them. 
__•• It bit in h&1f and totally devoured) a young female swimmer. 
__ f. Great whites do not usually attack humans, but when they do, they 

always cause seriOUS 1I:Uury and even death. 

Paragraph 3 

_._ a. Another importa.nt change was that people had the freedom to live and 
work wherever they wanted. 

__b. The earliest sigDifica.nt change was for farming f&m.llies, who were no 
longer iSo~ted. 

__ c. 	 The final maJor change brought by the automobUe was the buUding of 
superhighways, suburbs, huge shopping centers, and many theme parks 
such as DiSney WOl\ld, in Florl~ 

., "'!. !. ~ .• Q-. : 	 -.', l. cJ. __4. The automobUe revollitlon1Z8d. the Amer1ca.n way of life. 
___ e. The automobUe enabled them to drive to towns and c1tles comfortably 

and conveniently. 
_f. In fact, people could work in a busy metropolitan city and drive home to 

the quiet suburbs. 

I devoured: ate 

http:sigDifica.nt
http:importa.nt
http:Austra.li


The Two Parts 
o/aTopic 
Sentence 

Chapter 2 What Is a Pamgraph? An Overview 

Paragraph 4 

_.__ a. In time, this melted part rtses as a magma. 2 

n r 
~b. The formation of a volcanic eruption is a dramatic series of events. 
---:.-G. As the plate3 sinks, friction and the earth's hea.t cause part of it to melt. .. __d. -'The magma produces heat. steam, and pressure. -I ~ . 

_I.__ •
e First of all, most volcanoes are formed where two plates oollide.4 

-l-t. Then one of the plates is forced under the other and sinks. 
-Lg. When the hea.t, steam, and pressure from the magma f1na.lly reach the 

surface of the Earth,a volcanic eruption occurs. 

A topic sentence has two essential parts: the topic and the controlling idea. The topic 
names the subject, or main idea. of the paragraph. The controlling idea makes a spe
cific comment about the topic, which indicates what the rest of the paragraph will say 
about the topic. It limits or controls the topic to a specific aspect of the topic to be dis
cussed in the space of a single paragraph. 

TOPIC CONTROWNG IDEA 

~onvenience foody are easy to prepare. 

In this example. the topic is named: convenience foods. A specific comment is 
then made about the topic: They are easy to prepare. From this sentence, the reader 
immediately knows that the supporting sentences in the remainder of the paragraph 
will explain or prove how quick and easy it is to prepare convenience fooCts and per
haps give some examples (frozen dinners, canned soups. etc.). 

CONTROWNG IDEA .TOPIC 

The native foods ofAmerica's immiKrant population are reflected in(American cooking) 

In this example, the topic is American food. The controlling idea of this topic sen
tence is that Americans eat many foods from other countries. Therefore, the reader 
should expect the paragraph to give examples of popular ethnic foods such as fried 
rice (Chinese), lacos (Mexican), sauerbraten (German), sukiyaki (Japanese), spaghet
ti (italian). and so on. . 

TOPIC CONTROlliNG IDEA 

(!he average American teenageQ consumes enormoys quantities of junk food. 

In this example. the topic is the average American teenager. The contrBlling idea 
abuut the topic states that the American teenager eats junk food. Thus, the rest of the 
paragraph should discuss the quantities and types of junk food that American 
teenagers eat (soft drinks. potato chips, candy bars, etc.). 

2 magma: melted rock inside the earth 

3 plate: rigid section nf rock 

• collide: clash 
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PRACTICE 2 

Jden1if)>ing the Paris of 
(/ Ibpic !:JentellGe 

Writing Topic 
Sentences 

Circle the topic and underline the controlling idea in each of the following 
sentences. 

Example 

(priving on freeways) requires skill and alertness. 

1. 	Driving on freeways requires nerves of steel. J 

a. 	Driving on freeways requires an aggressive attitude. 
3. 	The Caribbean island of Trini~attracts toUrists'·because of its calypso music. 
4. 	Spectacular beaches make Puerto Rico a tourist paradise. 
S. 	Living in an American college dormitory' can be a stressful experienCUQr 

newly arrived international students. 
6. ~~ousij.ile~ develo~d from~e·hea.lth.nee4s of ap.Clientti:tJi_~ 
7 '(~~~Pl'fi&d of AID§1 can be ~wed.b¥.ed~n&.tb.e .public. 
8.4~~~rp!~ble.~i(fo.r filteX'1'l&t1bn&lstUd~ is tQ.lQDg. essay examinations. 
9. 	Participating in class discussions in EngliSh is a problem for internatiop.a1 

students. L0 

10. In my opinion, many. television commerci~!~'::.<?p~9#ilqrie, to women. 
11. Owning an aUt,omobij.e is a necess~tyfQ!, m.fiJ. ' 
lao It is an expensive luxury to own an automobile in a large city. 

When you write a sentence. remember these two points: 

I. 	A topic sentence should be neither too general nor too specific. If it is too 
general, the reader cannot tell exactly what the paragraph is going to discuss. If 
it is too specific, the wrjter may not have anything left to write about in the rest 
of the paragraph. 

Think of a topic sentence as being like the name of a particular course on a 
restaurant menu. When you order f.:>od in a restaurant. you want to know more 
about a particular course than just "meat" or "soup" or "salad." You want to 
know generally what kind of salad it is. Potato salad? Mixed green salad? Fruit 
saIad? However, you do not necessarily want to know all of its ingredients. 

Similarlv. ~~,e reader of a paragraph wants to know generally what to expect 
in a paragraph. but he/she does not want to learn all of the specific details in the 
fIrst sentence. 

Too general: American food is terrible. 
Too specific: American food is tasteless and greasy because Americans use too 

many canned, frozen, and prepackaged foods and because everything is 
fried in oil or butter:. 

Good: American food is tasteless and greasy. 

2. 	Do not include too many unrelated ideas in your topic sentence; if you do. your 
paragraph will not be unified. 

Too many ideas: 	 San Francisco is famous for its temperate climate. its many 
tourist attractions, and its cosmopolitan2 atmosphere. 

The three parts of this controlling idea are too unrelated for a single 
paragraph. They would require three separate paragraphs. 

Good: San Francisco is famous for its cosmopolitan atmosphere. 

I nerves of steel: very strong nerves (idiom) 2 cosmopolitan: international 

http:internatiop.a1
http:b�.ed~n&.tb
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PRACTICE] A. 	 Write good topic sentences for the following paragraphs in the spaces provided. 
Remember to include both a topic and a controlling idea. Writing 1bpic Sentences 

Paragraph I 

l' .... 

;\\/V 	 L -" ' 1.) i 
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! 
/ 

America.rl.s relaxing at home. for example. may put at! Jdmonos,3 which is a 
Japa.nese word. Americans who live in a warm climate may take an after
noon siesta4 on an outdoor patios Without even realizing that these are 
Spa.n1sh words. In their gardens, they may enjoy the fragrance of jasmine) 
flowers, a word that came into English from Persian. They may even relax 
on a o,,·t.. JonCue' while sipping a drink made With vodka, words of French 
and. Russian origin. respectively. 

Paragraph 2 

In European universities, students are not required to attend classes. In fact, 
professors in Germany genera.lly do not know the names of the students 
enrolled in their courses. In the United States, however, students are required to 
a.tterut a.ll cla.sses and may be pena.lized7 if they don't. Furthermore. in the 
European system, there is usuaJIy just one comprehensive examination at the 
end of the students' entire four or five years of study. In the American system, 
on the other hand, there are usua.1ly numerous quizzes, tests, and homework 
assignments, and there is a.lmost always a final examination in each course at 
the end of the semester. 

Paragraph J 

. 
For example, the Eskimos, living in a treeless region of snow and ice, some
times build temporary homes out of thick blocks of ice. People who live in 

deserts, on the other'ha~d, use the most available material, mud or clay, 
which provides good insulation8 from the heat. In Northern Europe, RUSSia, 

and. other areas of the world where forests are plentiful, people usua.lly con
struct their homes out of wood. In the islands of the South Pacific, where 
there Is a plentiful fupply of bamboo and palm, people use these tough, 
fibrous' Pla.ntsto build their homes. 

3 kimono: 100Ul~ing rohe . 7 penalized: pllni~hed 
4 siesta: afternoon nap /I insulation: protection 
S patio: courtyan.1 	 'I fibrous: containing tiber 
Ii chaise longue: lounge chair 



Part I .Writing a Paragraph 

B. 	 Write two or three topic sentences for each ofthe fonowing topics. In other words, 
give two or three controlling ideas for the same topic. 

Example 

Topic: Television's effects on children 

Topic sentences: (I) 	Television is harmful to children because it teaches them 
violence as a way of solving problems. 

(2) Television retards· a child's reading ability. 

Smoking cigarettes Ponution 
Foreign travel Touring your hometown 
Prejudice 

C. 	 With your classmates, choose three topics that interest you as a group. Write a 
topic sentence for each topic. Be sure to include a controlling idea. 

The'Concludlng Sentence 

Now that you know how to write a good topic sentence for a paragraph, you should 
also learn how to write a good concluding sentence. A concluding sentence is not 
absolutely necessary; in fact. a concluding sentence is not customary for every para
graph in a multiparagraph essay. However, for single paragraphs. especially long ones, 
a concluding sentence is helpfi.Jl to the reader because it signals the end of the para
graph and because it is a reminder of the important points. . 

A concluding sentence serves three purposes: 

I. 	It signals the end of the paragraph. 
2. 	It summarizes the main points of the paragraph. 
3. 	It gives a final comment on the topic and leaves the reader with the most 

important ideas to t~nk about. 

Use one of the follOwing end-or-paragraph signals to introduce your concluding 
sentence: 

END-Of-PARAGRAPH SIGNALS 

THESE ARE FOLLOWED BY A COMMA 

Finally, As a result. 

In conclusion. Indeed. 

In summary, In brief. 

Therefore, In short. 

Thus. 


THESE ARE NOT FOLLOWED BY A COMMA 

We can see that ... 
k is clear that ... I 

IThese examples show that .. '. I 
I 

There can be no doubt that ... I 
The evidence suggests that ... I_J 

1 retards: slows down 

http:helpfi.Jl
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The examples that follow demonstrate two different types of concluding sen
tences. The first one paraphrases the topic sentence; that is, the concluding sentence 
repeats the main idea of the topic sentence in different words. The second example 
summarizes the two main points of the paragraph, which were not specifically stated 
in the topic sentence. 

MODEL 

Concluding Sentences 

PRACTICE 4 

Writing Concluding 
Sentences 

Synonyms 

Synonyms. words that have ths same basic meaoina. do not always have 
the same emotional meanin,. For example, the words stingy and frugol both 
mean "careful with money." However, to call a person stingy is an insult, while 
the word frugol has a much more positive connotation. Similarly. a person 

J 	 wants to be slender but not skinny. and aggressive but not pushy. Therefore. 
you shoyld be careful in choosina words becayse many so-called synonyms are 
not reall)' synoQ)1Dous at all. 

Gold 

"ald. a precious meta!. is prized for two jmportaot characteristi", Arst of 
all.lOld has a lustrous beauty that is resistant to corrosion. Therefore. it is 
suitable for jewelry, coins, and ornamental purposes. Gold never needs to be 
polished and will remain beautiful forever. For example, a Macedonian coin 

J remains as untarnished today as the day it was minted twenty-three centuries 
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1 
110. Another important characteristic of gold is its usefulness to industry and~;,~ 
science. For many years. It has been used in hundreds of industrial applications.:."l 
The most recent use of gold is In astronauts' suits. Astronauts wear gold- ;';~1 

plated heat shields for protection outside spaceships. In conclusion. COld Is;::11 

fO 	 treasured not only for Its beaut)' but also for jq util:ty, . };~ 

v<. ""~ 

STEP 1 Underline the topic sentence in each paragraph. 
STEP 2 Determine the main idea of each paragraph, 
STEP 3 Add a good concluding sentence to each. You may either paraphrase the 

topic sentence or summarize the main points. 
STEP.. Begin each concluding sentence with an end-of-paragraph signal. 

Paragraph I 

You ca.n be a good conversatlona.llst by being a good listener. When you 
a.re convers1ng with someone, pay olose attention to the speaker's words 
while looking &t his or her face. Show your interest by smiling &nd/or nod
ding. Furthermore, don't interrupt while someone is spea.king; it is impolite to 

5 	 do so. If you h&ve a good story, wait untU the speaker is finished. Also, . 
watch your body languagej it ca.n affect your communication whether you a.re 
the speaker or the listener. For instance, don't sit slumped in a ohair or make 
nervous hand and foot movements, Be relaxed &nd bend your body slightly 
forward to show interest '1nthe person and the conversation. _______ 
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Par1 I Writing a Paragraph 

Paragraph 2 

Modern communication technology is driving workers in the corporate 
world crazy. They feel buried under the large number of messages they 
receive daily. In addition to telephone calls, office workers receive dozens of 
E-mail and voice mail messages daily. In one company, in fact, managers 

5 	 receive an average of 100 messages a day. Because they don't ha.ve enough 
time to respond to these messages during office hours, it is common for them 
to do so in the evenings or on weekends at home. 

Review 

WRITING 
PRACTICE 

You may wish to use 
both coordination and 
subordination sentence 
patterns. Refer to 
Coordination ¥s. Su~n 
on pages 163-164. 

These are the important points you should have learned from this chapter: 

I. 	A good topic sentence 
• 	 Is a complete sentence with a subject, a verb. and a controlling idea 
• 	 Is neither too general nor too specific. It states clearly what the main idea of 

the paragraph is but does not include specific details 
• Is usually the first sentence in the paragraph 

:1. A good concluding sentence 
• 	 Signals the end of the paragraph 
• 	 Summarizes the important points briefly or restates the topic sentence in 

different words 

Choose one of the topics from Practice 3B (page 26) and write a paragraph ten to fif
teen sentences in length. Remember the steps in the writing process: 

STEP I 
Prewriting 

STEP :1 
Planning 

STEP J 
Writing 

STEP 4 
Editing 

STEP S 
Rewriting 

STEP 6 

Brainstorm for Parallelism: You have already completed this step. 

Develop an outline that includes a topic sentence and a concluding 
. sentence (if necessary). Underline them. 

Write a rough draft. 

Ask a classmate to check your rough draft against the Peer Editing 
Checklist that follows. 

Write a second draft. and proofread it for grammar and mechanics. 

Write a final copy to hand in. 
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Peer J1dUI., 
Peered1dnl is an interactive process ofreading and commenting on a classmate's writ
ing. You will exchange rough drafts with a classmate, read each other's paragraphs, and 
make helpful comments to improve your classmate's content and organization and, 
therefore, his or her clarity. A peer editor may say that your paragraph is "OK" or "good" 
but may still offer specific suggestions to improve it. If something is not clear, or if 
something needs to be explained more completely, he or she will tell you. You should 
consider his or her suggestions even though you may decide not to use all of them. 

This is how to proceed: Exchange copies of your paragraph and textbooks with a 
classmate. Write your comments and suggestions about his or her paragraph in his or 
her book. Vour classmate will write comments and suggestions about your paragraph 
in your book. 

PEER EDlnNG CHECKLIST 

PeER EDITOR'S COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS 

- ,-- -.  - -' " 
"_ • ___M ,- - .... --- -" - ". 

GENERAL 

1. What do you like best about this paragraph? 

PAPER FORMAT 

2.ls the format (title. indenting, double spacing 
margins) correctf Does it look like the model 
on page 1st 

i 

ORGANIZATION AND CONTENT 

3. 1bpIc_teDce: Is them a clear topic 
sentencet Does it have a controlling idea? 

4. Suppol'llnlllellteDcel: Is the main idea 
clear? Does the writer need to add more 
details to explain it? 

S. Condud.lai sentence: Is there a 
concluding sentence? Does it begin with 
an appropriate end-of-p~graph signal? 

SENTENCE STRUCTURE 

6. Are them any unclear sentences? Can you 
suggest a way to improve them? 

GRAMMAR AND MeCHANICS.-. -----r--'~
7. Are them any errors in grammar and 

mechanics (spelling. punctuation, and 
capitalization)? 

-~ ...-------. 



CHAPTER 


Unity and Outlining 


Sumerian tablet 

Unity 

Another important element of a good paragraph is unity. Every good paragraph has 
unity, which means that only one main idea is discussed. For examp1e, if your para
graph is about the advantages of oWning a compact car. discuss only that. Do not dis
cuss the disadvantages. Furthermore. it is a good idea for beginning academic writers 
to discuss only one advantage, such as gas economy, in each paragraph. If you begin 
to discuss another advantage, start a new paragraph. Sometimes it is possible to dis
cuss two or even three aspects' of the same idea in one paragraph (f they are' closely 

I aspects: ways of thmking about something 
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related to each other. For example, you could disfuSS gas economy and low mainte
nance costs in the same paragraph because they are closely related, but you should 
not discuss both gas economy and easier parking in the same paragraph because they 
are not closely related. 

The second part of unity is that every supporting sentence must directly explain 
or prove the main idea that is stated in the topic sentence. Do not include any infor
mation that does not directly support the topic sentence. Sometimes students write 
supporting sentences that are "off the topic." These are called irrelevant sentences. 
For example, if you are writing a paragraph about the high cost of college tuition, you 
could mention inflation2 as a factor. However. if you write several sentences about 
inflation, you are getting off the topic. and your paragraph will not have unity. 

Study the three paragraphs that follow. All of them discuss the same topic. In your 
opinion, which paragraph has unity and which two do not? Which paragraph dis
cusses more than one topic? Which paragraph has irrelevant sentences? 

MODEL Paragraph I 

Pamgrtlphs with and The HIVIAIDS epidemic3 is still growing explosively in most partS of the 
ll'illxJtlI Unit)' world. In Central and Eastern Europe. HIV is spreading rapidly in countries that 

had almost no cases a few years ago. In China. there were an estimated 10.000 
HIV-infected persons at the end of 1993. and this total grew ten-fold. to 100,000. 

5 	 by the end of 1995. In the countries of sub-Saharan Africa. the HIV/AIDS epidemic 
rages on:' In Kenya. Malawi. Rwanda. Tanzania. Uganda, Zaml!>ia, and Zimbabwe. 10 

percent of the women visiting postnatalS clinics in urban areas are infected with 
HIY, and in some areas. the rate is 40 percent. Mothers can give the HIV virus to 

their children during pregnancy and childbirth or when breast-feeding.The virus is 

10 	 also transmitted through blood and blood products. For example. drug users who 

share needles may become infected.The main method of transmission is. of course, 
unprotected sex, which accounts for 7S to BS percent of infections. 

I Paragraph 2 

The HIV/AIDS epidemic is still growing explosively in most parts of the world.I: In Central and Eastern Europe. HIV is spreading rapidly in countr~s that had 

almost no cases a few years ago. In China, there were an estimated 10.000 HIV

I infected persons at the end of 1993. and this total grew ten-fold. to 100.000. by the 
! s end of 1995. In the countries of sub-Saharan Africa. the HIV/AIDS epidemic rages 

on. In Kenya. Malawi. Rwanda. Tanzania. Uganda. Zambia. and Zimbabwe. 10 percent 

of the women visiting postnatal clinics in urban areas are infected with HI\/, and in 

some areas. the rate is 40 percent. Around the world. HIV infection rates are sky

rocketing among sex workers.6 In Nairobi. Kenya. 80 percent of sex workers are 

/0 	 infected. and in Vietnam. the rate of infection climbed from 9 percent to 38 percent 

between 1992 and 1995. These statistics illustrate with frightening clarity that 

HIV/AIDS is still a major health problem in most areas of the world. 

tf,' 
, 

j'
" 

;"''::"l ,0' ,.... "',.rl J. 'f , 

:! inflation: decrease in rhe lialUt~ 01 money ., postnatal: afler childbirth 
.1 epidemic.": widespread disease (; sex workers: prostitutes. people 
4 rages on: (()lltiIllU'S to spread (Usually women} who perform 

sexual acts for money 
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;- -------- ------

Paragraph 3 

The HIY/AIDS epidemic is still growing explosively in most parts of the world_ 

In Central and Eastern Europe. HIY is spreading rapidly in countries that had 
almost no cases a few years ago. In China. there were an estimated 10,000 HIY

infected persons at the end of 1993. and this total grew ten-fold. to 100.000. by the 
5 end of 1995.There is evidence that in the United States. the United Kingdom. 

Australia. and New Zealand. HIY infection rates are declining. at least among males. 
This is a result of a combination of prevention methods. In the countries of sub

Saharan Africa. the HIY/AIDS epidemic rages on. In Kenya. Malawi. Rwanda. 
Tanzania. Uganda. Zambia. and Zimbabwe. 10 percent of the women visiting ponna

10 tal clinics in urban areas are infected with HIY. and in some areas. the rate is 40 
percent. Although there is no cure for HIY/AIDS. new medicines are available that 
prolong the lives of people with HIV 

PRACTICE I A. 	 The follOWing short essay has not been divided into paragraphs, but it should 
contain six: an introductory paragraph. four body paragraphs, and a concluding 

Ulli~J' paragraph. 

STEP 1 Read the entire essay once or twice. 
STEP 2 Decide where each new paragraph should begin. (When> does the 

author begin to discuss a different topic?) 
STEP 3 Underline the first sentence of each paragraph. 

CUlture, Logic, I and. Bhetoric 

Logic, which is the basis of rhetoriC, comes from culture; it is not universal. 
Rhetoric, therefore. is not universal either but varies from culture to culture. 
The rhetorical system of one language is neither better nor worse than the 
rhetorical system of another language. but it is d:lfferent. English lOgic and 

5 	 English rhetoriC, which are based on Anglo-European cultural patterns, are 
llnear:-that is, a good English paragra.ph begins with a general statement of 
its content and then carefully develops that statement with a series of specif
ic illustrations. A good English paragra.ph may also use just the reverse 
sequence: It may state a whole series of examples and then summarize those 

10 	 examples in a single statement at the end of the paragraph. In either case, 
however, the flow of ideas occurs in a straight line from the opening sentence 
to the last sentence. Furthermore, a well-structured English paragra.ph is 

never digresslve. 3 There is noth.ing that does not belong to the pa.ragra.ph and 
nothing that does not support the topic sentence. A type of construction found 

15 	 in Arabic and Persian writing is very different. Whereas English writers use 
a linear sequence. Ara.bic and Persian writers tend to construct a paragraph 
in a parallel sequence using many coordinators4 such as and. and 'bat;. In 
English, maturity of style 1s often judged by the degree of subordinationS 

~ logic: way of thinking or reasoning 4 coordinators: words that join equal eJcment~ 
Z linear: in a straight line 5 subordination: the joining of two unequal element:; 
3 digressive: wandering away from the 

main topic 

http:pa.ragra.ph
http:paragra.ph
http:paragra.ph
http:paragra.ph
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rather than by the degree of coordination. Therefore, the Arabie and Persian 
styles of writing, with their emphasis on coordination, seem awkward and 
immature to an English reader. Some Asian writers, on the other hand, use 
an indirect approach. In this kind of writing, the topic is viewed from a vari
ety of angles. The topic is never analyzed directly; it is referred to only indi
rectly, Again, such a development in an English paragraph is awkward and 
unnecessarily vague6 to an English reader. Spanish rhetoric differs from 
English rhetoric' in still another way_ While the rules of English rhetoric 
require that every sentence in a paragraph relate directly to the central idea, 
a Spanish-speaking writer loves to fill a paragraph with interesting digres
sions. Although a Spanish paragraph may begin and end on the same topic, 
the writer often digresses into areas that are not directly related to the topiC. 
Spanish rhetoric, therefore, does not follow the English rule of paragraph 
unity. In summary, a student who has mastered the grammar of English may 
still write poor papers unless he/she has also mastered the rhetoric of 
English. Also, the student may have difficulty reading an essay written by 
the rules of English rhetoric unless he/she understands the "logical" differ
ences from those of his/her own native tongue. 

Both of the following paragraphs break the rule of unity because they contain one 
or more irrelevant sentences-sentences that do not directly support the topic 
sentence. 

STEP I Locate and underline the topic sentence of each paragraph. 
STEP 2 Find the irrelevant sentence(s) and cross them out. 

Paragraph I 

Adventure travel is the hot trend ill the tourism industry. Ordinary people 
are no longer content to spend their two weeks away from the office resting 
on a sunny beach in Hawaii. More and more often, they are choosing to spend 
their vacations rafting down wild rivers, hiking through steamy rain forests, 
climbing the world's highest mountains, or traversing7 slippery glaciers.K 

People of all ages are choosing educational study tours for their vacations. 

Paragraph 2 

Daredevil9 sports are also becoming popular. Young people especial
ly are increasingly willing to risk life and limb10 while mountain biking, 
backcountry snowboarding, or high-speed skateboarding. Soccer is also 
becoming popular in the United States, where it was not well known 
until recently. One of the riskiest new sports is skysurfing, in which 
people jump out of airplanes with graphite boards attached to their 
feet. Skysurfing rivals·· skydiving and bungee jumping for the amount 
of thrills-and risk. 

~ vague: lll1l"lt'ar " daredevil: higb-Ilsk 
. Iraversing: goillg acft)~s III risk life and limb: take ;t chanCe ur injury til death 
" glaciers: .;[owly Illovi ng I iVl'ro; of in~ II rivals: compt'll-'s wirh 

# 
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C. 	 Both oHhe following paragraphs han' not only t\".'O or more topics but also irrel· 
evant sentences. 

STEP 1 Decide where each paragraph should be divided into two or more para
graphs. Underline the topic sentence of each. 

STEP 2 Find the irrelevant sentence(s) and cross them out. 

Paragraph I 

Because the Internet makes the world a smaller place, the value of hav
ing a common language is greatly increased The question is-which lan
guage? Because the Internet grew up in the United States, the largest percent· 
age of its content is now in English. Bill Gates, Microsoft's preSident, believes 

5 	 that English will remain valuable for a long time as a common language for. 
international communication. His company spends $200 million a year trans· 
lating software into other languages. He says, "Unless you read English pass
ably well, you miSS out on some of the Internet experience." Someday. soft· 
ware may be available to instantly translate both written and spoken Ian· 

10 	 guage so well that the need for any common language could decline. That day 
is decades away, however, because flawless machine translation is a very 
tough problem. Software that does crude' translatlons already exists. It 1s 
useful if all you are trying to do is understand the general idea of something 
you see on your computer screen. However, if you are trying to negotiate a 

15 	 contract or discuss a scientific subject where details are important, machine 
translation is totally useless. Computer spelling checkers also exist for vari
ous languages. 

Paragraph 2 

Even when you try to be polite, it's easy to do the wrong thing inadver
tently in a new culture. For example, when someone offers you foud or a bev· 
erage in America, a.ccept it the first time it 1s offered. If you say "No, thank 
you" because it is polite to decline the first one or two offers in your culture, 
you could become very hungry and thirsty. An American thinks that "no" 

5 
means "no" and will usually not offer again. American meals are usually 
more informal than meals in other countries, and the times of meals may be 
different. Although Americans are usually very direct in social matters, there 
are a few occasions when they are not. If an American says, "Please drop by 

/0 	 sometime," he mayor may not want you to visit him in his home. Your clue 
that this may not be a real invitation is the word "sometime." In some areas 
of the United States, Americans do not expect you to visit them unless you 
have an invitation for a specifiC day and time. In other areas of the United 
States, however, "dropping by" is a friendly, neighborly gesture. Idioms are 
often difficult for newoomers to understand. 

IS 

I crude: rough. without refinement or elegance 
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Partlgrapb Outlining 

Your computer proanm 
may have an oudnInc 
feuure: special cOl"llmlnds 
to help ,au set up ,our 
outline easily. 

Indent and use 
CClpitalletters 

(A.B, q 

No number 
or letter 

An outline is like an architect's plan for a house. An architect plans a house before it 
is built to make sure that all the parts will fit. Uke an architect, you should plan a para
graph before you write it to make sure that all of your ideas will fit. 

Learning to outline will improve your writing for three reasons. First of all, it will 
help you organize your ideas. Specifically, an outline will ensure that you won't 
include any irrelevant ideas, that you won't leave out any important points, and that 
your supporting sentences will be in logical order. Second, learning to outline will 
help you write more quickly. It may take some practice at first, but once you become 
used to outlining your ideas before you start to write. you win be surprised at how fast 
you will actually be able to write. Preparing an outline is 75 percent of the work. The 
actual writing becomes easier because you don't have to worry about what you are 
going to say: you already have a well-organized plan to follow. Finally, your grammar 
will improve because you will be able to concentrate on it, not on your thoughts or 
organization. Improved organization, speed, and grammar make learning to outline 
well worth the effort. 

There are several different outline forms that can be used. The form used in this 
book is particula.r1y helpful for students who have never practiced outlining before. 
However, your instructor may recommend a different form. 

A simple outline for a short paragraph might look like this: 

Topic Sentence OIl( ITopic sentence underlined I 

A. First Supporting Point ] These are equal in importance 
B. Second Supporting Point and written in parallel form 
C. Third Supporting Point 

Concluding Sentence OIl( IConcluding sentence underlined I 
Of course, the number of main supporting points (A, B, C) will vary widely from 

paragraph to paragraph. This particular paragraph has three main supporting points; 
others may have only two or as many as ten. Also, some paragraphs may not have a 
concluding sentence, and in others, the topic sentence may not be the first sentence. 

Study the simple outline below for the second paragraph above. Then reread the 
paragraph to see how the writer used this plan to write a well-organized paragraph that 
is easy to understand. 

MODEL 

Simple Paragraph 
Outline 

learning to oudine will improve your writing for three reasons. , 
A. It will help you organize your Ideas. 
B. It will help you write more quickly. 
C. It will help you Improve your grammar. 

Improved organization. speed. and grammar make learning to oudlne well 
worth the effort. 
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The "Pllrllilel 	 Equal parts of an outline should be written in parallel form. This means that all ideas 
with the same kind of letter or number should have the same grammatical form; thatForm" Rule 
is, they all should be complete sentences, or all nouns, or all adjectives, or all prepo· 
sitional phrases. etc. In the first outline that follows. point A is a sentence. What are 
points B and C? 

I. The English language is constantly chan;ng. 

A Pronunciation has changed in the past Soo years. 

WRONG B. Some grammatical changes. 


C. VOCabulary. 

Indeed, English. like all living languages. is continually changing in pronunciation. 
grammar. and especially vocabulary. 

In the next outline, points A. B, and C are all nouns. This outline has parallel form. 

2. The English language is constantly changing. 

A. Pronunciation. 

RIGHT B. Grammar. 


C. Vocabulary. 

Indeed, English. like all living languages. is continually changing in pronunciation, 
grammar, and especially vocabulary. 

In the following outline, points A, B. and C are all sentences. This outline also has 
Look at PoroIelism parallel form. 

(pages 166-169) for 

more information. 
 3. The English language is constantly changins-

A Pronunciation has changed in the past Soo years. 
B. Some changes in grammar have occurred and are still occurring. RIGHT 
C. Vocabulary is the area of greatest change. 

Indeed, English, like all living languages is continually changing in pronunciation. 
grammar. and especially vocabulary. 

PRACTICE 1 Rewrite each of these outlines to make the support part parallel in form. 

MaRing Outlines 
I. San Francisco is famous for its tourist attractions. ParaUet 

A. Golden Gate Park is very famous. 
B. Chinatown. 
C. Fisherman's Wharf attracts hundreds of tourists. 
D. Riding the cable cars. 

For these four attractions alone. San Francisco is well worth a visit. 

2. Gold, a precious metal. is prized for two important characteristics. 

A. It is beautiful. 
B. Usefulness to science and industry. 

In conclusion. gold is treasured not only for its beauty but also for its utilit}': 
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The Btjuiv.lent 
V.'fle Rule: 
o.tlines witb 
Dellliis 

3. Medial researchers will produce some amazing advances in the very near future. 

A. By the year 2009. a vaccine against the c~n cold. 
B. Cloning of the first human in the same year. 
C. By the year 201... parents will be able to create designer children. 
D. By 2020, most diseases diagnosed and treated at home. 
E. By the year 2030, cancer and heart disease wiped out. 

These are just a few examples of medical miracles that are expected in the next 

few decades. 


In an outline, ideas that have the same kind of letter or number must have equal 
value. This is the "equivalent value" rule. This means that main supporting points all 
should have the same kind ofletter or number. Details should have a different kind of 
letter or number. Study the detailed outline that follows to see how this system works. 

MODEL 

DetailedParagraph 
Outline 

PRACTICE] 

OUtlines wiIb Details 

Learning to outline will improve your writing for three reasons. 

A. It will help you organize your ideas. 

I. You won't Include irrelevant ideas. 
2. You won't leave out important points. 
3. Your supporting sentences will be in logical order. 

B. It will help you write more quickly. 

I. It may take practice. 
2. Seventy-five percent of the work is done. 
3. You don't worry about what you are going to say. 

C. 	 It will help you improve your grammar: 


You will be able to concentrate on it. 


Improved organization. speed. and grammar make learning to oudlne well 
worth the effort. 

Note: The detail under point C has no number because there is only one detail for it. 
A further outlining rule states, "If there is no B, there cannot be an A; if there is no 2, 
there cannot be a 1." 

Organize the items in the lists below and on page 38 into outlines. Give the items with 
equal value the same kind of letter or number. You may follow the system of capital 
letters and numbers used in the model above, or your instructor may recommend a 
different system. 

A.. Sports 

surfing scuba diving team sports wrestling 
fishing basketball soccer boxing 
basebaJI siding ice skating American footbaJI 
individual sports tennis hiking snowboarding 
volleyball marathon running bicycle racing 
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.. 

Review 

Try to write some 
compound sentences with 
conjunctive adverbs 
instead of coordinating 
conjunctions.To learn how. 
see pages 157-159. 

B. 	 Differences between British and American English 

bonnet/hood petrol/gas 

British people don't always defence I defense 


pronounce r grammar 
pronunciation the structure "have got" is nut used in 
colour Icolor American English 
vocabulary spelling 
biscuit/ cookie schedule: British say Ished-u-nl\. 
a is pronounced like a in fatller Americans SHY Isked-u-all 

in British English 	 realise/realize 

These are the important points you should have learned from this chapler: 

I. 	Every good paragraph has unity. Discuss only one idea in each paragraph. All sup
porting sentences must directly support the topic sentence. 

1. 	An outline is useful as a plan for a paragraph. It organizes the ideas. Outlines 
should be written in parallel form and follow the equivalent value rule. 

Choose one of the suggested topics that follows, and \'\'Tite a paragraph thabis ten to 
fifteen sentences in length. Remember the steps in the \'\'Titing process: 

STEP I Brainstorm a topic for ideas. using the listening. freewriting. or cluster
Prewritillg ing techniques you have learned. 

STEP 1 Develop an outline that includes a topic sentence and a concluding 
Planning sentence (if necessary). Underline them. 

STEP J Write a rough draft. 
Writing 

STEP 4 Have a classmate check your rough draft against the Peer Editing 
Editi1lg Checklist that follows. Make sure your paragraph has unity. 

STEP 5 Write a second draft, and proofread it for grammar and mechanics. 
Rewriting 

STEP 6 Write a final copy to hand in. 

Topic Suggestions 

HO\,\' have computers changed our lives? 
Impurtant skills or qualities of a doctor. veterinarian, engineer. kindergarten teacher. 

language learner. politician. world leader. businessman or businesswoman. etc. 
The source(s) of one type of pollution 
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PEER EDITING CHECKLIST 


PEER EDITOR'S COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS 

GENERAL 

1. What do you like best about this 
paragraph? 

.PAPER FORMAT 

2. Is the format correct? Does it look like 
the model on page 191 

ORGANaUnON AND CONTENT 

I 3. lbplt ....tena!: Is there a clear topic 
sentence? Does it have a controUing 

, idea? 

!i 4. Supporting sentences: Is (he main 

I idea clear'? Does the writer need to 
! add more derails to explain it? 

5. Concluding sentence: Is there a 
concluding sentence? Does it begin 
with an appropriate end-of-para
graph signal? 

6. Unity: Do all of the sentences sup
port the topic sentence? 

SENTENCE STRUCTURE 

7. Are there any unclear sentences? Can 

I 
yuu suggest a way to improve them? 

I 
I 

GRAMMAR AND MECHANICS 

8. Are there .any errors in grammar and 
mechanics? 
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Coherence 


Cuneiform inscription from Persepolis 

Introduition 

Another element of a good paragraph is coherence. The Latin verb cohere means 
"hold together." In order to have coherence in writing, the sentences must hold 
together; that is, the movement fr.am one sentence to the next (and in longer essays, 
from one paragraph to the next) must be.logical and smooth. There must be no sud
den jumps. Each sentence should flow smoothly into the next one. 

There are four ways to achieve coherence. The first two ways involve repeating key 
nouns and using pronouns that refer back to key noun's. The third way is to usc 

40 
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transition signals to show how one idea is related to the next. The fourth way to 
achieve coherence is to arrange your sentences in logical order. You will practice the 
first three ways to achieve coherence in this chapter. and you will learn about logical 
order as well. 

Repetition ofKey Nouns 

MODEL 

Paragraph l10ftb 
Coberence 

The easiest way to achieve coherence is to' repeat key nouns frequently in your 
paragraph. Look at the model paragraph about gold [0 see how it uses this technique 
to achieve coherence. The key noun in this paragraph is gold. Circle the word gold and 
all pronouns that refer to it. 

Gold 

C;old. a precious metal. is prized for two important characteristics. First of all. gold 
has a lustrous beauty that is resistant to corrosion. Therefore. it is suitable for jewelry. 
coins. and ornamental purposes. Gold never needs to be polished and will remain 
beautiful forever: For example. a Macedonian coin remains as untarnished today as the 

s 	 day it was minted twenty-three centuries ago. Another Important characteristic of gold 
is its usefulness to industry and science. For many years. it has been used in hundreds 
Of industrial applications. The most recent use of gold is in astronauts' suits. Astronauts 
wear gold-plated heat shields for proteCtion outside spaceships. In conclusion, gold is 
treasured not only for its beauty but also for its utility. 

, You should have circled the noun gold seven times, the pronoun it twice. and the 
pronoun its three times. (The word it in line 5 refers to coin. not gold. so you should 
not have circled it.) 

There is no fixed rule about how often to repeat key nouns or when to substitute 
pronouns. At the very least, you need to repeat a key noun instead of using a pronoun 
when the meaning is not clear. 

Throughout the following paragraph, the word gold has been replaced by pro
nouns. making the paragraph much less coherent. 

MODEL 

Pamgl'Clpb without 
(()/Jerellce 

Gold 

Gold. a precious metal, is prized for two important characteristics. First of all, it 
has a lustrous beauty that is resistant to corrosion. Therefore. it is suitable for 
jewelry. coins. and ornamental purposes. It [lever needs to be polished and will 
remain beautiful forever. For example, a Macedonian coin remains as untarnished 

s 	 today as the day it was minted twenty-three centuries ago. Another of its important 
characteristics is its usefulness to industry and science. For many years. it has been 
used in hundreds of industrial applications. Its most recent use is i.n astronauts' 
suits. Astronauts wear heat shields made from it for protection outside spaceships. 
In conclusion, it is tl"easured not dAlJffo~ its beauty but also for its utility. 
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PRACTICE I A. 	 In the folJowing paragraph. the key noun is.never repeated. Replace the pronoun 
it with the key noun English wherever you think doing su would make the Repetition ofK£..1' NOU1lS paragraph more coherent. 

IbIglish 

EngJ.1sh has almost become an internationaJ. Ia.ngu&ge. Except for Chinese, 

more people speak it t.ha.n a.ny other Ia.ngua.ge. SpaniSh is the officia.l language 

of more countries in the world, but more countries have it as their official or 

unofficial second J.a.ngua.ge. More than 70 percent of the world's mall is written 

s 	 in it. It is the primary language on the Internet. In international business, it is 

used more than a.ny other Ia.ngua.ge, and it is the language of airline pilots and 

air traffic controllers all over the world. Moreover, although French used to be 

the la.nguage of diplomacy, it has displaced it throughout the world. Therefore, 

unless you plan to spend your life alone on a desert island in the middle of the 

/0 	 PacifiC Ocean, it is a useful la.ngua.ge to know. 

B. 	 In the following passage about dolphins. replace some of the pronouns With 
appropriate singular or plural nouns. 

Dolphins 

Dolphins are interesting because they display almost human behavior at 

times. For example, they display the human emotions of jOy and .sadness. 

Du:ri.ng tra.ining, when they do something correctly, they squea.l excitedly and. 

race toward their trainer. When they make a mistake, however, they droop' 

s 	 noticeably a.nd mope2 around their pool. Furthermore, they help each other 

when they a.re in troublp-. If one is Sick, it sends out a. message, and others in 

the area swim to help it. They push it to the surface of the wa.ter so that it 

can breathe. They stay with it for days or weeks-until it recovers or dies. 

They have also helped trapped or lost whales· navigate their way safely out to 

10 	 the open sea. They are so intel11gent and helpful, in fact, that the U.S. Na.vy 

is training them to become underwater bomb disposal experts. 

Use ofConsistent Pronouns 

When you use pronouns instead of key nouns, make sure that you use the same per
son and number throughout your paragraph. Don't change from you to he or she 
(change of person), or from he to they (change of number). 

J droop: sink down 
2 mope: act depressed 

http:Du:ri.ng
http:la.ngua.ge
http:Ia.ngua.ge
http:J.a.ngua.ge
http:Ia.ngua.ge
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PRACTICE 1 In the following paragraph, the pronouns are not consistent. Correct them to make 

Using Consistent 
this paragraph more coherent. 

PronoU11S OlympicAWeta 

OlymPiC a.thletes must be strong both physicaJly a.nd mentally. First of aJl, if 

you hope to compete in an Olympic sport, you must be physicaJ],y strong. 

Furthermore, aspi.ring" Olympians must train rigOrously. for many years. For the 

most demanding .Sports, t.hey train severa.1 hours a day, five or siX days a week., 

5 for ten or more years. In add.1t1on to being pbysicaJly strong, he or she must also 

be m.enta.lly tough. This means that you have to be totalJ;y dedicated to your sport, 

often g1v1ng up a normal school. family. a.nd SOCial life. Being mentally strong also 

means that he or she must be able to withsta:nd the intense pressure of interna

tiOnal competition with its attendants media6 coverage. J:I'inalJy, not everyone can 

If win a medal, so t.hey must possess the inner strength to live with defeat. 

Transition Signals 


PRACTICE 1 

T1'llllsilion SjgllaL~ 

Transition signals are words such as first. second. next. finally. therefore, and however. 
or phrases such as in conclusion. on the other hand. and as a result. 

Think of transition signals as traffic signs that tell your reader when to go forward. 
turn. slow down, and stop. In other words. they tell the reader when you are giving a 
similar idea (similarly. moreover. furthermore, in addition). an opposite idea (on the 
other hand, however, in colltrast), an example (jor example). a result (as a resuLt), or a 
conclusion (ill conclllsion). 

Using transition words as a gUide makes it easier for your reader to follow your 
ideas. Transition words give your paragraph coherence. 

Compare paragraphs 1 and 2 that follow. Both paragraphs give the same information, 
yet one paragraph is easier to understand than the other because it contains transi
tion signals to lead the reader from one idea to the next. 

Which paragraph contains transition signals and is more coherent? Circle all of 
the transition signals that you can identify. 

Paragraph I 

A difference among the world's seas and oceans is that the Salinity1 
va.ries in different climate zones. The Baltic Sea in Northern Europe is only 
one·fourth as saline8 as the Red Sea in the Middle East. There are reasons for 
this. In warm climates, water evaporates9 rapidly. The concentration lO of salt 

5 	 is greater. The surrounding i.a.nd is dry and does not contribute much lresD. 
water to dilute" the salty sea water. In cold climate zones, water eva.porates 
slowly. The I'UIloff created by melting snow adds a considerable amount of 
fresh water to dilute the saline sea water. 

3 aspiring: hopeful ; salinity: salt moten! 

I rigorously: sfricdy. withom weaknelis R saline: sail:}' 

5 attendant: accompanying q evaporates: dries up 

1\ media: radio, television. newspapers. 10 concentration: amount 


and magazines 	 I' dilute: reduce the concclUration of 
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TJ'Pes of 
Transition 
Signals 

Writing a ParaRraph 

Paragraph 2 

Another difference among the world's seas and oceans is that the salinity 
varies in different climate zones. For example. the BaltiC Sea in Northern 
Europe is only one-fourth as saline 80S the Red Sea in the Middle East. 
There are two reaSons for this. First of all, in warm climate zones, water 
evaporates rapidly; therefore, the concentration of salt is greater. Second, the 
surrounding land is dry and, consequently, does not contribute much fresh 
water to dilute the salty sea water. In cold climate zones, on the other hand, 
water evaporates slowly. Furthermore, the runoff created by melting snow 
adds a conSiderable amount of fresh water to dilute the saline sea water. 

Paragraph 2 is more coherent because it contains transition signals. Each transi
tion signal has a special meaning. Each shows huvl.' the following sentence relates to 
the preceding one. 

Another tells you that this paragraph is part of a longer e,ssay. 

For example tells you that an example of the preceding idea is coming. 

TUJo tells you to look for two different reasons. 

First ofall tells you that this is the first reason. 

Second and furthermore indicate that additional ideas are coming. 

Therefore and consequently indicate that the second statement is a result of the 


first statement. 

On the otller hand tells you that an opposite idea is coming. 


Of course. you should not use a transition signal in front of ellery sentence in a 
paragraph. Using too many transition signals can be just as confusing as using too 
few. However, good writing requires that you use enough transition signals to make 
the relationships among your ideas clear. 

On the next page is a chart shm.ving some of the most common transition signals. 
Learn to use all of them, for they can be used with a11 kinds of writing. L..1.ter on. you 
will learn about special transition signals that are used with certain types of writing. 
such as chronological order and comparison/contrast. 

Transition signals can be categorized into three groups by grammatical function. In 
the chart shown on page 45, the three groups are sentence connectors (including tran
sition p)zrases and conjunctilJe adl1erbs). clause connectors (including coordinating 
conjunctions and subordinating conjunctions). and a mixed group called others. As 
you study the chart and the examples that foHow it, pay particular attention to the 
punctuation used with each group. 

Sentence Connectors 

Transition Phrases 

The phrases in this group usually appe~r at the beginning ofsentences. They may also 
appear in the middle (normally following the subject) or at the end of sentences. They 
are always separated from the rest of the sentence by commas. Hence, these three 
patterns are possible: 

For example, the Baltic Sea in-Northern Europe is only one-fourth as saline as the 
Red Sea in the Middle East. . 
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rhe Baltic Sea in Northern Europe. for example. is only one-fourth as saline as the 
Red Sea in the Middle East. 

The Baltic Sea in Northern Europe is only one-fourth as saline as the Red Sea in the 
Middle East, for example. 

TRANSITION SIGNALS FOR GENERAL USE 

CLAUSE CONNECTORS OTHERS 

FUNCTION 

TRANSITION 

SENTENCE CONNECTORSMEANING! 

SuBORDINATING 

PHRASES 

CONJUNCTIVE COORDINATING 

ADvERBS CONJUNCTIONS CONJUNCTIONS 

, 

another (+noun) 
an additional 
To introduce in addition furthermore and 

moreover an additional 
idea (+noun) 

also 
too 

besides 

To introduce however in spite of 

an opposite 


on the other but although 
hand (+ noun) 

idea 
nevertheless yet though 

in contrast instead even though despite (+ noun) 
still whereas 
nonetheless while 

To introduce or if 

a choice or 


otherwise 
unless , 

altemative 

. 
To introduce in fact that is 

indeed 

or explanation 

a restatement 

10 introduce for example an example of 
an example for instance (+ noun) 

such as (+ noun) 

To introduce in conclusion 
a conclusion in summary 
or summary in brief . 

in short , . indeed 

To introduce accordingly therefore so 
a result as a result consequently 

as a consequence ! hence 
I ! 

• i thus 
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... 
Look at Compound 
Sentences with Coordinotors 
on pages 155-157 for 
more examples. 

Conjullctil'l' Adl'el'bs 

• 	 Conjunctive adverbs (except too) may a]so appear at the' beginning. in the middle. 
or at the end of sentences. and arc separated by (':ommas. 

Furthermore, the runoff created by melting snow adds a considerable amount of 
fresh water to dilute the saline' sea water. 

The runoff created by melting snow. furthermore. adds a considerable amount of 
fresh water to dilute the saline sea water. 

My parents want me to become an engineer. however. 

• 	 Conjunctive adverbs are a1so often used with a semicolon and a comma to join tW() 
independent clauses I to form a compound sentence. 

In warm climate zones. water evaporates rapidly; therefore. the concentration of salt 
is greater. 

The company's sales increased last year; nevertheless. its net profit declined. 

• 	 Most transition phrases may also fol1ow this pattern. 

Many societies in the world are matriarchal: that is. the mother is head of the family. 

Some English words do not have exact equivalents in other languages; for example, 
there is no German word for the adjective fair, as in fo;r ploy. 

Clause Connectors 

Coordinating C011jUllctions 

• 	 The five coordinating conjunctions in the chan (plus two additional ones. for and 
nor) are used with a comma to join two independent clauses to form a compound 
sentence. 

In a matriarchy, the mother is the head of the family. and all of the children belong to 
her clan.2 

In warm climate zones, water evaporates rapidly, so the concentration of salt is 
greater . 

The company's sales increased last year. yet its net profit declined. 

• 	 Yet and but have similar meanings: They both signal that an opposite idea is coming. 
Yet is preferred when the second clause is an unexpected or surprising contrast to 
the first clause. When the two clauses are direct opposites. but is preferred. 

Thomas Edison dropped out of school at age twelve. yet he became a famous 
inventor. 

I want to study art. but my parents want me to become an engineer: 

• 	 Yet is similar in meaning to nevertheless, and but is similar to however. 

I Independent dause: 5ubjl'ct + verh + wmplemcnt that express a complete thought 

2 clan: extended family group 




You wiN find a lot of infor
mation about subordinat
ing conjunctions in 
Chapcer 12 about adver
bial clauses. 

PRACTICE 4 

Recognizing 7'raIlSitioll 
Signu/s 
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Subordinating Conjunctions 

These words (and many others including because, when, and so that) introduce a 
dependent clause,' which is joined to an independent clause to form a complex sen
tence. There are two possible positions for the dependent clause: 

• 	 If the dependent clause comes before the independent clause, use a comma 
after it. 

Although the company's sales increased last year. its net profit declined. 

• 	 If the independent clause comes first. do not use a comma. 

The company's net profit declined last year; although its sales increased. 

Otbers 

The transition signals in this group include adjectives such as addidonal. preposi
tions such as in spite of, and nouns such as example. There are no special punctua
tion rules for this group. 

The company's net profit declined last year in spite of increased sales. 

Despite increased sales, the company's net profit declined last year. (The comma 
is necessary because the prepositional phrase comes before the subject of the 
sentence.) 

An additional reason (or the company's bankruptcy was the lack of competent 
management. 

Examples of vocabulary differences between British and American English include 
bonnet/hood. petrol/gasoline. windscreen/windshield, and lorry/truck. 

STEP 1 Circle all of the transition signals in the following paragraphs. 

STEP 2 Punctuate the transition signals if necessary. 


Genetic"' Engineering 

Genetic research has produced both exciting and frightening possibilities. 

S"cientiSts are now able to create new forms of life in the laboratory due to 

the development of gene spliCing. 5 On the one hand the ability to crea.te life in 

the laboratory could greatly benefit humankind. For example it is very 

s 	 expensive to obtain insulin!; from natura.! sources but through genetiC 

research, SCientists have now developed a way to manufacture it inexpensive

ly in the laboratory. Another benefiCia.! application of gene splicing is in agri

culture. Genetic engineers have created a new tomato that doesn't spoil quiok

ly. Consequently toma.to farmers can now let the tomatoes ripen on the plant 

/0 	 and develop full flavor and color before they are picked-no more green, 

:1 dependent clause: subordinating ronjunnion + suhject t verb + complement [hut 
express all. incomplete thought 

• genetic: itom gene. the unit of heredity 

5 gene splicing: gene joining . 

6 insulin: substance needed by' people who have diahet(;!;. 
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flavorless tomatoes in grocery stores! In addition genetic engineers have cre

ated larger fish, frost-resistant strawberries, and more productive cows. 

On the other hand not everyone is positive about gene-splicing technology. 

Some people feel that it could have terrible consequences. A laoora.tory &cci

15 dent for example might cause an epidemic of an unknown disease that could 

wipe out humanity. Furthermore the ability to clone human beings is a possi

bility that frightens many people. In 1993, a researcher at George 

Washington University Medical Center cloned human embryos I by splitting 

single embryos into twins and triplets. These embryos did not develop into 

20 babies but it is possible that they could do so in the future. Because human 

embryos can be frozen and used at a later date, it could be possible for par

ents to have a child and then, years later, to use a cloned, frozen embryo to 

give birth to its identical twin. 

PRACTICE S A. STEP 1 	 Choose the transition signal that best shows the relationship between 
the sentences in each group from the choices given in parentheses. 

CbOOSillg T1Y:msitioll Write the signal in the space.
Signals STEP 2 	 Add punctuation and change capital letters to small letters if 

necessary. 

Note: All of the transition signals in this practice are sentence connectors. 
This is to give you more practice in using and punctuating this type of transition 
signal correctly. 

Example 

A recent article in E.ro magazine suggested ways to reduce inflation. The 
article suggested that the president reduce the federal budget; furthermore it 
suggested that the government reduce federal, state. and local taxes. (howe¥er. in con
trast, furthermore) 

1. 	The same article said that the causes of inflation were easy to find 
the cure for inflation was not so easy to prescribe. 

(however, for eaamp1e, therefore) 
&. :Er.a. also suggested that riSing wages w~re one of the primary causes of inflation 

the government should take action to control wages. 
(however, therefore, for esample) 

3. In phySiCS, the weight of an object is the gra.vitational force2 with which the 
Earth attracts it if a man weighs 150 pounds, this means 
that the earth pulls him down with a force of 150 pounds. (moreover, therefore, 
for esample) 

4. 	The farther away from the Earth a person is, the less the gravitational force of 
the Earth a man weighs less when he is 50,000 miles from 
the Earth than when he 1s only 5,000 miles away. (in conclwdon, therefore, 
however) 

I embryo: organism at the very heginning stage of life 
2 gravitational force: the force that pulls things toward the Earth 
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8. A tauD.ami. is a tidal wave produced by an earthquake on the ocean floor. The 
waves are very long and low in open water, but when they get close to land, 

they encounter frictionJ because the water is shallow the 
waves increase in height and can cause considerable damage when they fina.lly 
reach land. (on the other hand, as a result, for example) 

B. 	 STEP 1 Fill in each blank with an appropriate transition signal from the list pro
vided. Use each only once. 

for instance 
however 

moreover 
but 

furthermore 
for example 

in conclusion 
such as 

STEP 2 Use correct punctuation. 

lnternauonalizauonotJapan 

For ,many years, Japanese consumers have been very slow in accepting 
foreign goods, mainly because they are very selective and will only purchase 
high-quality products. La.tely the consumer market has 
been changing. According to a recent article in The Wall Street Journal, koku

s 	 saika, which is defined as "internationalization," is influenCing young 
Japanese consumers, who are very eager to purchase and enjoy products 
from countries around the world. The greatest access" into the Japanese mar
ket has been by the food industry, Traditionally, the protein stapleS in Japan 
has been fish products, in the last decade or so, the 

III 	 Japanese ha.ve been consuming more beef. In fact, annual per capita6 con
sumption is expected to be about seven kilos in the next decade. 

they' have acquired a taste for imported beverages, both 
of the nonalcohol or low alcohol varieties, like beer drinks and "light" wines 
imported from England, Germany. Switzerland, the United States, and 

, 5 	 Australia.. young people, especially women who· are 
aware of the importance of health and fitness, are eating Western-style 
breakfasts, . they enjoy fruit, milk, and bran-type cere
als imported from the United States. 

Not only Western countries but also Asian nations _________ 
211 	 South Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, and Thailand have been benefiting from the 

changing diet of the Japanese consumer. Japan is 
importing eels (fish) from Taiwan, asparagus (vegetable) from Thailand, and 
mangoes (fruit) from the Philippines. . the Japanese 
trend toward internationalization should become even greater as we approach 

2S 	 the twenty-first century. It will certainly increase international trade, which 
will definitely be advantageous to many countries of the world. 

'I friction: l'esistal1Cl' 


I access: ea~e or appro,u:tl. ,Ptrancl:' 

,; staple: main lund some!' 

o per capita: pel person 
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C. Improve the coherence of the following paragraph by adding transitions at key 
places. 

WomeD.'. Liberation and Bnglish 

The "women's lib" movement toward greater equality for women has pro

duced some permanent changes In the vocabulary of English. New words have 

been added.. The words femiDist, ..xist, and male chauvinist have become 

5 

common du.ring the past thirty-five years or So. Another new word is the title 

Ma., which is often used In pIa.oe of both Mias and Jlllrs. A change is that sex· 

iSt titles of many occupatriOns have been neutraliZed. A chairman is now a 

ch.airperaoD (or sometimes simply chair). a waiter/waitress is now a wait 

pencm, and a high school or college fresbmaD is now a first-year studeDt. A 

matJmaD is now a. man carrier, and an a:irliDe stewardess is now a tught 

'0 

IS 

a1;teDd ant. In time, English pronouns ma.y also change as a result of women's 

desire for eqU&llty. Attempts to give equal treatment to masculine and femi

nine pronouns In English have led to the sea.rch for a new pronoun form to 

repl.a.ce J:t.e (such as he/she or ./he) when referring to neutral nouns like stu

claDt and maDager. Some of the new words such as Ms. a.re quite useful; you 

can use Ma. to address a woman when you don't know if she is married. The 

lack of a clea.r neutral pronoun can lead to awkward sentence construction. 

PRACTICE 

Using Transition 
Signals 

6 Choose one of the topic sentences below and write a paragraph that develops it. Use 
transition signals to connect the supporting sentences smoothly. You may use the 
transition signals suggested for each topic, or you may use others not listed. Add other 
sentences without transitions ifyou need to in order to explain the topic completely. 

1. The rowdiness I of spectators at sports events is getting out of control. 

two years ago 
last year 

more recently 
as a result 

&. There are foUl' noticeable differences between British and American Eng'llsh. 

the first difference 
for example 
the second difference 
for example 
third 

such as 
the final difference 
for instance 
in conclusion, although 

S. Some people enjoy solitude.2 

for instance 
moreover 

on the other hand 
therefore 

J rowdiness: rough, disorderly behavior 
2 solitude: being alone 
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LOlklll 
3 

Ortler 

On I Compucer. it is easy 
to mowe sentences 
around and chanp their 
order. Try it and lind 
which sentence order 
supportS each kind eI 
Iosial order. 

PRACTICE 7 

Recognizing KintIs of 
Logiad Orders 

In addition to using transition signals and repeating leey nouns and pronouns, a 
founh way to achieve coherence is to arrange your sentences in some kind of logical 
oJder. Your choice ofone kind of logical order over another will. of course. depend on 
your topic and on your purpose. You may even combine two or more different logical 
orders in the same paragraph. The important point to remember is to arrange your 
ideas in some kind of order that is logical to a reader accustomed to the English way 
ofwriting. 

Some common kinds of logical order in English are chronological order; logical divi
sion ofideas, and comparison/contrast. [n this chapter, you will learn to recognize some 
of the logical orders; in later chapters. you will learn to write them. 

Each kind of order has its own special words and phrases to show the relation
ships among the ideas. For example. in a piece of writing using chronological ofder. 
you would expect to find a lot of time expressions: 

first. next. alter 'that. finally. before the last war. after 1990. since then, in 20 I 0, while 
Working on the project. etc. 

In a paragraph describing differences (contrast). you would find these expressions: 

the most noticeable difference. larger than, unlike. on the other hand. in contrast. dif
fer from 

Ina paragraph showingsimilarities (comparison), you would find these expressions: 

similarity. similarly. as expensive as, just as. just like. compare with, in comparison 

Logical division of ideas is another common method of organizing ideas to give a 
paragraph coherence. Ideas are put into groups, and each group is c1iscussed one after 
the other. Transition words such as first. second. third introduce each group. 

Read the foRowing paragraphs and decide which kind of logical order is used in-each: 
comparison/contrast. chronological order. or logical division of ideas. Be able to dis
cuss the reasons for your choice. Circle all transition signals. 

Parqraph I 

Powerful computerS capable of translating documents from one la.ngUage into 

another have recent.\Y been developed in Japan. The process of ma.ch.ine transJa

.t1on is comp1ex. To translate & document. from English into Japanese, for example, 
tJ;Je computer first analyZes an English sentence, deteX'JDin1ng 1ts gra.mmeticaJ 

I. 

5 structure and identifying the subject, verb, oqjects, and modifiers. Next, the words 
are translated. by an English-Japanese dictionary. After that, another part of the 
computer program. ~ the resulting awkward. jumble4 of words and mea.ningS 

and produces an intelligible sentence based on the rules of Japanese syntax! and 

the machine's understanding of what the orig1n.al English sentence meant. Fina.lly, 

tile computer-produced trans1ation is polished by a hllIDB.n bilingual editor. 

IGnd oHogical order: 

1 logical: according to what is reasonable and sensible; having a consistent pattern 
•Jumble:: confused m~ture i . . 


s syntax: sentence structure 


http:orig1n.al
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Paragraph 2 

French and American business managers have decidedly different man 
agement styles. French meetings, for example, are long and rambling! and 
rarely end on time. Furthermore, meetings often end without closure.2 

Americans, on the other hand, make an effort to start and stop a meeting on 
S 	 time, and American business meetings typically end With decisions and action 

plans. Another difference involves documentation. Americans adore documen
tation; they have a procedure manual for everything. The FrenCh, in contrast, 
think this is childish. French managers find it difficult to stick to a schedule, 
but American managers are intolerant of delays. In addition, the French pre· 

10 	 fer to work alone. whereas Americans like to work in teams. Another major 
difference in management style is that in French companies, authority comes 
from the top; French managers do not share information with subordinates 
and make deciSiOns with little participation by employees beneath them. In 
American companies, however. top managers share information and frequent-

IS 	 ly solicit' input from subordinates. 

Kind of logical order: 

Paragraph 3 

It took more than 2,500 years to develop the calendar used in most 
Western countries today. In about 700 B.C.E.,· the ancient Romans used a cal
endar that had 304 days divided into ten months; March was the beginning of 
each year. There were more than 60 days missing from the calendar, and so 

s 	 very soon, the calendar didn't match the seasons at all. Spring arrived when 
the calendar said that it was still winter. A few decades later, the Romans 
added the months of January and February to the end of the year. This calen
dar lasted about 600 years. Then in 46 B.C.E., Julius Caesar, the Roman 
ruler, made a new calendar. HiS calendar had 365 days, with one day added 

10 	 every fourth year. He also moved the beginning of the year to January 1, and 
he renamed a month for himself: Julius (July). In Caesar's calendar, 
February had 29 days. The very next emperor, Augustus, not only renamed a 
month for himself (August), but he &Iso took one day from February and 
added it to August so that "his" month would be just as long as Caesar's. This 

U 	 calendar worked better than the previous ones, but it still wasn't perfect. By 
1580, the first calendrical day of spring was ten days too early, so in 1582, 
Pope Gregory xm, the leader of the Roman Catholic religion, made a small 
change to make the calendar more a.ccura.t.e. In the Gregorian calendar, the 
year is still 26.3 seconds different from the solar year, but it will be a long 

20 	 time before this causes a problem. 

Kind of logical order: 

I. rambling: not focused on a specific goal 
2 closure: decisions about points discussed 
3 solicit: ask for 
.. B.C.E.: Before the Common Era (the Common Era began in the year 1) 
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Paragraph 4 

The many different calendars used throughout the world are &1l based 
either on the phases of the moon, on the revolution of the Earth aroWld the 
SWl, or on a combination of these. The first kind of calendar is the IWlar cal· 
endar, which is based on the phases of the moon. A month is calcu.la.ted as 

5 	 the time between two full moons, 29.5 days, and a year has 354 days. The 
Islamic calendar used in Muslim cOWltries is a lunar calendar. It has twelve 
months and a cycle of thirty years in which the 2nd, 5th, 7th, 10th, 13th, 
16th, 18th, 21st, 24th, 26th, and 29th years have 355 days, and the others 
354 days. A second kind of calendar is the solar calendar, which is based on 

10 	 the revolution of the Earth aroWld the SWl. The ancient Egyptians used a 
solar calendar divided into twelve months of thirty days each, which left f1ve 
WlcoWlted days at the end of each year. A very accura.te calendar developed 
by the Mayan Indians in North America was also a solar calendar. It had 365 
days, 364 of which were divided into 28 weeks of 13 days each. The new 

15 	 year began on the 365th day. Because the solar year is exactly 365 days, 5 
hours, 48 minutes, and 46 seconds long, however, a solar calendar is not 
tota.lly accurate, so many cultures developed a third kind of calendar, the 
lunisolar calendar. In a lunisolar calendar, extra. days are added every so 
often to reconcileS the IWl&r months with the solar year. The Chinese, 

20 	 Hebrew, and Gregorian calendars used today are lunisolar calendars. 

Kind of logical order: 

. Review 

These are the important points you should have learned from this chapter: 

I. 	Every good paragraph has coherence. Coherence is achieved by 

• 	 Repeating key nouns frequently. 
• 	 Using pronouns consistently. 
• 	 Using transition signals to show the relationship of one idea to the next. 
• 	 Stating your ideas in some kind of logical order. 

1. 	Transition signals can be transition phrases. conjunctive adverbs. coordinating 
conjunctions, subordinating conjunctions, prepositions, adjectives, or nouns. 
Each type of transition signal is punctuated differently . 

.1. 	 Some common kinds of logical order in English are chronological order, logical 
division of ideas, and comparison/contrast. 

5 reconcile: bring together 

http:accura.te
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WRITING Choose one of the suggested topics below and write a paragraph that is ten to 
PRACTICE fifteen sentences in length. Focus on making your paragraph coherent. The ideas should 

flow smoothly from beginning to end. Remember the steps in the writing process: 

STEP I Brainstorm a topic for ideas. using the listening, freewriting. or cluster
Prewrittng ing tech,niques you have learned. Try to end up with at least three 

major points. 

STEP 2 Develop an outline that includes a topic sentence and a concluding 
Planning sentence (if necessary). Underline them. 

STEP J Decide where transition signals would be appropriate and write them 
A.t/ding in the margin ofyour outline. 
Transitions 

STEP 4 Write a rough draft. Circle your transition signals. 
Writing 

STEPS Have a classmate check your draft against the Peer Editing Checklist 
Editing that follows. Make sure your paragraph has coherence. 

STEP. Write a second draft, and proofread it for grammar and mechanics. 
Rewriting 

STEP 7 Write a final copy to hand in. 

Topic Suggestitms 

Drinking laws New sports 
The effects of divorce Your major field of study 

Working mothers Current fads or fashions 

.. 




Chapter 4 Coherence 

PEER EDITING CHECKLIST 

PEER EDITOR'S COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS 

~~$;;E~:t:;.;..,.... :':::'~TC:':'.GENERAL '."-1:'. 

1. What do you like best about this 
paragraph? 

.. .. . PAPER FORMAT 	 -,
',.' . 

2. Is the format correct? Does it look 
like the model on page 19? 

ORGANIZATION AND CONTENT 	 7' "; 
.. 	 '. ::~ . :_. ~,":t: 

3. Topic sentence: Is there a clear 
topic sentence? Does it have a 
controlling idea? 

4. Supponing sentences: Is the main 
idea clear? Does the writer need to 
add more details to explain it? 

5. Concluding sentence: Is there a 
concluding sentence? Does it 
begin with an appropriate end-of
paragraph signal? 

6. Unity: Do all of the sentences 
support the topic sentence? 

7. 	Coherence: Do the sentences 
flow smoothly? Are [here any 
inconsistent pronouns? Are tran
sition signals used'? 

SENTENCE STRUCTURE . 

. 
6. Are there any unclear sentences? 

Can you suggest a way to improve 
them? 

GRAMMAR AND MECHANICS 

9. Are there any errors in grammar 
and mechanics? 

-



CHAPTER 


5 Kinds of Logical Order 

t'..,··.. 

Ancient Greek tabl~t 

Introduction 

In Chapter 4, you learned that writing your ideas in some kind oflogical order is nec
essary to achieve coherence. You also learned to recognize three of the common kinds 
of logical orders in English-chronological order, logical division of ideas, and com
parison/contrast. In this chapter, you will practice using them in paragraphs. 

56 
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Chronological Order 

Chronological order is one of the easiest methods of organization to master. Chronos 
is a Greek word meaning time. Chronological order, therefore, is a way of organizing 
the ideas in a paragraph in the order of their occurrence in time. 

Chronological order is used for something as simple as a recipe and for some· 
thing as complex as a history book. In academic writing, chronological order has 
many uses. One of the primary ways you might use it is to write a historical narrative 
about the subject of a term paper. For example, you might review the history of labor 
unions before you discuss the current situation. 

However. chronological order is not just used for historical narratives; it is also 
used in business, science, and engineering to explain processes and procedures. For 
example, chronological order would be used to explain how to take a photograph. how 
to perform a chemistry experiment, or how to set up an accounting system. Such para· 
graphs are called "how to" or "process" paragraphs. 

There are two keys to writing a good chronological paragraph: 

I. 	Discuss the events (in a narrative) or the steps (in a process) in the order in which 
they occur. 


l.. Use chronological transition signals to indicate the sequence of events or steps. 


Analyze the following model paragraphs for their organization by time. Circle any words 
or expressions that indicate time order (/irst, next, after that, in 1971, etc.). The nest 
model reviews very briefly the history of computers. The second model is an example 
of a process paragraph. It explains the process of cloning. 

MODEL 

Chronological Order: 
Narration 

The Evolution I of Computers 

In the relatively short span of sixty years. there has been an incredible evolution 
in the size and capabilities of computers.Today. computer chips smaller than the tip 
of your fingernail have the same capabilities as the room-sized machines of years 
ago.The first computers were developed around 1945.They were so large that they 

5 	 reqUired special air·conditioned rooms. About twenty years later. in the 19605. desk. 
sized computers were developed. This represented a gigantic advance. Before the 
end of that same decade. however. a third generation of computers. which used 
simple integrated circuits and which were even smaller and faster. had appeared. In 

1971 . the first microprocessor. less than one square centimeter in size. was 
10 	 developed.Today, modem microprocessors contain as many as 10 million 

transistors. and the number of transistors and the computational speed of 
microprocessors doubles every eighteen months. 

. ; " c": ;t·,·'1~ 

It \ di/ 
I evolution: development 
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MODEL 

Chro11OIogical Order: 
PmC8SS 

Topic 
Sentences for 
Cbronologiclll 
Order 

PRACTICE I 

Chronological 1bpic 
Sentences 

; 7., 
, , CloningTechnology 

Background information: III 1997. a lamb bom in Scotland became an 
instant celebrity. An exact duplicate ofher six-yetlr-old mother, Dolly was the 

first animal cloned from the cells ofan adult. Other animals had previously 

been cloned from the cells ofembryos, but Dolly UICIS the first animalw come 

from an adult. Her birth represented a giant step in cloning technology. 


The cloning of Dolly involved several steps. First, cells that had previously been 
taken from Dolly's mother were starved for five days. which caused them to ~top 
dividing. This interruption of the cells' division cycle made it easier for them to 
reprogram themselves to start growing a new organism.' After five days. the nuclei2 

s 	 of these cells were removed and transferred into an unfertilized sheep egg. from 

which the natural nucleus had previously beef\ removed. In the next step. the egg 

was grown in the laboratory for a period of time. Then the egg was implanted into 

a different sheep. where it grew nonnally.When the sheep finally gave birth. the 

lamb was an exaa genetic copy. or clone. of the sheep that had provided the 


/" 	 transferred nucleus. not of the sheep that had provided the egg. 

j.~'~~~ ~.. .".:. :... ....:.~.';..~"' - ·'·_".f ~. 

Writing Technique Questio1l.s 

I. 	What are the two uses of chronological order that the two model paragraphs 
exemplify? 

2. 	What are the main time divisions in the paragraph about computers? How would 
you outline it? 

3. 	What transition signals and time expressions are used in the first model to show 
chronological order? 

4. 	What transition signals and time expressions are used in the second model to 
show the steps in the process? 

Notice that the topic sentence of a chronological paragraph in some way indicates the 
time order. In paragraphs such as the one on computers. phrases such as in tlte rela· 
tively short span ofsixtyyears and evolution give the reader a hint that this is a chrono
logical paragraph. 

In a "how to," or process. paragraph such as the one about doning technology, the 
process to be described is named in the topic sentence and tells the reader to expect 
a chronological paragraph. 

STEP 1 Put a check in the space to the left of every topic sentence suggesting that a 
chronological paragraph will follow. 

STEP 2 In the sentences you have checked. circle the word or words that indicate 
chropological order. 

I organism: any form of tire 
Z nuclei: plural of nucleus. the part of a ceO that contains its hereditary material and con

trols its metabolism. growth. and reproduction 



Transition 
Signals/or 
Chronological 
Order 

'" 

For more on time clauses 
to help show time order. 
see pages 196-197. 
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Example 

t/ (In the past sixty yea~@evelopments) in the field of electronics have 

revolutionized the computer industry. 


1. A person's InteIDgence. is the product of both heredity3 and environment. 
'.-:L- 2. The tensions4 that led to last year's student riots had been build1ng~ 

/'.,~'~--~.---'~ 	 
~ver&! l.f!~s,",') 

---l6- S.' 'l'hEl_.Yf~ CY~f the Pacific sa.Imon is a fasC1na.ting phenomenon.$ 

4. There are two main reasons I believe women In the army should not 
be a.llowed In a war zone along With men. 

._'l_. 8. Surviving a maJor ea.rthqua.ke is possible if you follow certa.ln 
~--~;Q93dUres...' 

.__v_'_ a'The worst day In my life was the day I left my fa.mUy and my friends 
to come to the United States. 

7. American directness often conflicts with Asian modesty. 
8. 	The two most publiciZed holidays In the United States are first, 

Christmas and second, Thanksgiving. 
9. The traditions of Christmas originated In several different countries. "

..-::...-_ 10. EVerii'year:' our family celebrates the Muslim holiday Rama.da.n In the 
same way.


_L 11. ',The preparation. of the poisonous puffer fish for eating is not for 

",-,. , 
a.matEiur-chefs. 


'. 12. You can avoid jet lag after a long flight if you follow .these suggestions. 

Transition signals are especially important in a chronological paragraph. You have to 
be very clear about the sequence of events: Did one event happen before, at the same 
time as, or after another event? 

Chronological transition signals include the following: 

TRANSITION WORDS 
AND PHRASES SUaORDINATORS OTHERS 

first. 
second. 
next. 
now 
then 

,

first of all. 
after that. 
finally. 
last. 

soon, 
gradually. 
meanwhile. 

after 
as 
as soon as 
before 

since 
until 
when 
while 

the first step ... 
in the second step ... 
on the third day ... 
during the night. , . 

Keep in mind that any time expression can serve as a chronological transition sig
nal. Here are some examples: 

Later that morning, In the next fifteen years. 
Twenty-five years ago. From June through August. 
In 2001. Before the invention of the fax machine. 

, heredity: characteristics received from one's parents (hair color, eye color. height, etc.) 
., tensions: stresses 
5 phenomenon: an unusual or sdenlit1c fact or event 

http:certa.ln
http:ea.rthqua.ke
http:l'hEl_.Yf
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PRACTICE 1 	 Add appropriate chronological transition signals to the follovving essay and punctu
ate them. Use the signals listed in the chart or others you kno\I\'.

Cbronologfcai 
Transitiol1 Signal'! 

How to Reduce the Danger of Smoking 

The Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) has outlined 
some steps to take some of the danger out of smoking for those people who 
are unable to quit smoking outright. I choose a cigarette 
with less tar and nicotine to reduce your intake of these pollutants. 

5 don't smoke your cigarette all the way down. Smoke 
halfway, and you will inhale only about 40 percent of the total tar and nico
tine. Remember, 60 percent of these substances2 is contained in the last half 
of the cigarette. take fewer draws on each cigarette; 
that is, reduce the number of puffs on each cigarette. This will cut down on 

/0 	 your smoking. reduce your inhaling. Don't open your 
lungs by inha.llng deeply_ Take shoi't;, shallow puffs. 
smoke fewer Cigarettes each day. This may be the most difficult step of all. 

think about the terrible diseases you are opening your
self up to each time you smoke a cigarette. if you follow 

/5 	 each of these steps without cheating, you should be able to at least control 
the number of cigarettes you smoke daily. Who knows, this might be the 
beginning of the end-of your smoking, tha.t is. 3 

PRACTICE 3 	 Choose one of the suggested topics and follow the steps listed below to write a para
graph using chronological order. Both narrative and process topics are suggested. 

Wrili71g a Chronological 
Paragrapb STEP 1 Make a simple outline that lists the events (in a narrative) or the steps (in a 

process) in the order of their occurrence. 
STEP 2 Add transition signals at appropriate points in the left margin of your outline. 
STEP 3 Write a topic sentence that names the event or the process. 
STEP 4 Write your paragraph, following your outline. Add enough details to make 

the chain of events or steps in the process very clear. 
STEP 5 Ask a classmate to check your paragraph using the Peer Editing Checklist at 

the end of the chapter (page 70) before you hand it in. 

I outright: all at once 
Z substances: materials 
3 DHEW Publication No. (CDC) 78-8705, U.S. Government Printing Office, ]978,0-252-573. 
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Topic Suggestions 

A. Process Topics 

How to get a driver's license How to get an F 
How to break. a bad habit How to jump-start a car 
How to make someone you How to cook a special dish 

know angry or happy from your culture 
How to flirt How to buy a used car 
How to get an A How to soothe a crying baby 

B. Narrative Topics 

A brief autobiovr :J.r!lY (You may write more than one paragraph.) 
A brief biography of a well-known person 

A recent jouney 
Awedding ceremo:,.· 
An important event m yuur life 
An important decision you have made 
The historical development of (automobiles, air travel. a 

sport, a type of music, telecommunications-any topic you have information 
about) 

Logical Division ofIdeas/Order ofImportance 

Logical division is one of the most common ways to organize ideas in English. When 
you use logical division, you group related ideas together and discuss each group, one 
after the other. In everyday life, things are divided into groups. Grocery stores sepa
rate items into groups: produce (fresh fruits and vegetables) is in one section, milk 
products (milk, butter. cheese) are in another section, meats in another, and so on. 
Similarly. corporations divide themselves into departments: marketing, research. 
accounting. etc., and authors divide books into chapters. 

There is usually more than one way to divide things. Suppose, for example. you 
are asked to divide the members of your class into groups. How many different ways 
could you divide them? Make a list: 

By gender (male, females) By 
By age By _______ 

If the groups are all more or less equally important in the mind of the writer, they 
can be discussed in any order. However, each group should be unified within itself. In 
other words, you shouldn't put meat in the produce section. 

Read the model paragraph on the next page and then answer the questions that 
follow. 
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MODEL 

Logical DittlWml of 
Itie£Is 

Transition 
Signals/or 
Logical 
Division 0/ 
Ideas 

Life in Space 

living aboard a space station in orbit around the Earth for months at a time 

poses problems for astronauts' bodies as well as for their minds. One major 

problem is maintaining astronauts' physical health. Medical treatment may be days 

or even weeks away, as there may not be a doctor on board. Illnesses such as 


5 	 appendicitis or ulcers. routinely treated on Earth, could be fatal in space because of 
the delay in getting to a doctor. Furthermore, surgery may be impossible because 
blood would float around inside the operating room. Another health problem is 
the potential for bone deterioration. I In a weighdess envir~>nment. the body 
produces less calcium. Astronauts must exercise at least three hours a day to 

10 prevent bone loss. A second major problem is maintaining astronaUts' mental 
health. Being confined for long periods of time in dark and hostile2 space 
undoubtedly produces anxiety.3 loneliness and boredom are other psychological 
concerns. Finally. how can astronauts "let off steam'''' when interpersonal conflicts 
develop~ It is clear that space-station duty will require astronauts who are not only 

IS physically but also mentally strong. 

'~~_.;;;', __" 	 ______-,;,,.~ ,,;l,"'~~ 
Writing Tedmique Questions 

I. 	How many maiR groups is the topic of this paragraph divided into? What 
are they? 

1. 	Does the topic sentence of the paragraph tell you the topics of these groups? 
Does the concluding sentence? 

3. 	What transition signals indicate the divisions? Where else are transition signals 
used? 

4. 	In your opinion, would it make any difference if mental health were discussed 
before physical health? Do you think that one is more important than the other, 
or are they approximately equal in importance? 

Transition signals used in logical division include many that you already know. 

SENTENCE CONNECTORS OTHERS 

first. second. third, etc. 
next-last. finally 
in addition. moreover 
furthermore 
also 

the first (+ noun) 
thela second (+ noun) 
one (+ noun) 
another (+ noun) 
an additional (+ noun) 

, 
, 	 ,.J, VI ~di'l'J11 ,,-l"l ! ".V,
IV"': \i 

I deterioration: reduction in amount 3 anxiety: fear: worry 
2 hostile: unfriendly 	 .. "let offsteam": get rid of anger. frustration (idiom) 



Transition 
Signalslor 
Orderol 
Imporltnu:e 

PRACTICE 4 

Transilion Signalsfor 
logicaJ DivisiOll/0rder 
ofImporlance 

Topic Sentences 
for Logical 
Divisilm/Order 
ofImportllnce 

Chapter S Kinds of Logical Order 

Examples 

First. maintaining astronauts' physical health is a concern. 


In addition. sanitations is a problem in weighdess space. 


A second concern is maintaining astronauts' mental health. 


If some of your points are more important than others. you can indicate their relative 
importance by using these transition signals: 

SENTENCE CONNECTORS OTHERS 

more importantly 
most significandy 
above all 
primarily 

a more important (+ noun) 
the most important (+ noun) 
the second most significant (+ noun) 
the primary (+ noun) 

Astronauts in space experience loneliness and boredom; more importantly, they 
can suffer from anxiety. 

A. 	 Reread the model paragraph "Life in Space" on page 62 and circle all of the transi
tion signals used to show logical division. 

n. 	Suggest changes in the transition signals to show that one group of problems 
(physical or psychological) is more important than the other. 

The topic sentence of logical division and order of importance paragraphs often indi
cates the number of groups the topic is divided into. 

Gold, a precious metal, is prized for twO important characteristics. 

Inflation has three causes. 

The topic semence may even tell what the groups are. 

Gold. a precious metal. is prized not only for its beauty but also for its utility. 

Inflation has three causes: an increase in the supply of paper money. excessive 
government spending. and unrestrained consumer borrowing. 

The topic sentence for order of importance differs only in that it may contain an order 
of importance transition signal. 

Gold. a precious metal. is prized not only for its beauty but. more impor
tantly. for its utility. 

5 sanitation: cleanliness 
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PRACTICE "' A. 	 Put a check (V) in the space to the left of every topic sentence that suggests 

logical division as a method of organization. Put a double check (VV) if the
7bpu: Sentences/or 
sentence suggests order of importance. Some are neither, so leave these Logical Division/Order 
unchecked.q{Im/mr/mlce 

~. 1. My eighteenth birthday was a day I will never forget. 
2. 	On their eighteenth birthdays, Americans receive two important 

rights/responsibilities: they can vote, and they can sign legal contracts. 
~ 

/ 

3. In most occupatiOns, women are still unequal to men in three areas: 
salary, power, and status. 

4. 	LiVing in a dormitory offers several advantages to a newly arrived 
international student. 

S. 	Photosynthesis is the process by which plants manufacture their own 
food. 

6, 	TeleviSion game shows are boring for the educated viewer because they 
are poorly disguised commercials but more importantly, because they 
require such a minimal level of knowledge. 

7. 	Earthquake prediction is still an inexact SCience although seismologists I 

learn more each time they monitor a quake 
8. 	A college degree in international business today requires first, a 

knowledge of business procedures and second. a knowledge of cultural 
differences in business methods. 

9. 	A computer is both faster and more accurate than a human. 
10. Teenagers demonstrate their independence in several ways. 

B. 	 Suggest changes to the topic sentence of the model paragraph "Life in Space" on 
page 62 to show that one group of problems (physical or psychological) is more 
important than the other. 

Two Topic Sentence Tips3 

.-. 
Parallelism is explained in 

Chapter 10. pages 166-169. 


Here are two tips to help you write topic sentences for logical division and order of 
importance paragraphs: 

I. 	Use a colon 1:1 in front of the names of the groups. (For more information about 
the use of colons, see Appendix A, page 251.) 

In one shocking week of 1997. the world lost two remarkable women who. 
although they lived very different lives. shared a common compassion for the 
sick and injured: Princess Diana of Britain and MotherTeresa of India. 

2.. 	 Use paired (correlative) conjunctions when there are only two groups. Paired 
conjunctions are both . .. and . .. ; not only . .. but also . .. ; either . .. or . .. ; neither 
.. , nor. ... 

Remember that paired (correlative) conjunctions follow the rule of parallelism. If 
you put a noun after the word both, you must put a noun after the word and. If 
you use a prepositional phrase after not only, you must use one after but also. 

I seismologists! sciC'ntists who study earthquakes 3 tip: helpful advice 
2 monitor: ohserv~: check with instruments 
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Here are some examples of logical division topic sentences with these special 
conjunctions. 

Gold. a precious metal, is prized not only (or its beauty but also for its utility. 
(prepositional phrases) 

To stay healthy. you should both eat nutritious food and exercise daily. (verbs) 

In my opinion. neither wealth nor beauty guarantees happiness. (nouns) 

Most people buying a personal computer for the first time will consider 
either a PC or a Madntosh. (nouns) 

Comparison/Contrast 

Comparison/contrast involves analyzing the similarities and differences between two 
or more items. Almost every decision you make involves weighing similarities and dif
ferences. Every time you decide which jacket to buy or which apartment to rent. you 
compare and contrast features and prices. In the business world. employers compare 
job applicants, proposals from different advertising agencies. and employee health 
insurance policies from competing companies. Job applicants compare job offers in 
terms of salary. responsibilities. and be~fit packages. In coUege classes. professors 
frequently test students' understanding of material by asking them to compare and 
contrast two theories. two methods. two economic policies, two historical periods. or 
two characters in a play or film. 

As with the other kinds of paragraphs, the keys to writing a comparison/contrast 
paragraph are to put the ideas in some kind oforder and to use appropriate transition 
signals. 

The content of a comparison/contrast paragraph can vary. Some paragraphs 
emphasize similarities. while others emphasize differences. You can also discuss both 
similarities and differences in one paragraph if you don't have many points to discuss. 
Study the model paragraphs that follow and determine whether they discuss similar
ities, differences, or both. 

MODEL 

Comparison/COllfrost 

pes versus Macs 

Paragraph I 

If you are planning to buy a personal computer. you should know some of the 

basic similarities and differences between PCs and Macs. First of all. both PCs and 

Macs are composed of the same elements: a CPU;' the electronic circuitry to run 

the computer; memory (hard and/or floppy disk drives) for storing information; 

5 	 input devices such as a keyboard or mouse for putting information into the 

computer; and output devices such as a monitor, printer, and audio speakers for 

conveying infoqnation. They also have the same uses: PCs are used to communicate 

on computer networks, to write (with the help of word processing and desktop 
publishing sohware). to track finances, and to play games. Macs are likewise used to 

----'-' 
10 	 communicate. write, calculate. and entertain. 

i .1 

'i 

"~ 

I CIJlI: central processing unit 
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Transition 
Signals for 
Comparison! 
Contrast 

Writing a Paragraph 


Paragraph 1 

There are some differences. however. Whereas you will find more PCs in 
business offices. you will find more Macs in classrooms. Although Macs are the 
computers of choice of people who do a lot of art and graphic design in their 
work, PCs seem to be the choice of people who do a lot of "number crunching.,,1 

5 	 Finally. there is a difference in the availability of software. vendors. and service for 
the two computers. In general. there is a lot of PC-compatible! software. but 
relatively little Mac software. Furthermore. for a Mac. you must purchase your 
machine and get service from a Macintosh-authorized dealer. whereas many 
different computer stores sell and service PCs. 

Writing Teclmique Questions 

I. 	Which paragraph shows comparison? Which paragraph shows contrast? Turn 
back to the paragraph about French and American management styles on page 
52. Which type of paragraph is it? 

1. 	On how many points are the two computers compared? On how many points are 
they contrasted? . 

J. 	What transition signals are used to show similarities? To show differences? (Refer 
to the following charts.) 

COMPARISON TRANSITION SIGNALS 

,. 

SENTENCE 
CONNECTORS CONJUNcnONS OTHERS 

similarly and like 
likewise both ... and just like 

i also not only ... but also alike 

tOO as as ... as 
just as (be) similar 

similar to 
the same (as) 
compare tolwith 

J number crunching: mathematical calculations 

Z PC-compadble: can be used in PC computers 
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CONTRAST TRANSITION SIGNALS 

SENTENCEI . 
OTHERSCONJUNCTIONSCONNECTORS 

-


however 
 but unlike 

on the other hand 
 differ from 

on the contrary 


yet 
although (be) dissimilar 


in contrast 
 though compare to 

in (by) comparison 
 even though compare with 

while 
whereas 

PRACTICE 6 

Comparison/Contrast 

A. Circle all of the comparison/contrast transition signals in the two paragraphs about 
PCs versus Macs on pages 65-66 and in the paragraph about French and American 
management styles on page 52. 

B. Review the topic sentence practice (Practice 5) on page 64. Find two topic sen
tences that could indicate comparison I contrast order. 

Review 

PREWRITING 
PRACTICE 

Brainstorming Essay 
EXclm Questions 

These are the important points you should have learned from this chapter: 

I. 	You can achieve coherence in writing by stating your ideas in logical order. 
There are several kinds of logical order: chronological order. logical division of 
ideas/order of importance, and comparison/contrast. 

2.. 	 Each kind of logical order has special words and expressions, or transition signals, 
that will support your logic. 

Below is a list of fifteen possible essay questions that might be asked on a typical col
lege examination. The first five are general questions that might be asked on a college 
writing test. The last ten are specific to a field of study. Get together with a group of 
one or two other students and brainstorm: Which logical order might you use to 
answer each question-chronological order. logical division of ideas/ order of impor· 
tance, or comparison I contrast? • 

1. 	What do you hope to gain from your college education? 
2. 	Evaluate a significant experience or achievement that has 

meaning for you. 
3. 	Discuss some issue of personal, local, national, or inter

nationAl concern and its importance to you. 
4. Write about your idea of a. perfect day. 
S. How do you think the world will be different fifty years from 

,now? What changes do you expect to witness? 
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6. 	Compare and contrast the relationship between the two pairs 
of lovers in Shakespeare's Much Ado about Nothing 

-t. 	 In James Joyce's novel Portrait of the Artist as a Young 
l4.an. identify the three major incidents tha.t affect Stephen 
DedaJus emotionally in Chapter 1. Which incident do you 
think cha.nges him most? Why? 

8. 	Explain the electrical conductivity of an electrolyte solution. 
Use an example to illustrate. 

9. Consider a mixture of 10 milllon O~ molecules and 20 million 
'" 

Ha molecules. In what way is this mixture Similar to 20 
million water molecules? In what way 15 it diSSimilar? 

10. 	Describe the steps necessary for a proposed bill to become a 
law in the United States. 

11. Explain the cash and accrual methods of accounting. 
la. Describe the procedure for taking a year-end inventory in a 

sma.ll retail business. 
IS. 	Discuss the goals of American foreign policy before and after 

the fa.ll of the Berlin Wa.ll. 
14. Explain the differences between a sole proprietorship, a 

partnerShip, and a corporation. 
1&. Explain how a hurricane forms. 

WRITING Choose one of the suggested topics that follow and write a paragraph that is ten to 
PRACTICE fifteen sentences in length. Usc logical division of ideas. order of importance. or com· 

parison and lor contrast to organize your ideas. Your instructor may wish to limit your 
choice in order to give you practice in a specific type of paragraph. 

Remember the steps in the writing process: 

STEP I Brainstorm a topic for ideas. using the listening. freewriting, or cluster
Prewriting ing techniques you have learned. 

STEP 2 Develop an outline that includes a topic sentence and a concluding 
Planning sentence (if necessary). Underline them 

STEP J Write a rough draft. Be sure to use transition signals. 
Writing 

STEP 4 Have a classmate check your draft against the Peer Editing CheckJist. 
Editing 

STEPS Write a second draft. and proofread It tor grammar and mechanics. 
Rewriting 

STEPe Write a final copy to hand in. 
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Topic Suggestions 

Ways to improve your English speaking skills 
Important lessons you have learned in life 
Three pieces of a~vice you might give to a friend who plans to study abroad 
Eating customs in your country and another country 
Two automobile models. two music styles. two sports stars. two airlines. two 

restaurants. two well-known people 
Reasons you are learning English 
Reasons you want to become a (doctor. musician, interior design

er, computer programmer. etc.) 



Part I Writing a Paragraph 

PEER EDITING CHECKLIST 

PEER EOITOR'S COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS 

GENERAL 

1. What do you like best about this 
paragraph? 

\ PAPER FORMAT 

2. Is the format correct? Does it look like the 
model on page 19? 

ORGANlZAnON AND CONTENT 

3. Topic sentence: Is there a clear topic 
sentence? Does it have a controlling idea? 

4. Supporting sentences: Is the main idea 
clear? Does the writer need to add more 
details to explain it? 

5. Concluding sentence: Is there a 
concluding sentence? Does it begin with 
an appropriate end-of-paragraph signal? 

6. Unity: Do all of the sentences support 
the topic sentence? 

7. Coherence: Do the sentences flow 
smoothly? Are there any inconsistent 
pronouns? Are there enough transition 
signals? What kind of logical order is 
used? 

..' 
, .' ... SENTENCE.STRUCTURE 

, 

8. Are there any unclear sentences? Can 

you suggest a way to improve them? 
 . 

,~ GRAMMAR ANDMEc:HANICS 
" , 

9. Are there any errors in grammar and 

mechanics? 


'



CHAPTER 


Concrete Support I 


latin inscription from a Roman temple 

Introduction 

One of the biggest problems in student writing is that student writers often fail to 
prove their points. They fail because they do not support their points with concrete 
details. Their papers are too often full of opinions and generalizations without the fac
tual details needed to support them. 

A sue. ssful paragraph contains concrete I 
Support yodr topic ientence by using specific and 

support for the 
factual details. 

topic sentence. 

I concrete: specific definite 

71 



Part I Writing a Paragraph 

Facts versus Opinions 

Facts are objective statements of truths. 

At sea level. water boils at 100 degrees Celsius. 

Women live longer than men. 

Lung cancer among women is increasing. 


Opinions are subjective statements based on a person's beliefs or attitudes. 

Men are better drivers than women. 

Engineering students do not need to take a lot of English courses. 

Americans are only superficially' friendly. 


It is certainly acceptable to express opinions in academic writing. In fact. most 
professors want you to express your own ideas. However. you must support your 
opinions with factual details. The more specific you are. the better. 

In very formal academic writing. even some statements that are considered facts 
need further support. In other words. they need specific supporting details in order to 
be completely convincing. 

Here are some examples of statements that need further support to be acceptable 
in fqnn8.I academic writing and of additional necessary concrete supporting details. 

UNSUPPORTED --FACTS" 

Teenage smoking is on the rise. 

Smoking can cause lung cancer. 

CoNCRETE SUPPORTING DETAILS 

In 1995. the U.S. surgeon general 
reported that more than three million 
teenagers smoked cigarettes. 

The American Cancer Society reports 
that the number one cause of lung can
cer among men and women is smoking. 

-----.-.-..  ...~-----.- ...------.--.-.~ 

PRACTICE I STEP 1 	 Decide w1:..!ther each of the following statements is a fact or an opinion. 
Write F for fact, 0 for opinion. 

Facts versus Opinions STEP 2 	 Decide if the facts need additional supporting details. Write NFS for "needs 
further support" next to those that do. 

STEP 3 	 Discuss with your classmates what specific supporting details you might use 
to support the sentences you marked 0 (opinion) or F-NFS. 

1. 	Smoking is rela.xing and, therefore, enjoyable. 
a. 	Dr. Kathleen Pa.rker, a well-known ca.ncer speci&list, recently &dmltted in 

an interview, "Although I see the ha.rmful effects of smoking nea.rly every 
dAy in my work, I still enjoy re1a.x1ng with a oiga.rette a.fter dinner." 

s. 	Early in the next decade, more women tha.n men will die of lung C&Il

cer, a.ccord1ng to the Ameriaa.n Cancer Society. 
4. 	Smoking is attracting more and more adults. 

I superficially: on the surface 
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5. 	According to a recent New York Times a.rtiole,· cigarette smoking is 

increasing among a.dults in their forties as well as among the college 
educated and those earning more than $36,000 annually. 

6. 	Red-light MlIlIlersz must take a driver's eduoa.tion ola.ss. Then they will 
become safer drivers. 

7. 	Red-light MlIlIlers oa.use scores of 3 a.ocidents, including deaths and 
injuries as well as millions of dollars in dama.ges. 

8. 	Red·light MlIlIlers should have their driver's licenses suspended for a 
period of time. 

9. 	Nationwide, the number of red-light running a.ocidentB increased 18 
percent from 1991 through 1996. In 1991, 2,426 deaths resulted, and 
in 1996, the number rose to 2,866. 

Concrete Supporti1J£ Details 

Look in an-line 
newspapers for current 
quotations and other 
support for your capic. 

There are several kinds of concrete supporting details that you can use to support or 
prove your topic sentence. Among the most common are examples, statistics. and 
quotations. 

Read the following article about the changing American family. as more married 
women with children are going to work and more fathers are staying at home. Notice 
how the different kinds of concrete details support the writer's main ideas. 

MODEL 

Concrete Supporting 
Details 

Extended example 

Statistic 

Statistic 

Dad's New Role 

Dr. Elizabeth Lee is the medical director in charge of communicable diseases in 
the county" where she lives. She enjoys her challenging career and prefers it to 
staying at home with her two young children. Both she and her husband, Jack. 
realize the importance of parents' active participation in their children's lives. 

5 	 Therefore, they decided that one of them should stay at home to be a full-time 
parent. jack became the primary c~regiver because staying home would enable him 
to spend time developing his graphic design business. 

Jack Lee is one of a growing number of stay-at-home dads. According to a 
1996 survey by the Los Angeles TImes, 39 percent of the men who responded to the 

10 survey indicated that they would be willing to quit their jobs to take care of their 
children. while their wives became the primary breadwinners.5 Furthermore. the 
U.S. Census Bureau reported in 1997 that approximately two million men across 
the United States have primary responsibility for their children. 

:! red-light runners: urivt!rs who speed through red traffic signal lights 
:I scores of: many 
4 county: administrative subdivision of a state in lhe United States 
5 breadwinners: family mem.bers who earn money 
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Other fathers are telecommuting l or have part-time jobs that allow them to 
Example 115 spend more time with their kids. For example. telecommuting gives advertising 

executive Ron Stemple time to take his children to school and pick them up. He 
can also drive them to their after-school activities. A 1997 study by job placement 

Statistic agency Executive S1!arch.lnc. reported that between 57 and 78 percent of men 
would be willing to reduce their work hours and their salaries to spend more time 

20 with their children. 

According to the experts. Dad does just as well as Mom at parenting. As Joan 
Quotation Grant of the New York Department of Social Services stated. "Men are just as 

capable as women of taking care of their children'5 needs. including preparing 
nutritious meals; dispensing love. diSCipline. and Band-Aids; and providing a happy 

25 home environment." 

Examples! . 
Extended 
Examples 

~ ...,.' '--'~r.;. •• 

Writing Technique Questions 

I. 	What main idea does the first paragraph about Dr. Lee illustrate? 
2. 	What is the main idea ofthe second paragraph? What statistics are given? 
J. 	What is the main idea of the third paragraph? How is it supported? 
4. 	What is the main idea of the last paragraph? What kind of concrete supporting 

detail is used to prove it? 

In the follOwing sections, you will practice using each kind of concrete support
ing detail. 

Examples and extended examples, which are anecdotes or short stories, are perhaps 
the easiest kind of supporting details to use. You don't have to search in the library for 
information; you can often take examples from your own knowledge and personal 
experiences. Furthermore, examples are usually interesting and make your writing 
enjoyable to read. Finally, since it is easy to remember a striking example or a good 
story, your reader is more likely to remember your point. 

However, there are two cautions you should keep in mind ifyou use examples and 
extended examples for support. First, remember that in formal academic writing
research papers, theses, and the like-personal examples are considered weak sup· 
port, so use them sparingly.2 Second, be sure that your examples really prove your 
point. For instance, ifyou are trying to prove that, on the average, men are better dri
vers than women, don't use famous racing car drivers as examples of male drivers 
because profeSSional drivers aren't average men. 

Study the two models to see how examples and extended examples can be used 
to support a topic sentence. 

J telecommuting: working at home and using a computer to communicate with one's 
office and customers 

2 sparingly: infrequently 
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MODEL 

E:rampleslExlended 
Examples 

Examples 

Language and Perception 

Although we all possess the same physical organs for sensing the world--eyes 
for seeing. ears for hearing. noses for smelling. skin for feeling. and mouths for 
tastin~ur perception of the world depends to a great extent on the language 
we speak. Scholars have discovered that we cannot perceive things that we have 

5 	 not named. Each language is like a pair of eyeglasses through which we "see" the 
world in a particular way. A classic example of the relationship between language 
and perception is the word snow. In the English language. there is only that one 
word to describe all of the possible kinds of snow. In Eskimo languages. however, 
there are as many as thirty-two different words for snow. For instance, the 

10 Eskimos have different words for falling snow, snow on the ground. snow packed as 
hard as ice, slushy snow, wind-driven show, and what we might call "commeal" 
snow. In contrast, cultures that rarely experience cold weather and snow may have 
only one word to express several concepts that are differentiated in English.The 
.ancient Aztec languages of Mexico. for example, used only one word to mean 

1s snow, cold. and ice. 

!":7"-;,;;., .;-. ~~. 

Nonverbal CommunicationJ 

Nonverbal communication. or "body language;' is communication by facial 
expressions. head or eye movements. hand signals. and body postures. It can be just 
as important to understanding as words are. Misunderstandings--often amusing but 
sometimes serious--can arise between people from different cultures if they misin

s 	 terpret nonverbal signals. Take. for example. the differences in meaning of a gesture" 
Examples very common in the United States: a circle made with the thumb and index finger.s 

To an American. it means that everything is OK.To a japanese. it means that you 
are talking about money. In France. it means that something is worthless. and in 
Greece. it is an obscene6 gesture. Therefore. an American could unknowingly offend 

10 a Greek by using that particular hand signal. 
The following incident illustrates how conflicting nonverbal signals can cause 

serious misunderstandings, While lecturing to his poetry class at Ain Shams 
Extended Example University in Cairo. a British professor became so relaxed that he leaned back in 

his chair and revealed the bottom of his foot to the astonished class. Making such a 
15 	 gesture in Muslim society is the worst kind of insult. The next day. the Cairo 'news

papers carried headlines about the student demonstration that resulted. and they 
denounced British arrogance1 and demanded that the professor be sent home. 

3 nonverbal communication: communication without words 
-I gesture: hand signal 
5 index finger: the linger next to the thumb 
6 obscene: indecent. disgusting 
i arrogance: too much pride 
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Writing Technique Question..'t 

I. 	What is the main idea of each paragraph? (There are three paragraphs, one 
paragraph in the first model and two paragraphs in the second model.) Underline 
the topic sentence in each paragraph. 

2. 	What examples are used to support each topic sentence? Which paragraph has an 
extended example? 

3. 	What words and phrases are used to introduce the examples? To introduce the 
extended example? 

Tips jor Using Examples and Extended Examples 

I. 	Make sure that your example really supports your point. 
2. 	Introdu~e examples with appropriate transition Signals. 

TRANSITION SIGNALS FOR EXAMPLES 

WRITING 

PRACTICE 


Writing u,'ilh Examples 

SENTENCE CONNECTORS OTHERS 

for example 

for instance 

such as 

like 

The following example (story/incident) 
illustrates (shows/demonstrates) ... 

The ancient Aztec languages of Mexico. for example, used only one word to mean 
snow. cold. and ice. 

For instance, the Eskimos have different words for falling snow. snow on the ground. 
snow packed as hard as ice ... and "cornmeal" snow. 

Job titles such' as stewardess, waitress, and mailman are today considered sexist l and 
have been replaced by nongender-specific job titles like flight attendant, waitperson, and 
mail corrier. 

Choose either A or B below and write a paragraph using an example and/or an 
extended example to support your topic sentence. Ask a classmate to check your 
paragraph against the Peer Editing Checklist at the end of the chapter before you 
hand it in. 

A. 	 Describe a body language signal from your own culture that is different from a 
body language signal used in the United States. Explain the confusion that can 
result when people misunderstand the signal. 

B. 	 Explain a proverb2 from your first language by using examples. Some proverbs in 
English are 

Don't count your chickens before they hatch. 

A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush, 

People who live in glass houses shouldn't throw stones. 


1 sexist: discriminatory based on gender (male/female) 
~ proverb: wise saying that gives a practical rule for living 
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Sttltisties 

MODEL 

Slalislics 

In business. engineering. and the sciences. statistics are often used for ,support. In 
this section. you will practice using statistics from charts and graphs to support your 
writing ideas. 

Study the chart below, and then read the paragraph that explains it. Notice that 
the source of the information is given in the sentence that begins "According to ...." 

Billions of 
people 

6 

s 

of 

1 

I A.D. soo 1000 

Year 1800 2000 

World population growth. (Source: United Nations estimates.) 

World Population Growth 

The world's population has been increasing dramatically. According to a United 
Nations chan of world population growth. the world's population suddenly 
multiplied in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. At the beginning of the 
Christian era, the estimated world population was 100 to 300 million. It took more 

s 	 than 1.800 years for the population to reach one billion. Then in less than one 

hundred years, the figure poubled to two billion by '930. By 1975. when it reached 

four billion. it had dou~led again in less than fifty years. The United Nations has 

projected an increase to more than six billion by the year 2000 . 


.lrj;H#'45fH"t;-;I~~ii.i;'\;;if.;~,-*.~:""·~,:.¢<•. 

Writing Teclmique f,JuestiOflS 

I. What is the main idea of the paragraph? 
2. 	What five statistics are used to support this idea? What IS the source of these 

numbers? 
J., Tum back to the model "Dad's New Role" on pages 73-74. What statistics are used 

there? What are their sources? 
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PRACTICE 1 

Using Statistics 

WRITING 

PRACTICE 


SIoIis/ics 

Study the graph below. which shows how the world's largest economies dominate 
global energy use. Then use the information in the graph to complete the paragraph 
that follows. 

United States 

China 

Russia 

Japan 


Germany 


Canada 

India 

United Kingdom 

mnce 

Italy 
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=:r-
== 13.87 
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~ 9."6,.. 9.27... 9.24 

~ 7.03 

o 10 20 

-

20.7 

.--
85.6" 

33.93 

27.94 

-

World's major consumers of primary energy. 1994. [Soun;e: Energy Information Administration. U.S. Department of 
Energy. International Database. August 1996. Figures represent quadrillion Btu (British thermal units).] 

World'. MaJor CoD.nmers of Primary Bnergy 

According to statistiCS published by the U.S. Department of Energy, the 
world's consumption of primary energy continued to increase in 1994 in 
quadrillion Btu's. The three top consumers included the United States, 
________________ . However, the largest consumer was 
_____________________ . Rused ___________________ 

5 

Japan consumed • whereas Germany 
consumed . The countries that con· 
sumed less than 10 quadr1llion Btu included 

lWo sets of graphs follow: one on the topic of credit, the other on working women in 
Japan and the United States. Choose either set of graphs and write a paragraph 
explaining its significance. 

STEP 1 Decide what main idea the graphs illustrate, and write this idea as a topic sen
tence. 

STEP 2 Write five to eight supporting statements, using the statistical information 
..shown in the graphs. Be sure to mention the source of your statistics in your 
paragraph. 

STEP 3 Ask a classmate to check your paragraph against the Peer Editing Checklist 
at the end of the chapter before you hand it in. 
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A. 	 Hooked on l Credit 

The graphs below are the results of a USA Today survey of 2,300 readers. 

1. 	Survey Question: Are you concerned about the amount of debt you have 
on credit cards? 


Results: 


"--'fYal',.. , .. 
,-~Noi 

Somewhat 

Apgroup 


Under 

I --~-

30 t:iit',,::,;t..'~'B"ii911 SS% 

43~ ~ 41~
)()-4S ~ 

_ ~~I ---],,' 
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8% 

0." ~J '" 
60" 13" 


6% 


Source: USA Todoy survey, analyzed by Barbara Pearson. 

2. Survey Question: Do you payoff all credit card bills every month? 
Results: 

~~g 
Apgroup 

Under '1 S9% 

]0 41X 


-	 '-- ISIX 
]()-4S : ;. r.9% 

'- "l12%_ 
46-60 '.0. ..... ': .....'."~ J 68% 

OYer r- JUX ~~-] 8n. 
60 	 i ,'. 

Source: USA Today survey. analyzed by Barbara Pearson. 

I hooked on: addicted (0 something 
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B. 	 Working Women in Japan and the United States 

The following graphs from the New York Times compare worldng women in 
Japan and the United States. 

1. 	 While the share of women 
in Japan who work is not 
substantially smaller than in 
the United States ... 

70% UNITED STATES 

60 .".. 

50-··..........._...... J:r>AN 


<40 

30 

20-------

---------,~- ------ 

iii i i t i 
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2. 	 . .• are more likely to have a 
part-time job ..• 
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Review 

•.. women in Japan hold 
fewer positions of responsi
bility in the workplace ... 
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These are the important points you shouJd have learned from this chapter: 

I. Use concrete supporting details to prove your points. 
1. Do not use opinions for support. 
3. Use examples, extended examples. or statistics as support. 
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PEER EDITING CHECKLIST 

PEER EDITOR'S COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS 

... .. 
GENERAL 

.. ~ 

1. What do you like best about this 

paragraph? 


PAPER FORMAT 	
... 

.....' .."." 	 ...... 

2. 	Is the format correct? Does it look like the 

model on page 19? 


ORGANIUnON AND CONTENT, .. . , ..... . _. 

3. Topic sentence: Is there a clear topic 

sentence? Does it have a controlling idea? 


4. Supporting sentences: What kind of 

concrete support is used? Are the 

statistics or examples incorporated 

smoothly into the paragraph? 


5. Concluding sentence: [5 there a 

concluding sentence? Does it begin with 

an appropriate end-of-paragraph signal? 


6. Unity: Do aU of the sentences support 

the topic sentence? 


7. Coherence: 	Do the sentences flow 

smoothly? Are there any inconsistent 

pronouns? Are there enough transition 

signals used? 


SENTENCE STRUCTURE 

8. Are there any unclear sentences? Can 

you suggest a way to improve them? 


GRAMMAR AND MECHANICS 

, 
i 9. Are there any errors in grammar and 
I mechanics? 
I 

L 



CHAPTER 


Concrete Support II 


Runk writing from eleventh-century Sweden 

Quotations, Parap"brases, and Summaries 

In addition to the examples, extended examples, and statistics that you studied in the 
previous chapter, you may also need to use other kinds of concrete information to 
support your ideas. Using quotations and writing paraphrases and summaries of 
information from outside sources are important tools in academic writing. In some 
college classes, instructors ask their students to write research papers (also called term 
papers), To write a term paper, you must find information about your topic in books, 

82 



Quotations 

MODEL 

Direct Quo/alions 

Chapter 7 .Concrete Support II 

newspapers, periodicals,' encyclopedias, and similar sources. Then you include this 
information in the body ofyour paper. 

It is important to learn how to use information from .outside sources without 
committing plagiarism.2 Plagiarism is a serious offense. It occurs in two situations. It 
occurs when you use another person's words or ideas without acknowledging that the 
person is your source. Plagiarism also occurs even when you acknowledge the other 
person ifyour rewritten version is too similar to the other person's. In this chapter. you 
williearn how to use other people's words and ideas without plagiarizing them. 

When you borrow another person's words or ideas by quoting. paraphrasing, or 
summarizing them. you must show where you got the ideas by putting certain infor
mation in parentheses immediately after the material you have borrowed. As you 
study this chapter, look for the ways this information is given. At the end of the chap
ter, you will learn how to prepare such in-text citations. 

There are two kinds of quotations: direct and indirect. In a direct quotation. another 
person's exact words are repeated and are enclosed in quotation mades. [n an indirect 
quotation. the speaker's words are reported wi~hou[ quotation marks. You should 
learn to use both kinds of quotations in your writing. 

Direct QrwtatItnJs 

Read the follOwing model.and study how direct quotations are used to support the 
topic sentence. 

Drugs and the Olympic Games 

It is no secret that performance-enhancini drugs have been used by Olympic 
athleteS for decades. In 1993, the head of the International Olympic Committee's 
medical commission, Prince Alexandre de Herode olSelgium. stated. "I believe that 
as many as 10% of all Olympic athletes are regular users of performance-enhancing 

J 	 drugs" (qtd. in Bamberger and Yaeger 63).4 Despite rlgorous5 drug testing of 
Olympic athletes. the use of banned performance-enhancing substances has become 
more widespread than ever. It is clear that if athletes want to win. they must 
consider using drugs. In a 1997 article in Sports Illustrated magazine. Dutch physician 
Michel Karsten is quoted as saying. "There may be some sportSmen who can win 

I. 	gold medals without taking drugs. but there are very few." According eo Dr. 
Karsten. who says he has prescribed anabolic steroidss to hundreds of world-class 
athletes over the last twenty-five years, "If you are especially gifted, you may win 
once. but from my experience you· can't continue to win without drugs. The field is 
JUSt toO filled with drug users" (qed. in Bamberger and Yaeger 62). 

I periodlc:all: magazines . 
2 plagiarism: the use of someone else's words or ideas as your own 
:I enbancing: improving 
• qtd.in Bamberger and Yaeger 63: This form of in-text citation means that (!'Ie words in 

quotation marks were spoken by Prince Alexandre de Merode and were quoted on 
page 63 of an article written by two people named Bamberger and Yaeger. 

5 rigorous: strict It·· hi'" ". ,";"~l' . 
6 anabolic steroids: drugs that increase muscle 
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Reporting Verbs lIIUl PbrllSes . 

Reporting verbs and phrases are used to introduce a quotation or other borrowed infor
mation (such as statistics). Some ofthe more common reporting terms are as follows: 

according to insist report suggest 
claim maintain say write 
declare mention state 

Here are some rules for their use: 

I. 	Reporting verbs can appear before. in the middle of, or after a quotation. 

Dr. Karsten said. " __________________ 

__________ ;. the doctor stated." .. 

-------__________:' declared the 

president of the International Olympic Committee (JOC). 

2. 	Reporting verbs can be used with or without the subordinator as. 

As a spokesperson for the IOC suggested." ________ 

A spokesperson for the IOC sugested... __________ 

3. 	Reporting verbs may be in any tense. 

As the IOC stated in its report after the 1996 games in Adanta ... ______ 

The IOC states in its report after the 1996 games in Adanta, .. ______ 

, t. 

As the IOChas always insisted," ____________ 

4. 	The reporting phrase according to can be used in place of a reporting verb. Use 
quotation marks if you are quoting someone's words exactly. 

According to the IOC ••,_______________ 

S. 	It is a good idea to include the source of the quotation in your sentence. 

According to a report published by the loe...______ 

Punctuating Direct QuotatUms 

The rules for punctuating direct quotations can become very complex. For general 
purposes, the rules are as follows: 

I. 	Quotation mar~ are always used in pairs. Place a comma between the reporting 
phrase and the quotation. Put quotation marks before and after the actual words 
quoted. Normally. place commas (and periods) before the first mark and also 
before the second mark in a pair. 



". 
For more examples show
ing the use of quotation 

marks. see pages 252-253 
in Appendix A. 

PRACTICE I 

Direct Quo/alions 

Chapter 7 Concrete SUPPOl1 II 

According to Sports Illustrated, "The use of steroids-and other. more exotic suI?
stances such as human growth hormone (hGH}-has spread to almost every sport, 
from major league baseball to college basketball to high school football." 

"The use of steroids-and other. more exotic substances such as human growth 
hormone (hGH}-has spread to almost every sport, from major league baseball to col
lege basketball to high school football," according to Sports Illustrated. 

There is an important exception to this rule: When you add an in-text citation 
after a quotation. the period goes at the very end, after the closing parenthesis: 

Prince Alexandre de Herode of Belgium stated. "I believe that as many as 10% of all 
Olympic athletes are regular users of performance-enhancing drugs" (qtd. in 
Bamberger and Yaeger 63). 

2. Capitalize the first word of the quotation as well as the first word of the sentence. 

Dr. Donald Catlin. director of a drug-testing lab at UClA, stated. "The sophisticated 
athlete who wants to take drugs has switched to things we can't test for." 

J. 	Ifyou break a quotation into two parts, enclose both parts in quotation marks and 
separate the parts with commas. Capitalize only)he first word of the sentence. 

"The use of steroids-and other. more exotic ''substances such as human growth hor
mone (hGH)-has spread:' according to Sports Illustrated, "to almost every sport. 
from major league baseball to college basketball to high school football." • 

4. If you omit part of a direct quotation, use an ellipsis ( ...). 

According to Sports Illustrated. "The use of steroids .•. has spread to almost every 
sport. from major league baseball to college basketball to high school football." 

S. 	(fyou have a good reason to add words of your own to the original, put bracketsf 1 
around the words that you have added. 

Commenting on the difficulty of detecting drug use among Olympic athletes, the direc
tor of drug testing for the U.S. Olympic Committee at the 1984 and 1988 games 
declared. "The testers know that the [drug] gurus l are smarter than they are." 

A. 	 Turn back to the model paragraph about drug use among Olympic athletes on 
page 83 and answer the following questions. 

1. How many direct quotations are used in the model paragraph? 
2. What reporting verbs and phrases are used (0 introduce the direct quotations? 

B. 	 Add punctuation to the following direct quotations. Change the capitalization if 
necessary. (The sentences in this practice are about black holes, which are 
invisible masses in space larger than giant stars.) 

1. Dr. 	Yixuan Ma, a well-known astrophysicist who has been studying black holes, 
said it is one of the most interesting phenomena. we astrophysiCists have ever 
studied. 

2. As she explained in black holes the laws of nature do not seem to apply. 
3. 	A black hole is a tiny point with the mass 25 times the mass of our sun 

expiained Ma.'s associate, Chun-Yi Suo Black holes are created by the death of a 
very la.rge star she stated. 

I gurus: advisors 
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MODEL 

Indirect Quolatiol1S 

... 
For additional information 
about indirect quotations, 
you may also want to look 
at Chapter II, Noun 
Clauses, pages 178-182. 

4. 	It is an invisible vacuum cleaner in spa.ceshe added With tremendous gravi
tational pull. . 

8. 	According to Dr. Su, if a person fa.lls into a bla.ck hole, he will eventua.lly be 

crushed d}le to the tremendous gravit&tiona.l forces. 
6. 	Time Will slowdoWn for him as he approaches th(;J event horizon! she said and .-hen 

he rea.ches the event horizon, time Will stand st1ll for him. 

Indirect Quotations 

In indirect quotations, the speaker's (or writer's) words are reported indirectly. For this 
reason, indirect quotations arc sometimes called reported speech. Indirect quotations 
are introduced by the same reporting verbs used for direct quotations, often with the 
added word that. Do not use quotation mades. Also, the tense of verbs in indirect quo
tations is affected by the tense of the reporting verb. Study the model and observe how 
indirect quotations support the main ideas. Notice also the verb tenses. 

Seeking a Spouse on the Web 

The global reach of the Internet is helping expatriate2 citizens of India find 
marriage partners. Most Indians prefer their partners to come from the sa~ 
region of India as they and to have similar religious and socioeconomic 
backgrounds. For young Indians who live abroad, searching for a suitable wife or 

5 	 husband becomes quite difficult. They often must depend on their families back 

home in India to find them mates. However. computer scientist Raj Baronia. who 
'. lives and works in Silicon Valley in California. has developed a site on the World 

Wide Web to help called Indolink. In an interview. Baronia said that he had 
developed Indolink to allow Indians living abroad to take responsibility for finding 

fO 	 their own marriage partners rather than having their parents do it for them. He 
estimated that about half of Indolink ads were placed by marriage seekers 
themselves. rather than by family. Baronia also said Indolink allowed them to search 
not only in India but also in expatriate communities around the world (qtd. in 
Bentley).3 For example, Sandeep Gupta, a young computer programmer from 

15 	 Toronto, is seeking a wife through Indolink. He is looking for intellectual women, 
and. according to Gupta. anyone he meets on the Internet will probably be 
professional and educated. He added."1 am planning to fly to New York soon to 

meet a young woman I met through Indolink" (qtd. in Bentley). 

Changing Direct Quotations to Indirect Quotatio~ 

Good writers use both direct and indirect quotations. In certain situations, you may 
find it easier to use one kind or the other, and using both adds variety to your ~iting. 
In the following examples, notice what changes occur when a direct quotation is 
rewritten as an indirect quotation. 

J event horizon: the point of no return in a black hole 
2 expatriate living in a foreign country 
3This in-1eJ<Uitation means that the words were spoken by Mr. Baronia and were indirectly 

quoted in a one-page article written by Bentley. 
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DIRECT QuOTATION 

He declared. "I am looking for 
intellecwal women," 

My father told me, '" want you to do 
your best." 

The teacher told us, "You can take 
another test to try to improve 
your grades:' .. 

The students confessed."We didn't 
swdy." 

INDIRECT QUOTATION 

He declared that he was looking for 
intellectual women. 

My father told me that he wanted me 
to do my best. 

The. teacher told us we could take 
another test to try to improve 
our grades. 

The students confessed that they 
hadn't studied. 

To change a direct quotation to an indirect quotation: 

I. 	Omit the quotation marks. 
2. 	Add the subordinator that. (You may omit that if the meaning is clear.) 
J. 	Change the verb tense if necessary. Fotlow the sequence of tenses rules provided 

here. 
4. 	Change pronouns as necessary. 

Seqtumce ofTenses Rules 

,. 	If the reporting verb is in a past tense, the verbs in an indirect quotation may 
change tense according to the following rules: 

DIRECT QUOTATION INDIRECT QUOTATION 

Simple present 
changes to 
simple past 

~san said. "The exam is at eight 
o'clock." 

Susan said (that) the exam was at 
eight o·clock. 

. 
Simple past and 

present perfect 
change to past 
perfect 

She said."We didn't have time to eat 
breakfast." 

He said. "The exam has just started:' 

She said (that) they hadn't had time to 
eat breakfast. 

He said (that) the exam had just started. 

Will changes to 
WOuld, can to 
could, and may 
to might. 

'-. 

Pedro mentioned. "Today' will eat 
Chinese food, and tomorrow'-"· eat 
French food if , can find a good 
restauraot." . 

Pedro mentioned that today he would 
eat Chinese food and that tomorrow 
he'd eat French food if he could 
find a good restaurant. 
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PRACTICE 2 

Changing DirecI 
f}uoIaIiqnsloJndireci 
Quotalions 

2. 	When the quoted information is a fact or a general truth. the verb tense in the 
quotation does not cbange. 

He said. 'Water boils at a lower temperature in the mountains." 

He said that water boils at a lower temperature in the mountains. 


3. 	When the reporting verb is simple present, present perfect, or future, the verb 
tense in the quotation does not cbange. 

He says. "I can finish it today." 

He says that he can finish it today. 


4. 	When the reporting phrase is according to. the verb tense does not change. 

Gupta said. "Antone I meet on the Internet will probably be professional and eduCltecl:' 
According to Gupta. anyone he meets on the Internet will probably be professional 
and educated. 

A. 	Turn back to the model paragrapb "Seeking a Spouse on the Web" on page 86 and 
answer these questions: 

1. 	How many indirect quotations does the paragrapb contain? 
2. 	What reporting verbs or phrases introduce the indirect quotations? Whicb 

one(s) do not contain the word that? 

B. 	Look at the model paragrapb "Drugs and the Olympic Games" on page 83 and 
find the one indirect quotation. Does it follow the sequence of tenses rules? 

C. 	 Rewrite the following direct quotations as indirect quotations. 

I. 	Television cbannel REA General Manager Jim Burns said. "Not'ever;yone ca.n 
attend college in the traditional way; therefore, ta.king courses via television 
will offer ma.ny more students the ohance to earn a college degree. ;, 

B. Pre-med student Alma Rodriguez said, "I mJss being on campus, but 1 have to 
work and !.crJte oa.re of my fa.m1ly." 

S. Other students said, "Last year, we spent several hours a day commuting to and 
from school. How we don't have to do that." 

... Computer engineering student Amir Mehdizadeh stated, "I ca.n ohoose 
when to study and how to study without pressure. to He also said. "I will take 
two more telecourses l in the fall." ________________ 

1 teIecounes: college courses taken using telecommunication technology 
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WRITING 

PRACTICE 


Writing u.;th Quotations 

Topic Sentence 

Main point 

Quotation 

Main point 

Quotation 

Source 

Completed paragraph 

Computers allow you to 
use various fonts or type 

styles.When you qucxe 
books or articles. you may 
use a special font to write 

the tides of your sources. 

Topic sentence 

Main point 

Quotation 

D. Change all of the direct quotations in the model paragraph on drugs and Olympic 
athletes (page 83) into indirect quotations. 

Write a short paragraph that develops the topic you are given below. Use the quota
tions for support. You may use them either as direct or as indirect quotations. Include 
some additional supporting sentences and transition signals to connect the ideas and 
make your paragraph flow smoothly. 

STEP 1 Copy the topic sentence exactly as it is given. . 
STEP 2 Write several supporting sentences, using the main points and quotations 

supplied. Add supporting details such as examples if you can. Use the tech
niques and rules you have learned for direct and/or indirect quotations. Be 
sure to mention somewhere in your paragraph the book or article that is the 
source of the quotations. 

STEP 3 Document the source further by putting the author's name and a page num
ber in parentheses at the end of your paragraph. (Refer to Documenting 
Sources of Information on pages 95-97.) 

STEP 4 Before you hand in your paragraph, ask a classmate to check it against the 
Peer Editing Checklist on page 98. 

Example 

The increased use of computers in business has been accompanied by a cosdy increase in 
computer crime. 

Computer criminals cost business a lot of money. 

"The financial losses to busin~s from computer thefts will exceed $15 billion in 1998." 

Computer criminals steal not only money but also information. 

"It is not just the money they steal; they steal data. and data is power." 

A book by Meredith Bruce. Cybercrime, page 185. 

The increased use of computers in business has been accompanied by a cosdy increase in 
computer crime. The losses to victims of computer crimes are very high. In her book. 
Cybercrime, author Meredith Bruce claimed that the financial losses to business from com
puter thefts would exceed $15 billion in 1998. Computer criminals steal not only money 
:but also information. For example. they steal confidential business records. customer lists, 
and corporate plans. As Bruce stated. "It is not just the money they steal: they steal data. 
and data is power" (Bruce 185). 

Topic forYourWriting 

Computers cannot be compared to human brains. 

The human brain is more powerful than any computer. 

"It has been estimated that the information processing capacity of even the most power
ful supercomputer is equal to the nervous system of asnail--a tiny fraction of the power 
available to the supercomputer inside the human skull:'2 

2 skuU: head 
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Main point The kinds of processing are different. too. 

Quotation "Computers find it easy to remember a 25..<figit number but find it hard to summarize the 
gist' of [children's story] "little Red Riding Hood," and humans find it hard t.o remember 
the number but easy to sUmmarize the story." 

Main pOint Human brains also have the advantage of being inside humans. 

Quotation "They [human brains] can soak up terabytes2 of information over the years as the humans 
interact with other humans and with the environment." 

Source An article by Steven Pinker in U.S. News & World Report. August 18-2S. 1997. page 64. 

ParlljlbruBS In the preceding section, you learned how to use someone else's ideas for support by 
quoting his/her words directJy or indirectly. Now you will learn two other ways to use 
ideas from outside sources: by paraphrasing and by summarizing. 

Paraphrasing is a writing skillin which you "rephrase" (rewrite) information from 
an outside source in your own words without changing its meaning. Because you 
include in your rewriting aD, or nearly aD, of the content of the original passage, a 
paraphrase is almost as long. A summary, by contrast. is much shorter than the origi
nal. A summary includes only the main ideas of someone else's writing. restated in 
your own words. In summarizing and paraphrasing, however. you must not change 
the meaning of the original. 

When paraphrasing, it is important to aVQid plagiarizing; that is, writing a para
phrase that is too similar to the original. A paraphra$e is unacceptable when it 
contains the same vocabulary and sentence structure as the original. The following 
model shows unacceptable and acceptable paraphrases. 

MODEL Original Passage 

Parapbrase Language Is the main means of commll'lication between peoples.s But so many 
different languages have developed that language has often been a barrier rather 
than an aid to understanding :among peoples. For many years. people have dreamed 
of setting up an international. unwersallanguage which all people could speak and 

.5 	 understand.The arguments In favor of a universal language are simple and obvious. 
If all peoples spoke the same tongue. cultural and economic ties might be much 
closer. and good will ~ight increase between countries (Kispert). 

Unacceptable Paraphrase 

Language is the principal.means of communication between peoples. However, 
because there are numerous languages, language itself has frequently be4m a barrier 
rather than an aid to understanding among the world population. For many years, 
people have envisioned a common universal language that everyone in the world 

.5 	 .t;ould communicate in. The reasons for having a universal language are clearly 

understandable. If the same tongue were spoken by all countries. they would 
undoubtedly become closer culturally and economiCally. It: would probably also 

create good will among~tioM (Kispert}. 

) gist: main ideas 
:2 terabytes: trillions of bytes 
, peoples: groups of people that share a common culture, religion, :language, etc. 
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Acceptable Paraphrase 

Humans communicate through language. However. because thefe are so 
many languages in the world. language is ao obstacle rather than an aid to 

communication. For a long time. people have wished for an international 
language that speakers all over the world could understand. A universal language 

s 	 would certainly build cultural and economic bonds, It would also create better 
feelings among countries (Kispert). 

The first paraphrase is plagiarism. Even though the writer has changed many of 
the words. the sentence structure is very similar to the original. In the second para
phrase. both the vocabulary and sentence structure are <Uiferent. 

You can write a good paraphrase ifyou follow these steps: 

STEP 1 	 Read the original passage several times until you understand it fully. Look up 
unfamiliar words. and find synonyms for them. If you need to take notes. 
write down only one ortwo words for each idea-not complete sentences. For 
example, here are one writer's notes on the original passa,ge about universal 
language: 

language--people use to communicate---4uttoo many-obstacle-dream-
international language--reasons: cultural. economic bonds. good feelings between 
countries 

[t may be helpful to make a brief outline like the following: 

A. Language-main means of communication 

I. 	 Too many language~rrier to understanding 

1. 	Universal language needed 

B. Reasons for a universal language 

I. Increase cultural. economic bonds 

2. Increase good feelings between countries 

STEP 2 Write your paraphrase from memory. InClude as much of the information as 
you remember. Don't fook at the original while you are writing. 

STEP 3 Check your paraphrase against the original for accuracy and completeness. 
If necessary, add points you have missed. 

ST~P 4- Name the source of the original passage in parentheses at the end of your 
paraphrase. (Refer to Documenting Sources of Information on pages 95-97.) 

PRACTICE 1 A. 	 follow (he preceding four steps and write paraptuasesof the following passages. 
Write your notes and paraphrases in the spaces provided. Work with a partner or 

IJrlliJl,~ a PampiJrClse 
in a group if you wish. 
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I. 	 Artificial Languages 

Since the time of Descartes, I it is estimated that no fewer than five hun
dred at.tempts have been made to create artificial I.anguages for international 
use. The most successful by far has been Esperanto, ala.ngu&ge constructed 
around the end of the nineteenth century by Dr. Zamenhof of Poland. 

5 	 Esperanto 1s a language that is extremely easy to learn and speak, with its 
words drawn mainly from English, German, the Romance languages,2 Latin, 

and Greek. 
A more recent arrival on the international scene is Interlingua., sCientifical

ly constructed by a group of language experts out of l.4i.tin, the Romance 
10 	 languages, and English. But whereas Esperanto has a large body of people who 

actually speak it sca.t.tered throughout the world, InterlingUa has not yet 
achieved much popularity (Pei 175-176). 

Notes: 

Paraphrase: 

2.. 	 Artificial LaDPaCea-O'bjectiou 

The main oqjection to constructed l&nguages, like Esperanto or 
InterJingua., is that they have not developed a.ll the thought-carrying machin
ery and shades of meaning that natural I.&nguages have had a chance to work 
out for themselves over a period of many centuries; also, the artificialla.n

$ 	 guages presented so far lean too heavily in the direction of the western 

European and American nations, and carry too little in the way of Slavic, 

Asiatic, and African words and habits of thought (Pei 176). 


t Descartes: seventeenth-century French mathematician and philosopher 
%Romance languages: languages that developed from Latin 
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Notes: 

Paraphrase: 

B. 	 Follow the same four steps and write paraphrases of these two paragraphs on 
your own. Write your notes and paraphrases on a separate sheet of paper. 

I • 	 Americans 

Despite its ethnic diversity,3 the- United States has managed to absorb bits 
and pieces of many cultures and weave them into a unique culture that is 
strikingly consistent and distinct. You can pick out Americans anypla.ce in the 
world, often very quickly, because of their behavior. Among their most 

s 	 observable traits are openness, friendliness, informality, optimism, creativity, 
loudness, and vitality (Hall and Hall 140). 

1.. The Work Bthic· of Am.ericaDIJ and Europeana 

Europeans often observe that Americans schedule everything 
except time for relaxation. This is particula.rly true of American execu
tives, who drive themselves hard, often at the expense of their families 
and their health. Americans have fewer holidays and take shorter 

s 	 va.ca.tions than do Europeans. In the opinion of many German and 

French executives, American executives are obsessed with work; 

they're workaholics. Most Europeans do not accept working on week

ends or holidays; they reserve these times for themselves and their 

families (Hall and Hall 145). 


3 ethnic diversity: cultural dill"erences 
4 work ethic: beliefs abollt and behavior retlecting the value of hard work 

http:anypla.ce
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Sum'llUlries 

Writing a Paragraph, 

A summary is similar to a paraphrase except that a slimmary is shorter. When you 
summarize, you compress' large amounts of information into the fewest possible 
sentences. In order to do this. you include only the main points and main supporting 
points, leaving out the details. However, just as when you paraphrase, you must not 
change the meaning of the original. 

The original passage used in the model on page 90 is repeated here in order to 
show you clearly the difference between a paraphrase and a summary. 

MODEL 

Summary 

Original Passage 

~nguage is the main means of communication between peoples. But so 

many different languages have developed that language has often been a barrier 

rather than an aid to understanding among peoples. For many years. people 

have dreamed of setting up an international. universal language which all people 


s 	 could speak and understand. The arguments in faVor of a universal language are 

simple and obvious. If all peoples spoke the same tongue. cultural and 

economic ties might be much closer. and good . will might increase between 

countries (Kispert). 


Summary 

People communicate mainly through language; however •. having so many 

different languages creates communication. barriers. Some think that one 

universal language woufd bring .countries together culturally and economically 

and also increase good feelings among them (Kispert). 


~~--------~~--~~--------------------------------.----------------~I . , ..... ~ 

Compare this. summary with the acceptable paraphrase on page 9l. 
Notice that -some details are omitted from the .summary that were included in the 
paraphra~e: 

that people have dreamed of setting up anintemational. universal language 
•the arguments are simple and obvious 

liowever" tbe meaning of the. or:iginaJ has not been changed. 
The steps for writing a summary are the same as for writing a paraphrase. 

STEP 1 	 Read the original passage several times until you understand it fuUy. Look up 
unfamiliar words, and find synonyms. for them. If you need to take notes, 
w.rite down only one or two words for each idea-not complete sentences. 

STEP 2 	 Write your summary from memory. Include important points and omit 
unnecessary details. Don't look at the original while you ~re writing. 
Remember that your goal in writing a summary is to restate the main ideas 
in as few words as possible. . 

STEP 3 Check your summary against the original for accuracy. 
STEP 4: Put the source of the original passage in parentheses at the end of your 

summary. (See Documenting Sources of tnform~tion on pages 95-97.) 
., 

',1:- i.,.'I,c::ompress: squeeze:' press together' 
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PRACTICE '" A. 	Write a summary of each of the four passages from Practice 3 (pages 91-93}) 
which you previously paraphrased. 

}VriJing a Summary B. Write a separat-e summary of each of the following paragraphs. 

A Leas Social Socie..,. Becoming ShJ' 

Growing numbers of those people sta.nd.1ng silently in line at the 
a.utomatio teller machine (AT)() or pumping their own self·service gas 
are probably victimS of America's silent, anonymous epidemic. They're 
shy-e.D.d the rapid technologtoal a.nd social ch.anges-ripplingz through 

J 	 Amer10a are increasing their numbers rapidly, says the world's pioneer
ing researcher into shyness. . . . The increasing numbers of shy people 
mean Americans are lonelier, more a.liena.ted,3 and in worse shape, both 
menta.lly a.nd physioal1y. That is hardly a. prescription for a healthy soci· 
ety (Epstein AI).

'0 Sta.nford University professor Philip G. Zimbardo places the blame for 
the rising tide of shyness on three factors. First, a.utomation, as exempli
fied· by AT:Ms a.nd self-service gas pumps that take eredit cards, "robs 
many of us of one more smaJl opportunity for social contact." Second, the 
revolution in personal computers and home eleQtronio entertainment 

15 	 means couch pota.toess and cyber-surfers6 have less reason for social 
interaction. ..E-mail means you don't have to ta.l.k to people, even over the 
telephone," 21mbardocommented. Third, the cha.nging nature of family 
life a.nd rising fear of crime are shutting people off from each other. "You 
don't see kids in the streets anymore. All play is organiZed for them, so 

20 	 they don't develop the give-and-take and the leadership skills of the play
ground," he warned. With some 50 percent of marriages ending in 
divorce and with most parents working, ohi)dren are robbed of the nur
turing communication they once enjoyed with their parents and extended 
families (qtd.in Epstein AIO). 

Documenting Sources olIn/ormation 

You have now learned how to use other people's words and ideas by quoting, para
phrasing, and summarizing. Remember that whenever you use the ideas of others. 
you must give proper credit to the originator of those ideas even when you do not use 
his or her exact words, or you will be gUilty of plagiarism. 

There are two steps to documenting your sources. The first step is to put a refer
ence to each source within the text of your essay or term paper. This is called an in
text citation. The second step is to prepare a list that fully describes all ofyour sources 
to attach to the end of your paper. 

2 rippling: moving with a gentle waving motion 
3 alienated: feeling isolated; separated from otht:fS 
"exemplify: give an exa.mple· . . . 
5 couch potatoes: people who watch TV a lot 
6 cyber-surfers: people who spend a lot of time on the Interne! 
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In-Text 
Citations 

A List 0/Woris 
CUed 

This section will introduce you onJy to the ba6ics of documentation. Any good 
English language handbook or style manual will give you more details about the cor
rect ways to document different sources of information. 

There are several possible ways to write an in-text citation. One way is to put a brief 
reference in parentheses immediately following the quoted, paraphrased, or summa
rized material. Remember, when you add an in-text citation, the period goes at the 
very end, after the closing parenthesis. 

Usually, you will need to give the last name of the author of your source and a page 
number (or numbers, if the borrowed information is on more than one page): 

(Pei 175-176). 

If there are two authors, give both names: 

(Hall and Hall 140). 

Do not give any more information than is necessary for your reader to identify the 
source of the material when he or she looks at your list of works cited. For example, 
leave out page numbers if the article from which you are borrowing information is 
only one page long. 

(Bendey). 

If you have already mentioned the author's name in the text, do not repeat the 
name in your citation. For example, if you began your paraphrase of the paragraph 
"Americans" on page 93 with the phrase According to Hall and Hall. give only the page 
number: 

(140). 

If you use material from an encyclopedia. use the author's name if it is given. If no 
author is named, put the title of the article in quotation marks. You do not need a paM 
number since,encyclopedia articles are arranged alphabetically and your reader will 
be able to find the source easily. 

("Rock Music'). 

Ifyou use someone's words that are quoted in a source written by a different per
son, begin the in-text citation with the abbreviation qtd. in. (for quoted in): 

(qtd. in Bamberger andYaeger 63). 

The second step in documentation is to list all of your sources in alphabetical order 
by the author's family name or by the first word ofthe article if there is no author. This 
list is entitled ·Works Cited." Include publishing information about each source. 
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Magazine article with 2 
authors on more 

than I page 

Newspaper article 
on I page 

Newspaper article on 
more than I page 

800k with 2 authors 

800k with I author 

Encyclopedia article with 

author named 

Encyclopedia article on 
CD-ROM with no 

author named 

Review 

Works Cited 

Bamberger, Michael, and Don Yaeger. "Over the Edge," Spotts Illustrated I .. 
April 1997:60+, 

Bendey, Cheryl. "Net Finds Mates for Indian Expatriates," Son Francisco Chronicle 8 
April 1 997:C4. 

" 
Epstein, Edward. "A Less Social Society Is Becoming Shy." Son Francisco Chronicle H 

Sept. I 99S:A-1 +, 

Hall, Edward T., and Mildred Reed Hall. Understanding Culblrol Differences.Yarmouth. 
Maine: Intercultural Press, 1990. 

Pei, Mario A. All About Language. Philadelphia: Uppincott, 1954. 

Kispert. Robert J. "Universal Language." World 800k Encyclopedia. 1997. 

"Company." Microsoft Encarta 97 Encyclopedia. 1997. 

These are the important points you should have learned from this chapter: 

I. 	In academic writing, you are expected to use information from outside sources to 
support your ideas. When you include in an academic paper information from a 
book, newspaper, magazine, encyclopedia, dictionary. or nonprint sources such 
as television programs, CD-ROMs, or the Internet, use any of the following 
methods: 
• 	 Direct quotations: Repeat the author's or speaker's exact words, and place 

them within quotation marks. 
• 	 Indirect quotations: Report the author's words, making changes in 

pronouns and verb tenses as necessary. Do not use quotation maries. 
• 	 Paraphrase: Rewrite the author's meaning in your own words. Include all, 

or almost all, of the ideas that are in the original. Change the sentence 
structure and substitute synonyms where possible to avoid plagiarizing. 

• 	 Summary: Condense a writer's words and summarize the main ideas in as 
few of your own words as possible. 

1. 	Document your sources to avoid plagiarizing and to help your reader find the 
sources of your information. 
• 	 Use in· text citations. 
• 	 Prepare an alphabetical list of works cited. 
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PEER EDITING CHECKLIST 

PEER EDITOR'S COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS 

GENERAL 

1. What do you like best about this 
paragraph? 

PAPER FORMAT 

2. Is the format correct? Does it look like the 
model on page 19? 

ORGANIZAnON AND CONTENT 

3. Topic sentence: Is there a clear topic 
sentence? Does it have a controlling idea? 

4. Supporting sentences: Are the 
quotations incorporated smoothly into 
the paragraph? Did the writer follow the 
rules for using direct and indirect 
quotations? Are there enough 
supporting details? 

5. Coherence: Do the ideas and sentences 
flow smoothly? Are transition signals 
used where they are needed? 

-SENTENCE STRuCTURE 
-, -

6. Are there any unclear sentences? Can 
you suggest a way to improve them? 

- GRAMMAR AND-ME~CS ',.-"';". - -
-  -

7. Are there any errQIS in grammar and 
mechanics? , - 
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CHAPTER 


The Essay 


Fourteenth-century European manuscript 

Writing an Essay 

An essay is a piece of writing several paragraphs long instead of just one or two para
graphs. It is written about one topic, just as a paragraph is. However, the topic of an 
essay is too complex to discuss in one paragraph. Therefore, you must divide the topic 
into several paragraphs, one for each major point. Then you must tie all of the sepa
rate paragraphs together by adding an introduction and a conclusion .. 

100 
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Writing an essay is no more difficult than writing a paragraph except that an essay 
1s longer. The principles of organization are the same for both, so if you can write a 
good paragraph, you can write a good essay. 

An essay has three main parts: 

I. An introductory paragraph 
2. Abody (at least one, but usually two or more paragraphs) 
1. A concluding paragraph 

The introductory paragraph consists of two parts: a few general statements about 
your subject to attract your reader's attention and a thesis statement to state the spe
cific subdivisions ofyour topic andlor the "plan" ofyour paper. A thesis statement for 
an essay is just like a topic sentence for a paragraph: It names the specific topic and the 
controlling ideas or major subdivisions of the topic. 

The body consists of one or more paragraphs. Each paragraph develops a subdi
vision of your topic, so the number of paragraphs in the body will vary with the num· 
ber of subdivisions or subtopics. The body is the longest part of the essay and can 
contain as many paragraphs as necessary to support the controlling ideas ofyour the
sis statement. The paragraphs of the body of the essay are like the main supporting 
points in a single paragraph. Furthermore, you can organize the paragraphs in an 
essay just as you organize the ideas in a paragraph. by chronological order. logical 
division of ideas. comparison and contrast. etc. 

The conclusion in an essay, like the concluding sentence in a paragraph. is a sum
mary or review of the main points discussed in the body. 

The only additional element in an essay is the linking expressions between the 
paragraphs of the body. These are just like transitions within a paragraph. You use 
transitions within a paragraph to connect the ideas between two sentences. Similarly, 
you use tran:iitions between paragraphs to connect the ideas between them. 

You can see th~t writing an essay is essentially the same as writing a paragraph; 
an essay is just longer. The chart on the next page shows you how the parts of a para
graph correspond to the parts of an essay. 

The Introductory Paragraph 

All writers (even professionals) complain that the most difficult part of writing is get
ting started. Getting started, or writing an introductory paragraph,' can be easy if you 
remember that an introduction has four purposes: 

I. It introduces the topic of the essay. 
2. It gives a general background of the topic. 
1. It often indicates the overaU"plan" of the essay. 
4. It should arouse the reader's interest in the topic. 

The introduction has two parts: 

• General statements 
• A thesis statement 

I 	,\ writer doesn't always have to write the general statements in the introductory paragraph 
first; it can be wrine'l~ven after {hftAlther paragraphs have been completed. However, the 
writer must have a the'fiis statement to~rocus his or her think.ing. 
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ESSAY 


PARAGRAPH -

Thpic Sentence 

.................-..................

A. Support 

B. Support --·--.... ·.·1-··.......··...-..-.·.....·.·.·.----..·.·•.....-........-..

C. Support -... ____ .......... 

Concluding Sentence 

~_._.--.-..........--.. ....... ..--.-.. 

......... 

._._-......................... 
I" -...-..." ...................... 

I. INTRODUCTION 

General Statement. .. 

Thesis Statement 

II. BODY 

A. Topic Sentence 
1. Support 
2. Support 
3. Support 
(Concluding Sentence) I 

B. Topic Sentence 
1. Support 
2. Support 
3. Support 
(Concluding Sentence) 

C•.Topic Sentence 
1. Support 
2. Support 
3. Support 
(Concluding Sentence) 

III. CONCLUSION 

Restatement or summary 
of the main points; 
final comment 

I Concluding sentences for body paragraphs in an essay are not always necessary. 
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Notice the two parts of the introductory paragraph in the following model. 

MODEL 

Introductory Paragraph 

General statements 

Thesis statement 

Any person who has lived in the twentieth century has seen a lot of changes 

take place in almost all areas of human existence. Some people are excited by the 

challenges that these changes offer; others want to return to the simpler life-style of 

the past. The twentieth century has certain advantages such as a higher standard of 

living for many. but it also has some disadvantages such as a polluted environment. 

the depersonalization of human relationships, and the weakening of spiritual values. 

General statements- ------"-\ 
• Introduce the topic ofthe essay 
• Give background information on the topic 

The first sentence in an introductory paragraph should be a very general comment 
about the subject. Its purpose is to attract the reader's attention and to give background 
information on the topic. Each subsequent sentence should become more specific than 
the previous one and finally lead into the thesis statement. 

TWt!Jt!!Sis statemenl 

• States the main topic 
• Often lists the subdivisions of the topic or SUbtopics 
• May indicate the method of organization of the entire paper 
• Is usually the last sentence in the introductory paragraph 

The thesis statement is the most important sentence in the' uction. It states 
the spedfiCiopacand often ists t e major sUbtOPiCS a WI be discuss~Tn the body 
of the essay. Furthermore, it may indicate the method of organization such as chrono
logical order or order of importance. 

Here are three examples of thes.is statements with no subtopics mentioned: 

Being the oldest son has more disadvantages than advantages. 

Young people in my culture have less freedom than young people in the United States. 

The large movement of people from rural to urban areas has major effects on cities. 


In the following thesis statement, the subtopics are named: 

The large movement of people from rural to urban areas has major effects on a city's 
ability to provide housing. employment. and adequate sanitation services. 

When listing two or more SUbtopics in a thesis statement, a colon (:) is often useful: 

Prejudice arises. from three basic causes: childhood conditioning. ignorance, and fear. 
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Correlative conjunctions (both . .. and. not only . .. but also, neither . .. nOl; either 
... or) are also useful in thesis statements listing two subtopics: 

Young people in my culture have less freedom than young people in the United States 
not only in their choice of life-style but also in their choice of careers. 

See Colons. page 251. and Puppies, like children. need both love and discipline_to become responsible citizens. 
Correlative Conjunctions. 
page 168. To sum up, an introductory paragraph is like a funnel: very wide at the top. 

increasingly narrow in the middle, and very small at the neck or bottom .. 

... General 
statements 

Thesis 
......------- statement 

PRACTICE I 	 Read the following introductory paragraphs. each of which is in scrambled 
order. 
Rewrite each paragraph. beginning with the most general statement first. 
Then add each sentence in the correct order until the introduction becomes 
more specific. Write the thesis statement last. 

~, Pancraph I 

(1) If done properly, a. ha.ndshake gives the impression of strength and 
honesty, and If done improperly, it conveys we&kness and dishonesty. (2) In 
some cultures, people bow, and in others, they shake hands. (3) In English / 

speaJdng countries, shaking ha.nds is the custom. (4) A proper ha.nd.shake has 
four 1ngred1e"~: pressure, pumps,) eye contact, and verbal message. (5) The 
w&y people greet each other when they meet for the first time va.r1es from 
culture to culture. (6) How one shakes b&nds sends an lmport&nt message " about one's cba.ra.oter: 

Paraaraph 2 

(1) However, in others, the nuclear fa.m11y is the norm, with only the par

" 
/ 11 ,-,,) ents and young children sharing the same house. (2) People in different cul~ 

I 

tures &1l over the world have different systems for fa.mUy life. (3) In most 
cultures, people live in extended fa.m1l1es, in which several genera.t1ons share 

J"'•••.  --	 the &&me house. (4) If this new sy;tem becomes widespread, it could ha.ve 
~' 	 enormous effects on Amer1Ca.n society. (5) On the positive side, living together 

might reduce the divorce rate in the United States; on the negative side, 
it might lead. to the eventual disintegratlonz of the tra.d1tioll&l family unit 

1 pumps: movements up and down 

z disintqratlon: falling apart 




r '~ 
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71Jesis S'lalements I 
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altogether. (6) In the United States, some couples are experimenting with still 
another system of family life: living together without ma.rriage. 

Paragraph 3 

(1) Although scientists have experimented with different methods of pre-
diction, from observing a.nima.] behavior to measuring ra.dio signals from 
quasars,' no method ha.s proven s~ccessful. (2) Earthquakes are the most 
destructive na.tura.l disasters known to humans,. in terms of the millions of 
deaths and billions of doUa.rs in property loss that they ca.use. (3) Despite 
these heavy losses, scientists are still unable to predict ea.rthquakes. (4) This 
paper ~ review the hiStory of the science of earthquake prediction, then 
disauss each of the prediction methods in more detail, and fina.1ly present 
data indicating the success-failure ratiOS of each method. 

A. 	Study these thesis statements from two different essays on the topic of the status 
of women in Xanadu. an imaginary country. Which method of organization 
(chronological order or comparison and contrast) does each one indicate? 

1. 	BegJ.nnin.g in World War II and qontinuing through the period of economio 
boom," the status of women in Xa.na.du has changed remarkably. . 

Method of orga.niza.tion: t .. { D'·' /! . . 

a. 	Although the status of women in Xa.na.du has improved remarkably in 
recent years, it is still very low when compared to the status of women in 
the countries of the industrial world. 

Method of orga.niZa.tion: 

B. 	 In each of the foUowing two thesis statements, both the method of organization 
and the major subdivisions of the topic are indicated. Each subdivision will itself 
become the topic of a separate paragraph in the body of the essay. How many 
paragraphs will the body of each essay probably contain? Underline the topics of 
each. paragraph. 

1. 	The status of women in Xa.na.du has changed remarkably in recent years 
due to increased educa.tiona.l opportunities and changes in the country's laws. 

Probable number of paragraphs: __ 

a. 	The status of women in Xa.na.du has improved remarkably in recent years 
in the areas of economic independence, political rights, educa.t1ona.l opportu
nities, and social status. 

Probable number of paragra.phs: __ 

C. 	 Analyze the following thesis statements. 
STEP 1 Loqte the main topic and the SUbtopics in each of the following thesis 

statements. 
STEP 2 Underline the subtopics. 
STEP 3 	 Draw a circle around the words or punctuation marks that are used to 

introduce the SUbtopics. 

3 quasars: starlike objedts in space 
" boom: rapid development 

http:Xa.na.du
http:Xa.na.du
http:Xa.na.du
http:Xa.na.du
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PRACTICE 1 

'lbesis SJaIemenIs II 

Writing an Essay 

Example 

Capital punishment should be abolished(not onli)because it deprives another person 
of life(but also)because it does not stop crime. 

1. 	Women genera.l1y live longer t.ha.n men for two main reasons: they tend to!.ake 
better care of their health, and they have better resi.st.a.nce to stress. 

8. 	Drug and alcohol abuse among teenagers can be tra.ced to the following ·.N~SC;,;. 
lack of parental supervision, lax I enforcement of drug laws, and the social and 
psycholOglca.1 problems • of teenagers themselves. 

S. 	In choosing a maJor, a student has to cons1der various fa.otors, such as personal 
interest, job opportunities, and the ava1lab1l1ty of t.ra.1n1ng institutions. 


•• An·architect should be both an art.1st and an engineer. 

S. 	The purpose of this report is to ana.lyze the influence of the Spanish language 

on American English. 

A. 	STEP 1 Complete the following thesis statements by adding SUbtopics to 
them. 

STEP 2 	 Circle your subtopics. If you use correlative conjunctions, be sure your 
structures are parallel. 

1. A computer is necessary for college students for three r~ons: 

8. International students have a difficult time ta.king notes in class due to 

S. Successful students have the foll0winS qualities: 

4. A generation gap2 exists in my home because of 

S. To survive a maJor d.i.ss.st.er such as an earthquake requires 

6. Poverty creates negative consequences for soc1ety such as 

.,. My two sisters are as different as day and night not onJy in _______ 

but also in ----------- 
8. 	Living in a city has ce~ advantages over liVing in the suburbs: 

B. Write a clear thesis statement for an essay on each of the following topics: 

Leaving home Choosing a career 
Foreign travel A personal bad habit 

I lax:: not strict 
2 ge.neration saP: difference in attitudes and values between generations, especially 

between parents and children 

http:d.i.ss.st.er
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The Concluding Paragraph 

See ~onclusion Transition 

Signals in Appendix B. page 

257. 

The final paragraph in an essay is the conclusion. which tells the reader that you have 
completed an essay. First, you write a summary of the main points discussed in the 
body of the essay or rewrite the thesis statement in different words. Then you add 
your final comments on the subject-food for thought.3 Take this opportunity to 
make a strong, effective message that the reader will remember. 

The concluding paragraph consists of 

I. 	A summary of the main points, or a restatement ofyour thesis in different words 
1. Your final comment on the subject. based on the information you have provided 

Be sure to introduce the concluding paragraph with a conclusion transition signal. 
Turn back to page 103 and reread the model introductory paragraph. Then study 

the following concluding paragraph for the same essay. Is the concluding paragraph a 
summary of the main points of the essay, or is it a paraphrase of the thesis statement? 
Is there a final message for the reader? • 

MODEL In short. although the twentieth century has indeed given some of us a lot of 

Concluding Paragraph advantages by making us richer. healthier. and freer to enjoy our lives. it has. in my 
opinion. not made us wiser. The twentieth century has also made our earth dirtier. 
our people less humane. and our spiritual lives poorer. We wish to continue to enjoy 

5 the benefits of technological advancement because they free us to pursue our other 
intereSts and goals. However. we must make a concerted· effort to preserve our 
natural environment for future generations. Moreover. we should take the time now 
to make our lives more meaningful in our increasingly impersonal. mechanized world. 

PRACTICE 4 A. Write concluding paragraphs for the following introductions. 

Concluding Parctgmpbs STEP 1 Summarize the main points or paraphrase the thesis statement. Be sure 
to begin with an expression signaling conclusion. 

STEP 2 Add your own comments as a final message to the reader. 

Introductory Paragraph I 

The busy schedules that most adults face from day to day have crea.ted a 
growing health problem in the modern world. Stress affects a.lmost everyone, 
from the highly pressured executive to the busy homemaker or student. It 
can cause a variety of phySical disorders. ranging from hea.d.a.ches to stomach 

s 	 ulcers and even alcoholism. Stress, like a common cold, is a problem that . 

can't be cured; however, it can be bontrolled. A peI'Son can learn to control 
stress by setting realistic goals. by e.qJoying a hobby and/or physical exercise, 
and by mainta..in.ing good, warm rela.tionships with family and friends. 

j food for thought: sor~e[hing to lhillkabout 
I concerted: joint: united 

http:mainta..in
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Introductory Paragraph 2 

New technology creates new opportunities for good and for ill. I Anyone 
with a computer, access to the Internet, and an E-ma.U address has prObably 
received unsolicited, unwanted E·mail at least. There seems to be no way to 
avoid "spam," as junk E-mail is now ca.1led. Worse, the anonymity2 of cyber

5 	 space! has crea.ted opportunities for E-mailers to send rude, even abusive 
messages without ha.ving to take responsibility for their words. In myopin
ion, there is a. need to develop some rules of etiquette" especia.lly for this new 
means of communication. 

B. 	 Write concluding paragraphs for introductory paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 that you 
reorganized in Practice 1. pages 104-105. 

The Essay Body: Outlining 

Because an essay is longer and more complex than a paragraph, it is even more 
important to organize your thoughts and to plan the body of your essay before you 
begin to write. The best way to do this is to make an outline. 

The principles and techniques that you have already learned for paragraph 
outlining can be applied to essays. You may be required during the course of your aca
demic writing career to produce a formal outline. The number/letter system for a 
formal outline is illustrated in the model outline that follows. 

Notice that subtopiCS that form the body of the essay are indented to the right. As 
you move to the right, the ideas become more and more specific. 

Study the following model outline for an essay on modern technology. In this 
outline, the introduction contains only the thesis statement, and the conclusion is 
abbreviated. The body of the essay, however, is developed in detail. 

Modem TechnologyMODEL 

I. 	 IntroductionESsoy Outline 
Thesis statement: The most recent significant discoveries to benefit 
humankind in modern times are in the fields of television and 

computer technology. 

II. 	Body 
A. A popular form of instant communication all over the world is 

television. I .. 
I. Witnessing important events 

a. o.struction of Berlin Wall 

b. Launching of spacecraft 
2. Long-distance medicine by two-way video 

a. Patient and doctor conferences 
I.b. Special eqUipment to monitor patient 

I ill: bad 4 etiquette: polite behavior 
2 anonymity: being unknown or unidentified 5 monitor: watch; observe 
:I cyberspace: the "world" of computers 
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B. 	 In the last few decades. computer technology has made tremendous 
progress in the world of communication to benefit humankind. 
I. 	Long-distance communication 
2. 	Information superhighway 
3. 	Global computer networks 


Electronic mail 

C. Technology has contributed enormously to advances in computer 

medicine. which has benefited both doctOrs and patients. 
I. 	Rural" doctors and medical information 

a. 	Less access in past 
b. 	 Immediate access today 

2. 	Rural doctors and urban medical centers 

Use of computer to prescribe treatment 


3. 	X-ray pictures of body partS 
a. 	 Diagnoses of diseases and disorders 
b. 	 Necessary treatments 

4. Computer-aided diagnosis 

Example of woman with headaches 


III. 	Conclusion 
To conclude. SCientific research and experiments have certainly 
opened the doors to faster. more easily accessible information 
worldwide on television and the computer. Many of these discoveries 
have changed our lives for the better and have made the peoples of 
the world closer. 

PRACTICE S 	 Prepare an outline of the essay "Culture. Logic, and Rhetoric" in Chapter 3. pages 
32-33. Use the system of indenting, numbering, and lettering illustrated in the preEssay Outlining 
ceding model outline. 

Transition Signals between Paragraphs 

Transition signals are important not only within paragraphs but also between para
graphs. If you write two or more paragraphs, you need to show the relationship 
between your first and second paragraph, between your second and third paragraph. 
and so on. 

Think of transitions between paragraphs as the links of a chain. The links of a 
chain connect the chain; they hold it together. Similarly, a transition signal between 
two paragraphs links your ideas together. 

Two paragraphs are linked by adding a transition signal to the topic sentence of the 
second paragraph. This transition signal may be a single word. a phrase, or a dependent 
clause that repeats or summarizes the main idea in the first paragraph. 

Study the following model. and notice how the paragraphs are linked by a single 
word. a phrase, or a clause. r, 

II rural: country or village 
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MODEL 

Paragraph 7ransilions 

Introductory poragraph 

, &ely paragraph I 

Body paragraph 2 

&ely paragraph 3 

Body paragraph ., 

Concluding paragraph 

PRACTICE 6 

7ranstlions beIween 
Paragraphs 

Allressive Drivers 

The number of vehicles on freeways and streets is increasing at an alarming 
rate. This influx' of motor vehicles is creating hazardous conditions. Moreover. 
drivers are in such a rush to get to their destinations that many become angry or 
impatient with other motorists who are too slow or who are in their way. 
Aggressive drivers react foolishly toward others in several dangerous ways. 

TAANSfTION WOI\.OS 

One way an angry driver may react is to cut Off2 another motorist. 
(+ supporting sentences) __________________ 

TAANSfTION WORDS 

Another way is to tailgateS the other car. (+ supporting sentences) 

TMNSITION PHRASE 

In addition to cutting off and tailgating other cars, aggressive drivers 
often use rude language or gestures to show their anger. (+ supporting sentences) 

TRANSITION CLAUSE 

Although law enforcement authorities warn motorists against 
allressive driving. the number who act out their angry impulses has not 
declined. (+ supporting sentences) _______________ 

To conclude. aggressive drivers are endangering everyone because they create 
hazardous conditions by acting and driving foolishly. They should control their anger 
and learn to drive safely. After all, the lives they save could be their own. 

l1{1~~~T~·~..rr~:;~~~·~-:~"~.~;_-~;~2;I:;i:~~i,,·~ .~,-T~;:ifi- '.~.:~~~~ <~; 

A. 	Connect th~ ideas in the following paragraphs by adding a transition word, 
phrase. or clause to the topic sentences of the third, fourth, and fifth paragraphs. 
Try to vary the transitional linking expressions that you use. You may rewrite the 
topic sentences ifnecessary. 

~~. 
i~:;; 
:t!: 
.>\:. 
~ .. 
".j; 

.,. 

~t 

.':~ 

.,:i~ 
F':':.~.-
~ 

J tnftux: increase 
acut oft': drive in front of 
J taUpte: drive closely behind 
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I~'& PoteauaJ. Soa.roe of Water 

The supply of fresh water ha.s not been a ~or problem for most coun
trtes in the world beca.use a ra.iny sea.son is pa.rt of their yea.rly clima.tlc con
ditions. However, in countries where the rainfa.ll is very spa.rse4 scientists 
must constantly seek ways to increase supplies of this precious element. 

s 	 Government planners in South America a.nd the Middle East ha.ve been trying 

to devise new wa.ys of increa.sing their nations' supplies of fresh wa.ter. The 
first method being considered is the use of desalfn1zation pla.nts, which would 
remove salt from sea wa.ter. Another method being considered is the towi.ng 
of icebergs. According to this method. la.rge icebergs from Anta.rctica would be 

" 	 wra.pped in cloth or pla.st1c, tied to powerful tugboats by strong ropes, and 
towed to the countries needing fresh wa.ter. While this pla.n may have some 
potenUal, there are certain pra.ctica.l problems that must be solved. 

The fin;t problem is the 
expense. According to estimates, it would cost between $50 and $100 million 

IS to tow a 'single lOO-million-ton iceberg from Antarctica to, for example, the 
coast of Saudi Arabia.. 

is the pas
SibUity that the Iceberg would melt en route.s No one knows if an iceberg 
could be effectively insula.ted during such a long journey. At the very least, 

:r. 	 there is the possibUity that it would break up into sma.Uer pieces, which 
would crea.te still other problems. 

_____ there is 

the danger that a huge block of Ice floating off an arid· coast could have 
unexpected. environmental effects. The tee could drastica.1ly1 change the 

zs 	 weather along the coa.st. and it would probably affect the fish popula.tion. 
______________________________________ the cost of 

providing fresh water from icebergs would be less than the cost of providing 
wa.ter by desalln.iza.tlon, according to most estimates. It would cost between 
50. and 60. per cubic meter to get wa.ter from an iceberg, as opposed to the 

J. 	 80. per cubic meter it costs to get the same amount by desa.Un1za.tlon. 
In conclUSion, before icebergs can become a source of fresh water in the 

future, problems involving cost, overa.ll practicality, a.nd most importantly. 
environmental impact' must be solved. 

B. 	 Add transition words. phrases, or clauses to the topic sentences of the paragraphs 
in this essay. Rewrite the topic sentences if necessary. 

lIe4icble and JlUW:a9 

Recent a.dvances in the fields of medicine and biotechnology have brought 
about situa.tions that could scarcely be ima.g1ned only a generation ago. 
Battery-operated plastic hea.rts oa.n be impla.nted intolO people. People oa.n be 
kept alive indefinitely by m.a.chines. Exact duplicates of anima.l.s oa.n be made. 

4 sparse: small in amount 8 impact: effect 
:; en route: during the journey 9 ethics: the study of right and wrong 
R arid: dry 'I" ' 10 implanted into: put in 
7 drastically: in an extreme way 

http:overa.ll
http:rainfa.ll
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5 	 While such scientific achievements may ultimately benefit humanldnd, they 
have also created complex legal a.nd ethical issues. 

involves 
doctors' ability to intervene in human reproduction. A well-knOwn example is 
the case of Baby M. A man paid a woma.n to bear a child for him and his 

10 	 wife, who could not have children. They signed a contract, but after the baby 
was born, the woman wanted to keep the baby. The father said the baby was 
his, but the woman said it was hers. It took the courts many months to 
decide who was right. 

IS 	 another ethical dilemma) has arisen because doctors are now able to keep 
people who are in comas 2 alive for years by attaching their bodies to 
machines. This gives great power a.nd great responsibility to the people who • 
control the machines. How does a person decide whether another person 
whose heart cannot beat on its own and whose lungs are pumped by a 

20 machine is still alive or not? AB a result of this power, society ha.s had to 
develop a new definition of death. 

is the abil
ity to transpla.nt3 orga.ns from one person into another. Doctors are now able 
to tra.nsplant hearts, lungs, livers, a.nd kidneys from one human to another. 

lS 	 Should doctors also be allowed to transplant organs from animals to huma.ns? 
Such an operation was a.ctua.lJy performed in 1987, when doctors transplant
ed a baboon's heart into a dying human baby. The ethics of this experiment is 

still being debated. 
______________________________________________ , the ability 

30 of biotechnologists to produce new forms of life in their laboratories is anoth
er area with profound4 ethical consequences. Isn't a scientist who creates, for 
example, a new bacterium "playing God"? Furthermore, is it even safe to 
introduce new life forms into the earth's atmosphere? Is there a risk that 
such life forms could get out of control? Some people fear so. 

n , scientists 
are now able to duplicate living orga.nisms. cell by cell, through a process 
ca.lled cloni:n.g. Recently, the world wa.s stunned by the successful cloni:n.g of an 
adult sheep. Bow long w1ll1t be before btoteohnologists C&n clone people? 
Should they be &l1owed to? Who should control this? 

40 revolutions-
pol1t1oal or teahnologlca.l-cause upheavalS a.nd force ohange. OUr new ability 
to create and prolong life is raising questions and forcing changes in our 
very concept of life, an issue involving not only legal but also profound moral 
cons1deratiOns. 

I dOemma: difficult problem 
2 comas: states of unconsciousness (being unable to see, hear, or speak) 
3 ttaJuplant: talc.e out of one person and put into another 
4 profouDd: imponant; serious . 
II upheaval: social disturbance 
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The Writing Process 

Wrltingand In Chapter 1. on pages 3-15, you were introduced to the steps of planning, writing, and 

Revising an revising drafts ofa single paragraph. You went through each ofthese steps as you studied the 
model paragraph "Culture Shock." As part of her planning process, the writer of the paraEssay 
graph first brainstormed for ideas. Next, she organized the ideas into an outline. Then she 
began the writing and editing process. She wrote a filst rough draft, edited it for organiza
tion and content. and then wrote a second draft She proofread the second draft to correct 
sentence structure, grammar, mechanics, and vocabulary. At last, she wrote the final copy. 

The process of writing an essay is exactly the same as writing a single
paragraph composition; that is, you brainstorm for ideas, make an outline, and write 
several drafts until you have produced a final copy that you can be proud of. 

The following models show how one student worked through the process ofwrit
ing and revising drafts of his essay on modem technology. He has already completed 
the first two steps. brainstorming and planning. and he has already developed the 
essay outline on pages 108-109. He is now ready to write a first rough draft and then 
to edit it for organization and content. Notice that he doesn't begin with the intro
ductory paragraph. He begins, rather, with the body paragraphs. Many writers find it 

MODEL easier to get started if they begin with the body. 

The Ph:I't Rongb Draji 

Modem Technology
7;....~ 
~ popular form of instant communication is television. It has a big impact on 

viewers because they can instantly see important events that are happening all over 

~:' he world. n 1992 viewers worldwide were spectators to the amazing destruction 

of the Berlin Wall. It had separated East and West Berliners since August 1961. 

SeAUI people said tbat st:ley felt like they 'NeFe Rgl:l1i SAare as ella '011""'1 ..........18.. ~ 

They were also able to watch the joyous celebrations that erupted' all citizens of 
~ 


Berlin were reunited. Another interesting event~he world is able to watc'}is the 


€televis~unching of space shuttles. For instance. on March 4.1994 the shuttle 


Columbia. was sent on a research mission. It successfully soared7 from the launch 


pad and went into orbit from the Kennedy Space Center in Cape Canaveral. 


Flo,;d•.When the flight of Columbia flnlshed on Man:h 18. 1m. £riaJ tel..I,lon m 
~~L.._•••_..I :-- ~ •. __ u~£..1 1 __ ..1:_- Ii tWas the I endE ef J!FMt tieaPft,tel"k. Not only does ~ 

television technology allows us to be eyewitnesses to worldwide events. It has ,.. 

special equipment. doctors can monitorS a patients heart and lungs or examine his 

throat.fhey can diagnose the problem and recommended for treatment, because of 

long-distance television technology. hese are only two examples of modern 

medical miracles that telemedicine has created. 

, ,'~ .' 
f"'~;. ~,;.,: • 

6 erupted: slartcd IIp 7soar: fly; go upward 8 monitor: listen to 
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~ Computer technology h., ,1'0 made <remeodou, progre" in the world 01 

• communication to benefit the mankind n the last few decades. e computer has the 

ability to communicate across long distances. In addition. an information supahighway 

has been created for the computer huge amounts of data can be transmitted around 
..4,.t 

the world at high speed. Computer technology also makestfOssible for computer . 
nf'tworin; to link academic. research. government and business organisations globally. 

Elearonik mail, or E-mail, allows scholars. researchers. and businesses, as well 

as families and friends to communicate quickly and easily by typing a document into 

one computer then it appears on another one perhaps across the country or in 

another nation in a short time.~u~ermore, technology has contributed enormously 

to advance in computer medicine. It has benefits both doctors and patients. In the 

past. dOctors in rural hospitals did not have immediate access to the latest medical 

~ inf0ten. The computer can also convert x-ray data into picture images of a body ~part.~mages can help the rural doctor because the specialist can help to diagnose 

diseases and disorders and prescribe the best treaqnent. A recent development is 

the computer's ability to pinpoint' an exact cause of a medical condition. For 

instance, a patient with chronic! headaches had not been treated successfully by 

several dOctors. A new dOctor had her fill out a lengthy questionnaire about her 

medical history. When the answers were fed into the computer. it produced list of 

100 causes of headaches.The computer then highlighted exact cause of the patient's 

headaches. she is now being treated successfully. 

To conclude. scientific research and experiments have certainly opened 

the doors to faster. more easily accessible information worldwide on television and 

the computer. Many of these discoveries have changed our lives for the better 

and have made the peoples of the world closer.© ~ 

The Writer~ 
Changes to tbe 
First Draft 

After writing the first draft, the writer edits it for organization and content. To begin 
with. he designates television as "the most popular form of instant communication ...." 
He also deletes several unnecessary sentences and words. The writer divides the long 
paragraph about television into two paragraphs. In the first paragraph about comput
er technology. he adds an example. The writer adds more details to "long-distance 
medicine" in the television section and "the latest medical information" in the com
puter technology part of the essay. In the concluding paragraph, the writer makes a 
note to himself to add a final comment. Finally. he writes the introductory paragraph. 

1 pinpoint: find; locate 
'2 chronic:: continual; long-lasting 
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MODEL Modem Technology 

People living in modem times have benefited from many discoveries and 

inventions that have enriched the world. Dedicated scientists spend years and even 

a lifetime searching for new sdentific knowledge and discovering new ways to 

improve our lives.The most recent significant discoveries to benefit humankind in 

5 modem times are in the fields of television and computer technology. 

71:Je Second Draft 

~""''''IN&L
The most popular form of instant communication is television. It has a Pit 

~,",. 
impact on viewers because they can instantly _ important events that are 

happening all over the world. For example, in 1992. viewers worldwide were 
~ 	 ~ 

spectators to the ....i"l" destruction of the Berlin WaIl»)E had separated East and 

I. 	West Berliners since .%!>'961.They were also able to watch th~~ 
celebrations that eruptedJfIl citizens of Berlin were reunited. Another h'ltel estiftt! 

event that the world is able to watch is the launching of space shuttles on 

television. For instance, on March 4, I 994)the shuttle Columbi~was sent on a 

research mission. It successfully soared from the launch pad and went into orbit 

15 	 from the Kennedy' Space Center in Cape Canaveral, Rorida. When the flight of 

COlumbia~on March 18. 1994. aerial television showed its successful landing. 
~J 	 •.v

"Not only does television tec~nol~alloWi us to be eyewitnesses to 
~ .1......c:. 	 . 

worldwide events) It has also pl~ a~ role in long-distance medicine around the 

world. Telemedicine allows patients and their doctors to conference with medical 

" 	 ,tall at a diotant fWlity via a __ ";cIeo. fooo instante. by ""ng 'Pecia@;;l' 

equipment. dOCtors can monitor a patienls heart and lungs or examine 

his throat. They can diagnose the problem and make recommendations for 

treatment. all via long-distance television technology. These are only two (:!xamples 

of modem medical miracles that telemedicine has created. 

lJ In the last few decades. computer technology has also made tremendous 

progress ~n .the world of communication to benefit humankind. The computer has 

the'F'"municate acrou long distances. Furthermore. an information 
. ~ 	 ..iM.~ 
~ lias been created for the compute~huge amounts of data can be 

transmitted around the world at high speed. Computer technology also makes it 

10 possible for computer networks to link academic. research. government and 
:& 

business organijations globally_ For example. a primary means of communication 

using the computer i~ thro!Jgh the l'ltemet. It enables scientists and scholars as well , 
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.k 
as educators and students -fonnect with worldwide research institutions and 

t'\..tC.,4,1 Co 
libraries. They can also access publications in their specific fields. Using Electronif<. 

15 	 mail, or E-mail, allows scholars. researchers, and businesse~as well as families and 

~s to communicate quickly and easily by typing a document into one computer 

,...then Kappears on another one perhaps across the country or in another nation in 

a short time. 
s 

Fu~e, tech~logy has contributed en~sly to advanc~in computer 

40 	 medicine," has benefit, both doctors and patients.1('s ~ast, doctors in rural 

hospitals did not have immediate access to the latest medical information. However, 

today they can contact specialists in urban medical centers even hundreds of miles 

away through the computer to get the latest methods of treating their patients. The 

computer can also convert x-ray data into picture images of a body part. Th~e 

45 	 images can help the rural doctor because the specialist ~o diagnose 

diseases and disorders and prescribe the beSt treatment. A recent development is 

the computer's ability to pinpoint an exact cause of a medical conditiol)4. For 

instance, a patient with chronic headaches had not been treated successfully by 

several doctors. A new doctor had her fill out a lengthy questionnaire about her 
A. 

50 	 medital history. When the answers were fed into the computer, it produce<hlist of 
.;tJ..L. 

100 causes of headaches. The computer then highlighte<h exact cause of the 
,.,.."J 

patient's headachesihe is now being treated successfully. 

To conclude. scientific research and experiments have certainly opened the 

doors to faster, more easily accessible information worldwide on television and the 
e. 

~5 	 computer.. Many of these discove~ have changed our lives for the b~er and have 

made the world closer. It will be interesting to see what developments wi" occur in 

the future. not only in television and computer technology but also in other fields . 

.;,:;:.-.":,..••.•• ;..-"!'"~.;.•::.;...... -¥."' .. 

The Wrlter!s 	 . Working with his second draft, the writer corrects punctuation, spelling. and other 
CbtIn,es to tbe 	 errors in mechanics as well as changing some vocabulary words. He also corrects the 

grammar and improves the sentence structure. If the writer is completely satisfied Seemul Draft 
with the second draft, he is ready to make the final copy. 
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MODEL 

1be Final Copy 

Use the spelling checker 
in your computer word 
processing program to 

check for spelling and 
capitalization errors. and 
use its thesaurus to help 
you find vocabulary items. 

.., 

Modem Technology 

People living in modern times have benefited from many discoveries and 
inventions that have enriched the world. Dedicated scientists spend years and even 
a lifetime searching for new scientific knowledge and discovering new ways to 
improve our lives.The most recent significant discoveries to benefit humankind in 

j modem times are in the fields of television and computer technology. 
The most popular form of instant communication is television. It has a 

tremendous impact on viewers because they can instantly witness important events 
that are happening all over the world. For example. in 1992. viewers worldwide 

I. were spectators to the stunning destruction of the Berlin Wall. which had 
separated East and West Berliners since August 1961. They were also able to watch 
the joyous celebrations that erupted when all citizens of Berlin were reunited. 
Another historic event that the world is able to watch on television is the 
launching of space shuttles. For ins~ce. on March 4. 1994. the shuttle Columbia 
was sent on a research mission. It successfully soared from the launch pad and 

IS went into orbit from the Kennedy Space Center in Cape Canaveral. Florida. When 
the flight of Columbia ended on March 18. 1994. aerial television showed its 
successful landing. 

Moreover, not only does television technology allow us to be eyewitnesses to 
worldwide events. but it has also played a significant role in long-distance medicine 

2. 	 around the world. Telemedicine allows patients and their doctors to confer with 
medical staff at a distant facility via a two-way video. For instance, by using special 
equipment. doctors can monitor a patient's heart and lungs or examine his throat. 
They can diagnose the problem and make recommendations for treatment. all via 
long-distance television technology. These are only two examples of modem 

2J 	 medical miracles that telemedicine has created. 
In the last few decades. computer technology has also made tremendous 

progress in the world of communication to benefit humankind. The computer has 
the capability to communicate across long distances. Furthermore. an information 
superhighway has been created 'for the computer. in which huge amounts of data 

)0 	 can be transmitted around the world at high speed. Computer technology also 
makes it possible for computer networks to link academic. research. and 
government organization~ globally. For example. a primary means of communication 
ustng the computer is through the Internet. It enables scientists and scholars as well 
as educators and students to connect with worldwide research institutions and , 

lS 	 libraries. They can also access publications in their specific fields. Besides. using 
Electronic mail. or E-mail.al.lows scholars. researchers. and businesses as well as 
families and friends to communicate quickly and easily by typing a document into 
one computer. which then appears· on another one perhaps across the country or 
to another nation in a short time. 

40 Furthermore. technology has contributed enormOUSly to advances in computer 
medicine, which has benefited both doctors and patients. In the past. doctors in 
rural hospitals did not have immediate access to the latest medical information. 

II 
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However; today they can contact specialists in urban medical centers even hundreds 
of miles away through the computer to get the latest methods of treating their 

45 patients. The computer can also convert x-ray data into picture images of a body 

part. These images can help the rural doctor because the specialist can help to 
diagnose diseases and disorders and prescribe the best treatment. Another recent 
development is the computer's ability to pinpoint an exact cause of a medical 
condition. For instance. a patient with chronic headaches had not been treated 
successfully by several doctors. A new doctor had her fill out a lengthy questionnaire 
about her medical history. When the answers were fed into a computer, it produced 
a list of 100 causes of headaches. The computer then highlighted the exact cause of 
the patient's headaches. and she is now being treated successfully. 

To conclude. scientific research 'and experiments have certainly opened the 
55 	 doors to faster. more eaSily accessible information worldwitle on televis;o~ and the 

computer. Many of these discoveries have c.hanged our lives for the better and have 
made the world closer. It will be interesting to see what developments will occur in 
the future. not only in television and computer technology but also in other fields.. 

Writing Teclmique Questions 

I. 	What are the two parts of the introductory paragraph? 
1. 	Underline the thesis statement of the model essay. 
J. 	How many body paragraphs are there? Underline each of the topic sentences. 
4. 	Is each body paragraph unified? Do aU the supporting sentences for each body 

paragraph clearly and adequately explain the main idea of that paragraph? 
5. 	Circle the transition signa1s that introduce each of the body paragraphs. 
6. 	Is the conclusion a summary of the main points of the essay or a restatement of 

the thesis statement? 
7. 	Underline the writer's fina1 comments. 

As you can see, you ,must go through severa1 stages of writing and rewriting if 
you want to produce a good piece ofwriting. The major part of the revision process 
includes not only checking the content and focus of the entire essay but a1so adding 
or deleting whole paragraphs, checking the development and ordering of ideas 
within each paragraph. adding transitions, examples, and other concrete support
ing details. Then only after 811 of the major changes have been made should you 
check the more specific problems like sentence structure, spelling, and mechanics 
such as punctuation and capitalization. Just remember that each time you write, 
revise, and rewrite again, you have improved your paper. 
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Review 

These are the important points you should have learned from this chapter. 

Main Parts ofan Essay 

An essay has three main parts! an introduction, a body. and a conclusion. . 

I. The introductory paragraph attracts the reader's attention and informs the reader 
what your main topic of discussion will be. An introductory paragraph has two 
parts: 
a. Several general sentences that give background information on your subject 

and gradually lead your reader into your specific topic. 
b. A thesis statement that states the subdivisions (topics of each paragraph). It 

may also indicate your method of development. 
2. 	The body of an essay discusses your subdivided topics. one by one. It contains as 

many paragraphs as necessary to explain the controlling ideas in the thesis 
statement. 

3. 	The concluding paragraph reminds your reader ofwhat you have said. Remember 
to use a "conclusion" transition signal. Your concluding paragraph has a summary 
of the main ideas or a restatement of the thesis in different words and your final 
comment on the topic. 

Transitions between Paragraphs 

Remember to show the relationship between paragraphs by using appropriate linking 
words, phrases, or clauses. 

Outlining an Essay 

Always make an outline ofan essay before you begin to write. Follow the moi:lel in this 
chapter, pages 108-109. 

Writing and Revising tlie Essay 

I. 	Write the first rough draft of your essay from the outline. Skip lines in order to 
have enough space to make changes. 

2. 	Revise the first draft for content and organization, and write a second draft. 
1. 	Proofread the second draft for grammar, sentence structure, and mechanics. 

Write as many drafts as necessary before the final copy. 

;"~.¥.! 
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PEER EDITING CHECKLIST 

PEER EDITOR'S COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS 

ESSAY ORGANIZATION 

1. Introduction: Does the introductory 
paragraph have both general sentences 
and a clear thesis statement? 

2. Body: Is the method of organization 
(chronological order, comparisonl 
contrast, etc.) appropriate for the topic? 

3. Conclusion: Is there a concluding 
sentence that is either a paraphrase of 
the thesis or a summary of the main 
points? Is there a final comment (if one 
is appropriate)? 

PARAGRAPH ORGANIZATION 

4. Topic sentences: D6es each paragraph 
have a topic sentence? Does each topic 
sentence have a controlling idea? 

5. Supporting sentences: Do the 
supporting sentences flow smoothly? 

. Are there sufficient concrete details to 

support each point? Are transition 

signals used effectively both within and 

between paragraphs? Does each 

paragraJ?h have unity? 


6. Concluding sentences: Are concluding 
sentences used (if they are necessary)? 

-... 
SENTENCE STRUCTURE 

7. Are there any unclear sentences? Can 
you suggest a way to improve them? 

GRAMMAR AND ME.CHANICS· 

8. Are there any errors in grammar and 

mechanics? 
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, Arabic script from a Turkish Album of ~ 

Introduction 

Organizing an essay is essentially the same as organizing a paragraph; the only differ
ence is that instead of working with single sentences, you are working with para
graphs. You can use the same patterns (or combination of patterns) for essays as you 
use for paragraphs. You simply decide what information belongs in each paragraph, 
and then in what order you should arrange the' paragraphs. 

121 
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You already know three patterns of organization in English: chronological order, 
logical division/order of importance, and comparison I contrast as ways of sequencing 
ideas. So far. however, you have studied these different orders only within a paragraph. 

In this chapter, you will practice writing essays using these three kinds of organi
zation, as well as a fourth one, cause and effect. 

Chronological Order 

As you already know, chronological order is order by time. 1t is used in almost all aca
demic fields. One of its primary uses is to explain processes such as how to plan a 
community meeting, how to perform a physics experiment, or how to playa game. 
Even when giving directions for someone to come to your house or when you write a 
recipe, you use chronological order: First, preheat the oven to 350°£ Next. mix togeth
er. .•. In addition to explaining processes, chronological order is also used to describe 
events over a peri~ of time. Biography. autobiography, history, and narrative 
("story") writing all use chronological order. 

The model e~y on pages 123-124 uses chronolOgical order to explain two sci
entific processes involving nuclear energy. As you read the model. look for these two 
processes. 

Hot water (35OOC)
. under pressure I--+---("I"lnfinAn...nt' shell 

\00-----------Heat-a~+t------·Reactor core 

~____ 

A nuclear power plant. 

Electl'ic 
current 
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MODEL 

Chronological Order 
Essay 

Understanding Chemobyl 

Clouds of radioactive steam shoot into the sky. Fires bum unstoppably. sending 
radioactive smoke and particles into the atmosphere. Men dressed in protective 
clothing work feverishlyl to extinguish the fires and contain the contamination.2 

Hundreds of residents hastily grab their possessions and flee their homes. 
s 	 Roadblocks are erected to keep strangers away.This was the scene at the Chemobyt 

nuclear power plant in the former U.S.S.R. in April 198$.The plant's nuclear reactor 
had exploded. spreading radioactive contamination over an area that stretched as far 
away as Norway and Sweden. This catastrophic3 accident renewed fears about the 
safety of nuclear reactors around the world. Are such fears justifiedr' In order to 

10 understand how the accident at Chernobyl happened. it is necessary to understand 
how a nuclear power plant is constructed and how one operates. 

A nuclear power plant contains a nuclear reactor that uses controlled nudear 
fissionS to produce electricity. The reactor consists of ruel rods alternating with 

control rods inside a very large container called the reactor core.The fuel rods 
IS contain radioactive ruel such as uranium·23S. and the control rods contain neutrons

absorbing7 substances such as boron and cadmium. By varying the depth of the 
control rods within the core. one can increase or decrease the absorption of 
neutrons. thereby speeding up or slowing down the fission process. If necessary, these 
rods can be dropped all the way into the core to stop the reaction completely. A 

20 high-pressure water bath surrounds the rods.The water acts as a coolant by slowing 
down the neutrons. In some reactors, graphitel is added to the water because 
graphite also slows down neutrons. A confinement shell usually surrounds the parts 

containing radioactive material so that radioactivity cannot escape. 
How do nuclear reactors produce electricity~ First. a series of nuclear fissions 

u are produced by bombarding the nuclei' of uranium-235 with neutrons. When a 
neutron strikes a nucleus. the nucleus splits,lO releasing energy. The released energy 

then heats the water surrounding the rods. After that. the hot water is pumped to 
a heat exchanger, where steam is produced. Finally, the steam passes to a turbine 
that drives a generator to produce electricity. 

30 How did the accident at Chernobyt happenl It happened because on the day of 
the accident. the safety system on the reactor had been disabledll while operators 
performed an experimental test. During the test. a. reactor cooled excesSively 
and threatened to shut down. If this happened. the operators would not be able to 
restart the reactor for a long period of time. To avoid such a situation. they 

lS removed most of the control rods, which was against all safety rules. Soon. the 

reactor began to overheat.When the reactor overheated. the fuel rods melted and 
spilled their radioactive contents into the superheated water, which then flashed '% 

I feverishly: very quickly, 
Z contamination: pollution 
3 catastrophic: terrible; disastrous 
4 justified: appropriate: right 
5 nuclear fission: nuclear reaction resulting 

from spliuing a nuclpus 
6 neutron: electrically neutral panicle inside 

an atom 

7 absorbing: taking inside itself, as a sponge 
absorbs water 

I graphite: gray substance used in lead pencils 
9 nuclei: plural of nucleus, the central part of 

an atom 
10 splits: divides into two parts 
II disabled: made unable to function' 
12 flashed: instantly became 
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into steam. Next. the increased pressure from the steam blew the top off the 
reactor. and because there was no confinement shell around the reactor, 

40 radioactive material blew into the sky. At the same time, hot steam reacted with 
the zirconium shells of the fuel rods and with the graphite in the coolant water to 
produce hydrogen gas, which then ignited. I The graphite bumed for a long time, 
spreading even more radioactivity into the atmosphere . 

.In the end. the cost of the Chemobyl accident was enormous. Thirty-one 
4.5 	 people died. and several hundred were hospitalized. Thousands had to be evacuated 

and resettled. The soil around Chernobyl will remain contaminated for years. The 
lesson from Chemobyl is this: A well-designed nuclear power plant using normal 
fuel is not dangerous as long as proper safety procedures are followed. However, 
poor design and/or disregard for safety regulations can lead to catastrophe. 

.. 

:;~ 

~ 
.~. 

~ 

" ) 

Organization 
for 
ChronolQgical 
Order 

PRACTICE I 

7ratlsitiol1 Signals for 
Chronological Order 

...: 

Writing Technique Questions 

I. 	What is the thesis statement? How does it indicate that at least part of this essay 
will use chronological order? 

2.. 	 Which two paragraphs explain processes (how something works or how 
something happened)? What two processes are explained? 

1. 	Which paragraph describes the design of nuclear power plants? 

The organization of the model essay follows a typical plan for a chronological process 
type of essay. The first paragraph is, of course. the introduction. It captures the read~ 
er's interest and names the topic. The first paragraph of the body describes the tools, 
equipment, or ingredients needed for the process, and the remaining body para
graphs explain the steps in the process. The final paragraph concludes the essay by 
mentioning the process result and making a final comment. You could follow this 
same plan to write up a lab experiment for a science class or even to write cooking 
instructions for your favorite recipe. 

Transition Signals for Chronological Order 

The transition signals used in chronological order essays are the same as those used 
in time order paragraphs. You might want to review them in Chapter 5, page 59. In 
addition, chronological order essays frequently contain time clauses (such as after the 
liquid has evaporated and as soon as we entered the icy water) to show the sequence of 
events. They also contain time phrases (such as before the earthquake, while stirring 

. the soup. and before adding the liquid. etc.). 

Review the chart oftransition signals on page 59. Then compJetethe chart on page 125 
with expressions from the model essay "Understanding Chemobyl" showing order in 
time. 

I isnited: began to burn 

i 
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first 

TIHEWQRDS 

-

.TIME CLAUSES 
.. 

after that happens 

TIME PHRASES 

during the test 

Dramatic Introductory Paragraphs 

Perhaps you noticed that the essay about Chernobyl did not have a "funnel" intro
ductory paragraph. Instead. it used a dramatic description of the scene around 
Chernobyl minutes and days after the accident. This type of introduction is called a 
dramatic introductory paragraph. The thesis statement is in its normal position at 
the end of the paragraph, and the words "how the accident at Chernobyl happened" 
and "how one operates" both point to chronological development. 

This type of introduction is effective because it captures the reader's interest and 
attention. If you wish, you could narrate a dramatic story instead of describing a dra
matic scene. For example, in an essay about a social problem such as youth gangs. 
your introduction could be a dramatic introductory paragraph telling the story of a 
young person's violent encounter with a gang. 

Thesis Statements for Chronological Order 
. '. 

A thesis statement for a chronological order essay should do two things: (1) it should 
name the topic, and (2) it should indicate that the essay will be organized in chrono
logical order. Words such as the process of, the procedure of, the development of, the 
evolution of, five stages. two steps, several phases. etc. indicate that chronological order 
will be used. Here are some examples: 

The field of genetic engineering has developed rapidly in the past ten years. 

My passion for physics evolved slowly during my high school years, 

The process of taking inventory in a small retail business has become much easier 
since the development of bar coding tecnnology. 

The process of heating water by using the sun's rays is a simple process. 

t· 
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PRACTICE 1 

Dramatic Introductory 
Paragraphs 

WRITING 
PRACTICE 

Writing an Essay 

Sometimes, the number of steps in a process or procedure is mentioned: 

The process of heating water by using the sun's rays invoives three main steps. 

The thesis statement may even name the steps: 

The main steps in the process of heating water by using the sun's rays are (I) 
trapping the sun's energy. (2) heating and storing the hot water, and (3) dis
tributing the hot water to its points of use. 

STEP 1 With a partner or small group, orally brainstorm dramatic introductions to 
essays on all six of the topics below. 

STEP 2 For the three chronological order topics only, write out dramatic introduc
tory paragraphs, including thesis statements. 

General Topics 	 Chronological OrderTopics 

Automobile safety How to travel safely 
Corruption in politics Saving a life: How to administer CPR1 

Intercultural marriages Earthquake survival 

Choose one of the three chronological order topics given above and write an essay 
using chronological order as a method of organization. Follow these steps to success: 

I. 	Brainstorm by freewriting. listing. or clustering all the steps in the process that 
you are going to explain. 


:1. Draw a simple diagram or flowchart that shows the steps. 

3. 	Develop an outline from your flowchart. 
4. 	Write your first draft. 

• Write a funnel or a dramatic introduction paragraph, as you prefer. 
• Be sure to use chronological transition signals. 

s. 	Revise your first draft as you have learned. Ask a classmate to review your essay, 
using the Peer Editing Checklist on page 120. 

Alternate Topic Suggestions 

How to make ___ How to overcome a fear 
(batik, a ceramic sculpture, How to repair a broken heart 
or any other interesting 

How'to learn a foreign language object that involves a several
step 'process) How to cook a special dish from 

your culture How a special holiday is 
celebrated in your culture How to get a driver's license 

I CPR: cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
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Logical Division' ofIdeas 

MODEL 

logical Division &say 

Logical division of ideas is a form of essay organization that is used to group related 
items according to some quality they have in common. Logical division can be useful 
in planning an academic paper because it will help you divide a broad subject into 
several categories or groups and in that way focus the topics for discussion. Then each 
SUbtopic can be discussed in order. 

For instance, as an engineer, you might write a paper in which you classify thevar· 
ious options available to students in the field of engineering. You might divide the' 
main field int\) the following subclasses: civil engineering, electrical engineering, 
mechanical engineering. space engineering, and electronic engineering. By dividing 
the field into subclasses, you can discuss each one separately, which simplifies the 
task of explaining such a broad subject. 

Review logical division organization in Chapter 5. pages 61-65. Then study the 
model essay. which discusses some of the influences ofNative Americans2 on modern 
American culture. Notice that the same techniques used for logical division para· 
graphs can also be used for whole essays. 

Native American Influences on Modern American Culture 

When the first Europeans came to the North American continent. they 
encountered3 the completely new cultures of the Native American peoples of North 
America. Native Americans, who had highly developed cultures in many respects. 
must have been as curious about the strange European manners and customs as the 

s 	 Europeans were curious about them. As always happens when two or more cultures 
come into contact. there was a cultural exchange. Native Americans adopted" some 
of the Europeans' ways. and the Europeans adopted some of their ways. As a result. 
Native Americans have made many valuable contributions to American culture. 
particularly in the areas of language. art, food. and government. 

10 First of all. Native Americans left a permanent imprintS on the English language. 
The early English·speaking settlers borrowed from several different Native 
American languages words for the new places and new objects that they had found 

in this new land. All across the country. one can find cities. towns. rivers. and states 
, with Native American names. For example. the states of Delaware. Iowa. Illinois. and 

u 	 Alabama are named after Native American tribes.s as are the cities of Chicago. 
Miami. and Spokane. In addition to place names. English adopted from various 
Native American languages the words for animals and plants that were to be found 
only in the Americas and no place else. Chipmunk. moose. raccoon. skunk. tobacco. and 
potato are just a few examples. 

111 Although the vocabulary of English is the area that shows the most Native 
American influence. it is not the only area of American culture that was shaped by 
contact with Native Americans. Art is another area of important Native American 

contributions. Wool rugs woven by women of the Navajo tribe in Arizona and New 
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Z Native Americans: Amefican Indians 51mprlnt: mark left on 
3 encountered: met unexpectedly 6 tribes: groups of native people 
4 adopted: took and used as their own 
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Mexico are highly valued works of art in the United States. Also, Native American 
25 	 jewelry made from silver and turquoise is very popular and very expensive. Especially 

in the western and southwestern regions of the United States. native crafts such as 

pottery, handcrafted leather productS, and beadwork can be found in many homes. 
Indeed. native art and handicrafts are a treasured part of American culture. 

In addition to language and art, agriculture is another area in which Native 
Americans had a great and lasting influence on the peoples who arrived here from 
Europe. Africa. and Asia. Being skilled farmers. the Native Americans of North 
America taught the newcomers many things about farming techniques and crops. 
Every American schoolchild has heard the story of how Native Americans taught the 

first settlers to place a dead fish in a planting hole to provide fertilizer for the 
35 	 growinJ plant. Furthermore. they taught the settlers irrigation methods and crop 

rotation. In addition. many of the foods Americans eat today were introduced to the 
Europeans by Native Americans. For example. potatoes. corn"thocolate. and peanuts 
were unknown in Europe. Now they are staples in the American diet. 

Finally. it may surprise some people to leam that Americans are also indebted' 
to the native people for our form of government. The Iroquois. who were an 
extremely large tribe with many branches called "nations," had developed a highly 
sophisticated2 system of government to settle disputes that arose between 'the 
various branches. Five of the nations had joined together in a confederation called 
"The League of the Iroquois." Under the League, each nation was autonomous' in 
running its own internal affairs. but the nations acted as a unit when dealing with 
outsiders.The League kept the Iroquois from fighting among themselves and was 
also valuable in diplomatic relations with other tribes. When the thirteen American 
colonies were considering what kind of government to establish after they won 
their independence from Britain. someone suggested that they use a system similar 
to that of the League of the Iroquois. Under this system. each colony or future 
state would be autonomous in managing its own affairs but would join forces with 
the other states to deal with matters that concemed them aiLThis is exactly what 
happened. As a result. the present form of govemment of the United States can be 
traced directly back to a Native American model. 

55 In conclusion. we can easily see from these few examples the extent of Native 
American influence on our language. our art forms. our eating habits. and our 
government. Modern Americans are deeply indebted to Native Americans for their 

contributions to United States culture. 

Writing Tecbnique Questions 

I. 	Is the introductory paragraph of the model essay a "funnel" or a "dramatic" 
introduction? What is the thesis statement? How many subtopics does it list? 

2.. 	 How many paragraphs are in the body of the model essay? Underline the topic 
sentence of each body paragraph once. (Note: The topic sentence is not 
necessarily the first sentence in every paragraph.) 

J. 	Locate the main sentence in the concluding paragraph and underline it twice. Is 
it a paraphrase of the thesis statement? 

1 indebted: owing gratitude , autonomouS! independent. self-governing 
2 sophisticated: highly developed 
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Chapter 9 Patterns of Essay Organization 

A logical division essay is organized just like a logical division paragraph. which you 
studied in Chapter 5. In an essay. a large topic is divided up into smaller subtopics, 
each of which can be discussed in a separate paragraph. The introductory paragraph 
introduces the main topic, and the thesis statement may give the number of 
subtopics, or it may name them. Each body paragraph discusses one subtopic. The 
concluding paragraph brings the essay to a close by reminding the reader of the 
essay's main points. 

Transition Signals and Thesis Statements 

Transition signals are the same for logical division paragraphs <tnd logical division 
essays. and thesis statements for logical division essays are similar to topic sentences 
for logical division paragraphs. A thesis statement may name the subtopics or simply 
indicate that there are a certain number of SUbtopics, as in these examples: 

Subtopics not named: 
A college education is a neceSSity in today's competitive world for two main reasons. 

Subtopics named: 
A college education is a necessity in today's competitive world not only because of the 
knowledge you gain but also because of the social contacts you make. 

A. 	 Outlining 
'Working alone or in a group. make an outline of the model essay about Native 
American intluences on American culture. Malee your outline as detailed as 
possible. Follow the model outline on pages 108-109. If you work in a group, 
assign one paragraph to each student to outline. When you are finished, combine 
all of the group's outlines on one paper. 

B. 	 Transition Signals 
Circle the transition signals in the model essay. Count the number of signals that 
YOll circled and compare your total with your classmates' totals. 

C. 	Transitions between Paragraphs 

Copy the words, phrases, and clauses that serve as links between the six 

paragraphs. 


Between 1 and 2: 

Between 2 and 3; 

Between 3 and 4: 

Between 4 and 5: 

Between 5 and 6: 


Choose either topiC A or B. and write an essay using logical division of ideas as a 
means of organization. 

A. 	 Explain the intluence of one culture on another. Choose two cultures with which 
you are familiar. For example. if you are from Mexico, you· could write about 
Spain's influence on Mexican culture, or about Mexico's influence on the United 
States (or vice versa), or about the intluence of Mayan or Aztec culture on Mexico. 

B. 	 Discuss the custo'tns arid traditiOns of your culture that you wish to preserve as a 
part of your life-style today. 
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Follow these steps to success: 

I. 	Brainstorm by freewriting. clustering. or listing all of the ideas that come into 
your mind. Think about different areas of culture such as language, religion, food, 
clothing. music, dating and marriage customs. family structure (husband-wife 
roles. parent-child relationships. etc.), business methods, shopping habits, 
educational systems. and so on. 

1. 	Choose two to four areas that you wish to write about. These will be your 
SUbtopics. Brainstorm for specific supporting details for each SUbtopic. 

1. Make an outline. Use the outline on pages 108-109 as a model. 
4. 	Write your first rough draft from your outline. Be sure to use transition signals 

both within and between paragraphs. 
s. 	Revise your muSh draft as you have learned to do with paragraphs. Ask a classmate 

to edit your work using the Peer Editing Checklist on page 120. 

Alternate Topic Suggestions 

Kinds of students. teachers. shoppers. The various career options that are 
automobile drivers, etc. available to graduates in your field of 

The various submajors in your major study 
field of study (engineering, business. Breeds of dogs (or cats) 
or biology, for example) Clothing styles among your peers 

Cause and Ell!ct Order 

Organization 
for Cause and 

. Effect Order 

Another common method of organizing an essay is by cause and effect. ]n a cause and 
effect essay, you discuss the reasons or causes for something. and then you discuss 
the results. 

The following are examples of typical cause and effect essay examination questions. 

Sociology: Discuss the causes of the rising divorce rate in modem society. 

Environmental Studies: DiSCUSS the causes of global warming. 

Business and Economics: Discuss NAFTAI and its effects on the U.S. economy. 

History. Discuss the reasons behind the fall of communism in Eastern Europe. 

Psychology: Explain the high suicide rate in Scandinavia. . 


Indeed, cause and effect (which can also be called reason and result) is one of the 
most·used forms of organization in academic writing. In this section, you will learn 
about two different ways to write about causes and effects. 

There are basically two main ways to organize a cause and effect essay: "block" orgc:
nization and "chain" organization. In block organization, you first discuss all of the 
causes as a block (in one, two, three. or more paragraphs. depending on the number 
of causes). Then you discuss all of the effects together as a block. In chain organiza· 
tion, you discuss a first cause and its effect, a second cause and its effect, and a third 
cause and its effect. Usually, each new cause is the result of the preceding effect. 
Discussion of each new cause and its effect begins with a new paragraph. All the para· 
graphs are linked in a "chain. n 

I NAFTA: North American Free Trade Agreement, a trade agreement among Canada, MeXico, 
and the United States. 
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BLOCK 	 CHAIN 

Introduction 	 IntroductionI 	__ I 
1st Cause 

..._----....................--_................................-.. - 1st Cause 

2nd Cause 

II 
Effect 

..-...........................................~--"'.."' .......... 
Transition Paragraph 

2nd Cause 
1st Effect Effect 

... _..........................--.................. __.............. 

.. ....................."' ........................................ 


2nd Effect· 
~..........-....................-...........-............-..... ...... 
 3rd Cause 

3rd Effect Effect 

Conclusion 	 ConclusionI 	 I 
The type of cause and effect organization you choose will depend on your topiC. 

Some topics are more easily organized one way. and some the other way. Achain pat
tern is usually easier if the causes and effects are very closely interrelated. The chain 
pattern also works better with smaller topics. With larger topics. and when thete is no 
direct cause and effect relationship. the block style is usually easier. Some topics 
require a combination of block and chain organization. as in the model essay below .. 

In block organization. there is often a short paragraph that separates the "causes" part 
from the "effects" part. This is called a transition paragraph. The purpose of a transi
tion paragraph is to conclude the first part of the essay (Uld introduce the second part. 
It is not always necessary to write a transition paragraph, but it is helpfld when your 
topic is long and complex. If the transition paragraph is only one sentence, as in the 
following modeL, that sentence could be the end. of one paragraph or the beginning of 
the next paragraph. 

As you read the model essay, pay attention to its organization. Notice that the 
essay as a whole is block style. but that individual paragraphs use chain organization. 

.Women's Liberation 

Since the middle Of this century, women around the world have been seeking 
greater independence and recognition. No longer content with their traditional 
roles as housewives and mothers. women have joined together to create the 
women's liberation movement. While the forces behind this international 

s 	 movement vary from culture to culture and from individual to individual. the basic 
causes in the United States can be traced to three events: the development of 
effective birth-control methods, the invention of labor-saving devices for the home. 
and the advenc2 ofWorld War II. 

I! ' 
2 advent: arrival 
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The first cause of the liberation of women was the development of effective 
" birth-control methods. freeing women from the endless cycle of childbearing and 

rearing. As a result of having a choice as to when and if to bear children. women 

acquired the freedom and the time to pursue interests outside of the home. 
Because of the development of birth control. women could delay having children or 
avoid having them altogether; consequendy. women had the opportunity to acquire 

IS an education and/or pursue a career. 
Another event was the development of mechanized labor-saving devices 

for the home. resulting in more leisure time and freedom for women. For 
example, fifty years ago, a housewife spent an average of twelve to fourteen 
hours per day doing housework. Due to the invention of machines such as 

JO vacuum cleaners. washing machines, and dishwashers. a housewife can now take 
. care of her daily housework in about five hours. 

The final eveht that, at least in the United States, ;ave impetus I to the 
liberation of women was World War II. During the war. most men were serving in 
the military. Consequently. women had to fill the vacancies in the labor force . 

.2.S Women by the thousands went to work in factories and took over businesses for 
their absent husbands. This was a great change for the majority of American 
women, for they discovered that they could welcf2 airplane parts and manage 
businesses as well change diapers and bake bread. 

These three events planted the seeds of great change in SOCiety. and the effects 
II of this change are being felt at all levels: in the family, in business. and in gove-;"'ment. 

One of the biggest effects of the greater independence of women today is 
being felt in the home.The traditional husband-wife relationship is undergoing a 
radlcaf transformation.' Because so many women are working. men are learning to 
share the household tasks of cooldng. cleaning. and caring for children. In most 
American famiHes, the husband still earns most of the money. and the wife still does 
most of the housework. Nevertheless. the child-rearing system in the United States 
is changin, as a result of women's Increasing participation in the away-from-home 
work force.The number of mothers COing out to jobs tripled from 1950 to 1987 to 
more than twelve million; as a result, millions of children are being reared by paid 

.. chlldcare workers in infant, preschool. and after-school daycare programs instead of 
by their mothers at home. 

The eft'ects of women's liberation are being felt not only in the home but a'so 
at the job site. In 1986. almost .. miUion women age 16 and over were employed. 
This number represents <41 percent of the total paid work force in the United 
States. Most women still work in low-paying,low-sutus occupations as secretaries. 
salesclerks, elementary schoOl teachers, and healthcare workers. However, in the 
last twO decades, more women have entered the new high-technology industries; 

by 1986. for example. 34 percent of all compUter programmers were women. 
There has also been a slow but steady increase in the number of women who have 

so risen to executive and managerial positions in business and who have entered the 
traditionally male professions of architecture, engineering. medicine, and law. 

I impetus: stimulation • racIical transformation: extreme change 
2 weld: join metal parts using heat 
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PRACTICE 4 

Block OrganizationJor 

Calise anti Effect Order 


Politics and government are still other areas that are feeling the effects of the 

women's movement. AIthougil the United States doesn't appear ready to accept a 

woman president as have some other nations around the world. American women 


JJ 	 are being elected and appointed to high public office in increasing numbers. The 
United States has women cabinet" members, women senators and congresswomen, 
women governors5 and women mayors. In 1984. Geraldine Ferraro was the 
Democratic party's nomineeS for the office of vice president, the first woman so 
nominated, but she was not elected. 

#If . In conclusion, women in the United States are acquiring greater independence, 
which is causing sweeping changes at home. at work. and in government. Although 
American women do not yet have the equality with men that women in some 
Western countries like Sweden enjoy. they are making steady gains. The full impact 
of this process ohsociety remains to be seen. 

Writing TecJmique Questions 

I. 	Which paragraphs discuss the causes of the liberation of women in the United 
States? Which paragraphs discuss the effects? 

2. 	What is the function of the paragraph that begins on line 29? 
3. 	Does the thesis statement list both causes andeffects. or just causes? 
4. 	Does the conclusion review both causes and effects. or just effects? 

Taking causes and effects from the model essay on women's liberation. fill in the boxes 
below to show the "block" organizational pattern of the essay. 

INTRODUCTIONI 	 I 


I 

, 

. 

CAUSES 

EFFECTS 

BODY 


CONCLUSIONI . 	 I 

"cabinet: group of people 'who are heads of departments of the government and who 
advise the presidenr ui'prime minister 

S pemor. highest official in a state 
• nominee: person chosen to stand for election 
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Chat" 	 The other organizationa1 patteI11 that you might use to write about causes and effects 
argtmi%tl,tioIt 	 is "chain" organization. described on pages 130-131. Using special structure words, 

causes and eff~ are linked to each other in a logica1 chain. One event causes a sec
ond event, which in tum causes a third event, which in tum causes a fourth event, and 
so on. The following short essay describes a simple chain reaction. 

MODEL 

Cause andPlIed Essay 
(ebait, Organimlion) 

SAD 

When winter amves. some people eet sad, even suicidal. 
Doctors have recently started to study the causes of a medical disorder that 

they have appropriately named SAD, or seasonal affective disorder. People who 
suffer from SAD become very depressed duri"l the winter months. Their 

s 	 depression appears to be the resuk of a decrease in the amount of sunlight they 
are exposed to, Doctors theorize that decreased sunlight affects the production of 
melatonin. a hormone manufactured in the brain. and serotonin. a chemical that 
helps transmit nerve impulses. Depression may resuk from the ensuing· imbalance 
of these two substances in the body, Also. doctors believe that a decrease in the 

" 	 amount of sunlight the body receives may cause a disturbance in the body's natural 
dock2 which could. in tum, result in symptoms such IS letharzy,3 oversleepinc. 
weight pin. anxiety. and irrltability-all sians of depression. 

Since absence of light seems to be the cause of this disorder. a daily dose of 
light appears to be the cure. Doctors advise patients to sit in front of a sp4!Fial light 

'5 box that simulates" natural light for a few hours every day. 
In conclusion. the depressive effect of low sunlight levels may help explain the 

high suicide rate in the Scandinavian countries. and more importantly, it may suggest 
a remedy:lWhen the days grow short. tum on the lights. 

Writing Tedmlqrle JlIIestlmu 

I. What causes the days to grow shorter? 
2. What is the effect of shorter days? 
I. What does this cause? 
4. What other change results from a decrease in the amount of tight? 
s. What is the final result? 

PRACTICE 5 

Chain Organimlion for 

Cause andPlIed Order 

Fill in the boxes to complete the ftowchan, which illustrates the cause and effect chain 
.described in the model essay "SAD," ... 

1 ensuing: following immediately 
1 natural dock: nonnal cycle of sleep and wakefulness 
s lethaJoBy: inactivity; tiredness 
4 simulates: gives the effect of; imitates 
5 remedy: cure 
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WINTER. 


+ 


+ 

Body produces less 

+----+---
+ 


lethargy. oversleeping, weight gain. anxiety. irritability 

ell.. tIfUl 
Bffeet Struetllre 
Words 

R.eason clauses. result 
clauses. and purpose 
clauses help show cause 
and effect relationships. 
See paaes 199-202. 

Just as there are transition signals that show time order and logical division. there are 
words and phrases that show cause and effect relationships. They are called cause and 
effect structure words. You are probably familiar with many of them. 

.f CAUSE STRUCTURE WORDS EFFECT STRUCTURE WORDS 

~,..... 
the first cause ... 
the next reason ... 
because of ... 

the first effect ... 
as a result. ... 
therefore•... 

It is important to distinguish between causes and effects. Remember .that a cause is 
the reason for something; it happens earlier. An effect is the result of something; it 
happens later. 

CAUSE 

+ 
EFFECT 

People clear land for agriculture by cutting down trees. 

The topsoilS washes away. 

Remember also that in a chain of events. an effect becomes the cause ofanother effect, 
and that effect becomes the cause of still another effect, and so on. The example above 
can be expanded into the cause and effect chain that foUows. .' 

• topeoll: lOp layer of earth that is most nutrient-rich for agriculture 
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• 
CAUSE People move into new areas and clear land for agriculture by cutting down 

trees. 

EFFECT The tree roots no longer hold the soil in place. 

CAUSE The tree roots don't hold the soil in place.• 
EFFECT The topsoil washes away during heavy rains.• 
CAUSE The topsoil washes away during heavy rains.• 
EFFECT There is no good soil to grow crops in.• 
CAUSE There is no good soil to grow crops in. • 
EFFECT People move to new areas and clear land by cUtting down trees.• 

Many of the most common cause and effect structure words are listed in the fol
lowing chart. Learn to use different ones sa that you don't always use because in your 
sentences. 

CAUSE STRUCTURE YiORDS 

SENTENCE CONNECTORS CLAUSE CONNECTORS 
~ \'i6w.i~::\:@::'<~~:~'" ..... 

'. 

COORDINATORS I 5uaORDlNATORS 

I. for 2. because 
sirlce 

as 

3. to result from 
to be the result of 

4. due to 
because of 

5. the effect of 
the consequence of 

6. as a result of 
as a consequence of 

Note: The sentence numbers correspond to the chart numbers. 

Examples 

I. 	In the 19801 and t990s, the U.S. government passed new immigration Jaws,for many people 
were concerned about illegal immigration. 

2. 	Because/SinceiAs most illegal immigrants enter the United States seeking empiO)'ment, 
a 1986 law tried to counteracr this by fining2 employers who hire illegal immigrants. 

1 counteract: cancel the effects of 
2 fining: charging a financial penalty 
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3. 	Ten yean later. a law limiting government assistance to immigrants resulted from/was 
the result of some people's concern about the cOst of immigrants to taXpayers. 

4. 	The United States has always welcomed people who leave their homeland because 
ofldue to war or political persecution.! 

5. 	Not only illegal but also legal immigrants felt the effects of/consequences of the 1996 law. 
45. 	 As a result of/As a conseque"ce of the 1996 law. legal immigrants who had not become 

u.s. citizens were no longer eligible for certain benefits. 

EFFECT STRUCTURE WORDS 
, 

OTHERSCLAUSE CONNECTORS SENTENce C~NECTORS 

COO8DtNA1'OU Su8ORDlNATORS 

3. 	to result inI. 	as a result 2. 	so 
aSa consequence to cause 

4. 	to have an effect ontherefore 
to affectthus 

5. 	 the cause ofconsequendy 
the reason for hence 

Ex,amples 

I. 	The 1996 law etiminated many benefits for legal immigrants who had not become citizens; 
as a resultlas· a consequencelthereforeltfluslconsequently/hence. most of them 
applied for citizenship. 

2.. 	 Wetfare assistance for immigrants was restricted. so even legal immigrants who were poor 
and needy could not receive aid. 

3. 	The new law resulted inlcaused an Jmmediate increase in the number of applications for 
citizenship. 

4. 	The new law also had an effect onIaffected students and businesspeople with visas who 
overstayed their visa time limit. 

S. 	Overstaying a visa became a cause ofla reason for being barred4 from the United States 
for three or more yean. 

PRACTICE 6 	 STEP 1 Underline the Part of the sentence that states a cause. 

STEP 2 Circle the word or words that introduce the cause. 
Recognizing Cause 
STEP 3 Be able to discuss the use of each structure word or phrase that you have cirSlrucIure Wotrk 

cled. Wl)at kind ofgrammatical structure follows each one? Notice especial
ly the difference between the use of because and because of. 

:I peneeu~:.bad treatment because of race. religion, or politics 
4 barred: pro~ibited from entering . 

I 
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PRACTICE 7 

Rerognizing Effect 

Structure Words 

Writing an Essay 

Example 

The computer is a learning tool (SinctD it helps children to master math and language skills. 

1. 	Due to the ability of computers to keep records of sales and inventory, many 
big depa.rt.ment stores rely on them. 

2. 	A medical computer system is an aid to phySiC1a.ns because of its ability to 
interpret data from a patient's history and provide a diagnosis.' (How would 
you rewrite this sentence using because instead of because oft) 

S. 	War, famine, and ethnic violence have caused a flood of refugees in the past 
fifty years. 

4. 	Hollywood movies are known for their special effects because American 
. audiences seem to demand them, 

B. 	 Since Eur9pea.n audiences seem to prefer movies that explore psychologica.l or 
philosophical issues, European mOvies are genera.lly quieter and more thought
provoking. 

6. 	Smog results from chemical a.ir pollutants being trapped under a layer of warm a.tP. 
7. 	The patient's death was the result of the doctor's neg'llgence.2 

8. 	Little is known about life on the ocean floor, for SCientists have only recently 
developed the technology to explore it. 

9. 	One effect of prolonged weightlessness is the loss. of muscle tone,3 wh1ch can 
be a problem for astronauts who spend long periods of time in space. 

STEP I Underline the part of the sentence that states an effect. 
STEP 2 Circle the word or words that introduce tHe effect. 
STEP 3 Be able to discuss the use ofeach structure word or phrase. What kind ofgram

matical structure follows each one? HOw is the sentence punctuated? 

1. 	The performance of electric cars is inferior to the performance of cars with 
conventional internal combustion engines; consequently, some improvements . 
must be made in them·if they are to become popular. 

2. 	However, electric cars are rel1a.ble, eoonomioaJ., and nonpolluting; therefore, 
the government is spending m1llions of dolla.rs to improve their technology. 

S. 	ElectriC cars use relatively inexpensive electricity for power; thus, they cost 
less to operate than cars that use gasoline . 

.t. The cost of gasol1ne is rising; as a result, some automobile manufacturers have 
begun to procblce electric models. 

B. His refusal to attend classes resulted in his diSm1Ssa.l from the school. 
8•. The cause of the patient's death was the doctor's negligence. 
7. 	It bas been documented that heavy c1ga.rette smoking affects the heart as well 

as the lungs. 
8. 	Cold water is denser than warm water and will, therefore, sink. 
9. 	Fresh water is less dense than salt water, so it tends to float on the surface of 

a body of salt water. 

1 diagnosis: identification of a disease or i1lness 
2 negligence: carelessness 
3 muscle tone: healthy e)a~tic quality 

http:dolla.rs
http:phySiC1a.ns
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Structure Worct 
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Practice using structure words from the charts on pages 136 and 137 to write sentences. 

STEP 1 	 Decide which sentence in each item'is a cause and which is an effect. Write 
C for cause or E for effect next to each sentence. 

STEP 2 Combine the sentences in each item into a new sentence that shows a cause 
and effect relationship. Use a different structure word or phrase in each new 
sentence, and circle the word. 

Example 

£ The death fate among women from lung cancer is increasing. 

£ Women are smoking more. 

<6ycaue9>~omen are emokine more, their death rate from ' 
lune canC;erie increaeine. 

or 
The increaee in the death rate of women from lune cancer 

ie(the ry6ult O£)their 2mokine more. 

1. __' C&ncer is increasing in industri&l1zed nations. 
__ Air pollution and the use of ohemicals in food. are increasing in these 

coUD,tries. 

8. __ The saltiest water is found at the bottom of the ocea.n. 
__ Salt water, being denser tha.n fresh water, sinkS. 

3. __, _ Heat energy is carried by electrons. 
Metals have many free-moVing electrons. 

__ Metals are good. oonduotors of heat. 

4. __ Some busmesses have flexible working hours. 
Productivity has increased. 


__ Absenteeism has declined.. 


B. __ Radiation escaped into the atmosphere. 

The Chernobyl nuclear power plant had no confinement shell. 


e. __ Operators at the Cbernobyl plant disregarded safety rules. 
__ The nuclear reactor underwent a meltdown . 

.. 
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7. 	__ During a weather phenomenon known asEl Nifio, a mass of warm water 
flows eastward across the Pacific Ocean toward South America. 
The temperature of the water off the coast of Peru rises as much as IO"F. 

WRITING 
PRACTICE 

8. __ Weather around the world changes. 

__ During an El Nifio, the jet stream! blows in a different pattern. 


9. __ Heavy rains fall in some areas of the world. 
Devastating floods and mudslides ha~pen. 

10. __. Thousands of people suffer starva.t1on. 
Drought happens in other parts of the world. 

~ 

Choose one of the suggested topics that follow. and write an essay that discusses it in 
terms of cause and effect. Use either block or chain organization or a combination of 
both. Ifyou use bJockorganization, be sure to insert a transition paragraph between 
the two blocks in the body of the essay. 

Follow these steps to success: 

I. 	Write your thesis statement at the top of your paper. 
2.. 	 Brainstorm by using one of the prewriting techniques that you prefer. 


Hint: Divide your paper into two columns. List the causes in the first column 

and the effects in the second column. 


3. 	Then brainstorm for ideas and details to support each cause and effect. 
4. 	Write an outline from your brainstOrming activity. 
s. 	Write your first rough draft from your outline. Be sure to use a variety of cause and 

effect stpucture words, and begin each paragraph with a transition expression .. 
6. 	Revise your rough draft as you have learned. Ask. a class~ate to check your final 

essay against the Peer Editing Checklist on page 12 .. 

Topic Suggestions 

Rising divorce rate Gender discrimination 
One type of pollutiori (air, water, soil) Increasing Ufe expectancy in a country 
Inflation World refugees 
Stress Any scientific cause and effect 
Any social, economic, o,r political phenomenon such as global warming, 

problem in another country or the El Nino, etc. 

United States 


1 jet stream: high· speed. high·altitude air current. 
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Comp"arlson and Contrast Order 

A very common and useful method ofessay organization is comparison and contrast. 
You practiced writing paragraphs using comparison and contrast in Chapter 5, pages 
65-67. The techniques for writing comparison I contrast paragraphs and essays are 
essentially the same; the main difference is in the size of the topic. Because the topic 
of an essay is much larger, you will need to learn some advanced patterns of organi· 
zation. 

As you read the following model essay, study its organization. Then answer the 
writing technique questions that follow. 

MODEL 

Comparistm and 
Contrast Essay 

Japan and the USA-Difl'erent but Alike 

The culture of a place is an integral! part of its society whether that place is a 
remote Indian village in Brazil or a highly indus~alized city in Western Europe. The 
culture of Japan mcinates Americans because. at first glance. it seems so different. 
Everything that characterizes the United States-newness. racial heterogeneity.3 

! 	 vast4 territory. informality, and an ethic of individualism5--is absent in Japan. There. 
one finds an ancient and homogeneous6 society. an ethic that emphasizes the 

.,importance of groups, and a tradition of formal behavior governing every aspect of j.'".
daily living. from drinking tea to saying hello. On the surface at least. American and 

~;,it"japanese societies seem totally opposite. 
(,~
:!to:

10 One obvious difference is the people. Japan is a homogenous society of one W' 
i!cnationality and a few underrepresented minority groups. such as the ethnic Chinese 
~,

and Koreans. All areas of government· and society are controlled by the Japanese :fJ.. 
\'f 

majority. In contrast. although the United States is a country with originally " II
European roots. its liberal immigration policies have resulted in its becoming a 

IS 	 heterogeneous society of many ethnicities-Europeans. Africans, Asians. and 
latinos. All are represented in all areas of American society. including business. 
education. and politics. 

Other areas of djfference from japan involve issues of group interaction and 
sense of space. Whereas Americans pride themselves on individualism and I'

f.;..20 	 informality. Japanese value groups and formality. Americans admire and reward a 
person who rises above the crowd; in contrast. a Japanese proverb says. "The nail 
that sticks up gets hammered down." In addition. while Americans' sense of size .~ 

and scale developed out of the vastness of the North American continent. japanese 
genius lies in the diminutive and miniature.7 For example. America builds airplanes, 

:u while Japan produces transistors. 
In spite of these differences. these two apparently opposite cultures share several ;. 

important experiences. 
Both. for example, have transplanted cultures. Each nation has a "mother" 

2 integral: nece~sary for completeness Ii homogeneous: characterized by sameness; 
3 heterogeneity: variety consistency 
4 vast: very large 7 diminutive and miniature: very small 
5 ethic of individualism: bel ief in the value of 

the individual person over the group 
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societ)--China for japan and Grat 8riQIin for 1he United Sa.tes-that has inftuericed 
.. the daughter in ccxmless ways: in ........NIiaion. art, IiteraaJre. social custams..1ftd 

ways of thinIdnJ. japan. of course. ...... more time hn .. United Scates to work 
out its unique interprecadon of the older Chinese cuIa.n. but boch c:ounIries I"t!Iect 
their cultural .-.ceary. . 

Both sodecies•......,...........oped the art 01 ........ M"Id commeIlte. 01 
15' 	 buying and seline, of .... dIin& IftCI .IMSS procIucina. to the .......... few Iiahts 

are more reassurtnc to Americ:ans .., the tens of Ihousands of bustlirWl storeS 

seen in japan. especilly che baudruI. ... IUIdced cleparvnent storeS. To Amerk;an 
eyes. they seemiUlt likel'1acy's or NIIinwII1at't.us at home. In addidon. both japan 
and America are consumer IOdIdes. The people ~ boIh counvies Io¥e to shop and 

..0 are enthusiastic CQnSUfMl'S of caweNela produas and fast foods. \fendina 
machines seIIin& ...~ from ....... 1cMers to hot colee are IS popular in ....., 
as they are in America. .... fut.food noocIe shops are IS cammon in jIpIn IS 

McDonald's restauranu .... in America. 
A final similarity is ftt boch jIpIneie and AmericIns t.e always amphMIzecI

4. 	 the importance of work.lnd boch are ..... penaIdes for their commiaMnt to it: 
increasing stress and "........ fIImIy bonds.Americans. ..,...., thole in 

business and in the pnMssions.,.....,.., put in twelve or more hours a dIy at their 
jobs, iust IS many Japanese GICUCiIIes ~ Also. while the normal jIpanae 
worlMeek is SDe days. ~ny Americ:Ins who WInt to fit aMacfI WJIunarIIy work on 
Saturday and/or Sunday in addidon to their normal ....... wrot'IwMllt.. . 

japan and America: -'••tt. ,. .... Akhouah che two IGdICies "r in l'MII)' 

areas such as racial hecet.......... raciII homopnIity.1ndMckaIsm "..... 
croup cooperation, and ilD-maI ...,. famIIJ forms of beMJior. they ...... more 
than one common expea iInce. FunMrrnore. their dIIt:rwas pn:MJIbIy COI.a1bute IS 

5. 	 much as their similarities toWard the .............. the two CCMIIries ... in each 

other. It will be II....... to ..we... this rec:iprocII fiucIMdoIl .... in che ......: 


CtlmJMrlstm 
Struct,,~ 
VOCIIbulllry 

JVrltiag Tet:Intipe JIIIa'*

I. In which paragraph(s) are the similarities discussed? In which paragraph(s) are 
the differences discussed? Is the oqpmization of this essay similar to cause and 
effe<:! block or chain style orpnization. discussed earlier in this chapter? 

2. 	What is the function of the fourth paragraph? 

The first key to writina IUCC.lfu1 comparlaon and contrast essays is the appropriate 
use of comparison and CODtrast struCture words. lbeae are words that introduce 
points of comparison and points ofcontraIL' . 

The fonowing table lists some of the words and phrases used to discuss 
simUarities. 

' .......... 001)' 

z..~ win promotions and hilher SIIIaries 


http:NIIinwII1at't.us
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COMPARISON STRUCTURE WORDS 

4. like (+ noun) 

likewise 


l. 	andI. 	similarly lou 
just like (+ noun) 

also 
both ... andiURu 
not only ... similar to (+ noun) 

too S. (be) similar (to) 
nekher .. , 

but also 
., (be) the same as 

nor 6. 	(be) the same 
7. 	(be) alike 

(be) similar (to) 
8. 	to compare (to/with) 

Examples 

I. 	Human workers can detect malfunctions in machinery.likewiselsimilarly. a robot can be 
procrammed to detect equipment malfunctions. 
Human workers can detect malfunctions in machinery; a robot can also. 
Human workers can detect malfunctions in machinery; a robot can. too. 

2. 	Robots can detect malfunctions in machinery. asljust as human workers can. (Note: Use 
a comma when as and just as show comparison even when the dependent clause 
followS the independent clause.) . 

J. 	Robots and human workers/80th robots and human workers/Not only robots but also 
human workers can detect malfunctions in machinery. 
Neither robots nor human workers ar:e infallible.1 

4. 	Robots, like/just like/similar to human workers. can detect malfunctions in machinery. 
S. 	Robots are similar toIare the same as human workers because they can both detect 

malfunctions in machinery. 
6. 	In their ability to detect malfunctions in machinery. robots and human workers are the 

same. 
7. 	RObots and human workers are allkelare similar because they can both detect mal

functions in machinery. 
8. 	Robots can be compared toIbe compared with human workers in their ability to 

.detect malfunctions in machinery. 

PRACTICE 9 A. 	 Add comparison structure words to connect the following c9mparisons. The 
items contain both sentences and short phrases. You should write one complete Using Comparirtm 
new sentence for each item and use different comparison structure words in each SlrucJure Wortk new sentence. The information in this practice is from the field of political 
science. The items compare the systems of gqvernment of Great Britain and the 
United States. 

S infallible: perfect; without er.:6rs 
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Example 

The United States has a democratic form of government. Great Britain has a 
democratic form of government. . 

The United States has a democratic form of eovernment. , 
just as Great Britain does. 

1. 	The United States operates under a two-party system. Great Brita.in operates 
under a two-party system. 

a. 	The British Parliament has two separate houses, the House of Commons and 
the House of Lords. The United States Congress has two separate houses, the 
Senate and the House of Representatives. 

S. The U.S. House of Representatives =the British House of Commons. The U.S. 
Senate =the British House of Lords. 

ft. The members of the U.S. House of Representatives are elected by district. The 
members of the British House of Commons are elected by diStrict. 

8. 	The method of chOOSing cabinet members in the United States. The method 
of choosing cabinet members in Great Brita.in. {Use the structure phrase 
the same.} 

6. In Great Britain, the cabinet is appointed by the prime minister. The U.S. 
pres1dent appoints the cabinet. 

v. The British monarch has the right to veto' ~ law passed by Parliament. The 
U.B. president has the right to veto ~ law passed by Congress. 

Contrat 
Structure 
Vocilbulllry 

B. Now write five sentences of your own, comparing two things with which you are 
familiar. Use a different comparison signal in each sentence. Possible topics: 
bicycles and motorcycles; two cities; two siblings,2 two friends; two cars; two 
sports; two sports stars; two teachers; two classes; two restaurants. 

Contrast structure words fall into two main groups according to their meaning. The 
first group shows contrast in the sense of concession or unexpected result. The sec
ond group shows contrast in the sense of di~ct opposition. The clauses connected by 
the words in the second group are reversible. This means, for example, that while and 
whereas may be placed at the beginning of either clause with no change in meaning: 

I veto: cancel 	 2 sibUDp: brothers and sisters 

http:Brita.in
http:Brita.in
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1am short. whereas my brother is tall and Whereas I am short, my brother is tall are 
both possible and are equal in meaning. . 

It is not always possible to do this with words from the first group. For example. 
the subordinator even though must be placed at the beginning of the clause it began 
to rain in the following sentence: We'continued our hike even though it began to rain. 
It would not make sense to write Even though we continued our hike, it began to rain. 

Notice that but and however belong to both groups. 

CONTRAST STRUCTURE WORDS-CONCESSION (UNEXPECTED RESULT) 

SeNTENCE CONNECTORS' .CLAusE CONNECTORS OntERS' 

t' • 

4. despite (+ noun) 
in spite of (+ noun) 

I. however 
nevertheless 
nonetheless 
stin 

SueOlUHNATORS 

2. although 
even though 
though 

COOllDlNATORS 

3. but 
yet 

Examples 

I. It began to rain; however/neverthelesslnonethelesslstill, we continued our hike. 
2. We continued our hike althouJhleven though /though it began to rain. 
3. It began to rain. but/yet we continued our hike. 
4. Despite/In spite of the rain, we continued our hike. 

CONTRAST STRUCTURE WORDS-DIRECT OPPOSITION 

SE...rENCE CONNECTORS CLAUSE CONNECTORS OTHERS 

5. differ from 
6. compared (to/With) 
7. (be) different.<from) 

(be) dissimilar to 
(be) unlike 

I. however 
in contrast 
in (by) comparison 
on the other hand 

2. on the contrary 
'-------------_.. .....•.~.---~.---.--

SUBORDINATORS 

3. while 
whereas 

COORDINATORS 

4. but 
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look It both Concession 
Clauses and Contrast 
Clauses on paps 201-103 
for additional examples of 
contrast subordinatorS. 

PRACTICE 10 

Using Contrast 
SIrucIure Worm 

Examples 

I. 	The term rock music commonly refers to music styles after 1959 that were influenced 
primarily by white musicians; howeverlin contrastlin comparison/on the other hand. 
rhythm.and-blues music styles were influenced primarily by black musicians. 

2. 	Innovation in rock music comes not just from the United States; on the contrary. the 
Bedes and the Rolling Stones were from Great Britain, and the music style known as 
reggae came from the Caribbean island of Jamaica. (Note: On tlte contrary contrasts an 
untruth and a truth.) 

J. 	The term rock music commonly refers to music styles after 1959 that were influenced 
primarily by white musicians, while/whereas rhythm-and-blues music styles were 
influenced primarily by black musicians. (Note: Usc a comma with while and whereas 
even when the dependent clause follows the independent clause.) . 

4. 	The term rock music commonly refers to music styles after 1959 that were influenced 
primarily by white musicians, but rhythm-and-blues music styles were influenced primarily 
by btack musicians. 

S. 	Early rock music diffen from later styles in that later styles make use of electronics to 
produce new sounds. 

e. 	Compared toIComparect witb earlier rock styles. later styles have a harder sound. 
7. 	The punk, rap. grunge. and techno styles of the '90s are very different from/dissimilar 

to/unlike the rock music played by Elvis Presley in the '50s, but they have the same roou. 

A.. 	 Add contrast structure words to connect the following items. The items contain 
both sentences and short phrases. You should write one complete new sentence 
for each item. and use a different contrast signal in each .new sentence. . 	 , 

Example 

The government of the United States/the government of Great Britain/dissimilar 
in several aspects 

The .a,overnments of the United States and Great Britain 
are dissimilar in several aSEects. 

1. Th~ chief executive in Great Britain is caJled the prime m1nJster. The chief 
executive in the United States is caJled the president. 

a. In the United States, the preSident fu1fil1s the functiOns of both poUtlO&l leader 
and head of state. These two functions are separate in Great Britain. 

S. In other worcls, Great Britain has both a. monarch and a. prime min1ster. The 
United States has only a. preSident. 
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4. 	Tbe president of the United Bta.tes may be of a. different politloaJ. party than the 
ma,jority of Congress. The BritiSh prime m1nister is the head of the pol1t1cal 
party that has the most seats in Pa.rHament. 

S. The United States has a. written constitution. Great Britain has no written 
constitution. 

e. 	In the United States, eleot1ons are held on a regular schedule, no matter how 
popular or unpopul&r the government is. In Great Britain, elections are held 
whenever the prime m1n1ster loses a vote of confidence. I . 

't. The members of the U.S. Senate are elected. The ~embers of the British House 
of lDrds are appointed or inherit their positions. 

e. As you can see, the two systems of government differ in several maJor aspects. 
They are both democra.cies. 

B. 	 Now write five sentences of your own, contrasting two things with which you are 
familiar. Use a different contrast signal in each sentence. Possible topics: 
computers/humans; English/your first language; taking public trans
portation/ driving your own car; city lifelcountry life; schools in two countries; the 
cost of living in two countries; family life in two countries. 

Just as there are two ways to organize a cause and effect essay, there are at least two 
ways to organize a comparison and contrast essay. You may use block organization or 
point-by-point organization. One type oforganization is illustrated in each of the fol
lowing models. Study each model very carefully. Notice how the thesis statement tells 
the reader what type oforganization will be used. 

In block organization. you discuss all of the similarities in one block (which can 
be one or more paragraphs). and all of the differences in another block (which can be 
one or more paragraphs). The essay on Japan and the United States on pages 141-142 
is an example ofblock organization. 

In point-by-point organization. you make a sentence-by-sentence comparison of 
the features in any order that seems appropriate for the topic. You might even use 
order of importance (most important feature first or last.) 

Suppose you needed to compare two jobs. You might compare them on these 
points: salary. fringe benefits.2 opportunities for advancement. and workplace atmos
phere. Ifyou use block organization. your outline might look like this: 

'. I;~ 

I vote ofc:onfldence: vote of approval 

2 fringe benefits: employment benefits other than salary (vacation time. health insurance. etc.) 
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MODEL 

Block OrganizatioN 

MODEL 

Poil1l-by-Poinl 
Orgol1izolion 

Thesis One way to decide between two job offers is to evaluate what 
Statement the similarities and differences are before making a decision. 

I. The salary and fringe benefits of job X and job Yare almost the same. 

A. Salary (Job X and Job Y) 
B. 	Fringe benefits (Job X and Job Y) 

II. 	Although the salary and fringe benefits are equal, there are big differences in the 
areas of workplace atmosphere and opportunity for advancement. 

A. Workplace atmosphere 
I. job X 
2. 	 jobY 

B. 	Opportunity for advancement 
I. job X 
2. JobY 

Conclusion 

Of course, you couJd discuss the differences first and the similarities last. It is 
more usual, however, to discuss similarities first. 

If you used point-by-point organization to compare the same two jobs, your out
line might look like this: 

Thesis One way to decide between two job offers is to make a 
Statement point-by-point comparison of their features. 

I. The salaries of job X and Job Y are approximately equal. 

A. job X's salary 
B. Job Y's salary 

II. Job X offers the same fringe benefits as Job Y. 

A. Job X's fringe benefits 
B. Job Y's fringe benefits 

III. 	In contrast to Job Y. Job X offers good opportUnities for advancement. 

A. Job X's opportunities for advancement 
B. job Y's opportunities for advancement 

IV. 	 Unlike the high-pressure and competitive atmosphere at Company X. the 
atmosphere at Company Y seems congenial) and supportive. 

A. Atmosphere at Company X 
B. Atmosphere at Company Y 

Conclusion 

I congenial: friendly 

I 
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With both types oforganization. as you discuss each feature ofJob Y. refer back to 
the same feature of Job X and use comparison and contrast structure vocabulary to 
show whether they are the same or different. In other words. it is not sufficient simply 
to describe each job or each feature; you must constantly refer back and forth to make 
the similarities and differences clear. 

like Job X, Job Y ... 

In contrast to Job X. JobY •.• 

Job X and Job Y both have .•. 

Choose one of the suggested topics and write an essay using comparison/contrast 
organization. Use either point-by-point or block organization. Follow these steps to 
success: 

I. 	Brainstorm by freewriting. clustering, or listing all of the ideas that come into your 
mind. (Hine: Divide your paper into columns. List the similarities in the first 
column and the differences in the second.) 

2. Decide whether to use point-by-point or block organization. 
3. Brainstorm for specific supporting details. 
4. Make an outline. Refer to the outlines on page 148 to guide you. 
I. 	Write your first rough draft from your outline. Be sure to use comparison and 

contrast structure words. 
6. 	Revis.e your rough draft as you have learned. Ask a classmate to edit your work. 

using the Peer Editing Checklist on page 128. 

Topic Suggestions 

1\vo cultures. or one aspect of two cultures such as family life. schools, child-raising 
practices, courtship and marriage customs. etc. 

Uving at home and living away from home 
1\vo family members. two friends 
1\vo classes, two teachers, two restaurants, two jobs you have had 
High school and college or university 
Public schools and private schools 

Four common patterns ofessay organization in English are 

• Chronological order 
• Logical division of ideas 
• Cause and effect order 
• Comparison and contrast order 

With each pattern. use special transition signals and structure words to help your 
reader understand your ideascm,p follow your discussion. Of course there are other 
patterns of organization in academic writing such as definition and argumentation. 
Also. of course that you may need to use a combination ofpatterns at times, especial
ly for long essays or term papers. . 
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Thai manuscript 

Clauses 

Clauses are the building blocks of sentences. A clause is a group of words that con
tains (at least) a subject and a verb. 

These are clauses: These are not clauses: 

ecology is a science to protect the environment 
because pollution causes cancer after working all day 

There are two kinds of clauses: independent and dependent. 

152 
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Independent An independent clause contains a suhject and a verb and expresses a complete thought. 
Clauses It can stand alone as a sentence by itself. An independent clause is formed with 

subject + verb (+ complement) 

Students normally spend four years in coUege. 

I will declare my major' now, but I may change it later. 

Many international students experience culture shock when 
they come to the United States. 

Dependent Adependent clause begins with a subordinator such as when, while, if, that, or who. 
Clallses A dependent clause does not express a complete thought and cannot stand alone as 

a sentence by itself. A dependent clause is formed with 

subordinator + subject + verb (+ complement) 

· .. although students normally spend four years in college ... 

• •• if I declare my major now ... 

· •• when they come to the United States .•. 

· .. who was accepted at Harvard Universi~ •. : 

· .. that the experiment was a success .•. 

CltlllSe 
COllnec/ors 

A partial list of suborliinalOrs follows in the chart of clause connectors. Study the 
chart. and then refer (0 it whcn you do Practice 1. 

Three groups of words arc uscd to connect clauses in order to form different kinds of 
sentences. They are suhordinators (subordinating conjunctions), coordinators (coor
dinating conjunctions), and conjunctive adverbs. 

I declare my maJor: nllkially rCgi~t;(;~~~,!lajor fi~ld of study with the university 



, 
II',i /CtA. .j" f /c\;vA~'tY (,. 11) t!t,u J1U'f'.JJ, J,y:J I +' I! ,', h i 'u {
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CLAUSE CONNECTORS 

SuaORDINATORS (5u8ORDINAnNG CONJUNCTIONS) 

after before that when which 
although even though though whenever while 
as how unless where who 
as if if until wherever whom 
as soon as since what' whether whose 
because so that 

CooRDINATORS (CooRDINATING CONJUNCTIONS) 

You can remember the seven coordinators by the phrase FAN BOYS: 

for and nor but or yet so 

.. " 

• T" 
CONJUNC1'M!~ . 

""j? .'L· .• -'~, .: " ....: .~ -',j' -r; . 

accordingly 
besides 
consequently 
for example 

furthermore 
hence) 

'however 
in addition 

in contrast 
indeed 
instead 
likewise. 

meanwhile 
moreover 
nevertheless 
nonetheless 

on the od1er ~ 
otherwise, 

I
therefore 
thus 

f'" 

PRACTICE I Write INDEP next to the independent-clauses and put a period (.J after them. Write 

Independent and DEP next to the dependent clauses. 

Dependent Clauses 
1. Jet lag atfects most long-distanoe travelers. 
a. Wb.1ch is simply the U'l"ge to sleep atlDappropri&te times 

s. DurIng longjOUl"D8y8 through severaJ time zones, the body's inner clock 
is disrupted. 

... For some reason, travel from west to east causes greater jet lag than 
travel from east to west 

8. Also, changes in work. schedules can cause jet lag 
8. Wben hospital nqrses cb&nge from a day shift to a night sh1f't., for 

example 
.,. Although there is no sure way to prevent jet lag 

8. There are some ways to minimize it 
9. Because jet lag is caused at least partiaJ.J;y by loss of sleep, not just a. 

change in the time of sleep 
_ 10. A traveler should plan to arrive at his or her destination as late as 

. possible 
---,..,-~11. Upon arriv:tng, he or she shou1cUmmed1ately go to bed 
_".__; 1a. Then the traveler should start to Uve in the new time trame Immediately 

http:J1U'f'.JJ
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Kinds o[Sentences 


Simple 
Sentenees 

PRACTICE 

Simple Sentences 

',j, 

Compound 
Sentences 

A sentence is a group of words that you use to communicate your ideas. Every sen
tence is formed from one or more clauses and expresses a complete thought. 

There are basically four kinds of sentences in English: simple, compound, com
plex, and compound-complex. The kind of sentence is determined by the kind of 
clauses used to form it. 

A simple sentence is one independent clause. 

I enjoy playing tennis with my friends every weekend. 
I enjoy playing tennis and look forward to it every weekend. 
My friends and I play tennis and go bowling INery weekend. 

Notice that the second sentence has two verbs, enjoy and look forward to. This is 
called a compound verb. Because there is only one clause, this is a simple sentence. 
The third sentence has a compound subject as well as a compound verb, but it is still 
a simple sentence because it has only one clause. 

2 I. Write two simple sentences with one subject and one verb. 
1. Write two simple sentences with one subject and two verbs. 
3. Write two simple sentences with two subjects and two verbs . 

• .f '; 
I; -' 

Acompound sentence is two or more independent clauses joined together. There are 
three ways to join the clauses: 

1. With a coordinator I enjoy tennis, but I hate golf. 

2. With a conjunctive adverb I enjoy tennis; however, I hate golf. 

S. With a semicolon I enjoy tennis; I hate golf. 

Let's study each type of compound sentence in more detail. 

1. Compound Sentences witb Coortii1Ultors 

A compound sentence can be formed as follows: 

Independent clause, + coordinator + independent clause 

Notice that there is a comma after<the first independent clause. The follOwing sen
tences illustrate [he meanings or the seven "FAN BOYS" coordinators. 
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for Women live longer than men, for they take better care of their health. 
(The second clause gives the reason for the first clause.) 

and Women follow more healthful diets, and they go to doctors more often. 
(The two clauses express equal. similar ideas.) 

, \ r, 

nor 
. .J' l' ,1-(1, '/ 

Women don't smoke as much as men d~:no~ 'dd ~~y drin~ as much alco
hol. (Nor means "and not." It joins two negative independent claus
es. Notice that question word order is used after nor.) 

but Men may exercise harder. but they may not exercise as· regularly as 
women do. (The two clauses express equal, contrasting ideas.) 
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Both men and women should limit the amount of fat in their diets. or 
they risk getting heart disease. (The two clauses express alternative 
possibilities.) 

yet Women used to be known as the "weaker sex," yet in some ways, they 
are stronger than men. (The second clause is a surprising or unex
pected contrast to the first clause.) 

so 

~ ......------- 

\",.J\ ,j (;1.., ) 

Men are less cautious than women, so ~ore men die in accidents. (The 
second clause is the result of the first clause.) 

PRACTICE 3 

Compound Sentences 
u:ilb Coordil1a1ors 

A. Add another independent clause to the following independent clauses to form, 
compound sentences. Be sure to write a complete clause containing a subject and 
a verb. Circle the coordinator and add punctuation. 

Example 

The college campus is located in the center of the city. @ it it? very ea6Y to do 
my 6hopping. 

I. Students can attend day classes and '1'; !~~, I k~ 
• 
\ t' (.../.... ; ; .• A. ,\. :' ., A'j~ 

~ J ~ 

8. Students can live in dJfr:1uii)~i;s or _______________~ 

s. I have finiShed. my math homework but ______________ 

". I have studJed. English for six years yet ______________ 

; },.j ('i , . 8. My adviser suggested a word processing class for ___________ 

" ,i ., I), '-'. t.'., £~ .h~ .K 
6. Some students do not like to write term Papers nor __..:...-_______ 

"t. The instructor gave us eight weeks to write our term papers yet ______ 
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8. Most students had. not even chosen a topic nor ____________ 

9. The instructor was very upset for _________________ 

10. My roommate scored very high on the English placement test so _____ 

B. For each pair ofsentences below, choose a coordinator that best fits the meaning, 
and join the two independent clauses to form a compound sentence. Use each 
FAN BOYS coordinator once. Write your new sentences on a separate sheet of 
paper, and punctuate them correctly. 

Example 

Nuclear accidents can happen. Nuclear power plants must have strict safety controls. 

Nyclear accidents can happen. so nuclear power plants must have strict 

e;afety controls. 

1. 	The accident at the nuclear power plant at Three Mile Island in the United 
States created fears about the safety of this energy source. The disaster at 
Chernobyl in the former Soviet Union confirmed I them. 

I. 	Solar heating systems are economical to operate. The cost of installation is 

very high. 
S. 	Energy needs are not going to decrease. Energy sources are not going to increase. 

(Use nor and question word order in the second clause, deleting the word not.) 
4. 	Burning fossU fuels causes serious damage to our planet. We need to develop 

other sources of energy. 
8. 	Ecologists know that burning fossil fuels causes holes in the ozone layer. People 

continue to do it. 
6. 	Poorer nations especially will continue this harmful practice. They don't have 

the money to develop "clean" energy sources. 
7. 	All nations of the world must take action. Our children and grandchildren will 

suffer the consequences. 

C. On a separate sheet of paper, write seven compound sentences of your own, 
using each coordinator once. 

2. Compollnd Sentences with Conjunctive Adverbs 

Acompound sentence can also be formed as follows: 

Independent clause; + conjunctive adverb, + independent clause 

Notice the punctuation: a semicolon follows thefiTSt independent clause, and a 
comma follows the conjunctive adverb. Also, just like the PAN BOYS coordinators, 
conjunctive adverbs express relationships between the clauses. The following chart 
shows the coordinators and conjunctive adverbs that express similar meanings. 

I confirmed: proved that they were correct 
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CONJUNCTIVE 
COORDINATORS ADVERBS SENTENCE 

and besides 
furthermore 
moreover 
also 

Community colleges offer preparation 
for many occupations; moreover, they 
prepare students to transfer to a four-
year college or university. 

but however 
yet nevertheless 

nonetheless 

Many community colleges do not have 
dormitories; however, they provide 
housing referral services. 

or otherwise Students must take final exams; othe"" 
wise, they will receive a grade of 
Incomplete. 

so accordingly 
consequently 
hence 
therefore 
thus 

---- ..~-

Native and nonnative English speakers 
have different needs; therefore, most 
schools provide separate English classes 
for each group. 

PRACTICE 4 ~ 	Add another independent clause to each independent clause that fonows to form 
compound sentences. Be sure to add a complete clause containing a subject andCompound Sentences a verb. Circle the conjunctive adverb and add punctuation. Notice that some of'lith Conjunclive these sentences are from Practice 3A on pages 156-157. Adverbs 

Example 

The college campus is located in the center of the city;( therefore J it is veet 
easy to do my shoPpin0. 

1. Students can attend day olasses moreover ______________ 

a. Students can live in dormitories otherwise ______________ 

8. I have finished my math homework however ________~____ 

". I have studied English for six yea.rs nevertheless __________ 

8. The instructor gave us eight weeks to write our term papers nonetheless 

6. My roommate scored. very hlgb on the EnglIsh placement test. consequently 
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B. 	 On a separate sheet of paper, combine the pairs of sentences in items 2, 4, 5, and 
7 from Practice 3B on page 157. using conjunctive adverbs instead of 
coordinators. Punctuate your new sentences correctly. 

Example 

Nuclear accidents can happen. Nuclear power plants should have strict safety controls. 

Nuclear accidents can happen: therefore. nuclear power plants should 

have strict safety cdntrQls. 

C. 	On a separate sheet ofpaper. write four compound sentences, using each of these 
conjunctive adverbs once: furthermore, however, therefore, and otherwise. 

3. 	eo",poaJUl Senltmces 'IIIilh Semkolons 

A compound sentence can also be formed with a semicolon alone: 

Independent clause; independent clause 

My older brother studies ~aw: my younger brother studies medicine. 

Poland was the first Eastern European country to turn away from communism; others 
soon followed. 

PRACTICE 5 

Compound S(mlences 
lfilb Semicolons 

PRACTICE 6 

Combining Simple 
Se1ltences 

This kind of compound sentence is possible only when the two independent clauses 
are closely related in meaning. If they aren't closely related, they should be written as 
two simple sentences. each ending with a period. 

A.. 	 Place a semicolon between the two independent clauses in the following com
pound sentences. 

1. The American way of life appa.rently does not foster t marital happiness half 
of all American marriages end in divorce. 

8. 	Motherhood causes some women to quit their jobs others continue working 
despite having young children to care for. 

S. 	Three hundred guests attended his wedding two a.ttended his funera.l. 

B. 	 Write three compound sentences of your own, using a semicolon to join the 
independent clauses. 

Use what you have learned about forming compound sentences to improve the fol
lowing mini-essay, which contains many short. simple sentences. Combine sentences 
wherever possible. Try to use each of the three methods at least once. There is not just 
one correct way to combine the sentences; there are many p'ossible ways . 

. 1., 

J foster: encourage 
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Complex 

Sentences 


Sentence Structure 

Bo'bots 

IA robot Is a mecha.n1ca.1 device that can perform boring, dangerous, and 
difficult tasks. 2pirst of all, robots can perform repetitive tasks without 
becoming tired or bored. "They are used in automobile factories to weld· and 
paint. 4Robots ca.n also function in hostile environments. Sorhey are useful for 
exploring the ocean bottom as well as deep outer space. 6Finally, robots can 
perform tasks requiring pinpoint a.ccuracy. 7In the operating room, robotic 
equipment can assiSt the surgeon. ~or inStance, a robot can kill a brain 
tumor. 'It can operate on a fetus· with great preciSion. 

I~he field of artifioial intelligence is giving robots a limited ability to 
think and to make deciSions. IIHowover, robots ca.nnot think oonceptua.lly. 
12Robots cannot funotion independently. I~umans have to program them. 
l"They are useless. (Use otiJerwise to combine sentences 13 and 14.) lSorherefore, 
humans should not worry that robots will take over the world--&t lea.st not yet. 

Writing Technique QuestiOns 

I. What is the main idea of each paragraph? What sentences state the main ideas? 
2. What method of organization is~used to develop the first paragraph? 

A complex sentence contains one independent clause and one (or more) dependent 
clause(s).ln a complex sentence, one idea is generally more important than the other 
one. The more important idea is placed in the independent clause, . and the less 
imponant idea is placed in the dependent dause. . 

There are three kinds of dependent clauses: adverb. aQjective. and noun. The fol
lowing chart presents an overview of them. You will study all of these kinds of clauses 
in greater detail in Chapters 11, 12, and 13. 

DEPENDENT CLAUSES 

ADvERB CLAusEs 

A dependent adverb clause begins with an adverbial subordinator sucli as when, 
while, because, although, if, so that, etc. 

I. Althou", women In the United States could own property, they could not 
vote until 1920. 

2. In the United States. women could not vote until 1920 although they could own 
property. 

Notice that there are two possible positions for an adverb clause: before or after 
the independent clause. If it comes before the independent clause. it is followed 
by a comma (sentence 1). If it comes after the independent clause. no comma is 
used (sentence 2). 

• weld: join metal by applying heat 
t fetus: unborn baby 

http:clause(s).ln
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Complex Sentences 
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." .... ':'. 
.; :ADJE.CTIVE,C';LAUSES . 

A dependent adjective (relative) ciause begins with a relative pronoun such as 
who, whom, which, whose, or that, or with a relative adverb such as where or 
wilen. An adjective clause functions as an adjective; that is, it modifies a noun or 
pronoun. The position and punctuation of dependent adjective clauses is dis
cussed in Chapter 13. 

a. 	 Men who are not married are called bachelors. 
4. 	 Last year we vacationed on the Red Sea. which features excellent scuba diving_ 

A dependent noun clause functions as a noun and begins with a wh-question 
word. that, whether, or sometimes if. A dependent noun clause can be either a 
subject (sentence 5) or an object (sentence 6). No commas are necessary. 

s. 	 That there Is a hole in the ozone layer of the earth's atmosphere is well known. 
cs. 	 Scientisu believe that excess chlorofluorocarbons In the atmosphere are 

responsible for creatinl it. 

A. STEP 1 Underline the independent clause of each sentence with a solid line. 
STEP 2 Underline the dependent clause with a broken line. 
STEP 3 Write SUB above the subordinator. Refer to the chart on page 154 for a 

list of subordinators. 

Example 
5U6 

~~!!.~~.~~!~..~!.!~~~~.~~~~.~~..~!~~ many studenu must work pa~-time. 

I. 	When st.udents from. other countries come to the United States, tl.t~y often 
~uffer froJll culture shock. 

•• 	Because the cost of, education has risen, II!~ students are having f1n&ncl&l 
p~blems. I";' .. 

I. p!~e tell !me where the student union 18. 

~. ~, who have an &ptltude for d.raft.ing and mechaniCS, must also be 


a.rt4a~lc &!ld. ~~ive. 
S. 	While the contractor follows the blueprint. the engineer checks the QOnstructJon 

in progrell8' 
e. 	Since the blueprint presents the deta.ils of the engineer's plans, it mlM!~_be 

Interpreted aocura.t.ely by the contractor.---_._.--------.. -,-,,--------,------
't. 	students should. decl&re a major by their junior year unless they have not m&de up the1i-iiiiil(ls~"" 	 -----. -~'-----'.'< 	 - , " - _ ... --' 

S. 	Even though students declare a JJl8dOr now, thty can ohange it l&ter. 
e. 	Last yea.r, the government rel&..~ that drug use is increasing.'---,,-- -,,"--"-'

10. 	Doctors ~~UIQnQern8d..a.t!<?Htc;s.r:ug~us~ bl_:roung people, who think that smoking 
ma.ruuan& is risk-free. 
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Compound
Complex 
Sentences 

PRACTICE 8 

Compott11d-Complex 
Sentences 

B. 	 STEP 1 Add a logical independent clause to each of the following dependent 
clauses. 


STEP 2 Punctuate each sentence correctly. 


_________________ until I pq tD7 tu1t1on.1. 
a. 

unless I take twelve units. 
s. 	 that computer engtneerlng 

is a popuJ.a.r maJor. _______________________________________________________ wbo 
4. 


is cba.1r of the Oommunica.t1ons Department. 

B. 	 Because I had. to look for a part-time job ___________ 

8. 	 if I want to get to 
school on time. 

'to 
_________ whether 1 sbould ta.ke advanced oaloulus. 
__________________ whom I met at the 8001&1 olub meeting 8. 

last month. 


8. 	 when 118ft tD7 country. 
10. 	 that my college adviser 1'8OOmmends. 

Acompound-complexsentence isa combination of two or more independent claus
es and one (or more) dependent clauses. Many combinations are possible, and their 
punctuation requires careful attention. 

I. 	I wanted to travel after I graduated.from college; however. I had to 10 to work Immediately. 
2. 	After 1graduated from col'8le. I wanted to travel. ~ut I had to ao to work Immediately. 
3. 	1wanted to travel ~~~r I ,raduated from coUegef bu~ I had to go to work immediately 

because I had to support: "'If family. \ II 
4. 	I couldn't decide where I should work ,or what I should dol. so) I did nothing. 

. {\., ,. , (", , I I 
• 	 Punctuate the compound part of a compound-complex sentence like a 

compound sentence; that is, use a semicolon/comma combination 
(sentence 1), or put a comma before a coordinator Joining two clauses 
(sentences 2, 3, and 4). 

• 	 Punctuate the complex part like a complex sentence. With adverb 
clauses, put a comma after a dependent adverb clause (sentence 2) but 
not before them (sentence 3). With noun clauses. use no commas 
(sentence 4). 

Punctuate these compound-complex sentences. 

STEP 1 Underline the independent clauses with a solid line and the dependent 
clauses with a broken line. 

STEP 2 Add commas andlor semicolons as necessary. 

1. 	If housework a.nd chlldca.re &1"8 included women work more hours per week than 
men every pla.oe in the world except North Amer1c& and Austr&lJa. but they also 
earn less than men everywhere. 

http:chlldca.re
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a. 	In Africa, women work harder than men because they work 67 hours per week 
but men work only 63• 

. S. .Although Latin American women work 60 hours Latin men work only 64 and in 
Asia 'fJ'Omen work 62 hours to men's 48. 

t. 	lien in Western Europe work the least they put in only 43 hours per week 
although women average 48. 

I. 	The report stated that even when men's worlt1ng hours were reduced they used. 
the extra time for leisure activities rather than for housework or ohildcare. 

Compound Sentences (Coowllnatlon) versus Complex 
Sentences (Subordination,) 

Good writing requires a mixture of aJI four kinds of sentences: simple, compound, 
complex. and compound-complex. A composition with only short, simple sentences 
is boring and ineffective, as is writing that uses too many compound sentences. 
Writing with complex sentences and participial phrases,· structures that use subordi
nation, is generally considered more mature, interesting, and effective in style. 

Compare the two models that follow. The first model is an example of overcoordi
nation, or writing with too many compound sentences. In the second model, some of 
the coordination has been replaced by subordination-complex sentences in sen
tences 5,6,7,9, 11, and 12 and participial phrases in sentences 5 and 10. Notice, how
ever, that coordInation has been preserved where the ideas expressed are equal (sen
tences 1,4, and 8). 

MODEL 

Overc:oordination 

The People's Princess 

IDiana. Princess ofWales. was born in Norfolk. England, in 1961. and she died 
in Paris. France. in 1997. ~Ie around the world were fascinated by the 
transformation of this shy kindergarten teacher into an independent, self-assured 
younC woman. 3Her sudden death in a car crash while being chased by 
photocraphers prompted worldwide discussion and grief. 

"Diana Spencer was born to a wealthy, upper-class English family, and she was 
educated in private schools in England and Switzerland. 'She loved children, so she 
became a Idnderprten teacher. 'She led a quiet life in London. but then she met 
Charles. Prince ofWales, and her life changed dramatically. 'She and Charles married 
in 1981. and her life as the wife of the future Idng of England began. 'She gave birth 
to two sons and became active in charity work. 'Olana's life should have been a 
happy one. but it was not to be. '0She and Charies began having marital problems, 
and they separated in 1992. and they agreed to divorce in 1996. . 

IIDiana worked very hard at her job as princess. and she supported many 
causes, especially those related to children and AIDS victims. IZShe lived for only a 
short time, but she touched people allover the world because of her beauty. her 
compassion for others, and her style. 

I Partidpial phrases are presented in Chapter 14. 
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MOllE\. 

SUb01'c/illation 

TlI........,..............."'__ _ 


I Diana. Princess ofWales, was born in NorfoIk.. EngIand,In 1761 and died in Paris. France. 
in 1997. 2People around the world were fascinated by the nlsformation of this shy 
kindergarten teacher into an independent. self-assured )'OUI1C woman. ~er sudden death in 
a car crash while being chased by photocraphers prompted wortdwide discussion and grief. 

"Diana Spencer was born to a wealthy. upper-class Enpsh family and educated in private 
schools in England and Switzerland. SSeou lie she loved children, she became a kindergarten 
teacher. leading a quiet life in London. ~owewr;when she met Charles. Prince ofWaJes. her 
life changed dramatitally. 7Afu!r she and Charles married in 1981. her life as the wife of the 
future king of England began. &she gave birth to two sons and became actiYe in charity 
work. 9Although Diana's life should have been a happy one, it was not to be. 10StIe and 
Charles began having marital problems. separating in 1992 and ....... to diYorce in 1996. 

llDiana. who worked very hard at her job as princess.supparted many causes. especially 
those related to children and AIDS victims. lzeven thou,gh she lived for only a short time. 
she touched people all over the world becatlSe ofher beauty. her compassion b- ochers. 
and her style. 

PRACTICE 9 

Subordination 

Change the fo]]owing compound sentences to complex sentences by subordinating 
one of the clauses. Use the subordinator given. Note: Be sure to add the subordinator 
to the correct clause so that the resulting sentence is logical. 

Example 


It was raining. so I took an umbrella" to work. (because) 


Not logical: It wa5 rainine pecau5e I took an umprella to work. 


Logical: I took an um!?rella to work !?ecau5e it wa5 rainine. 


1. 	In the former Sov,let. Union. men and women bad access to equal education and 
job opportunities.j9r that reflected the ~t. phllosophy. (since) 

aJ,.The 1937 Soviet const.itution deolared that women and men had equal rights and 
responsibilities, . a,nd women joined. the workforce. (after) 

S. Alao, millions of Russian men were away in the military during World War n, so 
Russ1&n women filled their plaoes at work. (because) 

\.- ------------------------- 
..1	Soviet women worked full time at thei1" Jobs, but they also had the p:r1mary 

responsibilit.y for taking C&l'e of the family. (although) 

s./IThey finished their work, &rut they bad to shop, oook the evenJng meal, and 
perhaps wash, tron, or mend the family's clothes. (as soon as) 
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Combining Setzle"ces 
in Different Ways 

Review 

Chapter 10 Types of Sentences 

Use what you have learned about the four ldnds of sentences to improve these para
graphs, which contains too many short, simple sentences. Use different methods of 
combining the sentences. You may want to refer to the chart on page 154 for a list of 
coordinators and subordinators . 

• oaver'bal Ccmnnvptoatioa 

-Nonverbal commun1ca.t1on, or bOdy Ia.ngua.ge, is used everywhere in the 
world. 2It is a very powerful means of commun1ca.tion. ~t communioa.tes much 
more thari. spoken words. ·One example of nonverbal communication is what 
occurs between parents and child. Spa.rents smile at their child. &.rhey commu
nicate love, a.cceptance, and reassurance. 7The child feels comfortable and 
safe. Borh.e smile sig'n1fles approval. 'The ch1ld 18 happy and weU-aQjusted. 

l°Another example of such communica.tlon 18 the 1ma.ge a person projects· 
in pubUc. llA woman 18 waJ.king alone on an unfamiUar and possib1y danger
ous street. I~he wants to appear confident. ISShe should walk briskly.' t·She 
may be tired. 15She should w8Jk with her shoulders straight and her head held 
hlgh. l~er eyes should be focused straight ahead. 17Someone 18 looking at her. 
t8She should return the glance without hesitation. Ism contrast. a nervous 
woman will appear afraid. 20She walks slow1y with her shoulders drOOPtn€ 
and her eyes 1ook.1ng downward. 2lIndeed, body Ia.ngua.ge can express more 
than spoken Ia.ngua.ge. 22It is a very strong method of commun1ca.t1on. 23people 
use their body signals carelessly. 2~ey can sometimes be miSinterpreted. 

These are the important points in this chapter so far: 

I. 	Clauses are the main building blocks ofsentences. There are two kinds ofclauses: 
independent and dependent. 

An independent clause 
• 	 expresses a complete thought. English grammar is easy. 
• 	 can be a sentence by itself. 

A dependent clause 
• 	 begins with a subordinator. Adverb: ... because grammar is easy ... 
• 	 cannot be a sentence by itself. Adjective: ... which is in Spanish ... 
• 	 is one'of three types: adverb, Noun: ... that grammar is easy ... 

adjective, or noun. 

<' j 

• project: show 
t briskly: fast 
*drooping: hanging down 

http:Ia.ngua.ge
http:Ia.ngua.ge
http:Ia.ngua.ge
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2. 	There are four kinds of sentences in English: simple, compound. complex, and 
compound-complex. Each kind is punctuated differently. 

Parallelism 


Asimple sentence has one English grammar is easy. 
independent clause. 

Acompound sentence has two 
independent clauses joined by 

• a coordinator. 	 Grammar is easy. so I learned it quickly. 
• a conjunctive adverb. 	 Grammar is easy; therefore, I learned it quickly. 
• a semicolon. 	 Grammar is easy; I learned it quickly. 

A complex sentence has one With an adverb clause: 

independent and one (or more) Because grammar is easy, I learned it quickly. 

dependent clauses. The I learned grammar quickly because it is easy. 

punctuation depends on the kind 
 With an adjective clause: 
of dependent c1ause(s). One of my favorite films is Uke Water for 

Chocolate, which is in Spanish. 

With a noun clause: 
She doesn't agree that grammar is easy. 

Acompound-complex sentence Because grammar is easy, I learned it quickly, 
has two independent clauses and but it took me several years to master writing. 
one (or more) dependent clauses. 

J. 	Although good writers use all four kinds of sentences, the use of subordination 
(complex and compound-complex sentences) is considered a more mature. 
interesting, and effective writing style. 

, 
. l 	 / lIf' $_ 	 I' {t? " ; I . I'~ "J'( ~," '~ 1 . ../ 	 < 

'!'J 

ParalleUsm is an important element in English writing, especially when you are list
ing and comparing and contrasting items or ideas. Parallelism means that each item 
in a list or comparison follows the same grammatical pattern. If you are writing a list 
and the first item in your list is a noun, write all of the following items as nouns also. 
Ifthe fIrst item is an infinitive verb phrase. m8.k.e all ofthe others infinitive verb phras
es; if it is a dependent clause. make all of the others dependent clauses. If you are 
making a comparison or contrast, make sure that the items you are comparing or 
contrasting are the same. 



Not tHtrtJllel 

ParoReJ 

Not tHtrollel 

ParoReJ 

Not tHtralle, 
Parallel 

Not tHtro#lel 

Parollel 

CoonlllUltors
And, Or, But 
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Notice how the rule ofparallelism is followed in the second sentence in each 
of the following sets. . . 

-:( (~;, :!: f' \, . 

My Enclish cOnversation class is made up of Chinese. Spaniards. and some are 
from Bosnia. 

My Enal1sh conversation class is made up of Chinese. Spaniards, and Bosnians. 

The students who do well attend class. they do their homework. and practice 
speakin, in Enallsh. 

The students who do well attend class. do their homework. and practice speak
in, in Enclish. 

The teacher wanted to know which country we came from and our future goals. 

The teacher wanted to know which country we came from and what our future 
pis were. 

The lancuace skills of the students in the evening classes are the same as the day 
classes. 

The IanCU. skills of the students in the evening classes are the same as the lan
guaee skills of the students in the day classes. 

You may also substitute a pronoun for the second "the language skills": 
The lancuage skills of the students in the evening classes are the same as those 

. of the students in the day classes. 

All of the words in the first item do not always have to be repeated in the 
second.You may repeat all or some ofthe words, depending upon what you wish 
to emphasize. 

Before you write a paper or (before) (you) take a test, you must organize your 
thoughts. 

"Before" and/or "you" may be deleted from the second item without break
ing the rule of parallelism. 

Before you write a paper or take a test, you must organize your thoughts. 

Words, phrases, and clauses that are joined by and, or. and but are written in 
parallel form. Notice the parallel structures joined by coordinators in the 
following sentences: 

The Federal Air Pollution Control Administration reculates automobile exhausts. 
and the Federal Aviation Administration makes similar reculadons for aircraft. 

The states reculate the noise created by motor vehicles but not by commercial 
aircraft. 

Pesticides cannot be sold if they have an adverse I effect on humans. on animal 
life. or on the environment. 

I achene: unfavorable 



--
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Correlative 
Conjunctions 

PRACTICE I I 

Parallelism 

Use parallel forms with the correlative conjunctions both . . . and, either . . . or, 
neither . .. nor, and not only . .. but also. 

Correlative conjunctions are placed directly before the elements they join in the 
sentence. Notice the parallel structure in these clauses joined by correlative conjunc
tions: 

A new law provides the means for both regulating pesticides and ordering their 
removal if they are dangerous. 

Air pollutants may come either from the ocean as natural contaminants given off by 
sea life or from the internal combustion engines of automobiles. 

If neither industry nor the public works toward reducing pollution problems, future 
generations will suffer. 

Many people are neither concerned about pollutants nor worried about their future 
impact. 

At the present time, air pollution is controlled through laws passed not only to 
reduce the pollutants at their sources but also to set up acceptable standards of air 
quality. 

A. 	1Wo or more items in each of the following sentences are written in parallel 
grammatical form. Underline the items or ideas that are parallel. and circle the 
word or words that connect the parallel structures. 

Example 

An ideal environment for studying includes good lighting. a spacious desk.@ 

a comfortable chiUr. 


1. 	 You know.~u a.re truly bilJ.ngucJ. when70U ca.nca.lqula.ts in your s8OC?~ 
~ea.ndwhen Y9U begin to dream in it. 

•• People often spend.as ~uoh time worrying about. the future as pla.nning for it..- , .., -.----.--~~--. --' .. -~-

8. 	You can lea.rn a second Ia.ngua.ge in the Olassrpom, at home, or in a oountry 
where the l::"lgua.ge is spoken. " 


... My new persona.l computer is both fast and re.11!-'I>.le. 

8. 	MyoId typewriter is neither fast nor rel1a.ble. 
8. Ann is growing older b~i unfortuna.teJy-n()t wiser. 

'1. Young people buy computers not only to do sohoolwork but. aJsb to play games . 
. ~.'~ ~ 	 , 

8. 	If industrial nations continue to burn fossil fuels and if developing nations 
continue to burn their ra.1n forests, the level of CO2 in the atmosphere wtll 
continue to increase. 

8. 	Before th~e announced the sentenc&,.' he asked. the murderer if he wanted 
to spea.k elther to the viotim's fa.m1Jy or to the jury. 

10. 	The crimina.l neither a.dm1tted guUt nor a.sked. for forgiveness before he wa.s 
executed. 

, sentence: punishment 

http:re.11!-'I>.le
http:l::"lgua.ge
http:Ia.ngua.ge
http:spend.as
http:ca.nca.lqula.ts
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B. Rewrite 	the fonawing sentences in parallel form. Underline the part of the 
sentence that is not parallel and correct it. 

Example 

The disadvantages of using a credit card are overspending and you pay high interest rates. 

The disadvarrtaGep of upinG a credit card are overspendinG and paying 

hiGh interest rates. 

s. 	With cred1t cards, you can either pay your bill with one check, or you can 
stretch out your payments. 

2/ 

1. 	Credit cards are a.ocepted. by depa.rtment stores, airlines, and ~ey can be used 
lnJ~oIll~___. J.W:.ions 

.y' 
") .II' 

&. You do not need to risk carry1ng cash or to risk to pass Up2 a saJe. 
;; I. J \' 

Computer programs that 
check your style are 
available. However; these 
programs alert ~ only 
to certain stylistic 
problems.They are not 

able to detect problems 
in grammar. 

.. You can charge both a.t restaurants and w~ at hotels. 
;..a..,r ),. \ ~'·1 :" .: ". 

s. Many people carry not only credit cards ~~~f~l also carry cash.< 

8. Many people want neither to payoff their ba.la.nce monthly nor do they like 
paying interest. , 

. 
.~.' . " t,!.., )'r: J . 

; 

• f, ' " I,',' , -<'. 
I. 

't. Not making any payment or to send in only minimum payments every month 
is poor money ma.Jlagement. 

C. Write 	seven original sentences in parallel form. using the coordinating 
conjunctions and. or. and butand the correlative conjunctions both . .. and, either 
... or,. neither . .. nor, and not only . .. but also one time each. 

Sentence Problems 

Set,lelICe 
Fragments 

In this section, you will learn to recognize and correct some common errors in sen
tence structure: sentence fragments as well as choppy. run-on, and stringy sentences. 

Sentence fragments are incomplcfw sentences or parts of sentences. Remember that 
a complete sentence must contain at least one main or independent clause. 

2 pass up: miss an opportunity 
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Study the following four examples ofsentence fragments and the suggested meth
ods for correcting them. 

I. 	Because some studenu work part-time while taklns a full load of courses. 

Problem: This is a dependent clause. 
To correct: Attach it to an independent clause. 

Because some studenu work part-time while taldns a full load of 
courses, they have very little free time. 

1. 	For example, the increase in the cost of renting~an apartment. . 

Problem: There is no verb. 
To correct: Rewrite the sentence so that it has a verb. 

For example, the cost of renting an apartment increased. 

3. 	Feeling lonely and failing most of his classes. 

Problem: This is a participial phrase. 

To correct: (a) Add a subject and change the participles to verbs, or 


(b) 	 attach the phrase to an independent clause. 
(a) 	 He felt lonely and was failins most of his classes. 
(b) 	 Feelins lonely and failing most of his classes. the student wisely 

decided to make an appointment with his counselor. 

4. 	Many young people who leave home at an early ase. 
Problem: This is a noun phrase + a relative clause. The independent clause is 

unfinished. 
To correct: (a) Change the relative clause into an independent clause, or 

(b) 	complete the unfinished independent clause. 
(a) 	 Many youn, people leave home at an earlyase. 
(b) 	 Many younC people who leave home at an early age do not 

manase their money well. 

Always check your own writing for sentence fragments. Pay particular attention to 
your sentences beginning with subordinating conjunctions (although, since, because, 
if, before, etc.). These are DANGER WORDS! Make sure that every subordinate clause 
beginning with these words is attached to an independent clause. 

PRACTICE 12 A. 	 Read the following sentences. Mark them FRAG if they are sentence fragments. or 
COMP if they are complete sentences. On a separate piece of paper. rewrite each ReunlingSenlfmce fragment to make a cQmplete sente~,ce.Fragments 	 " \ \ ' " f',';" 

1. The desire of all bumaitkind to llve in peace and freedom., for example. 
a. 	Second, the fact that men are physically stronger than women. 
S. The best mOvie that I saw last year. 

.... Tita.n1o was the most. financ1aJly successful movie ever made. 

B. 	 For example, ma.n.:v students have part-time jobs. 
8. Although people want to beUeve that &1l men are oreated equal. 
.,. Finding a suitable :ma.rrlage partner is a oh&llenglng task. 

8. 	Many of my friends who didn't have the opportunity to go to college. 
9. 	Work1.ng during the morning and attending classes during the 

1
afternoon. , 

http:Work1.ng
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__ 10. 	Because I don't feel that grades in college have &ny value. 
__ 11. 	The nuclear accident that occurred in Russia. in 1986, the worst nuclear 

a.coldent in hiStory. 
__ 1a. 	The first hint of the tragedy came two days after the a.coident occurred. 

}~. , 
,~, ~ 

\ ' 
__ 18. When ~@4i.&!1OnJnop,1tQrst in Sweden indicated an increase in radiation 

levels over 8cand1na.via.. 

__ 1". Radiation escaping into the atmosphere, drifting west over other coun
tries, &nd causing crops and dairy products to become contaminated. 

__ 18. Opponents of nuclear power plants pointing to the Chernobyl disaster 
&nd the nea.r-disa.ste"r at a U.S. plant in Pennsylva.n1a.. 

B. 	 Read the folloWing short essay. Put brackets [ 1around any sentenc;e fragments 
that you fmd and mark them FRAG. Then correct all fragments on a separate 
piece of paper. 

WomeD. Drivers 

Ma.le cha.uvtniSm2 extends even into the area. of automobile driving, it 
seems. Believing that they are far better drivers than women.:.l!'!en consider 
women drivers incompetent, inattentive, and even dangerous behind the wheel 

However, st&tistJ.t:s prove that women are, in fact, safer drivers th&n 
s 	 men. For example, insurance rates. ln~1Urance rates for women are 20 per

cent lower than they are for men. Another proof is that more accidents are 
caused by male drivers between the ages of 18 &nd 25 than by any other 
group. Also, the greater percentage of a.coidents involving deaths caused by 
men. Although women are criticized for being too cautious. They are rea.lly just 

10 	 being safe drivers. 
The reasons for women drivers' safer driving habits can perhaps be found 

in the differing attitudes of the sexes toward automobiles. On the one hand, 
women drivers who regard the automobile as a convenience. Like a washing 
machine. On the other hand, men regard the automobile as an extension of 

IS 	 their egos.3 Using it as a weapon when they feel particularly aggressive. Or 
using it as a status symbol. 

All in 8,11, women are safer drivers. Because of their attitude. Men can 
learn to become safe drivers. If they adopt the attitude that an automobile is 

merely a convenience. 

Choppy Choppy sentences are sentences that are too short. Although short sentences can be 
Sentences effective. overuse of them is considered poor style in academic writing. 

Choppy sentences are easy to correct. Just combine two or three short sentences 
to make one compound or complex sentence. Your decision to make a compound or 
a complex sentence should be based on whether the ideas in the short sentences are 
equal or whether one idea is dependent on the other. 

I monitors: machines toeheck rachati(Jn levels 
~ male chauvinism: mt!o's belief in malt' superiority 
:I t.."gos: self- iml}()rlal1l't' 
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I. 	Ifthe sentences express equal ideas, use coordination to combine them. 

Choppy sentences 	 Wind is an enduring source of power: Water is also an unlimited energy source. Dams 
produce hydraulic power. They have existed for a long time.Windmills are relatively new. 

Corrected 	 Both wind and water are enduring sources of power. Dams have produced hydraulic 
power for a long time, but windmills are relatively new. 

1. 	If the sentences express unequal ideas, that is, if one sentence expresses a less 
important idea than the other, use subordination to combine them. 

Choppy sentences 	 We must find new sources of energy. Natural sources of energy are dwindling.' Solar 
energy is a promising new source of energy. Solar energy is energy from the sun. 

Corrected 	 We must find new sources of energy because natural sources of energy are dwindling. 
Solar energy. which is energy from the sun, is a promising new source. 

Examine your own writing carefully. Do you use too many short sentences? If you 
do, practice combining them. 

PRACTICE 13 	 Improve the following choppy sentences by combining them to make either com
pound. complex. or compound-complex sentences. Rewriting Choppy 

Sentences 1. Gasoline became expensive. Automobile manufacturers began to produce smaller 
cars. Sma.ller cars use less gasoline. 

a. The computer has undoubtedly benefited humanity. The computer has also 
created problems for humanity. 

8. Government and private agencies have spent billions of dollars advertising the 
dangers of smoking. The number of smokers is still increasing. 

4. Some students go to a vocational school to learn a trade. Some students go to 

college to get a degree. 

Run-On 
Sentences and 
Comma SpIkes 

8. The gra.ding system at our college should be abolished.2 The students don't like 
getting grades. The instructors don't enjoy giving grades. 

A run~on sentence is a sentence in which two or more independent clauses are writ 
ten one after another with no punctuation. A similar error happens when two 
independent clauses are incorrectly joined by a comma without a coordinating con
junction. This kind of error is called a comma splice. 

Run-on: 	 My family went to Australia then they emigrated to Canada. 

Comma splice: 	 My family went to Australia. then they emigrated to Canada. 

1 dwindling: decreasing 
2 aboHshed: gotten rid of; abandoned 
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Sentences 
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The ways to correct these two sentence errors are the same. 

1. Add a period: 	 My family went to Australia. Then they emigrated to Canada. 

2. Add a semicolon: 	 My family went to Australia; then they emigrated to Canada. 

3. Add a coordinator: 	 My family went to Australia. and then they emigrated to Canada. 

4. 	Add a subordinator: My family went to Australia before they emigrated to Canada. 

After my family went to Australia, they emigrated to Canada. 


A.. 	 Correct the following run-on/comma splice sentences using the method 
indicated. 

1. A newly arrived interna.t.lonaJ. student faces many problems, for example, he 
has to cope with a new culture. 
a. (Add a period.) -------rc-------------- 

. "' 

b. 	(Add a semicolon.) -----,;:o..:;w"-'"-------------- 
~" 

7 , 

a. 	New York Olty 18 very cosmopoUta.rl, there are people from many cultures and 
ethn10 groups living there. 
a. (Add a period.) ______________________ 

b. (Add 8. semicolon.) ___________________ 

o. (Add a subordinator.) __________________ 

d. (Add a ooordina.tor.) ____________________ 

s. Lea.rntng a new language Is like lea.rntng to swim it takes a lot of practIce. 
(Add a ooord1na.tor.) _____________________ 

•• Ask for asststanoe 	at the reference desk in the library, there 18 always a 
libra.rl&n on duty.
(Add a semicolon.) ______________________ 

I. Skiing 18 a dangerous sport you can easi1y break your leg or your neck. 
(Add a subord1na.tor.) ____________________ 

B. 	Some of the following sentences are run-ons or comma splices. and some are 
correct. Check each sentence. If it is incorrect. write RO or CS in the space at the 
left. If it is correct, leave the space blank. Then. on a separate piece of paper, 
correct the incorrect sentences. 

Example 

~ Two letters arrived on Monday a third one came on Wednesday. 

Two letten; arrfvelon Monday: a third one came on 

We<Jne5day. 

http:cosmopoUta.rl
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1. 	An encyclopedia is a valuable source of information it contains 
summaries of every area of knowledge. 

2. 	Because of the rapid expansion of human knowledge, it is difficult to 
keep encyclopedias current. 

S. 	A printed encyclopedia becomes obsolete I almost as soon as it is 
published also it is quite expensive to purchase. 

4. 	Encyclopedias on CD-ROMs are inexpensive, convenient. to use, and 
easily updated. 

B. 	 Articles in encyclopedias are written by experts in ea.cb subject, who 
are often university professors. 

6. 	An editor of an encyclopedia. doesn't write articles he only collects and 
Your school library 

edits articles written by other experts.probably has other 
7. 	To find a. book on a. certain subject, ,ou used to look in a ca.rct ca.ta.log,computerized reference 

materials such as to find a. magazine article on a subject, you used to look in a periodical 
dictionaries and index. 
bibliographies. Ask your 8. 	Now, most libraries have thrown away then- card ca.taJ.ogs, they have 
school librarian to show computerized ca.ta.logs that are mu~h more efficient to use and update.
them to you. 

9. 	Many periodical indexes, which only list titles of magaztne articles and 
ind1ca.te where to find them, have been repla.ced by computer indexes, 
some of which display synopsW and even entire articles instantly. 

-- 10. If you can't find any information on a subject, you can always ask a 
libra.rian to help you, they are paid to assist students. 

C. 	 Locate the run-on/comma splice sentences in the foUowing paragraphs. Mark 
them by writing RO or CS above them. Then, on a separate piece of paper, rewrite 
both paragraphs, correcting the mistakes that you found. 

Gracie IDfIatioD 

Teachers at Stone Mountain State College give higher grades than teachers 
at twelve of the nineteen other colleges in the state college system, according 

to a recent report from the State Institutional Research Committee. T.b.1s 

report showed that more than one-third of the undergraduate grades awarded 
5 in the spring semester, 1997, were A's, only 1.1 percent were pts. The per

centage of A's-awarded to graduate students was even higher, almost two
.thirds were A's. . 

Whlle students may be happy to receive h1gb. grades, there is evidence that 
this trend is 

# 

having negative consequences. Investigation of the admissions cr1. 
10 	 teria3 of some graduate and profeSSional schools indicates that the admissions 

offices of these schools are discounting high grades on the transcripts Of SMSC 
students, this means that an A from SM8C is not equaJ. to an A from other 
universities. Grade 1nflation may. therefore, hurt a student from Stone 
Mountain State College who intends to apply to a graduate or pl'ofess1ona1 

15 	 school, he or she may not be accepted. despite a h1gb. grade point average. 

I obsolete: out of date; old 
2 synopses: summaries 
3 criteria: standards by which a judgment is made 

http:ind1ca.te
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Stringy 
Senttnu:es 

StrintY sentence 

C«rected 

PRACTICE IS 

Stringy Sentences 

A stringy sentence is a sentence with too many independent clauses. usually con
nected with and. but, so, and because. It often results from writing the way you speak, 
going on and on like a string without an end. 

There is no rule limiting the number of independent clauses allowed in one sen
tence. but two L'i a good maximum. To correct a stringy sentence. divide it and/or 
recombine the clauses. remembering to subordinate when appropriate. 

Many students attend classes all morning. and then they work all afternoon. 
and they also have to study at niFt. so they are usually exhausted by the 
weekend. 

Many students attend classes aU momin, and work all afternoon. Since they also 
have to study at night, they are usually exhausted by the weekend. 

Because many students attend classes all momin,. work all afternoon. and 
study at night. they are usually exhausted by the weekend. 

Improve these stringy sentences. 

1. 	 He enrolled. in an advanced. caJ.cu1us class, but he found it too difficult, so he 
dropped it. 

8. The tidal wave ruined the crops, and it destroyed several villa.ges, and it caused 
many d.ea.ths, so it was a real d1sa.ster. 

3. The analysts worked many hours on the computer program, but they couldn't 
find the cause of the problem, so they finallY gave up, and they went home. 

4. Junk food is bad for your health, a.nd it also contains no vitamins, and it 
damages your stoma.ch,so people shouldn't eat it. 

8. 	 The lack of rainfall has caused a severe wa.ter shortage, so people have to 
conserve water every day, and they also have to think of new ways to reuse 
water, but the situation is improVing. 

'" 


_-1: ~, ~~ ;",_ 
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Review 

These are the important points in the second half of this chapter: 

I. Parallelism 

Lists of items joined by coordinating conjunctions and correlative conjunctions 
must be parallel in structure. The same is true of contrasts and comparisons of 
items. If the frrst item is a noun. make all others nouns; if it is a phrase. make all 
of the others phrases; if it is a clause, make '!:il of the others clauses. 

NOT PA.RALLEL 

I enjoy snow skiing in the winter and 
waterski summers. 

PARALLEL 

I enjoy snow skiing in the winter and 
waterskiing in the summer. 

My grandmother not only speaks four 
languages but also she understands six 

My grandmother not only speaks four 
languages but also understands six. 

1. Sentence Problems 

The four main kinds of problem sentences that students may write are fragments. 
run~ons. comma splices. and choppy and stringy sentences. 

Fragments are incomplete sentences. 

Fragment: The subject that I enjoyed 
the most in high school. 

Corrected: The subject that I enjoyed 
the most in high school was physics. 

Run-ons and comma spUces are incorrectly joined independent clauses. 

Run-on: Getting married is easy 
staying married is another matter. 

Comma splice: Getting married is 
easy. staying married is another 
matter. 

Corrected: Getting married is easy. but 
staying married is another matter. 

or. Although getting married is 
easy. staying married is another matter. 

Choppy sentences are sentences that are too short. 

Choppy: My family left our homeland. Corrected: After my family left our 
Then we liVed in a refugee camp. We homeland. we lived in a refugee camp for 
lived there for several m~mths. Then we several months. As soon as we got our 
got our documents. We traveled to. documents. we traveled to Canada. where 
Canada.We live there now. we live now. 
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Stringy sentences are sentences with too many independent clauses. 

Stringy: My family left our homeland. and 
we lived in a refugee camp for several 
months. but finally we got our documents. 
so we traveled to Canada. and we live 
there now. 

Corrected: After my family left our 
homeland. we lived in a refugee camp for 
several months. As soon as we got our 
documents. we traveled to Canada. where' 
we live now. 

EDITING 
PRACTICE 

Edit the following paragraph for errors in parallel structure and other sentence problems. 
Identify the problem sentences and correct them (Note: Not every sentence has a problem.) 

.&m.eJica: IIe1IiiDC Pot or Salad. Bowl' 

IThe United States counts its population every ten years, and each census' 

revea.ls that the raciaJ. and ethnic mix is changing dramatically, so by the year 

2050, the "average" American will not be descended fromt Europeans, but the 

maJority of U.S. residents will trace their ancestry* to Africa, ASia, the 

Hispanic world, the Pacific Islands, or the Middle East. zOnce the United States 

was & microcosm' of European nationalities, today the United States is a 

microcosm of the world. ~e United States is no longer considered a "melting 

pot" society by many of its residents. "Instead, many people prefer the term 

"salad bowl." Sorhey use this term to describe American society. 6American 

society will soon be predominantly nonwhite. 7"Melting pot" implies that the 

different ethnic groups blend together into one homogeneous mixture, "salad 

bowl" implies that nationalities, like the ingredients in a mixed green salad, 

retain their cultural identities. ~lier generatiOns of immigrants believed 

they had to learn English qUiCkly not only to survive but also for success. 

"Now, many immigrant groupS do not feel the same need. IOSecause there are 

many places in America where you can work, shop, get mecUcal care, marry, 

divorce, and die without knowing English. IIFor example, Chinatown in San 

Francisco and New York. IZAlso, Los Angeles has many Vietnamese immi· 

grants and immigrants from Mexico. 13In adcUtion, many immigrant groups 

want their children to know their own culture. 14Many HispaniCS, for instance, 

want their children to learn both English and study the Spanish language in 

school. l'Tbey are fighting for the right to bilingual education in many commu

nities. 16In many communities they are in the majority. 

• census: population count 	 *ancestry. a person's origins 
t 	be descended from: be the children, f microcosm: small community represent

grandchildren, etc.. of ing a large one 
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Japanese writing from the Edo period (1615-1868) 

Introduction 

A noun clause is a dependent clause that func}fons as a noun. It can be a subject, 
object, or subject complement. However, in this chapter you will study the noun 
clause only as it is used as an object. 

Because a noun clause is dependent, it must be connected to an independent 
clause to form a complex sentence. A noun clause used as an object is preceded by an 

lfa 
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independent clause called an introductory clause. The noun clause is the objectofthe 
introductory clause verb. which is often a verb of speaking (say, tell, report) or mental 
activity (know, believe. wonder). 

INTRODUCTORY CLAUSE NOUN CLAUSE 

VERBSUBJECT OBJECT 

--_._--------_._._--_._-_. 

I 
I 

I know 	 that people have different opinions 
about capital punishment.I 	 I 

Types o[Nou" Clauses 


There are three types of noun clauses: 

• 	 That-clauses are made from statements and are introduced by the subordinator that. 

The bulletin states that science courses require a laboratory period. 

It also points out that lab attendance is mandatory. I 

• 	 Wh-word clauses are formed from wh-questions and are introduced by wh-words 
such as who, whoever, wllat, whatever. wllere, wherever. ulllen, which, how, IlOw 
much, how many, etc. 

I don't know where the student cafeteria is. 

The professor explained how shock waves are formed. 

Do you know which answer is correct? 

• 	 I/Iwhether-clauses are formed from yes/no questions and are introduced by the 
subordinator whether or if. The phrase or /lot may be added. 

I don't know whether (or not) 	 I should take computer 
science (or not). 

An engineer determines if 	 the measurements are co.... 
rect (or not). 

The punctuation of sentences with noun clauses is easy. 

• 	 No comma is used to separate the introductory clause from the noun clause. 

• 	 The introductory clause, which may be a statement or a question, determines 
the end-of-sentence punctuation. 

If the introductory clause is a question, use a queslion mark at the end of 
the sentence. 

lethe introductory clause is a statement, lise a period. 

Do you kn~'wh;e~h: ~:iI:!f 
I don't know when he called. 

I mandatory: required 
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Sequence of 
Tenses 

For more examples and 
practice, refer also to 

Sequence ofTenses Rules 
in Indirect Quotations. pages 
87-88. 

.1;,ju';"Ltause~ 


The verb in the introductory clause controls the tense of the verb in the noun clause. 
If the introductory clause verb is simple present, present perfect, or future. the verb 
in the noun clause is in whatever tense expresses. the meaning that the introductory 
clause intends. 

The prime ministers acree that global warmingl is a serious world problem. 

They hope that all nations will be responsible for solving this serious problem. 

Scientists believe that atmospheric warming has already begun. 

Measurements have indicated that the average temperature of the earth has risen 

in the past one hundred years. 


Further research will prove that carbon dioxide is largely responsible. 


However, when the verb in the introductory clause is in the past tense, the verb in 
the dependent clause is usually in a past form2

: 

The prime ministers agreed that global warming was a serious world problem. 

They hoped that all nations would be responsible for solving this problem. 


Scientists believed that atmospheric warming had already begun. 


Measurements indicated that the average temperature of the earth had risen in the 

past one hundred years. 


Further research proved that carbon dioxide was largely responsible . 


) 

That-clauses are made from statements and are introduced by the subordinator that. 
The word that is often omitted if the meaning is clear without it. A that-clause is com
posed of 

that + subject + verb + complement 

... that the language center .of the brain differs in each person . 

. . . that different aspects of language. such as nouns and verbs. are processed in 
different areas of the brain. 

, Here are examples ofcomplex sentences containing an independent introductory 
clause and a dependent that-clause. 

1 global warming: rising temperature of the earth 
2 Exception: The verb in the dependent clause is in the present tense when it reports a 

general truth: We knew that food cooks more slowly at high elevations. 
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INTRODUCTORY CLAUSE . . THAT-CLAUSE 

I think 

The professor explained 

that 

that 

the study of the brain is fascinating. 

the brain is the master control for 
both mind and body. 

The following verbs are used in introductory clauses followed by that-clauses~ 
They are grouped according to whether or not they may take an indirect object. 

INTRODUCTORY CLAUSE VERBS 

GROUP I GROUP II GROUP III GROUP IV 

No indirect Indirect object Indirect object Indirect object 
object optional; to 

required with 
indirect object 

required optional 

agree 
answer 
assert 
condude 
know' 
notice 
realize 
state 
think 

admit 
explain 
mention 
point out 
prove 
reply 

assure 
convince 
inform 
notify 
remind 
tell 

promise 
show 
teach 
warn 
write 

The verbs in Group I do not take an indirect object. 

We know that women have higher verbal IQs than men. 

The verbs in Group II mayor may not take an indirect object. However. if an indi
rect object is used. to must precede it. 

The defense attorney proved (to the jury) that his client was not guilty. 

The verbs in Group III must be followed by an indirect object. 

The doctor assured the worried parents that their child would recover. 

The verbs in Group IV mayor may not be followed by an indirect.object. 

He promised (them) that they could see their child immediately after the operation. 

Note: In academic writing. especially in scientific writing. introductory clause 
verbs are often written in passive voice with the neutral subj~[ it. 

It was aveecUstated that . . . It has been assertecllprowen that .•. 
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PRACTICE .. 

'I7J(/,-a(lt(S'~\' 

Subjunctl,'e 

No"" Clauses 


A. 	 Complete the introductory clauses in the follml\.·ing scntence~ by adding a verb 

from the table and the subordinator that. Use a different vcrb in each sentence. 
and USt' passive voic(;~ verhs in sentences 4, 5, and 6. 

Examples 

Researchers ""kn:..:.;o",-w~t",-h:.t:a...t,,--_____ men's and women's brains are different. 

It has b~!m rroven--kW~ men's and women's brains are different. 

1. 	Experts women learn la.:ngu.ages more easily t.ha.n 
men do. 

a. 	They ______~___ a oertain area of the brain controls language. 
3. 	A recent study __________ women have more brain cells in the 

language area than men do. 
4. 	In the report, it women are not more intelligent 

than men just because they have more cells in the brain's language area. 
B. 	 It men and women have different abilities involving 

spatial l tasks; for example, men can read maps more easily. but women can 
remember the location of objects better. 

6. 	It men are, in general, better at math and reasoning 
than women. 

B. 	 Write six original sentences containing tllat-clauses. Use a different introductory 
clause verb in each sentence, and remember the sequence of tenses rules. 

After certain verbs and adjectives in an introductory clause, the verb in a tllat-clause 
is in Ihe simple or base form, called the SUbjunctive. These verbs and adjectives indi
cate urgency, advisahility, necessity. and desirabiHty. The verbs and adjectives requir
ing the subjunctive form in the tllat-clause include: 

VERBS ADJECTIVES 

advise 
ask 
command 
demand 

direct 
insist 
move 
propose 

recommend 
suggest 
urge 

advisable 
essential 
necessary 

important 
urgent 
vital 

The company president urged that the marketing department be more aggressive. 

She insisted that the company not lose any more customers to its competitors. 

It is necessary that each salesperson work longer hours. 

The subjunctive also occurs when the introductory clause verb is in passive voice: 

It was recommended that the department not hire new staff at this time. 

I spatial: concerning space 
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Subjundive Noun 
Qauses 

Chapter 11 Noun Clauses 

A. 	 Background information: A three-year drought has caused a serious water shortage 
in the jictitiour country of Sunnyland. As a result. Sunnyland's government is 
proposing restrictions on water use. 

Write complex sentences containing subjunctive noun clauses. 

STEP 1 Rewrite the question in each item as an introductory clause. 

STEP 2 Rewrite the statement as a subjunctive noun clause. 

STEP 3 Combine the two clauses to make a new sentence. 


Example 

What did the government order~ 


Citizens must decrease their water use; they should not waste water. 


The aovernment ordered that citizen5 decrea5e their water U5e and 

that they not wa5te water. 


1. 	What did t.he government demand? 
Each family must reduce its water use by 40 percent. 

a. What is necessary? 

All citizens must comply withJ the new restrictions. 


Acomputer spell check 
wit find many errors. 
However. it will not find 
spelling errors such as 
fltete/rheir/ther're. nor will 
it find a missing oS on a 
plural noun.You sUD need 
to check for errors 
yourself. 

3. What did the government propose for city-dwellers? 
Everyone must take five-minute showers. 

. 4. What is advisable? . 

People should conserve water whenever possible. 


8. What has been demanded of farmers? 
Farmers should cut t.heiI' wa.ter use by 25 percent. 

6. What was suggested? 

Every farmer should install a. drip irrigation system. 


7. What did the government urge? 

People must not use water to wash cars, Sidewalks, or streets. 


:1 ftcdtious: not real 
3 comply with: obey 
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B. Write six original sentences with subjunctive noun clauses. using a different verb 
or adjective in the introductory clause in each sentence. 

Wb- Word Clauses 

A wh-word clause is a dependent noun clause in which the subordinator is a wh-word 
such as who. what. where, when, why, how much, how long. which. etc. A wh-word 
clause is composed of either 

wh-word + subject + verb + complement 

... who the president of South Africa is. 


. . . how many citizens voted in the last election. ,. 


or 


(when the wh-word and the subject of the clause are the same word) 


wh-word + verb + complement 

... who made the error. 


. . . what happened at the student body meeting. 


The word order in these clauses sometimes causes problems for learners of 
English as a second language. It may seem strange not to follow words such as who 
and when with a verb. However, just remember that the word order in a noun 
clause is like a statement. not like a question• 

. Study the word order in the wh-questions on the left side of the chart on page 
184. and thewh-word clauses on the right. Notice that wh-word clauses always use 
normal SV statement word order. Also, since they are not questions, the helping 
verbs do, does. and dill disappear. . . 
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WH-QuEmoNs 
_ -:. '.' :~i' ~~~ ..-~:~.-"'. 

~H-)V0R0.~~~~.·~:~~:;}· 

s v 
Who started the bandl . 

.S v 
· .. who started the band. 

s v 
Which vocalists have sung with 
the group? 

s v 
· . . which vocalists have sung 
with the grou~. 

v s 
How often does the group 
perform during the yearl 

s v 
· .• how often the group performs 
during the year. 

v s 
Who is the lead singerl 

s v 
· .. who the tead singer is. 

To change a wh-question into a wh-word clause: 

• Change the word order to SV statement word order if necessary. 

• Delete do. does. or did. 


Here are examples of complex sentences containing wh-word clauses: 


I~CLAUSE . ·W....WOlU) CLAUSE 

SuIaOllDlNATOA-SUII)ECt Vua (+ COMPLIMINT) 

I don't know 

Can you tell us 

who . 
which vocalists 

started the band. 

have sung ~ith the 
group? 

~1OA SuBJECT VERB (+ COMPLEMENT) 

I can't remember 

We asked . 

how often 

who 

~. 

the group 

the lead 
singer 

performs during the 
year. 

was. 

-  ~-

( 
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PRACTICE 3 A. Write new complex sentences containing wh-word clauses. 

1f1J..1fbnI Clauses STEP 1 Rewrite each question as a wh-word clause: 
• Change the word olJier to SV statement word order if necessary. 
• Delete do, does, or did. 

STEP 2 	 Combine your new wll-word clause with the introductory clause to form 
a new complex sentence, and observe the sequence of tenses rules. 

Example 

Who plays lead guitar in the band Behind Barsr 


We don't know who pla:xe lead auitar in the i;land Behind Bare. 


1. 	Which company produces their CDs? . ' 
We ask,!.d the music store manager wl; ( ,I \ t ( i', ' rOll I { (' A.i, '. (, \~( 

/1 	 ' '.(
\,I l 

a. Where will their next concert be h~ld? 	 ' -+
They will announce tomorrow \ti~ ........L( f~ ~/I / (. '! ,\ ( "Irl 

s. 	Where do they practice on the road'? ii - ('.' /' 
The ba.nd's manager always arranges \hJL U V-A. I J ,'" . <' f . (' , l:J ,1. 

II 
L 

". 	When did they last perform ~:Burope,? < 

I remember very clear1y \.V~'\L\\ +.\:(\~ (( l-;:{ r;, r./, , r ..f 

I. 	Who writes their songs? 1 J '''' !l I,it \
The group never says _\~i:':':¥';"""'\bb·'--~\~'·""··;';'·":".:l.··!":"'·_.--i-,_____________ 

e. 	Which of their songs do you Uke the best? 
I can't really say \,,: i 'v l. !! :f~" ,'j ... / L 

) 

.,. 	Bow many members of the group have received formal musiC traJ.nm.g? 

R~surp~~ ~1~·~,~i~.-4--·.~'\--~------------------------------

8. Wha.t happened to their female v~ 


Their agent wouldn't reveal --;...;...----~----------

B. Write new sentences containing wh-word clauses. 

STEP 1 Rewrite each question as a wh-word clause. 
STEP 2 Combine your new wh-word clause with an introductory clause ofyour 

choice in the present tense. 

Example 

Who was Pablo Picassol 

Do :you know who Pablo Pica660 wa6'? 

1 on the road: traveling 
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1. Where was he born? 

8. Where did he Uve most of his life? 

S. How ma.ny of his paintings have been exhibited at the Louvre in Paris? 

4. What is the subject of his painting entitled Quernica.? 

8. Where is the act.ual oity of Guernica? 

8. Who was his favorite model? 

.,. Howald was Picasso at his death? 

8. How ma.ny masterpieces did he produce during his lifetime? 

C. Write six original complex sentences containing wh-word clauses. 

I[lWbetber-Cllluses 

whether (if) + subject + verb + complement 

... whether the president will win reelection . 

. . . if the airplane landed safely. 

If/whether-clauses are dependent noun clauses that are fonned from yes/no questions 
and are introduced by the subordinator whetheror if. An if/whether-clause is composed of 

j 

The following examples show how yes Ino questions can become if/whether
clauses. 

YES/No QUESTION ,,/WHETHER-CLAUSE 

V S 
Does Dr. Chen practice- acupuncture? 

S V 
••• if Dr. Chen practices acupuncture. 

V S 
Is acupuncture an effective treaanent 
for arthritis~ 

S V 
· .. whether acupuncture is an 
effective treatment for arthritis. 

I 

V S 
Has it been used as an anesthetic during 
surgeryl 

S V 
· .. whether it has been used as an 
anesthetic during surgery or not. 
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To change a yes/no question into an if/wh.ether-clause: 

• Change the word order to SV statement word order if necessary. 

• Delete do, does, or did. 

• Add the subordinator ifor whether. Whether is more formal than it 
• (Optional) Add or not at the end of the clause or immediately after the 

subordinator whether. Add or not at the end of a clause beginning with if. 
Here are examples of complex sentences containing if/whether-clauses.

\ 

INTRODUCTORY' 
CLAUSE 

IFIWH£'f'ItE'I-CUWSE 

SUBORDINATOR SUBJECT VERB (+ COMPLEMENT) 

We want to know 

Doctors wonder 

, 

. 

if 

if 

whether 

whether 

whether or not 

Dr. Chen practices acupuncture. 

Dr•.Chen practices acupuncture 
or not. 

acupuncture . is an effective treat
ment for arthritis. 

acupUncture is an e«ective treatment 
for arthritis or not. 

acupuncture is an effective treat
. ment for arthritis• 

PRACTICE 4 A. Write complex sentences containing if/whether-clauses. 

JfIWbether-Ciauses STEP 1 Rewrite each question as an if/whether-clause. 

• Change the word order to SV statement word order. 
• Delete do, does, or did. 
• Add the subordinator whether or if. 
• Ifyou wish, add or not in an appropriate location. 

STEP 2 Add your new clause to the introductory clause to make a complex sen
• . tence, and observe the sequence of tenses rules. 

You may write your new sentence in any of the five possible ways shown above. 
t' . ~ ( I 

1. Is acupuncture a risky med1caJ. P~~? ~, 
(IWesterners would l1k.e to know \.\. ) ;£ t ~\, ('I.. ( i,j·1") \ I \ "" A;,!,:. C I . -, 

L Do acupuncture needles relieve paJn after ~ntal surger,v? i 

Please tell me QI (..'-\../ ;:! f -):;Jhl .\('1 'f I. f \1 e...' t U1 i' 
, . 

I i (f .• f • , ,II, . """. ..... "'!).
( ';. '-.;\ L _01., V\ U;\ h).i', 
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:So 	 Has the safety of acupuncture, which is practiced. widely in Asia and Europe, 

ever been tested? ~t ,~'.,.l 

A new report hadn't reVieal1 :.'~ :,Q ',~Pit~f' i' ,', . " 4l ( ,('). 'f: ~ 1-...4" ' :'~4 ' ) J 

... Does acupuncture use the body~ ,own energy to promote healing? ~i 
\ 	 . A '. . i" , t) ,f' j.'It bas not been proven 'Co' L~.J 11,'" L ( "", ') '.'.:.:z!"'V' !t I 

J 

I. Can acupuncture strengthen your immune system? 


It 1& not certain --------------------- 

B. 	Write complex sentences containing ifIluhether-clauses by adding an introductory 
clause and the subordinator ifor whether. Ifyou wish, add the phrase or not in an 
appropriate position. Add the appropriate end-of-sentence punctuation. 

Example 

Do you know whether or not acupuncture relieves chronic pain' 

1. • 	 acupuncture treatments are expensive 
8. 	 health insurance companies will pay 

for acupuncture treatments 
:So 	 --------------- acupuncture is 8uccessfulin helping 

people lose weight or stop smoking 
4. 	 my doctor approves of 

acupuncture treatment 
I. 	 acupuncture as an alternative medical 

practice will be an accepted form of treatment 

C. Write five original sentences containing if/whether clauses. Use each possible 
pattern once. 

Review 

I. A noun clause is a dependent clause that functions like a noun as a subject, a 
subject complement. or an object. A noun clause used as an object is the object of 
an introductory clause verb. 

2.. 	When writing a complex sentence with a noun clause. follow the sequence of 
tenses rules. 
• 	 If the introductory clause verb is in the present. present perfect. or future tense, 

the verb in the noun clause can be in any tense. 

• 	 If the introductory clause verb is in a past tense, the verb in the noun clause 
must be in a past tense. Exception: If the noun clause states a general truth, 
then use simple present tense. ' 

3. 	Do not use a comma with noun clauses. 
'I 
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TYPES OF NOUN CLAUSES 

that-clauses: 

• formed from statements The RlJssian president and his wife 

• introduced by subordinator that told the press (that) they were 

• that can' be omitted 
enjoying their visit. 

subjunctive noun clauses: 

• verb in simple form 

• occur after verbs and adjectives 
of urgency, advisability, 
necessity, and desirability 

The president of the United States 
suggested that Russia open its 
doors to American business. 

wh-word clauses: 

• formed from wh-questions; Do you know who the interpreter 
wh-words are the subordinators: for the Russian leader wasl 
who, where, which, /row, etc. The reporter asked which compa

• use SV statement word order nies planned to do business in 
• do, does, did disappear Russia. 

if/whether clauses: 

• formed from yes/no questions 

• introduced by subordinator ifor 
whether. W11ether is more formal 
than if. 

• or not may be added 
• use SV statement word order 

• do, does, did disappear 

The question is whether (or not) 
American and European com
panies understand the Russian 
business environment (or not). 

No one knows if the experiment 
will succeed (or not). 

'--~--- ..........-- _1

You can improve your writing style by using noun clauses correctly. Doing the 
editing practice that follows will make you aware of potential errors in this sentence 
pattern and alert you to look for them in your own writing. 
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EDITING Edit the following composition for errors in noun clauses. You should make 21 
PRACTICE changes. Look for these kinds of errors: 

" . /.
6 

, 
L -.1/ f . , I ,; , 0:/ . .' .. ,,~, "'-

) , " 
f ~ ,') i/ 

": } 

.~~ 

she is 
Incorrect word order: We don't know who it-the. 

The newspaper reported that world leaders Sequence of tense rule 
not followed: had 

he.¥e failed to agree at the conference . 

Subjunctive verb not Environmentalists urged that carbon 
used: be 

dioxide emissions ePe decreased immediately. 

Everyone wonders when world peace will 

become a reality XEveryone hopes Xthat 

peace will come soon . 

Incorrect punctuation: 

/ 	 A College Lecture 
'0' 

'Professor Sanchez gave a lecture on transistors last Tuesday. 2First, he 

) e, :./ 	 explained what are tra.nsistors. 3He said, that they are very small electroniC 

devices used in telephones, automobiles, radios, and so on. eRe further 

explained that transistors control the flow of electric current in electroniC .-	 .' 
.' equipment. ~e wanted to know which popular technological invention ~()t . 

/ 

operate without transistors. ~ost students agreed, it is the personal comput

er. 7Professor Sanchez then asked if the students know how do transistors 
r ( 

function in computers. ~e sa.id that the transIstors were etched" into tiny sili

con microchips and that these transistors ~rea.se computers' speed and data 

storage capacity. torhen he asked the class when ~a.d!iI'Q,nsistors been invent

ed.:l, U'Sergei guessed that they were invented in 1947. liThe professor said 
J, :'j 

that he Is correct. IZProfessor Sa.nchez then asked what was the imQ<l~ce----	 ... --- ",-.

tv\ of this invention! I~a.ny students answered that i~e beginning of the 
•l , ."

') 	 information age. l"At the end of the lecture, the professor assigned a pa.per 

on transistors. ISHe requested that each student-chooses a topic by next\jvCl/\~ 
I) ,I' ~J ( Monday. ''He suggested that, the papers-are typed.

/". r· , (, . " tu 	 , 

• etched: cut into the surface,r ,.,.'. 

! , ;:"" 

! '-

IOc,/ ,,C 	 1
tt 	 I· 
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WRITING 

PRACTICE 


Leiter ofInquiry 

Sentence Structure 

Pretend you are going to graduate from the university a year from now, and you are 
interested in seeing what kinds of positions employers are offering to graduates in 
your field (business, engineering. teaching. etc.). You could look in your local news
paper to see what job opportunities arc available. The following are examples c;>f ads 
that you might find: 

College Grad 

Do you have a B.A. or B.S. 
degree in accounting or busi
ness? No experience necessary. 
Training program in national 
firm. Inquiries welcomed. Write: 
Billings, Goodwill. and Rush 
Accountants, Inc .• 354 
Waterfront Center, Suite 3790. 
New York. New York, 10017. 
Affirmative Action Employer. 

ENclNEElUNC GRADUATF.S 

Must possess degree in electri· 
caVcbemica1lindustrial engineering. 
Company is expanding. Job oppor
tunities on U.S, West or East 
Coasts and in Middle East. Letters 
of inquiry are welcome. Write to: 
Fnmk Memry, MHC Engineering, 
Inc., 475 Evanston Drive, Santa 

·0.... CA 94301. Equal Oppor
.. Ilmity Bmp~er. 

If you are planning to become an .accountant or an engineer. you might answer 
one of these ads. Ifyou have a different career preference, look in your local newspa
per for an ad that fits your needs. and attach the ad to your assignment. 

Write a letter of inquiry using noun clauses, Use that-clauses to state infonnation 
that you already know ("Your ad stated that your company was seeking. , ,ft). Use wh· 
word clauses and if/whether-clauses to ask for information. You might want to 
inquire about the size of the company, travel requirements, salary, benefits, number 
of employees, advancement opportunities, support for further education, and so on. 

Pay close attention to the following model business letter. Notice the punctuation 
in the addresses and the greeting and clo~ing. Also note the capitalization of proper 
nouns, of the word Dear, and of the first word of the closing. Study the line spacing 
between different parts of the letter. When you write your own letter, follow this for
mat exactly. 
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MODEL 

Business IAIter 

Your address 

Dote 

EmpIoyer'$ ncrme 
and odcIress 

Gteerinr 

Body 

Qosing 

Your signature 

Your name 

m 	OakAvenue, Apt. lC 
Cleveland, OH 44106 
May 19. ___ 

Mr. Frank Memry 

MHC Engineering. Inc. 

-475 Evanston Drive 

Santa Clara. CA '-430 I 


Dear Mr. Hemry: 

I am respondinc to an advertisement for engineering positions in today's 
Mettopoliton Tribune. Although I will not graduate from the university for 
.another year, I thought that this would be a good opportunity to inquire 

_about what kinds of job opportunities are available with your company 
5 for a new graduate in electrical engineering. 

First of all. I would like to know how old your company is and where 
Your branch offices are located both in the United States and 
internationally. I would also like to inquire about what the company's 
travel policy Is for new employees. If traVel is reqUired. what is the 

" 	 average time away from the officel Finally. please tell me whether or not 
your company encourages employees to study for advanced degrees. 

I would appreciate this opportunity to learn about your company so that 
I can be p~epared for the job market when I graduate. 

Thank you very much for your kind attention to my inquiry. 

Very truly yours. 

Mul/Ut; LtItIdJr 

Marvin Lemos 
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Eighteenth-century Englls.h h~ndwrltmg 

Introduction 
An adverbial clause is a dependent clause introduced by an adverbial subordinator. It 
is used to modify the verb of the independent clause and tells when (time), where 
(place), why (reason), for what purpose, how, how long, or how far. It is-also used to 
show contrast: concession (unexpected result) and direct opposition. 

Adverbial clauses are composed of 

subordinator + subject + verb + complement 

Because scientists are interested in the planets ... 

. . . so that humans can learn more about the universe. 

194 
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.... 
Correct use of commas 
and ~er marks helps 
make your meaninl dear. 
To see how,look at 
Appendix A: Punctuation. 
pages 245-2.54. 

Since the adverbial clause is a dependent clause, it cannot stand alone. It must be 
combined with an independent clause to form a complex sentence. An adverbial 
clause can come either before or after an independent clause. If it comes before an 
independent clause. a comma is placed after it. 

Because scientists are interested in the planets. they send spacecraft to orbit them. 

If the adverbial clause comes after the independent clause. no comma is necessary. 

Scientists send spacecraft to orbit the planets so that humans can learn more 
about the universe • • 

Types ofAdverbial Clauses 


There are several different kinds of adverbial clauses. The following chart lists the 
different kinds along with the subordinators that introduce them. In the pages that 
follow, you will st:l.-';dyand practice each kind. 

ADVERBIAL SUBORDINATORS 

SUBORDINATOR MEANING 

TIme . when 
whenever 
while 
as soon as 
after 
since 
as 
before 
until 

a point in time/short duration 
at anytime 
at the same time I longer duration 
immediately at or instantly after the time that 
following the time that 
from that timelmoment 
while/when 
earlier than the time when 
up to the time of 

Place where 
anywhere 
wherever 
everywhere 

a definite place 
anyplace 
anyplace 
everyplace 

Distance/frequency 

Manner 

as + adverb + as 

as 
as if 
as though 

comparison 

in the way or manner that/like 

Reason because 

as 
since 11 . 

--_................... 

for the reason that 

-.. ----~-- ..•---  -- 

(Chart continues on the next page.) 

http:245-2.54
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ADVERBIAL SUBORDINATORS (continued) 

SUBORDINATOR MEANING 

Result so + adjective + that 
so + adverb + that 
such a(n) + noun phrase + that 
so much/many/little/few + noun 

phrase + that . 

with the result that 

Purpose so that 
in order that 

for the purpose of 

Concession (unexpected 
result) 

although 
even though 
though 

unexpected result 

Contrast (directopposl1ion) while 
whereas 

........ _- ....... _-_.._ ...... _-_ .............._-_ ..... _-_ .._ _ 

direct opposition 

Time Clauses 


PRACTICE I 

TIme Clauses 

An adverbial time clause tells when the action described by the independent clause 
verb took place. The action or situation in a time clause can occur at the same time or 
at a different time, as part of a sequence of events. 

A time clause is introduced by the subordinators when(ever), while, as soon as, 
after, since, as, before, and until. 

When people had to hunt for food. they had continuous moderate exerdse. 
People were eating a lot of protein while they were living on farms• 

.After people moved to urban areas, they had less protein in their diet. 
Our eating habits changed as soon as food processing methods improved. 

A. 	 STEP 1 Add a time subordinator to the appropriate sentence in each pair 
to fonn an adverbial time clause. Use a different subordinator in each 
sentence. 

STEP 2 Write a new sentence by combining the adverbial clause with the 
independent clause. 

STEP 3 Circle the subordinator, and punctuate the sentence ifnecessary. 

Example 

Everyone should know what to do. An earthquake strikes. 

Everyone e;hould know what to do <WflW an earth~ake strikee;. 
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1. If you are inside, move away from windows, and get under a desk or table, or 
stand in a doorway. You feel the floor begin to shalte. 

a. Try to stay oaJm. The earthquake is happening. 

8. Don't move. The floor stops shaking. 

•• You are sure the earthquake is over. You may begin to move around. 

8. You have checked. carefully for fallen power lines. You may go outside. 

B. 	Write nine original sentences containing adverbial clauses of time. Use each time 
subordinator once. 

Place Clauses 

PRACTICE 2 

plaCe Clauses 

An adverbial place clause tells where the action described by the main verb took 
place. A place clause is introduced by the subordinators where (a definite place), 
wherever (anyplace), everywhere (everyplace), and anywhere (anyplace). 

Most people prefer to shop where they can be sure of qUality. 


Consumers usually prefer to do business wherever credit cards are accepted. 


Everywhere I shop. I use my credit cards. 


I usually stop for lunch anywhere that is handy.1 


A. STEP 1 Add a place subordinator to the appropriate sentence in each pair to 
form an adverbial clause. Use a different subordinator in each. 

STEP 2 Write a new sentence by combining the adverbial clause with the inde
pendent clause. 

STEP 3 Circle the subordinator. and punctuate the sentence if necessary. 

Example 


People prefer to shop. Credit cards are accepted. 


People prefer to !!)hop~ credit card!!) are accepted. 

1. Consumers 	have a tendency2 to buy more. Credit cards are accepted. for pay
ment of merchandise. 

8. You cannot use credit cards,. You shop. 

I handy: conveniently located 

2 tendency: possibly acting in a particular waY' 
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S. There a.re a. few pla.ces of business. A credit card is not a.ccepted. 

4. They are a.ccepted. Travelers can use credit cards in foreign countries. 

B. Write four eriginal sentences containing adverbial clauses of place. Use each 
place subordinator once. 

Manner, Distance, and Frequency Clauses 

Adverbial clauses of manner, distance. and frequency are introduced by 

as + adverb + as 
as 
as ifI as though I 

Adverbial clauses of manner answer the question "How?" 
Adverbial clauses of distance answer the question "How far?" 
Adverbial clauses of frequency answer the question "How often?" 

The demonstrators left as the police had ordered. (manner) 
The studenu completed the experiment as quickly as they could. (manner) 
Pat jogs on the beach as far as she can. (distance) 
She jogs on the beach as often as she can. (frequency) 
Kathleen spoke as if (as thouch) she were an authority on the subject. (manner) 

PRACTICE] 

Mamler, DisIance, and 
Frfrluency Clauses 

A. STEP 1 

STEP 2 

Add a manner, distance. or frequency subordinator in each blank to 
form an adverbial clause. In some sentences, an adverb is suggested. 
Write a new sentence by combining the adverbial clause with the inde· 
pendent clause. 

Example 

The American people should try to conserve energy. as often as they can (frequency) 

The American people should try to con5erve enersy a5 often a5 thlQl can. 

1. The pubUc must conserve energy. 
---------  the president bas requested (manner) 

&. Many Amer1cans want to move. 

---------- they can from polluted. cltles (distance) 


I When as if/as though introduce a clause that expresses an untrue statement, the verb is 
similar to the verb in a conditional if-clause. (Use were, not was, with both singular 
and plural nouns.) 
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S. 	We should not consume our naturP..l resources. 
-------- we have in the past (manner-wastejUllyl 

<I. Citizens should make a strong effort. to conserve all natural resources. 
-------- the government has advised (manner) 

I. The BPAz must l'8lIi1n.d. people. 

~------ they can about \he dangers ot pollution (frequency) 


e. 	Bo:nation. in the world can. afford to act. 
pollution were not ita problem (manner-use as ifor 

as though) • 

B. Write four original sentences containing adverbial clauses of manner._distance, 
and frequency. Use each of these subordinators once: as, as often as, as far as, as 
though. 

Reason Clauses 

PRACTICE 4 

Reason Clauses 

An adverbial reason clause answers the question "Why?" A reason clause is intro
duced by the subordinators because, since, and as. 

Europeans are in some ways better environmentalists than North Americans because 
they are more used to conservinl enel'lY. 

Since many Europeans live. work, and shop in the same locale. they are quite 
accustomed to riding bicycles, trains. and streetcars to get around. 

As the price of lasoline has always been quite hip in Europe. if a European 
owns an automobile. it is likely to be a high-mileage model that- uses diesel fuel. 

~ STEP I Add a reason subordinator to the appropriate sentence in each pair to 
form an adverbial clause. 

STEP 2 Write a new sentence by combining the adverbial clause with the inde
pendf!nt clause. 

STEP 3 Circle the subordinator. and punctuate the sentence if necessary. 

Example 


Electricity is expensive. Europeans buy energy-saving household appliances such as wash

ing machines that use less water. 


C5TiJ'C'9)electricity ;#? expen6ive. European#? byy eneray-pavina hou6ehold 

appllance6 6ych I.!fii wa#?hine machine#? that u#?e 1«#?6 water. 

2 EPA: Erivironmental frotection ~ency. a U.S. gQVernment agen~y 

" 
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1. 	Europea.n.s experienced hardsbip and deprivation' during and after World 
War n. They are used to conserving. 

8. European nations are trying to reduce the level of carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere. Carbon dioxide in the atmosphere causes global warming. 

•S. 	Coal pollutes the air and glves off a lot of carbon dioxide. Most European nations 
have switched to natural gas or nuclear power to produce electricity. 

". In the United States, in contrast, 56 percent of the nation's electricity is 
generated by burning coal. Coal is cheap and plentiful. . 

S. 	The pa.r1i&ment&ry system in Europe is different. A European head of 
government bas more power tba.n an American president to force industry to 

ma.1te envlronment-friendJ,y clla.nges. 

B. Write three sentences of your own containing adverbial clauses of reason. Use 
each reason subordinator once. . ' 

Result Clauses 

PRACTICE 5 

Result Clauses 

An adverbial result clause expresses the result of what is stated in the independent 
clause. A result clause is introduced by 

so + adjective/adverb + that 

such a(n) + noun phrase + that 

so much/many + noun phrase + that 

so linlel/eJl' + noW) phrase + that 


New textbooks are so expensive that many students buy used ones. 

The cost of education is rising so rapidly that students are IooIdnl for ways to 

cut costs. 


The library is such a big place that I couldn't find the book I needed. 


There is always so much noise in the donnltory that I can't study there. 


There were so many students waiting In line to register for classes that I dedded 

to come back later. 	 . 

A. 	 STEP 1 Add a result subordinator to the first sentence in the following pairs to 
form an adverbial clause. 

STEP 2 Write a new sentence by combining the adverbial clause with the sec
ond sentence. 


STEP 3 Circle the subordinator. 


I deprivation: lack of necessities for living 
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Example 

Anthropological museums have realistic displays. A visitor can gain insight into the life
styles of ancierit people. 

Anthropological museums have@li9IV realistic displays ctf\it)a visitor 

can gain insight into the life-styles of ancient people:. 

1. The Ancient Peru exhibit wa.s popular. It wa.s held over for two weeks. 

8. The a.rttfacts% were of historic value. Anthropologists from several universities 
came to study them. 

8. The exhibits were precious. A museum guard was posted in every room. 

4. Computer graphiCS allowed the exhibit's cura.tors3 to present the lives of ancient 
PeruVians reaJ.ist1ca.lly. You felt that you were a.ctu&lly there. 

S. There were ma.ny exhibits. We couldn't see all of them. 

B. 	 Write four sentences ofyour own containing adverbial clauses of result. Use 
each of the four variants of result subordinators once. 

""

Purpose Clauses 

An adverbial purpose clause states the purpose of the action in the independent 
clause. The purpose clause is introduced by the subordinators so that or in order that. 
The modals may/might, can/could, will/would, or" have to usually occur in a purpose 
clause. III order that is formal. 

Farmers use chemical pesticides so that they can lrow bigger harvests. 

Farmers also spray their fields in order that consumers milht enjoy 
unblemished4 fruits and veletables. 

Note: When the subjects of the two clauses are the same, purpose is often 
expressed by an infinitive phrase (to grow bigger harvests), or by an infinitive phrase 
with in order to (in order to grow bigger harvests), instead of by an adverbial clause. 
The stracture is possible in the first eXample above but not in the second. 

:& ar1Ifaets: objects such as tools. weapons, pottery, clothing, etc. 
3 curaton: museum employees who plan. design, and build displays 
4 unblemished: free of imperfections 
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PRACTICE 

Purpose Clauses 

6 A. STEP 1 

STEP 2 

STEP 3 

Add a purpose subordinator-either so that or in order that-to the 
appropriate sentence in order to form an adverbial clause. 
Write a new sentence by combining the adverbial clause with the inde
pendent clause. 
Circle the subordinator. 

Example 

Chemists are constandy creating new products in the laboratory. People can have substi
tutes for scarce or unavailable products. 

Chemist6 are con6tantly creatine new proc.!uct6 in the lai:10ratory(so that) 

people can have substitutes for 5Carce or unavailatzle products. 

1. Chem1caJs a.re used. in many food products. They will stay fresh longer. 

8. They can increase food crops. Most farmers use chem.ica.l fertnizers and pest1c1des. 

S. They oa.n produce org&nicl crops. Some farmers use oruy natura.l pest control 
methods . 

.fa. People pa.y more for org&nic farm produce. They can avoid food with chemica.J.s. 

8. They might avoid potential heaJ.th risks. They prefer eating org&nic food. 

B. 	 Write two original sentences containing adverbial clauses ofpurpose. Use each 
purpose subordinator once. 

Concession (Unexp!!"cted Result) Clauses 

Adverbial clauses of concession are used to express ideas or actions that are not 
expected. The information in the independent clause indicates a concession or an 
unexpected result ofsomething described in the dependent clause. Adverbial clauses 
of concession are introduced by the subordinators although, even though, and 
though. 

Although I studied all nicht. I failed the test. 

I failed the test although I studied all night. 

Notice the difference in meaning between because and even though. 

Because the weather was cold, I didn't go swimming. (expected result) 
Even though the weather was cold. I went swimming. (unexpected result) 

1 organic: grown without chemicals 
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PRACTICE 7 

Concession (Unexpected 
Result) Clauses 

A. STEP 1 Add a concession subordinator to the appropriate sentence, which is 
always the first action. 

STEP 2 Rewrite the sentence by combining the adverbial clause with the inde
pendent clause, which is the unexpected resulting action. 

STEP 3 Circle the subordinator, and punctuate the sentence as necessary. 

Example 


She is a famous movie star. She is unhappy. 


(Eyen thQue~she is a famous movie star. she is unhappy. 

1. 	Beethoven wrote some of the Western world's greatest music. He became totally 
d.eat in mid-ute. 

•• Global wa.rm.1ng IS a real problem. Governments have been slow to take act.1on. 

•• Korea IS becom.1ng an economic superpower. It is a small country with few 
natural resources. 

"'" 
4. 	Abraham Lincoln became one of the great presidents of the United States. He 

came from humble2 origins. 

8. Bo1ent1sts know why earthquakes happen. They are still not able to predict, 
them. 

6. Fax machines a.ppeared only recently. They are now the preferred means of 
transmItting business documents. 

B. 	Write three original sentences containing adverbial clauses of concession (unex
pected result). Use each of the subordinators once. 

Contrast (Direct Opposition) Clauses 

In this type of adverbial clause. the information in the first clause is the direct oppo
site of the information in the second clause of the sentence. Use the subordinators 
while or whereas to introduce either clause. Place a comma between the two 
clauses. (This is an exception to the rule.) 

San Francisco is very cobl during the summer, whereas San Juan is extremely hot. 

While San Juan is extremely hot during the summer. San Francisco is very cool. 

2 humble: low status 
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PRACTICE 8 A. STEP 1 	 Add a contrast subordinator to either sentence in each pair to form an 
adverbial clause. Contrast (Direct 

STEP 2 Write a new sentence by combining the adverbial clause and the indeOpposition) AdtJerbial 
pendent clause. Clauses STEP 3 Circle the subordinator. and add a comma. 

I. The West Coast suffered a severe drought. The East Coast had heavy rainfall. 

8. The Northwest rainfall averages hundreds of inches annuaJly. The Southwest 
averages less than twelve inches per year. 

3. The air is polluted in industrial areas. The air is clean in ma.n,y rural areas. 

4. Smokers olaim the right to smoke in publ10 places. Nonsmokers cla.im the right 
to clean air. 

8. College graduates with degrees in technology are in demand. Graduates with 
degrees in music are not. 

6. The most recent spacecraft landed in the desert. Earlier spaceships splashed 
down in the ocean. 

B. 	 Write two sentences of your own using adverbial clauses of contrast-direct 
opposition. Use each subordinator once. 

RelJieuJ 

I. 	An adverbial clause is a dependent clause that answers such questions asWhere? 
When?Why? How? For what purpose? 

1. 	Place an adverbial clause either before or after an independent clause. If the 
adverbial clause comes before an independent clause. it is foRowed by a comma. 
If it comes after an independent clause. do not use a comma (except with 
whereas/while). 

I. 	There are different types of adverbial clauses. each with its own subordinators. 
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ADVERBIAL SUBORDINATORS 

when, whenever, while. as soon as,note Whenever I had to speak 
after, since, as, before, until in front of peOple, I was . paralyzed by fear . 

Place where, wherever. everywhere. I saw unfriendly. critical faces 
anywhere everywhere I looked. 

Manner as I tried as hard as I could to 
Distance as + adverb + as, calm myself. 
Frequency as if/as though I tried to act as if I were not 

afraid. 

Reason because, since, as Since I need to make speech
es for career advancement, I 
enrolled in a speech class. 

sO that, in order thatPurpose I took a speech class so that I 
could overcome my fear 
of public speaking. 

so +. adjective/adverb + thatResult At first, making a speech made 
such a(n) + noun + that me so nervous that I got a 
so much/little + noun + that stomachache before every 

"so many/few + noun + that class. 

During the semester. I made so 

many speeches that I lost 

some of my fear. 


although. even though, though Even though I am a politician, 

result) 

Concession (unexpected 

I still don't enjoy speaking in public. 

As a child. I never tried out for 
school plays, whereas my best 
friend usually got a starring 
role, 

while. whereas Contrast (direct opposition) 

You can use adverbial clauses to improve your writing style. As you learned in Chapter 
10. good writing in English requires the use of subordinated structures. Adverbial 
clauses are a common ldnd of subordinate clause. 

I 
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WRITING 
PRACTICE 

A. 	 Complete the following sentences by adding the kinds of adverbial clauses 
indicated in the parentheses. Circle the subordinators, and add commas if 
necessary. 

Example 

I reviewed my class notes@ore'} I too" the final exam 	 (time) 

1. 	I bought a.ll of my textbooks ---------------- 

----------------------------------------. (time) 
a. 	Tom rode on the subway --------------------- 

--------------------------------. (distance) 
IS. 

----------------- the company hired me. (reason) 
4. 	I study in the library 

-------------------------------------------. (p~~) 
8. 

--------------- I will study for a master's degree. (time) 
e. 	I registered for my classes e&r0' --------------- 

--------------------------------------~---. (purpo~) 
v. 	A serious student spends time studying ------------- 

-------------------------------------------. (reuon) 
8. 	Tom wanted to become a doctor -------------------- 

------------------------------. (concession) 

8. 	------------------------------------------------ 
------- many young couples prefer living together. (concession) 

10. 	Pollution becomes a problem -------------------- 
----------------------------. (place) 

11. 	City livtng 18 stressful ------------------ 
--------------------. (contrast/direct opposition) 

lL A slngle person leads a ca.refree life --------------- 
--------------------------------. (contrast/direct opposition) 

B. Fill in the blanks with the correct adverbial subordinators. and punctuate the 
sentences correctly. 

.& BaI'raWbIC IIzperIaae 

Several years ago (time) I was driving toward. . 
M1&mi from Tampa. a tire on my old Toyota. blew out. ________ 

5 

" 

(time phrase) I realized my problem I brought my car to a stop on the side of 
the hlghway. (time) I was checking the damaged, tire a 
man stopped his car. (concession) he could not help me 
I was gJ.a.d he was there. (time) he left he told me that 
he would notify the highwa.;v patrol. (time) be left I felt 
nervous &gain (reason) it was dark. foggy. and windy. 

(at any time) I saw a car approaching I thought it was 
someone coming to help me. (time) an hour had. passed 
I saw the flashing lights of a tow truck and my heart sang songs of joy. 
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Adverbial t1auses 
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----___ (t1me) the driver would. tow my car to Mlam.1 I had to 
pay him (reason) I d1d.n't have towtng tnsura.nce. Now 
----___ (anyplace) I decide to go I doublecheck my ca.r 

'5 (time) I leave. (concession) I now· 
have inSurance I don't w&nt to have such a frightening experience again. 

Edit the following essay for errors in adverbial clauses. There are thirteen errors. Look 
for these kinds ofmistakes: 

An incorrect sentence connector 
(subordinator or coordinator) 
is used: 

I made an appointment with my history profes
sor...m I could ask his advice about graduate 
schools. 

Corrected: I made an appointment with my 
history professor so that I could ask his advice 
about graduate school. 

There are too many sentence 
connectors: 

Even tbou.ch I am studying five hours a night. 
b.u.t I am still getting low grades. 

Corrected: Even though Iam studying five 
houn a night, I am still getting low grades. 

or 
I am studying five houn a night, but I am still 
gemng low grades. 

A subordinator is used with 
the wrong clause: 

Because we arrived late. we had a flat tire. 

Corrected: We arrived late because we 
had a flat tire. 

Commas should be added 
or deleted: 

'-- - -

He doesn't eat meat.1 because he is a vegetarian. 

Corrected: He doesn't eat meat because he is 
a vegetarian. 

----................-

Addicted to the Ret' 

I A lot of people eruoy surfing the Net. t zThey look for interesting 

Websites and chat with people a.ll over the world. 'However, some people spend 

such many hours on-line that they are Internet addicts. "Although &n average 

person spends about eight to twelve hours per week, but &n addict spends 

eight to twelve hours per day on-line. saec&use addicts spend so much time 

interacting with the computer so it C&n affect their Uves negatively. Uorhey 

• Net: shortened from Intemet 
t IUI'fIng the Net: exploring the Internet 
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become social recluses," because they stop going out and ta.J..king to people face

to-face. 7They avoid real-life social situations, preferring instead to be in a 

dimly lit room with only the glowing a,creen to light 'up their lives, . 

'Internet addiction nega.tively. affects not only the addi~ themselves, but 

also the people around them. Spor example, John's ma.rr1age to Marta. broke 

up until he insisted on spending s9 ~ hours, on the Net. '8As soo~ as he 

arrived home from work he was at his computer_ IIWblle he finished. dinner, 

he would disappear into his computer room again. IZHe paid so little attention 

to her. that she finally divorced him. 

13As college students are especially technologically skilled they ~ easily 
. " 

become nonstop Net-surfers. I"Many colleges proVide computers at st:veral 

loca.t1ons around campus since students can . use 1!hem at any tim!!! day.or 

night. ISAs a result, students can spend too much time surfing the Net instead 

of "surfing" their textbooks. l&r.a.st semester. nine freshmen a.t Berkshire . 

College flunked outf although they bec&n:ie Internet addicts. 

17In short, even though the In~et.is· an excellent source of information 

and entertainment, but we must not let it take over our lives. 

• 'recluses: people who withdraw from the world and live in isolation 
t flunked out: left school because of.failing grades 

~ 

http:In~et.is
http:l&r.a.st
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18905 typewriter 

Introduction 

A relative clause is a dependent clause that functions as an adjective; that is. it modifies 
a noun or pronoun. For this reason. relative clauses are also called adjective clauses. 

The first American thanksgiving feast, which took place in 1611. lasted three days. 

Everyone who studied for the exam passed it easily. 

In the first sentence, the dependent clause which took place in 1621 is a 
relative clause that modifies the noun phrase the first American thanksgiving feast. 
This noun phrase is the an~ecedent of the relative clause. 

209 
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Relative 
Pronouns and 
Adverbs 

Positlo1l 0/ 
Rellltive 
Clauses 

Verb Agreement 
in Relative 
Clauses 

Punctuation 0/
Relative 
Clauses 

Sentence Structure 

What is the relative clause in the second sentence? What is the antecedent? Is the 
antecedent a noun or a pronoun? 

A relative clause begins with a relative pronoun or reladve adverb. 

Pronouns who. whom, whose. that refer to humans 
which. that. whose refer to nonhumans and· 

things 

Adverbs when, where refer to a time or a place 
~-- .... ----

A chart summarizing their use is in the review section at the end of this chapter on 
page 226. 

Place a relative clause after its antecedent and as close to it as possible to avoid con
fusion. 

Confusing: 	 He left the gift in his friend's car that he had just bought. 
(It is not clear whether the relative clause modifies car or gift.) 

Corrected: 	 He left the gift that he had Just bousht in his friend's car. 
(The relative clause clearly modifies gift.) 

Occasionally, a prepositional phrase comes between the antecedent and the relative 
clause. 

Manuel was visited by a friend (from San Juan) who was touring the country. 

Try writing a sentence (of your own) that contains a relative clause. 

The verb in a relative clause should agree in number with its antecedent. 
Compare: 

A person who works part-time usually receives no benefits. 
(The verb works is singular to agree with the singular antecedent person.) . 

• People who work part-time usually receive no benefits. 
(The verb work is plural to agree with the plural antecedent people.) 

Relative clauses are either restrictive (necessary) or nonrestrictive (unnecessary). A 
restrictive clause is necessary because it identifies its antecedent for the reader. Do· 
not use commas with restrictive clauses. 

The professor who teaches my biology dass won a Nobel Prize two years ago. 

(Which professor won a Nobel Prize two years ago? The clause who teach
es my biology class is necessary to identify the professor.) 
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He won the prize for research that might lead to a cure for AIDS. 

(For which research did he win the prize? We need the clause that 
might lead to a cure for AIDS to tell us.) 

A nonrestrictive clause is not necessary to identify its antecedent; it merely gives 
the reader some extra information. Because it can be omitted without loss of mean
ing, separate it from the rest of the sentence with commas. 

Professor Jones, who teaches my biolosY class. won a Nobel Prize two years 310
(The person who won a Nobel Prize is identified by his name, so the clause 
who teaches my biology class is extra. unnecessary information about 
Professor Jones. If it were omitted. we would still know which person won 
the Nobel Prize.) 

He won the prize for his research into the strUcture ofT-celis, which might lead to 
a cure for AIDS. 

(We already know which research he won the prize for: his research into the 
structure ofT-cells. The information which might lead to a curefor AIDS is 
not necessary to identify the research; it merely gives us extra information 
about it.) 

PRACTICE I STEP 1 	 Underline the relative clause or clauses in each sentence. (Some sentences 
have two.) Restrictil¥! and 

STEP 2 In the parentheses, write R for a restrictive and NR for a nonrestrictive Nonresfriclil'e CimlSes 
clause. 

STEP 3 Add commas to the nonrestrictive clauses. 

Example 

(R) Families whose jncomes are below a certain revel pay no income taX. 

(NR) 	 My family, whose incOme is more than $50.000. pays about 25 percent 
income taX. 

( ) 1. The sun which in forty minutes can produce enotJgb. solar energy to meet 
humankind's needs for a year is one of Ea.:rth's potent1&l sources of. power. 

( ) 8. According to an a.rticle that appeared in ~ magazine we are at the 
beginning of a med.icaJ. computer revolution. 

( ) S. A med.icaJ. computer is a machine that analyzes the results of laboratory 
tests and electrocard1ograms. 

( ) 4. Laser beams which are useful in both medicine and industry were first 
predicted in science fiction stories seventy-five years ago. 

( ) 8. Physicians who feed patient symptoms into the computer receive a list of 
diSeases that fit the symptoms of their patients. 

( ) e. The country that has the highest per capita! income is not the United States 
which is in· third pl&ee. 

( ) 7. Kuwait which is a sm.aJ.l country in the Middle East is in first pla.ce. 
( ) 8. It· was a thrilling experience to meet the author of the book that we had 

been reading all semester. 
( ) 9. The public is highly criticaJ. of the tobacco industry whose profits have been 

increasing·tn spite of the hea.lth risks of smoldng. 

I per capita: per person (literally. "per head" in latin) 
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( ) 10. Carbohydrates which are composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen are 
organic compounds. 

( ) 11. People who use body 1angua.ge1 to express themselves are interesting to 
watch. 

( ) la. My brother-in-law who is from Italy moves hiS hands a lot when he is 
tal k1ng. 

( ) US. The man whom my sister married Is ltalia.n; he uses hiS hands as much 
as he uses hiS mouth to communicate. 

( ) 14. X-ray ma.chines are gradually being replaced by ma.ch1nes that can provide 
. clearer, more detalled images of the human body, itS tissues, and its orga.ns. 

( ) 18. X-ray machines are gradually being replaced by CAT scanners and lIRl 
devices which can provide clearer, mOre d.et.a.1lpr' aees of the human 
body, its tissues, and Its organs. 

( ) 18. The company promiSed to re1mburse2 everyone who had bought a 
defective! product. 

( ) 17. Students whose grade point averages fall below 2.0 w1ll be placed on 
probation. 

( ) 18. She plans to marry her ohildhood sweetheart whom she has known since 
they were five years old. 

( ) 18. The Republican Jl&1.'I\Y wboee fpa118 to win the eleat.ion aooused the Democra.ts 
of usIng fund-raising pra.ctloes that &1"8 unet.1:rlcal &tid possibly 1llegal. 

( ) ao. My EngUshteacher 8I\1oys novels that combine hiStory and fiction; PUJara 
of Stone whioh tells about the construction of the great Go~c cathedrals 
in Europe during the K1ddle Ages Is one of her favorites. 

There are different types of relative clauses. In each different kind, the relative 
pronoun has a different functio~. It maybe a subject or an object in its own clause, or 
it may replace a possessive word. 

Relative Pronouns as Subjects 
A relative pronoun maybe the subject of its own clause. Subject pattern relative claus· 
es are formed as follows: 

who 

which + verb + complement 

that 

Footba", which is the most popular American sport, began at Harvard University. 

Study the following examples to see how sentences a and b in each set are com
bined to form new sentence c. which contains a subject pattern relative clause. The 
subject in sentence b, which changes to a relative pronoun, is crossed through. Notice 
hew that is used in restrictive clauses only. 

I body language: communication by body movements 
2 reimburse: pay money back to . 
3 defective: flawed: not in working condition 
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RELATIVE PRONOUNS FOR HUMANS 

I. a. People save time and energy. Restrictive 
who, that b. ~ use microwave ovens. 

c. People who use microwave ovens save time and energy. 

People that use microwave ovens save time and energy. 
(informal) 

2. 	a. Microwave cooking is not popular with most professionalNonrestrictive 
wlw chefs. 

b. 	 PI"8Ie••i.",.1 ehefl say that fast cooking doesn't allow 
flavors to blend. 

c. 	 Microwave cooking is not popular with most professional 
chefs, who say that fast cooking doesn't allow 
flavors to blend. 

RELATIVE PRONOUNS FOR NONHUMANSITHINGS 

3. 	a. Ovens are capable of cooking food quickly. Restrictive 
that b. 	~ use microwave energy. 

c. 	 Ovens that use microwave energy are capable of 
cooking foods quickly. 

Nonrestrictive 4. 	a. An electron tube in the oven produces microwaves. 
which b. 	 Hiel"l8¥f'tPi1M cook by agitating4 the water molecules in food. 

c. 	 An electron tube in the oven produces miCrowaves, which 
cook by agitating the water molecules in food. 

, 

PRACTICE 1 A. Combine the two sentences in each pair to make a new complex sentence 

ReialitY! Pronouns as containing a relative clause in the subject pattern. Follow these steps: 

Subjects STEP 1 Change the subject of the second sentence to a relative pronoun. Use 
who, which, or tllat as appropriate. 

STEP 2 Combine the two sentences, placing the relative clause as close to its 
antecedent as possible. 

STEP a Add commas if the relative clause is nonrestrictive. 

1. John Fish explained the complex structure of DNA. He is & research chemist. 
Ll 1 j -/ 

I. While he lectured, he showed. us & slide. The slide dia.gra.mmed the double helix 
structure of DNA. :Ii 

-4 agltadng: mOving very quickly 

i 
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S. 	WoI'ds in BngJish a.re often difficult for foreigners to pronounce. They begin with 
the consonants tho 

<I. Foreigners also have difficulty With BngliSh speJ.JJng. Bngltsh spell1ng is not 
always consistent with its pronunciation. 

8. A.nyone must have a logical mind. He or she wants to be a computer programmer. 

6. Fans quickly lose interest in a. sports team. The team loses game after game. 

B. 	 Write six sentences of your own that contain relative clauses in the subject 
pattern. Use the following prompts. and then write two sentences of your own. 
Write both restrictive and nonrestrictive clauses. 

1. 	My father. who 

&. 

anyone who 

s. 	 Is a. sport that 

<I. Mount barest. which 

8. 


6. 


ReltJ,tlve Pronouns as Objects 

A relative pronoun may be an object in its own clause. Object pattern relative 'clauses 
are formed as follows: 

whom 

which 

that 

IIJI 

+ subject + verb + complement 

The address that he gave me was incorrect. 

I The symbol" indicates that relative pronouns can be left out. 
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In the fonowing examples, notice how sentences a and b are combined to make 
sentence c, which contains an object pattern relative clause. The object in sentence b, 
which changes to a relative pronoun, is crossed through. Notice how that is used in 
restrictive clauses only and may be left out entirely in object pattern clauses. 

" 

RELATIVE PRoNouNs FOR HUMANs' 
, , , 

Restrictive 
whom, tIuJt. " 

I. L The professor is chair of the English Department. 

b. You should see the ..,e_e,. 
Co The professor whom you should see is chair of the 

English Department. 

The professor that you should see is chair of the 
English Department. (informal) 
The professor you should see is chair of the English 
Department. 

Nonrestricdve 
whom 

2. L Dr.White is an ecologist. 

b. You met 9 ...'Nhiee in my office. 

c. Dr:White,whom JOU met in my otIic:e, is an ecologist. 

RELATIVE PRONOUNS FOIl NONHUMANSITHINGS 

Restrictive 3. L The book was written in German. 
that,. b. The professor translated the " ••k. 

c. The book that the professor translated was written in 
German. 

The book the professor translated was written in 
German. 

Nonrestrictive 4. a. Environmental science is one of the most popular courses 
which in the college. 

b. Dr.White teaches e .... 1....."'e...1 teie .. ee. 

c. Environmental science, which Dr.White teaches, is one 
of the most popular courses in the college. 

PRACTICE 1 A. Combine the two sentences in each pair to make a new sentence containing a 

Reltitil~ Pronouns as relative clause in the object pattern. Follow these steps: 

Objects STEP 1 Change the object in the second sentence to a relative pronoun. Use 
. whom. which. that, or no pronoun as appropriate. Move the relative 

pronoun to the beginning of its clause. 
STEP 2 Combine the two sentences, placing the new relative clause as close to 

its antecedent as possible. 
STEP 3 Add commas if the relative clause is nonrestrictive. 
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1. Albert Einstein was a. high school dropout. The world recognizes him as a. genius. 

a. As a. young boy t BtnStein had trouble in elementary and high school. He 
attended· these schools In Germany. 

S. He did poorly in subjects. Be disliked them. 

4. The only subjects were mathematics and physics. He loved them. 

8. He developed theories. We use theories to help us understand the na.ture of the 
universe. 

8. B1nstein is best known for biB General Theory of Relativity. He began to develop 
this theory while l1v1ng in SWitzerland. 

B. Write six sentences ofyour own that contain relative clauses in the object pattern. 
Ose the prompts given. and then write two sentences of your own. Write both 
restrictive and nonrestrictive clauses. 

1. My mother. whom 

L the homework tba.t 

s. sOmeone whom 

4. The 1sla.nds of the C&r1bbea.n. which -=8.~______________________________ 

8.=====-__________________________ 


Possessive Reltltive Clauses 


In these clauses, which show possession, the relative pronoun whose replaces a pos
sessive word such as Marys, his, ow; their. the companys, or its. Possessive relative 
clauses can follow the subject or the object pattern, and they may be restrictive or 
nonrestrictive. 
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Subject Pattern Subject pattern possessive clauses are formed as follows: 

whose + noun + verb + complement 

Princess Diana, whose life ended suddenly in a Paris car crash. 
was the most photographed woman in the world. 

In the following examples, notice how sentences a and b are combined to make 
sentence· c, which contains a possessive relative clause in the subject pattern. The 
possessive word in sentence b, which changes to whose, is crossed through . . 

. . ~~",:. ~ 

POSSESSIVE RELATIVE PRONOUNS fOR HUMANS AND NONHUMANSl'THINGs1 .. 
'. ~.' ". ~ ,~- ..:;. .:,,"-';- .. -.:::-~ 

Restrictive 
whose 

I. a. OpportUnities for college graduates are on the upswing.2 

b. _8118&8 '''fhf~!' degrees are· in computer engineering. 

c. Opportunities for college graduates whose degrees are 
in computer engineering are on the upswing. 

Nonrestrictive 
whose 

2. a. Santa Claus is the symbol of Christmas gift-giving. 

b. Wi5 portly3 figure appears everywhere during the 
Christmas season. 

c. Santa Claus. whose portly figure appears everywhere 
during the Christmas season; is the symbol of 
Christmas gift-giving. 

PRACTICE 4 

POSSessil'C! Rekllil:e 

Clauses-Subject 

PaJt(fni 

Combine the two sentences in each pair to make a new sentence containing a pos
sessive relative clause in the subject pattern. Follow these steps: 

STEP 1 Find a possessive expression in the second sentence and change it to whose. 
STEP 2 Combine the two sentences, placing the new relative clause as close to its 

antecedent as possible. . 
STEP 3 Add commas if the relative clause is nonrestrictive. 

1. 	Securities CorporatiOn's president is a. ma.n. His expertise" on f1na.ncia.1 matters 
is well known. 

I Some teachers feel that whose may only be used to refer to humans. For non humans, they rec
ommend using ofwhich. Compare: I returned the book who•• cover was tom. I returned the 
book. the cover of whkh was tom. Other teachers feel that whose is acceptable in all but the 
most formal writing. .i •.. " 

aon the upswing: increasing 
3 portly: comfonablyfat 
4 expertise: skiD; knowledge 
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" 

8. 	First National Bank tries to attract female customers. The bank's presjdent is a 

woman. 

S. Companies conduct market research to discover trends among consumers. 
Consumers' tastes change rapidly. 

". A manufacturer can offer lower prices. Its costs are lower because of mass 
product1on. 

Object pfl.nem Object pattern possessive clauses are formed as follows: 

whose + noun + subject + verb + complement 

Maya Angelou, whose poetry we have been reading In our Enalish class, is one 
ofAmerica's most famous female poetS. 

In the following examples. notice how sentences a and b are combined to make sen
tence c, which contains a possessive relative clause in the object pattern. The possessive 
word in sentence b. which changes to whose, is crossed through. 

';;11);'-:; .'.'. '.,."",.;'.c~';.. ', ".,'., .. ., 
I~ ,·e' .....h'-',;·'·.: ,~,*,..", ..', , ' ' . 

, 'w.~,._"",:,;~~,~'~~,P~FOIl HUMAHSAND NONHUMANSITHINGS 
.;';~~".r.;."."t,~~;,::.~,::~~Jf.:;".'{'~·::~,"':-- ...... .'.:';~.',.;.- .. ~,- "::./' ..-" . ~. . . -

Restrlcthe 
whose 

I. L The citizens could do nothing. 
b. The aovemment had confiscated· .. property. 
c. The citizens whose property the govemment had 

confiscated could do nodli,.. 

Nonrestrlcthe 
whose 

2. L Consumer Reporrs magazine publishes comparative 
evaluations of all kinds of products. 

b. Shoppers trUst the "'IIf:III!ine" research. 
c. Consumer Reports. whose research shoppers trust, 

publishes comparative evaluations of all kinc:b of products. 

PRACTICE S 

Possessive Relative 
C1auses-ObjerJ 
Pattern 

Combine the two sentences in each pair to make a new sentence containing a pos
sessive relative clause in the object pattern. Follow these steps: 

STEP 1 Find a possessive expression in the second sentence and change it to whose. 
Move the whose + noun phrase to the beginning of the clause. 

STEP 2 Combine the two sentences, placing the new relative clause as close to its 
antecedent as possible. 

STEP 3 Add commas if the relative clause is nonrestrictive. 

I c:onftsc:ated: taken by government authority 
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1. Princess Diana was mourned. by rich a.nd poor people aJ1ke. The whole world 
watched her funeral on television. 

a. W1lliam. Shakespeare lived and wrote 400 years ago. High school students 
struggle to understand his BngUsh. 

s. Bike is a sporting goods company. Most people recognize the company's 
"swooSh" symbol. 

4. The actress has sta.rred. in several successful fUms. I ca.n't remember her name. 

PRACTICE 6 Write four sentences containing possessive relative clauses in either the subject or the 

PossessitlB Relalu'8 
Clauses-Subject or 

object pattern. Use the follOwing prompts if you wish. or write sentences that are 
entirely your own. 

Object Pattern 1. (a ch1ld whose parents) 

a. (lofichael Jordan, whose picture) ---------------- 

S. (my cousin, whose car) 

4. (teachers whose olasses) 

Relative Pronouns tIS ObJ.ects 0/Prepositions 
A relative pronoun IUay be the object of a preposition in its own clause. These relative 
clauses are formed in two ways. the formal way and the informal way. The clauses may 
be either restrictive or nonrestrictive. 

Formal 
whom 

preposition + + subject + verb + complement 
which 

The person to whom I mailed the lefter never received it. 

Informal 

whom 
which + subject + verb + complement + preposition
that 
0 

The person whom I mailed the letter to never received it. 
---..... -.~- ... ---~--- ............ ~-- .............. --~-- ..- ..-- 
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In the formal pattern. the preposition comes before the relative pronoun. In the infor
mal pattern. the preposition comes at the end of the clause. 

In the following examples. notice how sentences a and b are combined to make a 
new sentence containing a relative clause. The object ofthe preposition in sentence b. 
which changes to a relative pronoun. is crossed through. Sentence c is formal, and the 
sentences in d are informal. Notice how that is used only in informal pattern restric
tivp r1auses; it may also be omitted. 

RELATIVE PRONOUNS FOR HUMANS 

Restrictive I. a. The candidate lost the election. 
whom, that, If b. I voted for ehe ••"'i....e. 

c. The candidate for whom I voted lost the election. 

d. The candidate whom I voted for lost the election. 

The candidate that I voted for lost the election. 

The candidate I voted for lost the election 

Nonrestrictive 2. a. Mayor Pyle lost the election. 
! 

whom b. I voted for I>4l1)e, Pyle. 

c. Mayor Pyle. for whom I voted, lost the election. 

d. Mayor Pyle, whom I voted for, lost ~e election. 

RELATIVE PRONOUNS FOR NONHUMANslTHINGS 

Restrictive 3. a. No one had read the book. 
which, that, If b. He quoted from the !!Ieelt. 

c. No one had read from the book from which he quoted. 

d. No one had read the book which he quoted from. 

No one had read the book that he quoted from. 

No one had read the book he quoted from. 

Nonrestrictive 4. a. The poSition of office manacer had already been filled. 
which , b. He applied for the ,emilie .. ef effie........el\ 

Co The position of office managert for which he applied, had 
already been filled. 

PRACTICE 7 A. 	Change the second sentence in each pair to a relative clause. and combine it with 
the first sentence. The prepositional phrase that you should change is underlined.Relative Pronouns as Write each new sentence twice: once in the formal pattern and once in anObjects ofPreposiJions informal pattern. 	 . 
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1. F1nding reasonably priced housing in big cities Is a. problem. :Many young people 
are concerned about the problem. 

Pb~~rn: ----------------------------------------- 

~o~~ru --------------------------------------- 

.. Affordable apartments are scarce. Young people would like to live In 
1ihim.. 

Pbruuu~rn: ------------------------------------------- 

~oruuupa.Uern: -------------------------------------- 

S. 	Of course, many young people share a.partments, but they have to choose 
roommates ca.refu1ly. They will share living space and expenses with these 
roommatg. 

Pb~~rn: ------------------------------------------ 

~oruuu~rru ---------------------------------------- 

.. Living with people can be stressful, but it can also be fun. You are not related 
to the peqple. 
FormaJ pattern: 

~orDUU~rn: ----------------------------------------- 

8. 	In many countries, young people continue to live with their parents in the same 
house. They gr8w up in tha.t house.. 
PbrDUU pattern: 

~or~~rn: --------------------------------------- 

8. 	In the United States, young people don't want to live with their parents. They 
typ1ca.lly declare their independence from their pa.rents a.t age eighteen. 

FormalpaUern: ----------------------------------------- 

~orm&~rn; --------------------------------------- 

B. 	 Now write two sentences of your own. Write each sentence twice: once in the 
formal pattern and once in the informal pattern. 

1. 	FormaJ pa.Uern: ----------------------------------- 

~oruuu~rn: -------------------------------------- 

8. 	Formal paUern: 
,.-~-;; 

~ormalp&Uern: ------~--------------------------------------
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Relative Pronouns in Phrases of!}uantity andQuality 


A relative pronoun can also occur in phrases of quantity: 

some of which. one of whom. all of whom. each of which. etc!. 

and in phrases of quality: 

the best of which. the most important of whom. the more economical of which. 
the loveliest of which, the oldest of whom, the least expensive of which. etc. 

Relative clauses containing these phrases can follow the subject or object pattern. 
and they are always nonrestrictive. . 

many ofwhich + (subject) + verb + complement 
+ (subject) + verb + complementthe oldest ofwhom 

While scuba diving in the Caribbean. I saw tropical fish, many of which 
I photographed with my new underwater camera. 

He has three daughter'S, the oldest of whom is studying abroad. 

In the following examples, notice how sentence a and b are combined to form a 
new sentence c, which contains a relative clause. The object in sentenCe b (always fol
lOwing the preposition of) is crossed through and replaced by a relative pronoun 
(always whom or which). . 

Nonrestrictive 
whom 

RELATIVE PRONOUNS FOR HUMANS 

I. a. The citizens of Puerto Rico are well educated. 

b. Ninety percent of theM are literate.' 

c. The citizens of Puerto Rico, ninety percent of whom 
are literate, are well educated. 

RELATIVE PRONOUNS FOR NONHUMANSITHI~.:,. " . 

Nonrestrictive 
which 

2. a. There are many delicious trOpical fruits in Puerto Rico. 

b. I have never tasted most of theM before. 

c. There are many delicious trOpical fruits in Puerto Rico, 
most of which I have never tasted before. 

I Uterate: able to read and write 



'. 
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PRACTICE 8 A. 	 Change the second sentence in each pair to a relative clause, and combine it with 
the first sentence. Follow the examples in the chart. ReIaIitJe Qauses tJJiJb 

Phrases ofQu4nIiIy 1. There is a cha1n of isla.nds in the Caribbean Sea. The most oharming of the 
andQualily islands is Puerto R1co, "The ~d of Enchantment... 

L Puerto R1co a.ttracta thousands of visitors. Most of them come for the SUIlIlY 
weather. the beautiful beaches, and the Spanish atmosphere. 

S. Puerto R1co bas ma.n:Y bJstorlc sites. The most famous of them are in the Old 
San Juan area of the cap1ta1 city. 

... Puerto R1co's -economy is growing. The most important sector of the economy 
is clothing manufacturing. 

S. Puerto R1ca.ns have strong ties to the United States. All of them are U.S. citizens. 

e. Puerto Rico bas three polltical parties. One of them fa.vors Puerto Rico's 
becoming a state. 

B. 	 Now write two sentences of your own. Write one sentence with ofwhom and one 
sentence with ofwhich. . 

1. 

L 


Adverbial Relative Clauses 


Relative clauses may also be introduced by the relative adverbs when and where. 
Adverbial relative clauses refer to a time or a place, and they replace entire preposi
tional phrases like on Sunday and in the city. Adverbial relative clauses may be restric
tive or nonrestrictive. They are composed of 

when 
+ subject + verb:" complement . 

where 

. The lives of thousands of Germans changed during the night of August 13, 1961. 
when East German soldiers began building the Berlin Wall. 

2 sector. part; division 
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! 

RELATIVE ADvERBS FOR TIME AND PLACE 

when refers to a 
time 

restrictive 

nonrestrictive 

The lives of thousands of Germans suddenly changed on the 
night when East German soldiers began building the 
Berlin Wall. 

On November 9,1989, when the wall was tom down, 
their lives changed again. 

where refers to a 
place 

restrictive 

nonrestrictive 

-.--.......---.-..-- 

The city where citizens had lived, worked, and shopped 
relatively freely was suddenly divided. 

Berlin, where citizens had lived, worked, and shopped 
relatively freely, was suddenly divided. 

'---.--------........---~ 

In the following examples, notice how sentences a and b are combined to form a 
new sentence c, which contains an adverbial relative clause. The prepositional phrase 
in sentence b, which is entirely replaced by the relative adverb, is crossed through. 

I 

TIME 
! 

Restrictive and 
nonrestrictive 
when 

I. a. Ramadan is the month. 

b. Devoutl Muslims fasr ~"'I"i.., the Me..th. 
c. Ramadan is the month when devout Muslims fast. 

'" ' 

PLAcE 

Restrictive and 
nonrestrictive 
where 

2. a. The Saudi Arabian city of Mecca is the holiest city in Islam. 

b. Mohammed was bom i .. Hee.. 

c. The Saudi Arabian city of Mecca, where Mohammed 
was born, is the holiest city in Islam. 

PRACTICE 9 A. Combine the two sentences in each pair, changing the second sentence into an 

At/t¥!1'bia/ Relative 
adverbial relative clause. Add commas ifnecessary. 

Clausm 1. Germany had been divided. into two countries since 1945. It was defeated in 
World War II in 1945. 

8. 1989 Was the year. The Berlin W&1l was torn down in that yea.r. 

I devout: religious 
Z fast: voluntarily do not eat food 
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8. 	In 1990, Germany became one oountl'y again. East and West Gel'ma.ny were 
reunited in 1990. 

ft. East Germa.ny became part of the Pederal. Republlc of Germa.ny. People bad 
lived under communist rule in East Germany. 

8. There was ~olcing in areas. Germa.ns looked forward to. reunification with 
their fellow citizens in some areas. 

8. ~ere was anxiety in pla.ces. People feared losing their jobs in some pl.a.ces. 

B. 	Write four sentences of your own containing adverbial relative clauses. two 
sentences using when and two sentences using where. Try to write both restrictive 
and nonrestrictive clauses. You may use the prompts given or write sentences that 
are entirely your own. 

1. 	My gr&ndmother enjoys tAlUng a.bout the time when 

a. 


mY hometown. wheres. 

Review 


ft. 

I. 	A relative clause is a dependent clause that functions as an adjective; that is. it 
modifies a noun or pronoun in the independent clause. For this reason, relative 
clauses are also called adjective clauses. The modified noun or pronoun is called 
the antecedent. 

2.. 	 A relative clause begins with a relative pronoun or a relative adverb. 
J. 	Place a relative clause after its antecedent and as close to it as possible to avoid 

confusion of meaning. 
4. 	The verb in a relative clause should agree in number with its antecedent. 
S. 	Relative clausts are either restrictive (necessary) or nonrestrictive (unnecessary). 

Add commas before and after nonrestrictive clauses. 

http:Germa.ns
http:Germa.ny
http:Germa.ny
http:Gel'ma.ny
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I 

refers to 
humans 

who 

whom refers to 
humans 

refers to 
humans, 
nonhumans, 
and things; 
shows 
possession 

whose 

refers to 
nonhumans 
and things 

which 

refers to 
nonhumans 
and things; 
informally, 
refers to 
humans 

that 

. : 

RELATIVE PRONOUNS 

subject in its 
own clause 

object in its 
own clause 

subject or 
object in its 
own clause 

subject or 
object in its 
own clause 

subject or 
object in its 
own clause; 
if that is an 
object. it may 
be omitted 

... ... . 

restrictive 
or 

nonrestrictive 

restrictive 
or 

nonrestrictive 

restrictive 
or 
nonrestrictive 

nonrestrictive 
only 

restrictive 
only 

RELATIVE ADvERBS 

< 

The professOr who teaches my biology 
dass won a Nobel Prize two years ago. 

Professor Jones, who teaches my biola
&y class., won a Nobel Prize two yean ago. 

, 

She loaned her car to someone whom 
she didn't know. 


Professor Jones. whom I have for 

biology, won a Nobel Prize two years ago. 


I studied algebra from a professor whose 
name I have forgotten. 

Apple Computer. whose Macintosh 
computer chanpd computing. was 
started by two men working in a garage. 

She teaches biology, which is my 
favotjte subject. 


Her husband teaches algebra, which I 

enjoy the least. 


The class that meets in the next room 

is very noisy. 


The subject that I enjoy the least is algebra. 


The subject I enjoy the least is algebra. 


The salesman that lOkI me my car was 

fired. (informal) 


-

refers to a restrictive I work full time on days when I don't 
time 

when 
have dasses.or 
I didn't work last week. when I had mynonrestrictive 
final exams. 

refers to a restrictivewhere She has never returned to the city where 
place she was born.or " 

nonrestrictive First City Bank, where I have a checking 
account. was robbed last week. 

, 
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EDITING 
PRACTICE 

Relolive Clauses 

You can use relative clauses to improve your writing style. As you know, writing that 
contains subordinate sttuaures is more sophisticated than writing that contains 
mostly silDple simple and compound sentences. Relative clauses are one of the ways 
to subordinate. (However, take care not to use too many relative clauses. A paragraph 
or essay that is filled with too many who's and which's is not good either.) 

A.. 	 Edit the following essay for errors in relative clauses. You should make 17 changes. 
Look for these kinds of errors: 

Incorrect relative pronoun 
was chosen: 

whoee 
I telephoned the student whieh wallet I 
found in the parking lot. 

' 

Verb and antecedent don't agree: 
live 

People who .... in earthquake zones need 
earthquake insurance. 

Nouns or pronouns are repeated: My friend whom I loaned my car to hiM 
returned it with several dents. 

,

Commas should be added 
or deleted: 

Electronic pagers, which always seem to beep' 
at inappropriate times, should be turned 
off during concerts, lectures. and naps. 

....tAo 

Beoent'br. S01eDttsts have begun stuc:Jiy1ng an ocean event who is the cause of 

draatlb changes in weather a.round. the world. This event is an increase In the 

temperature of the Paalflc Ocean tbat appear a.round. Ohrlstmaa off the coast of 

Peru. Bence, the Peruv1a.n fishermen whom first noticed. it named it Bl Nl:do 

s 	 whose its name means "the 0hr1st child" In Spa.nlsh.Th.e causes of this rise In 

ocean temperatures are unknown, 'but its effects are obvious and deva.st&ting. 

One of BlIlUlo'8 fa.r-reacbing effects is tbat it threatens Peru's Vital 

a.ncbovy harvest, wbJoh could. mean b.1gher prices for food. The warm water 

of Bl IlUlo keeps the nutrient-rich cold water wbJoh provides anchoVies with 

.. 	food down at the bottom of the ocean. AnchoVies are the prt.ma.ry source of 

fish meal whloh is the main ingredient In livestock. and chicken feed. In 

addition. guano! from birds who feed off the a.nchoVies is a maJor source of 

I guano: droppings of seabirds and bats 

http:prt.ma.ry
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fertilizer for farmers. As a result of decreasing supplies of anchovies and 

• guano, the price of oh1cken feed., livestock feed, and fertilizer rises. This 

,s 	 causes fa.rmers, who they must P8\V more for feed and fertilizer, to charge 

more for the food that they produces. The price of eggs, meat, and even 

bread bas soared as a result of El N1!los in past years. 

El Ni:O.o bas other global atrects. It can cause heavy ratns, floods, and 

mudslides along the ooasts of North and South America. and droughts l in 

20 	 other parts of the world. In the 1982-83 El N1!lo, West Africa. suffered & ter

rible drought which caused. crop fallures and food shortages. Lack of rain 

also oreated problems for Indonesia. whose forests burned for months during 

the 1997-98 Bl Nillo. Winds spread smoke from these fires as far north as 

Ma.laysia. and Singapore, result1ng in choking smog. that closed schools and 

2S 	 caused. pedestr1anB to don' masks. 

Indeed., Bl Nitlo is an unpred1ctable and uncontrollable phenomenon of 

nature, that we need to study it and understand it in order to prepare for 

and perhaps lessen its devastating effects in the future. 

B. 	 Improve the following essay. Combine some of the sentences, using relative 
clauses. 

~CIIJ1000d.1'rieD.da 

My two best friends from hJgh school were complete opposites. Their 

names were Rafael and Cecilla. Rafael was an introverted, studious, depend

able friend. Rafael lived in a small house down the street from us. His two 

sisters were younger than he. ms mother was divorced. eecW&. on the other 

J 	 hand, was extroverted, not at &11 studious, and totally undependable. She 

lived next door to us. 

The house next door was VfI1."9 noisy. Cecilla lived in the house With five 

siblings. Kusic bJ.a.rJ:ng from at least two radios fought. constant.'ly With noise 

blasting from the TV. The TV was always turned on. The six Garcia. children 

If 	often invited me over to pJa.y. Each of them had lots of friends. As & result., 

there was always a group of children at the Garcia.'s. I went over to Cecllia's 

house sometimes. I was bored. and lonely sometimes. 

1 droushta: periods of little rainfall 
2 don: put on 

http:CIIJ1000d.1'rieD.da
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Rafael's house was in total contrast to CecW&'s. It was calm and peacetuI 

in his house. I used to go there on eveningS. I needed to stucJy on those 

II eveningS. Rafael and his friends spent most eveningS doing homework togeth

81" 01" SU1"f1ng the Ifet. His friends were quiet types. 

:M1"8. Ga.rcl&, CecW&'s mother, nev81" seemed to mind ftx1ng snacks for fif

teen 01" twenty k1d8. She loved to cook. 1Il"s. Menendez, Rafael's moth81", was 

&lways too busy to fix us snacks, but she didn't mind if we made 0Ul" own. She 

2. 	 awned. & small bookstoN. She worked. thel'8 every day. She otten did her book

keeping at night. She came home at night. 

Cec1l:la, Rafael, and I weN good. friends du:rIng &ll of 0U1" high school 

ye&l"S. I still don't unde1"st&nd how people could be friends. The people &1"8 so 

dlffel"ent from each other. 

Writing Teelmique Questions 

I. 	What kind of organization does each of the two essays in this practice use? 
2. 	What is the thesis statement of each? 
J. 	Circle the transition signals and structure words in each essay. 
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1990s computer screen 

Pllrticip"les 

A participle is a word that is formed from a verb and used as an adjective to modify 
nouns. 

Notice how an active voice verb is changed to a present participle by adding the 
SUfflX -ing to the verb. An active voice verb (present, past, or future tense) becomes a 
present participle. 

130 
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CHANGING ACTIVE VERBS TO PARTICIPLES 

<.o",,: .• ~, ..;••. t~3·:~~·]~~~i;f~}~~;-;;·,~ '.1 

The custom fuelnates me. The fasc1natlnl custom interests me. 
The woman JoaecI·in the park. The Joainl woman ran thnqh the park. 
The hosaces will retum soon. The retuminl hosaces were treated 

like heroes. 

Nownotice howa passive voice verb (present or past tense) beco~es a past participle. 

CHANGING PASSIVE VERBS TO PARTICIPLES 

.PASt PARnclPLIs: 

The movie is raced"X:' 
The steak was burned. 
My heart was broken. 

The X-raced movie was banned.I 

The burned steak tasted terrible. 
My broken heart will never heal. 

Note: The terms present and past participle are misleading because these forms 
have nothing to do with present tense or past tense. Rather. they are based on active 
or passive voice. The present participle comes from an active voice verb, and the past 
participle comes from a passive voice verb. 

There are also perfect and continuous forms of participles. as shown in the fol
lowing chart. 

SUMMARY OF PARTICIPLE FORMS2 
.. .. ' 

PASSIVEAcTIvEFORMS 
-

verb + ingThe general forms do not indi verb +ed. en, t, d 
cate time; time is determined by openln, opened bought
the main clause verb. taken sold 

being + past participle The continuous form empha
sizes action going on right now; beln, opened
may also express future time. 

The perfect forms emphasize having + past participle having been + past participle 
havin, opened that the action happened before havin, been opened 

the time of the main clause verb. 
-_....... _

I banned: forbidden 
2 There is a sixth participle fonn. the perfect continuou~ctive: Having been playing tennis all 

momin,,1 was exhausted. It is not included here because it is not commonly used. 
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Participial Phrases 

Participial phrases are groups of words that contain participles + other modifiers. 
They are used to modify nouns and pronouns as follows: 

A car, speeding the wrong way down the street, struck a pedestrian. 
Speeding the wrong way down the street, a car struck a pedestrian. 
While crossing the street, a pedestrian was struck by a car. 

Participial phrases can be formed by reducing relative clauses and adverbial clauses. 

Participial 
Phrases from 

Participial phrases are formed by reducing subject pattern relative clauses. 

~

Relative 
Clauses PAmCIPIAL PHRASESADJECTIVE CLAUSES 

The pedestrian, bleeding from several 
several wounds, waited for someone to 

The pedestrian, who was bleeding from 
wounds, waited for someone to help 

help him. him. 

An ambulance that was summoned by An ambulance summoned by a 
a bystander came quickly. bystander came quickly. 

L'- 

To form a participial phrase from a relative clause, delete the relative pronoun 
(who, which, or that) and change the verb to a participle. Put the word not at the 
beginning of a participial phrase to make it negative: 

The car's driver, not realizing what had happened, continued on his way. 

Position aM 	 Participial phrases, like relative clauses, can be restrictive (necessary) or nonrestric
Pullet.tion of 	 tive (unnecessary). If the original clause was nonrestrictive. the phrase will be also. 

Nonrestrictive phrases are separated from the rest of the sentence by commas.Participial 
Restrictive phrase... Lise no commas.Phrases The position of a participial phrase in a sentence depends on whether it is restric
tive or nonrestrictive . 

.~!....A-restrictive participial phrase follows the noun it modifies. 

Restrictive: There are twelve students receiving awards this year. 

• A nonrestrictive phrase may precede or follow the noun it modifies. 

Nonrestrictive: 	 Teresa, hurrying to catch a bus, stumbled and fell. 
Hurrying to catch a bus, Teresa stumbled and fell. 
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Caution! When you use an introductory participial phrase-one that appears at 
.	the beginning of a sentence-make certain that it modifies the noun immediately 
following it (which should be the subject of the sentence). If it does not, your 
sentence is incorrect. 

Incorrect Hoping for an "A:' my exam grade disappointed me. 

(The participial phrase Hoping/or an A cannot modify my exam 
grade. A grade cannot hope.) 

Correct Hoping for an "A:' I was disappointed in my exam grade. . 

• Sometimes the participial phrase modifies an entire independent clause. In 
this case, it follows the clause and requires a comma. 

The team won the championship. shocking the opponents. 

General Form 
Partidples
Active Voice 

The general form participle in the active voice ends in -ing: crying. living. not know
ing. etc. It may come from present. past. or future tense verbs. 

, 

VEuTENSE . SENTENCE WITH RELATIVE CLAUSE SENTENCE WITH PARTICIPIAL PHRASE 

Simple 
present 

Many students who study at this 
university are from foreign countries. 

Many students studying at this 
university are from foreign countries. 

Present 
continuous 

Students who are taking calculus 
must buy a graphing calculator. 

Students taking calculus must buy a 
graphing calculator. 

Simple past 
<

The team members. who looked 
happy after their victory. were 
cheered by the fans. 

The team members, looking happy after 
their victory. were cheered by the fans. 

Past 
continuous 

The crowd. which was cheering 
wildly as the game ended, 
wouldn't leave the stadium. 

Cheering wildly as the game ended. 
the crowd wouldn't leave the stadium. 

Future Everyone who will take the TOEFL 
next month must preregister. 

Everyone taking the TOEFL next month 
must preregister. 
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PRACTICE I 	 Rewrite each sentence. changing the relative clause into a participial phrase. Rewrite 
sen1ences 4 and 5 each in two ways: once with the participial phrase:' preceding andParticipial Pbrases-
once with it following the noun it modifies. Punctuate nonrestrictive phrases. Actit'e Voice 
1. 	Robotics is a complex field that combines electronics, computer science, and 

mechanical engineering. 

8. The number of students who are studying robotics is growing. 

3. Soon, robots that 'will work in assembly plants wID be able to follow voice 
COlliUXlands. 

4. 	Robots, which have the. ability to withstand extreme temperatures a.nd 
ra.dia.tion levels, oa.n perform jobs that are too dangerous for humans. 
a. 

b. 

8. 	Robots, which do not need to eat, sleep, or take restroom breaks, oa.n work 
nonstop. 
&. 

b. 

GtmeralForm The general form participle in the passive voice is the "past participle" or third form 
Ptlrticiples of a verb: opened, spoken, sold, cut. This form is made from both present and past 

tense verbs. Passive Yoke 

VERB TENSE 

Simple 

SENTENCE WITH RELATIVE CLAUSE 

Lab reports that are not handed in 

SENTENCE WITH PARTICIPIAL PHRASE 

Lab reports not handed in by Friday 
present 

Simple 
past 

by Friday will not be accepted. 

The prisoner. who was surrounded by 
guards, walked calmly to his execution. 

will not be acceptd'd. 

The prisoner, surrounded by guards, 
walked calmly to his execution. 

Surrounded by guards, the prisoner 
walked calmly to his execution. 

_. -
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Continuous Using the continuous form participle emphasizes that the action is happening now 
Form (or, less frequently. in the future). Make the continuous fonn with being + a past par

ticiple: being shown, being held.Pllrlkiples 

VERB TENSE SENTENCE WITH RELATIVE CLAUSE I SENTENCE WITH PARTICIPIAL PHRASE 
.,,_.. . ..... - . .,.. I ..-~.-

PreSent A law that is currently beinS A law currently beinl debated concerns 
continuous debated concerns abortion rights. abortion rights. 

Past The slans that were belnl posted The signs beinl posted around campus 
continuous around campus support abortion rights. support abortion rights. 

Future A movie that will be shown A moviebeinl shown tomorrow was made 
tomorrow was made by an anti- by an anti-abortion If'Oup. 
abortion If'Oup. 

PRACTICE 2 

P(lrlicipial Phrases-
Passive Voice 

Rewrite each sentence, changing the relative clause to a participial phrase. Use con
tinuous form participles to express actions that are happening right now; otherwise, 
use general form participles. Since the relative clauses in these sentences are all 
restrictive. no commas are necessary. 

1. 	Computer programs that are known as expert systems w1ll combine textbook 
knowledge and rules of experience to make decisions. 

a. Computers that are progr&mmed to diagnose' diseases aocura.tely are important 
tools for doctors. 

8. The uses of artificial intelligence that are now being suggested have created 
exCitement around the world. 

4. Robots that are currently being designed w1ll do many dangerous jobs. 

8. A robot that was buUt to work outside spaceShips functioned perfectly during 
its first asSignment. 

1 c:Hapote: identify 
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Perfect Form 	 Participles in perfect forms emphasize the completion of an action that takes place 
Participles 	 before the action of the main verb. There are both active forms (IlQl1ing + a past par

ticiple) and passive forms (having been + a past participle). Both present perfect or 
past perfect verbs can be changed into perfect form participles. 

Active: having discovered Passive: having been discovered 

VERB TENSE SENTENCE WITH RELATIVE CLAUSE SENTENCE WITH PARTICIPIAL PHRASE 

Present 
perfect 
(active) 

The secrets of the universe. which 
have fascinated people for 
centuries, are slowly being revealed. 

The secrets of the universe, having 
fascinated people for centuries, are 
slowly being revealed. 

Past perfect 
(passive) 

The film, which had been shown 
too often in movie theaters, did 
not attract a large television audience. 

The film, having been shown too often 
in movie theaters, did not attract a large 
television audience. 

PRACTICE 3 

Participial Phrases
7be Per/eel Forms 

Rewrite each sentence by changing the relative clause to a participial phrase. Since all 
of the clauses in these sentences are nonrestrictive, use commas. Write three of the 
sentences with the participial phrase positioned at the beginning of the sentence. 

1. 	Women a.round the world, who have traditionally been without political power, 
a.re be~ to ga.1n influence in politics a.nd government. 

PRACTICE 4 

Participial Pbrases
Mixed Forms 

2. .Engla.nd, which has been ruled by queens severa.! times in its history, elected a 
woma.n prime minister in 1979. 

S. On the other hand, voters in the United States, who have not experienced 
strong female leaders at the nat1ona.llevel, may never elect 8. woma.n preSident. 

4. Both India and Pa.k:1sta.n, which have elected women prime ministers in the 
past, are more progressive in this &rea than the United States. 

I. IndJra Ghandl, who had been ratsed in a political fa.m.i1y, bec&me one of India's 
most powerful leaders. 

Rewrite the following sentences, changing the relative clauses to participial phrases. 
Use the appropriate participle form (active or passive-general, continuous, or perfect), 
and use the same punctuation (commas or no commas) as in the original sentences. If 
it is possible, write each sentence twice: once with the participial phrase after the noun 
it modifies and once with the participial phrase at the beginning of the sentence. 
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Example 

Alaska. which was purchased from R.ussia In 1867. became the 49th state of the United 
States in 1959. 

a. 	Alaska. purchased from RU6sia in 1867. became the 49th state 

of the United States in 1959. 

b. Purchased from Russia in 1867. Alaska became the 49th state 
of the United States in 1959. 

1. 	The purchase of Alaska, which was negotiated by Secreta.:ry of State Seward, 
became a good investment. 
a. 

•b. 

8. 	The people of the United. States, who did not understand the value ot the 
purchase, called it "Seward's FOlly ... 1 

a. 

b. 

3. 	The state, which was once connected to Asia by a land bridge, is now separa.ted 
from it by only a few miles of water. 
a. 

b. 

4. 	The a.ncient inhabltan~ of Alaska, who had migrated across this land bridge 
from Asia, can be considered. distant cousins of modern Asians. 
a. 

b. 

8. 	The Eskimos, who have lived. in Alaska for millions of years, have adapted well 
to their harsh environment. 
a. ... 
b. 

8. 	The Eskimos have to live in cold a.nd darkness most of the year, which causes 
them to develop a lively sense of humor a.nd a hospltable2 attitude. 

a. \ 

b. 

I foUy: silly act; foolishness .. 
2 hospitable: welcoming; friendly toward strangers 
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7. 	The Eskimos, who had been hunters and fishermen before the a.rr1v&l of the 
Europeans, are experiencing a difficult tJme adapting to modern ways. 
a. 

EDITING 
PRACTICE 

Participles and 
Ptl1'licipial Phrases 

b. 

8. 	A problem that is being discussed.· by the Alaskan government concerns the 
rights of Alaska's natives. 
a. 

b. 

9. 	Eskimos who want to preserve their traditional way of l1fe do not care about 
the modern world. 
&. 

b. 

10. On the other hand, Bsldmos who want to Improve their standard of living hope 
that they can combine both worlds---old and new. 
&. 

b. 

You can use participial phrases to improve your writing style. When your essays contain 
too many relative clauses, change some of them to participial phrases. Occasionally 
using participial phrases at the beginning of sentences is considered especially mature 
style. 

A. 	 Edit the following short autobiography· for errors in participles and participial 
phrases. You should make 5 changes. Look for these kinds of errors: 

An incorrect participle form was used: 

A participial phrase at the beginning of 
a sentence doesn't modify the 
following noun: 

Confuaed 
'lie"Mi. by the question, I answered 
incorrectly. 

Having worked around cars all my life. my 
auto mechanics class was quite easy. (Can 
an auto mechanics class work?) 
Corrected: Having worked around cars all 
my life. I found my auto mechanics class to 

be quite easy. 

I autobiography: a person's life story written by the person 
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.& Short AutobiograpliJ' 

Born on November 12, 1980, in a medium-sized town in the mountains of 

Peru. I learned responsibility at an early age. My family. consisted. of my 

father, my mother, and seven younger brothers and sisters, is quite large. 

Being the oldest daughter. my responsibilities were many. I helped my mother 

s 	 at home with the cooking and cleaning. and I was almost like a second mother 

to my younger siblings. By the time I was ten years Old, I had learned how to 

soothe a crying baby. how to bandage an inJuring knee or elbow, and especial

ly how to get a boring schoolchild to finish his or her homework. Having been 

helped my brothers and sisters with their homework for so many years, I 

" 	 have developed a love of teaching. I hope to get a college degree in elemen

tary educat10n and teach either math or science in my hometown in Peru. 

B. Write five sentences about yourself, using a participial phrase in each. 

Example 

Havioe 5ix Qlaer \?rother5. I have alway5 been intere5tea in 5j?Q rtG;. 

1. 
8. 

S • 


8. 

Participial Phrases from Adverbial Clauses 

Participial phrases can also be formed from adverbial clauses. Time and reason 
clauses introduced by the subordinators after, wllile. wizen, be/ore, since, because, and 
as can be reduced to participial phrases if the subjects of both the adverbial and 
independent clauses are the same. 

To change an adverbial clause to a participial phrase. follow these steps: 

STEP I 	 Make sure that the subject of the adverbial clause and the subject of the 
independent clause are the same. 

While technology creates new jobs in some sectors of the economy. it 
takes away jobs in others. 

STEP Z 	 Delete the subject of the adverbial clause. If necessary. move it to the sub
ject position in the independent clause. 

+ 
While technology creaw new jobs in some sectors of the economy. it 
cakes away jobs in others. 
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STEP 3 Change the adverbial clause verb to the appropriate participle. 

While creating new jobs in some sectors of the economy. technology 
takes away jobs in others. 

STEP 4 Delete or retain the subordinator according to the following rules: 

a. 	 Retain before, and retain since when it is a time subordinator. 
b. 	 Delete all three reason subordinators because, since, and as. Delete as 

when it is a time subordinator. 
c. 	 Retain after, while, and when if the participial phrase follows the inde

pendent clause. When the phrase is in another position, you may either 
retain or delete these subordinators. 

A participial phrase from an adverbial clause may occupy several positions in a 
sentence. If a participiaJ phrase from a reduced adverbial clause comes in front of or 
in the middle of the independent clause, punctuate it with commas. If it comes after 
the independent clause, do not use commas. 

The following examples show you some of the possible variations of this struc
ture. Note: There are many instances in which the "rules" given in the four steps above 
do not apply. The "rules" are only general guidelines and do not cover every situation. 

Reducing 
Adverbial 
Clauses to 
Participial 
PbrflSes 

Retain 

before 

since 
(time) 

Delete 

because 
since 
as 
(reason) 

as 
(time) 

! 

Before a student chooses a college, he or she should consider several fac
tors. 

Before choosing a college, a student should consider several fac
tors. 
A student should consider several factors before choosing a col
lege. 

Carlos hasn't been back home since he came to the United States three 
years ago. 

Since coming to the United States three yean aso, Carlos 
hasn't been back home. 
Carlos hasn't been back home since coming to the United States 
three yean ago. 

Because (Since/As) Carlos came from a very conservative family, he was 
shocked at the American system of coed l donnitories. 

Coming from a very conservative family, Carlos was 
shocked at the American system of coed donnitories.2 

As he gradually got used toAmerican customs, he became less homesick. 

Gradually getting used to American customs, he became 
less homesick. 

1 coed: shared by men and women 
2 Placing the participial phrase at the end of the sentence does not work well in this example: 

Carlos was shocked at the American system of coed dormitories coming from a very conservative fam
ily. It sounds as if the dormitories come from a conservative family. 
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Retalnor 
delete 

after I Alter he had passed the TOEFL exam, he became a freshman at his 
college. 

After passin. theTOEFL exam,3 he became a freshman at 
his college. . 

Havins passed the TOEFL exam, he became a freshman at 
his college. 

He became a freshman at his college after passing the 
TOEFL exam.3 

while While he was preparing for the TOEFL, he lived with an American 
family. 

While preparina for the TOEFL, he lived with an American 
family. 

Preparina for theTOEFL, he lived with an American family. 

He lived with an American family while preparing for theTOEFL. 

when When he was asked about his life in the United States. he said 
that he was enjoying himself. but that he was a little homesick. 

When asked about his life in the United States, he said 
that he was enjoying himself. but that he was a little homesick. .. 

Asked about his life In the United States, he said that he 
was enjoying himself. but that he was a little homesick. 

JtRACTICE S A. 	 Rewrite the following sentences, changing the adverbial clause in each to a 
participial phrase. Ifpossible, write the sentence in more than one way.Reducing Adverbial 


Clauses to Participial 1. Before I left home, I promtsed my parents that I would return. 

Phrases 'I. 


a. Since I made that prom.tse four years ago, I have thought about it often. 
" '& 	 J) j, ~, " 11 ' i 

:So Since I am tbe eldest son, I am responsible for taking care of my parents. 

". As they grow older. they will need my 
" 

assistance. 

3 The perfect form, After having passed the TOEFL exam, is not necessary because the word 
after already indicates the time relationship.' , , 

.. Placing the participial phrase at the end of the senten~e results in awkwardness: He said that 
he was enjoying himself. but that he was a little homesick when asked about his life in the United States. 
It sounds as if he is homesick only when he is asked about his life in the United States. 
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Review 


I. After I had Jr~e~~~"fmy B/\, J:w~~:.to. ~a.duate school for two years. 

, ;.J (1 • i .. '" l d . ') ! ; ..{ } r' . , \. " 
6. ~J;, I, was Btl1~g.&t the4ruv.~rilt.y of Chicago, I enjoyed liVing in a big city. 

\Nh'.' O],idTt't:' 0'1 n~fc",1u' . i>~ d.u ''fl, J.
,I ~7°12.I think.' t!o~U,~ ~ut.ur.~' I always remember my promiSe. 

\\, \ :~'. r' (.I"" ,',."c. 't C .-=:1". J . 
J 

B. 	 Write three sentences of your own, using a participial phrase in each one. 

1. 

8. 


B. 


These are the important points you should have learned from this chapter. 

I. 	Participles are adjectives formed from verbs. Some participles are from active 
voice verbs: 

The baby cried. . .. the crying baby 

The speaker bored the audience. . .. the boring speaker 


Some participles are from passive voice verbs: 

The soldier was wounded. . .. the wounded soldier 
The audience was bored by the speaker. . .. the bored audience 

The five commonly used participle forms and the times they indicate are shown 
in the following chart: 
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PARTICIPLE FORMS 

FORMS 	 ACTIVE PASSIVEI 	 :
" 

General-no time indicated speaking spoken 

Continuo~nt~e(right being spoken 
now)andfurure 

. 
Perfect-time before having spoken having been spoken 
that of the main verb 

2. 	Participial phrases may be fonned by reducing relative clauses. 
TIt, audience, which was Ustenlna intently to the music, failed to notice the fire 
that started to smold.... in the back of the auditorium. 

The audience. listenin, intently to the music. failed to notice the fire Hartin, to 
smolder in the back of the auditorium. 

• A nonrestrictive participial phrase may precede or follow the noun it modifies 
and is set off by commas. 

The audience. listenin, intentlr .. "'.""I"~ 
Ustenini Intently to the music. the audience ... 

• A restrictive participial phrase must follow the noun it modifies and is not set 
off by commas. 

.•. the fire stiartina to smolder in the back of the auditorium. 

• A nonrestrictive participial phrase may also modify an entire sentence. in 
which case it comes at the end of the sentence and is set off by a comma. 
. The building coUapsec:l.IdHina th.... flreflahters. 

J. 	Participial 'phrases may also be reduced from time and reason adverbial clauses. 
L Participial phrases "uced from time dauses may occupy various positions 

.. in a sentence, and the time subordinators are sometimes deleted and some
. times retained. . ~ 

TlfIle clauses: Participial phrases: 
Since I arrived ... Since arriving •.. 
After they had finished ... After finishing ... 

Having finished ••. . . 
b. 	 Participial phrases reduced from reason clauses may come before or after the 

independent. clause in a sentence. Reason subOrdinators are always deleted. 

Reason clauses: . .Participial phrases: 
Because I wanted .•. yvantinC ... 
As he had been warned. . . Having been warned ... 

..... 

1amoIder. bum Without flame 

"< 
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Sentence Structure 

Improve the following short essay by changing some of the adjective and adverbial 
clauses to participial phrases. There are nine places where such changes can be made. 

Global warmiDC 
f. , . '. .• t 

One of the biggest problems ,Itllat f~ huma.nkind in the next few decades i , . 

. is the problem of global warming. In the past 150 years, global temperatures 

J' have risen a.pprox1ma.tely 1"C (l.8<>p'). The year 1998 was the warmest year 

that was, ever recorded. If temperatures continue to rise, the consequences 

5' 	 could be catastrophic. As the earth's temperature rises, polar ice will melt, 

w~"Will ca.use the water level of the oceans to rise. Rising ocean levels, in 

turn, will cause flooding along the coasts. Global warming will also cause 

~or changes in climate tha.t will a.ffect a.gr1Culture. For example, crops that 

,were previously grown in Guatemala. may not do so well because it will" , 
10 become too hot. 

Because they bel1eye that the in.cl-ea.se in carbon dioxide in the earth's 

atmosphere is the primary cause of global wa.rming, scientists have urged 

immediate aotion to decrease 002 levels. They have asked the world's govern

ments to Write an agreemllnt tha.t will control the amount of carbon dioxide 

15 tha.t 18 released into the atmosphere. After each government signs such an 

agreement, each government will have to enforce it. Brazilians, for example, 

will have to stop burntng their rain forests, and Americans Will have to stop 

driviDg their gas-guzzljng SUVs. I 

, 

Write a paragraph or two about yourself. and include at least three participial phrases 
in your composition. You may write facts about your family background. your 
education, and your career goals. or you may write more personal information-your 
characteristics, your likes and dislikes, your dreams and goals, etc. Use "A Short 
Autobiography" on page 239 as a model 

1 suv.JPOrt lItility !ehicles, a popular type of automobile that uses a lot of gas 

http:in.cl-ea.se
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A 


Commas% 


Punctuation 
Using correct punctuation is important because punctuation conveys meaning just as 
words do. Consider these two sentences: 

Eat children. 
Eat. children. 

Both sentences are commands, but the first sentence would be correct only in a 
society of cannibals!l Learn and practice the rules of punctuation until you are confi
dent about using them correctly. 

Commas are sometimes troublesome to learners of English because they are used. differ
ently in other languages. There are many comma rules in EnSUsh. but you may remember 
them more easily if you realize that they can be organized into just four main groups: 
introducers, coordinators, inserters, and tags. Each group of commas relates to inde
pendent clauses in a particular way, except the cootdinator group. Coordinator commas 
link not just independent clauses. but any cootdinate (equal) elements in a sentence. 

Study the examples for each comma group. and notice the kinds of elements that 
can be introducers, coordinators, inserters, and tags. 

./ 


I 

. 
INTRODUCER 

COMMAS 

An introducer comma follows any element that comes in 
front of the first independent clause in a sentence. 

, I INDEPENDENT ClAUSE I. 

Words Therefore. I plan to quit smoking. 

Nervously. I threw away my clprettes. . 
Phrases As a result. I feel terrible right now. 

After sixteen years of .smokinl, it is not easy to quit. 

Having smoked for sixteen years, I find it difficult to quit. 

Dependent 
clauses 

Because I have a chronic cough, my doctor recommended 
that I quit immediately. 

Direct 
quotations 

"Stop smoking today:' she advised. r 

1 cannibals: people who eat human flesh 
2 Our thanks to Anne Katz ofARC Associates. Oakland. California. for permission to adapt 

her presentation ofcomma rules. i 
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COORDINATOR 
COMMAS 

Compound 
sentence with 2 
Independent 
clauses 

SerIes of3 or 
more items: 

Words 

Phrases 

Together with a coordinating conjunction. a comma links 
coordinate (equal) elements in a sentence. 

coord. 

I INDEPENDENT CLAUSE I, conj.IINDEPENDENT CLAUSE I. 
She has a good job, yet she is always broke. 

They were dred, so they went home earty. 

and 

CJ,CJ,c=J, or CJ. 
but 

He doesn't enjoy skiing, ice-skating. or sledding. 

Cecille speaks English, Spanish, French, and Creole. 

(No comma with omy 2 items: Chen speaks Mandarin 
and' .Mwanese.) 

A nurse has to work at night, on weekends, and on holidays. 

We ran into the airport, checked our luggage, raced 
to the boarding gate,g&Ve the attendant our boarding 
passes, and collapsed in our seats. 

'~;( -, <', ,,'~'" ' 
)": .. ' .' 

i. :~',' INlEln'ER " 
,:ii~'· Co,....""·~···f !.~ •.!L~ . 4'W~. '.. 
:\:;~;~;':L:~>i~"-~~:·,~.-:·-:·,~~t.:··~.:- '

2~~·~.ctl.:~jt~D;_ i.'H;, -, 

An inserter comma is used before and after any element 
that is inserted into the middle of an independent clause. 
IINDEPENDENT , CLAUSE I., 

Words My uncle, hOW'el¥er, refuses to quit smoking. 

Phrases My father, on the other hand, has never smoked. 

There's no point in living, according to my uncle, if you don't 
do what you enjoy. 

Nonrestrictive 
phrases and daIlIeS 

My aunt, his wife, died of lung cancer. 

My COusins, pie¥ing ewer their mother's death, resolved 
never to smoke. 

My mother, who just celebrated her fiftieth birthday, 
enjoys an occasional cigarette. 

ReportinB verbs In . 
direct quotations 

"''ve tried to quit dozens of times." she says, "but can't." 
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.' 

A ~g comma is used when adding certain elements to theTAG 
0 

end of a sentence. ';:COMMASI. 
. ,-:"-. 

., -:: -'".~ INDEPENDENT CLAUSEI I , . 

Words My unde believes in drinking a daily glass of wine, too. 

He appears to be in good health. however. 

Phrases He swims for an hour every day, for example. 


He also plays tennis, beating me most of the time 


It isn't logical, is it?'I8g quesdons 

Direct quotations 
_ 

He laughs as he says,". will outlive all of you:' 

.. __ ...... _

~- .. -.-.-- - ..-..------- 

PRACTICE I STEP 1 Add commas wherever they are necessary. (Not all sentences need them, 

UsingCommos 
and some sentences need more than one.) 

STEP 2 Name the function of each comma (introducer, coordinator, inserter, or tag). 

JluD.ctiion 

1. The advertising industry which is one of the largest industries 
In the United States employs millions of people and spends 
bilUons of dollars. 

a. A company that wants to be successful must spend a great deal 
of money to advertise its products. 

3. Advertising is essential to the free enterprise system yet it can 
sometimes be very annoying. 

4. Every minute of the day and night people are exposed to ads on 
television on billboards in the newspapers and in magazines. 

S. You can't even avoid advertising in the privacy of your own car 
or your own home for advertisers have begun selling their' pro
ducts in those places too. 

6. In the last few years advertising agencies have started to 'hire 
young people to hand out circulars on street corners and in 

parking lots. 
7. You can often find these circulars stuck on your Windshield 

thrustl through the open Windows of your car stuffed in your 
mailbox or simply scattered on your front doorstep. 

8. Because Americans are exposed to so much advertising they 
ha.ve become immune! to it. 

9. As a result advertisers have to make louder commercials use 
brighter co1ors and hire sexier models to catch the public's 
attention. ., 

I, tIarwIt: pushed forcefully 
i Immuae;carinot be affected '. 
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10. Many people object to commeroials that use sex as a sales 
strategy. 

11. Sexy commerotals that sell everyt.b.1ng from toothpaste to 
automobUes seem to impJ;y that you will become sexier if you 
buy the product. 

18. 	Sex is used in many ctgarette and liquor ads for example. 
13. 	The women in suoh ads are often dressed in revealing clothes 

and are surrounded by handsome mel), and the men in such ads 

are always extremeJ;y handsome and virUe. 
14. 	A.P. everyone knows smoking and drinking do not make you sexy 

or virUe. 
18. On 	the contrary drinking makes you fat and smoking makes 

you sick. 
16. 	Recently smoking was banned in most public places in the United 

States. 
17. 	Many people opposed the law but it finally passed. 
18. 	Smoking is now prohibited in hospitals airports stores offices 

and even some restaurants. 
19. Many states however still allow smoking in bars. 
ao. Anti-smoking groups want to ban smoking in those places too. 

Semicolons 


Between 

Sentences 


Using semicolons is not difficult if you remember that a semicolon (;) is more like a 
period than a comma. It is a very strong punctuation mark. Semicolons are used in 
three places: 

I. Between two sentences that are closely connected in idea 
2. Before conjunctive adverbs and some transitional phrases 
3. Between items in a series if the items themselves contain commas 

Use a semicolon at the end of a sentence when the following sentence is closely con
nected in meaning. You could also use a period, but when the sentences are connect
ed in meaning. it is better to use a semicolon. 

Independent clause ; independent clause. 

Alice is going to Harvard; she isn't going to M.I.T. 

Compu~r use is increasing; computer crime is, too. 

The meeting adjourned) at dawn; nothing had been accomplished. 
, 

) adjourned: ended 
NHASACH 


CHANHTRI 

1l6A NGUVENCHI THANH· DA NANG 

DT: 0511.820129 
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Be/ore Use a semicolon before conjunctive adverbs such as however, therefore. nevertheless, 
Connectors moreover, and furthermore. You may also use a semicolon before some transition 

phrases such as [or example. as a result, that is, in fact, etc. 

conjunctive 

adverb or 


Independent clause transition independent clause. 

phrase 


Skiing is dangerous; nevertheless. millions of people ski. 


I have never been to Europe; in fact. I have never been outside my country. 


&tuJeeIIllems 	 Semicolons may be used to separate items in a series when some of the items already 
contain commas. I" II Series 

PRACTICE 2 

Using Semicokms and 
ComTllllS 

I cannot decide which car I like best: the Ferrari. with its quick acceleration and 
sport)' look; the midsize Ford Taurus. with its comfortabl. seats and ease of han
dling; or the compact Geo. with its economical fuel consumption., 

A.. STEP 1 The following sentences need semicolons and commas; add the correct 
punctuation in the appropriate places. 

STEP 2 In the space provided at teft. indicate whether the semicolon is 
I. 	Before two closely connected sentences 
1. 	Before a conjunctive adverb or a transition phrase 
J. 	Between items in a series if the items already contain commas 

Example 

...L Professor Smith is at a conference; however. Or. Jones. who is the depart

ment chairman. will be glad to see you. 


1. 	Grace works for a prestigious law firm she is their top criminal lawyer. 
a. 	My favorite leisure-time a.ct.lvitles are going to movies especiaJly musIcals 

rea.ding novelsz especiaJ.ly stories of love and adventure listening to music 
both rock and classicaJ. and participating in sports particularly tennis and 
volleyball. 

S. 	The future of our wild animals is uncerta.1n for example illegal shooting 
and chem1caJ. poisoning threaten the bald eagle.3 

4. 	Homework is boring therefore I never do it. 
I. 	The freeways are always crowded during the busy rush hours 

nevertheless people refuse to take public transportation. 

2 novels: fiction books 
3 bald eagle: a large bird of prey. symbol of the United States 

http:uncerta.1n
http:especiaJ.ly
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8. 	The Smiths' Re:·.:r1r.(,e should succeed they share the same interests. 
7. 	Hoping that he -.vc.wd pass the course he stayed up all night studying for 

the f1na.l exam unfortunately he overslept and missed the test. 
a. 	In general I enjoy my English class the amount of homework our teacher 

assigns Is definitely not eI\ioyable however. 
9. 	If you are a college student, a.n average day is filled with challenges: you 

have to avoid running into Professor Jones whose class you missed 
because you overslept you have to race across the campus at high speed 
to reach your next class which is always at the other side of the campus 
a.nd you have to secretly prepare your homework assignment during 
class hoping all the time that the teacher won't catch you. 

B. 	Punctuate the following sentences by adding semicolons and commas. Use 
semicolons wherever possible. 

1. 	My bus was late therefore I missed my first class. 
a. 	The politician was discovered accepting bribes as a result IUs political career 

was ruined. 
:5. My father never cries in fact he never shows any emotion at all. 
4. 	The restaurant was closed consequently we went home to eat. 
8. 	Some people feel that grades are unnecessary on the other hand some people 

feel that grades motivate students. 
8. 	Technology Is changing our lives in insidiOUS' ways for example the computer 

is repla.cing human contact. 
7. 	The computer dehumanizes business nevertheless it has some real adva.ntages. 
8. 	Writing essays Is easy it just takes a little practice. 
9. 	Americans love pets every fa.m1Jy seems to have at least one dog or cat. 

10. 	The life expectancy of Americans is increasing for example the life 
expectancy of a man born today is 77.2 years which is a.n increase of 26.12 
years since 1900. 

11. 	Your proposal Is a good one however I do not completely agree With your final 
suggestion. 

la. 	EffiCiency Is a b.igbJy priZed quality among Americans 1t has almost atta.1ned 
the status of a moral attribute.% 

C. 	Write one original sentence for each of the three rules for using semicolons: 

I. 	Between closely connected sentences 
2. 	Before conjunctive adverbs and some transition phrases 
3. 	Between items in a series 

I insidious: secretly harmful 
%attribute: characteristic; quality 
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Colons 

Lists 

Long 
Quotations 

Subtitles 

Time 

Formal 
Salutations 

A colon (:) can be used in five ways: 

Use a coton to introduce a list. 
Ubraries have two kinds of periodicals: bound periodicals and current periodicals. 

I need the following groceries: eggs. ,milk. and coffee. 

The causes of the U.S. Civil War were as follows:" the economic domination of the 
North, the slavery issue, and the issue of states' rights versus federal intervention. 

Note: Do not use a colon to introduce a list after the verb to be unless you add the fol
lowing or as follows. 

To me, the most important things in life are health. happiness, good friends, and a lot 
of money. 

To me, the most important things in life are the followins: health. happiness. good 
friends. and a lot of money. 

Use a colon to introduce a quotation longer than three lines. This type of quote is 
indented on both sides. and no quotation marks are used. 

As Albert C. Baugh and Thomas Cable state in their book. The History of the English 
Language: 

There is no such thing as uniformity in language. Not only does the speech of one 
community differ from that of another. but the speech of different individuals of a 
single community. even different members of the same family. is marked by individ
ual peculiarities.' 

Use a colon between the main title and the subtitle of a book. article. or play. 
A popular book on nonverbal communication is Samovar and Porter's Intercultural 
Communication: A Reader. 

The name of an article from the New York Tmes is "Space Stations: Dream or Rea'ity~" 

Use a colon between the numbers for hours and minutes when indicating the time ofday. 
Helen left the class at 12:30. 
Our plane arrived at I :40. six hours late. 

Use a colon after the salutation of a formal letter. 

Dear Professor Danielson: 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Dear Ms. Smith: 

To Whom It May Concern: 


In informal letters, a comma is more appropriate. 

Dear Mom. 

Dear Mark. 

3 peCuuarttles: strange characteristics 
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PRACTICE 3 

Using PutlctuatiOtl 
Marils 

A. 	 Add commas, semicolons, and colons to the following. 

1. 	The library offers many special services the Student Learning Center where 
students can receive indiVidual tutoring special classes where they can improve 
their math reading and writing and computer skills in additton there are group 

study rooms. 
8. 	Dear Dr. Patterson 

Dear Alice 
Dear Mr. Carter 

S. 	To check a book out of the Ubrax;v you should. follow this procedure write down 
the ca.ll number of the book find the book bring it to the circulation desk fill out 
the card and show your student I.D. 

•• 	The prinCipal sources of air pollution in our Cities are factories airplanes and 
automobUes. 

B. 	 I have a dental appointment at 330 today. Please pick me up a.t 300. 

B. Write a sentence in which you Ust two pieces of advice that you have received 
from your parents. Use a colon to direct attention to them. 

C. 	Write the title and subtitle of the following book correctly. Remember to 
Wlderline the full title. 

(TItle) Paris (Subtitle) A Visitor's Guide to Restaurants 

Quotation Marks 


Direct 
Quotations 

Quotadon marks ("...") have three basic functions: 

Use quotation marles to enclose a direct quotation that is shorter than three lines. A 
direct quotation states the exactwords of a speaker. . 

Punctuation with quotation marks can be a little tridcy. Here are some rules to follow: 

I. 	Periods and commas go inside quotation marks. 

"I thought he was responsible," he said."but he isn't." 


1. 	Colons and semicolons go outside quotation mark.&. 
"Give me liberty or give me death": these are immortaIl words. 

J. 	Exclamation points (!) and question marks (1) go inside quotation marks if they 
are a part of the quotation; otherwise, they go outside. 

"Is it eight o'clockl" she asked. 

Did she say, "It's eight o'dock"l 


4. 	When a quoted sentence is divided into two parts. the second part begins with a 
smaUletter unless it is a new sentence. 

"I thought he was responsible," he said,"but he Isn't." 

"I think he is responsible:' he said. "Look at his fine work." 


s. 	Use single quotation marks (' .. :) to enclose a quotation within a quotation. 

As John F. Kennedy reminded us.'We should never forget the words of Martin Luther King.
Jr:., who said, 'I have a dream... • 

lbnmonal: long-remembered 
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PRACTICE 4 

Usi1lg [Juo/aliotl Marlls 

PRACTICE S 

Using Ptmclllalion 
Marlls 
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Use quotation marks to enclose foreign words or words that are ~ in a special or 
uncommon way. 

A lot of people talk about "machismo" these days, but few people really know what it 
means. 
The "banquet" turned out to be no more than hot dogs and soft drinks. 

Use quotation marks to enclose the tides of articles from periodical journals, maga
zines, and newspapers; chapters of books; short stories; poems; and songs. 

In the article "The Future of Space:' published in the July 19. 1974. issue of Scientific 
American, the authors explore the possibility of manned space stations. 

The New York Times recently published an article entided "Space Stations: Dream or 
Realityl" in whit::h the potential of space cities in orbit was discussed. 

Note: The tides of books, journals, magazines, newspapers, and movies should be 
underlined or italicized. 

Get a copy of any newspaper and write a paragraph about any article. Copy five quo
tations from the article. Mention the-name of the newspaper and the article in your 
sentence and include the name of the speaker or writer. 

Add punctuation to the following paragraphs. 

.AfJbIC 
People are more likely to live long enough to get old in wealthy countries 

than in poor oountries. In rich countries people have nutritious food. modern 
med1cal care good sa.n1ta.tiOn a.nd olea.n dr1nk1ng water but poor countries la.ck 
these tb1n.gs. As a result the morta.lity rate espeoia.lly infa.nt morta.lity is very 

J 	 high. Citizens of Ethiopia. and Yemen which are two of the world's poorest 
countries have an average life expecta.ncy of 35-39 years. Oltizens of Japan 
Norway lcela.nd and Sweden in contrast have an average life span of more 
than 75 years. Japan has the highest Yemen has the lowest. One exception is 
Saudi Arabia. one of the world's wealthiest natiOns. Having an average life 

'0 	 expecta.ncy of 45-49 years Saudi Arabia.ns live about as long as Bangladeshis 
a.nd Cambodia.ns. Surpris1ngly the United States is not among the highest
rated natiOns having an average life expeota.ncy of only 70-74 years. 

Compared to other mammals humans have a relatively long life span. The 
average life spa.n of elepha.nts is 70 years of dogs 18 years of cats 14 years 

II 	 a.nd of horses 20 years. The life spans of other specIes are as follows ea.g1es 
parrots and owls 60 years parakeets 12 years guppies 5 years and box tor· 
toises 100 years. Some plants such as trees live much longer than animals. 
Redwood trees for example live more than 3,000 years and bristlecone pine 
trees can live over 4,000 years. 

lO The life expectancy of people who live in industrialiZed societies is 

increasing rapidly in fact 111 has doubled in the past one hundred years. When 
comparing males a.nd females one finds that women generally live longer 
than men. The oldest person in the world until recently was a French woman 
Jeanne Calment. At her death in 1997 Madame Calment was both bllnd and 

25 	 deaf but had not lost her sharp wit for which she had become quite famous. 
Asked what kind of future she expected she replied a very short one. 
Braggtng about her smooth skin she said I've only had one wrinkle in my life 
a.nd I'm sitting on it. 

http:Cambodia.ns
http:Arabia.ns
http:lcela.nd
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B Chart of Transition 
Signals 


- ·MIANINGI 5ENTENcI! OTHIRS 
-, 

FUNCTION . CONNECTORSl CLAUSE CONNIC1OIIS (ADIICTrIES, 
. VIUS,AND 

CootuHNA~ IuItoRrHNAToM ._PMP08TIoNs) 

To introduce a similar also and another 

additional idea besides nor ("and not") an additional 

furthermore 

in addition 

moreover 

too 

To compare things also and as as ...as 

likewise both .. .and just as like/alike 

similarly not only ... just like 

too but also similar to 

neither ... be alike 

nor be similar 

To introduce an however but although despite 

opposite idea, and to in contrast yet even though in spite of 

contrast things instead though compared tolwith 

in/by comparison whereas ,be different (from) 

nevertheless while be dissimilar 

nonetheless be unlike 

on the other hand differ (from) 

on the contrary 

still 
-

(Chart continues 011 the next page.) 

I includes conjunctive adverbs 
2 includes c~:melative conjunctions 
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MEANING! 
FUNcnGN 

SENTENCE 
CONNEClORS CLAUSE CoNNECTORS 

CooIIDINAToIIs 5uBoRDtNA'toM 

OTHERS 
(ADJECTIVES. 
VERBS,AND 

PREPOSITIONS) 

To introduce 
an example 

for example 

for instance 

such as 

like 

an example of 

To emphaSize in fact 

To explain 
and restate 

indeed 

that Is 

To introduce 
an alternative 

otherwise or If 

unless 

To signal 
chronological order 

-
first. second. etc. 

first of all 

then. nat 

now, then, soon 
last. finally 

meanwhile 

gradually 

after that 

since then 

after 

as 

as soon as 

before 

since 

until 

when 

while 

the first, the second 

the next, the last, the final 

before lunch .. 
after the war 

since 19_ 

In the year 20_ 
"

(any time expression) 

To indicate 
order of importance 

above all 

first and foremost 

more/most importantlyl 

significantly 

primarily 

a more important 

the most important 

the second most signi6cant 

the primary, 

To introduce 
a cause or reaIOn 

for 

I 

becaUSe 

since 

as 

result from 

be the result of 

due to 

because of 

the effect of 

the consequence of 

as a result of 

as a consequence of 
--- '--- 

2&6 
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MIANINGi ' 
FUNCTION' 

., ' 

SENTENCE 
CONftECTORS 

,< , 
, 

~ 

CLAUSE CONNIc:roa 
0rHas 

,(ADJeCTIVES, 

, 

., 

VERBS,ANI) 
, . 

C00IIDINA1ORS su.o.tDINATORS PIlEPOsmONS) 

To introduce accordingfy so , result in 

an effect or result as a result cause 

as a consequence have an effect on 

consequently affect 

hence,thus the cause of 

therefore the reason for 

To conclude all in all It is clear that .•• 

in brief We can see that ..• 

in conclusion The evidence suggests 

in short that ... 
, in summary These examples show 

indeed that ... 
- - , 
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SIIggestetl Time 
UmUs 

Topies 

Writing under Pressure 


Writing under Pressure assignments give you practice in thinking and writing 
quickly. as you will have to doduring essay examinations. Your goal is to com
plete each paragraph within twenty minutes, which is about the average time 
you might have to answer a typical essay question. For each Writing under 
Pressure assignment. follow this procedure: 

I. 	Brainstorm for ideas by listing. clustering. or freewriting. 

2. 	Make a simple outline. 

J. 	Write a rough draft. 

4. 	Check over your paragraph twice. once for content and organization and 
once for grammar and mechanics. 

S. 	Make any necessary corrections before you hand it in. 

Brainstorming 5 minutes 
Outlining 3 minutes 
Writing 10 minutes 
Checldng 2 minutes 

Total time 20 minutes 

1~ Your favorite place 

2. Agoal in your life 

J. 	One problem you have 

4. A perfect student/teacher/friend 

S. An unusual pet 

e. 	Your favorite leisure-time activity 

7. The most exciting day in your life 

.. The worst day in your life 

•• An important person in your life 
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10. A present or past jo1;t you have had 

I I. The perfect job 

11. The perfect husband/wife/parent 

II. Your best friend 

14. Abad habit 

I s. Important events in your life 

16. Compare two family members or two friends 

17. Make a generalization about one of the following groups of people: 
Americans .Ar$ts Engineers 
English teachers Rock musicians Politicians 
Mothers Astronauts Teenagers 

Then write a paragraph . supporting your opinion with specific supporting 

details. Examples of generalizations about Americans are as follows: 

Americans are generally punctual. 


Americans. in general. eat a lot of fast food. 
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D Correction Symbols 

Meaning 

p. punctuation 

o word missing 

COfo capitalization 

'I.t. verb tense 

subject-verbt1jr. 
agreement 

make one 
/""'l word or.....

X 

sentence 

Sp. spelling 

pl. plural 

unnecessary 
word 

w.t. wrong word 
form 

W.w. wrong word 

Incorrect 

p.. f1 


I live. and go to school here.... 


Wh'; do you wor~ 

c::::::> 

I working in a restaurant. 
1\ e.,. Q.,. 

,.It is located at main and baker 
"'A#. cap;

streets in the City. 

v.t. 
I never work,as a cashier until 

'1.ot 
I get a job there. - o.sr. 
The manager work hard. 0.". There IS five employees.-
EvetYOne works hard. 
- ,.-;::
We work together. So we have 

become friends. --' 


:,p.
The mapeae!.is a woman. 

pl. 
She treats her employees like ~ave. 

My boss~watches everyone all 

the time. 

w.-P. 
Her voice is irritated. 

WoW. 
The food. is delicious. Besides. 

the restaurant is always crowded. 

Correct 

I live and go to school here. 

Where do you workl 

I am working in a restaurant. 

It is located at Main and Baker 

Streets In the city. 

I had never worked as a cashier 

until I got a job there. 

The manager works hard. 

There are five employees. 

Everyone works hard. 

We work together, so we have 

become friends. 

The manager is a woman. 

She treats her employees like slaves. 

My boss watches everyone all 

the time. 

Her voice is irritating. 

The food is delicious. Therefore, 

the restaurant is always crowded. 
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Appendix D Correction Symbols 


Meaninl 

pronounrtf. 
reference error 

Vl Wrong word 

order 

RO run-on 

CS 	 comma splice 

(incorrectly 

joined 

independent 

clauses) 

fragment
~,,(,- (incomplete 

sentence) 

add a transition(1) 

S. subject 

V. verb 

rtfp- preposition 

CociJ. 	 conjunction 

aft. 	 article 

Symbol for a'it' paragraph 

26r 

Incorrect 

Th~taurant's specialty is fish. 
re, • 
~are always fresh. rc.~. 
The food is delicious. Therefore,.u 

is always crowded. 

Friday~OUr busiest night. 

~O 
illy was fired she is upset. 

OR c.c.;. 
illy was fired, she is upset. 

She was fired. Because she was 


always late. 


6; 
She was also careless. She 

frequently spilled coffee on the table. 

S. 
"Is open from 6:00 P.M. until the last 

customer leaves. 

-I. 
The employee~on time and work hard. 

rAf· 
We start serving dinner,f:oo P.M. 

"-5.
The garlic shrimp, fried clams,,, 

broiled lobster are the most 

popular dishes. 

eM+' 
Diners expec~lass ~~aterwhen 

they first sit down at~able. 

Correct 

The restaurant's specialty is fish. k 


is always fresh. 


The food is delicious. Therefore. 


the restaurant is always crowded. 


Friday is always our busiest night. 

lily was fired. so she is upset. 

lily was fired; therefore. she is upset. 

Because lily was fired. she is upset. 

lily is upset because she was fired. 

She was fired because she was 

always late. 

She was also careless. For example. 

she frequendy spilled coffee on the table. 

The restaurant is open from 6:00 P.M; 


until the last customer leaves. 


The employees are on time and work hard. 

We start serving dinner at 6:00 P.M. 

The garlic shrimp. fried clams. and 


broiled lobster are the most 


popular dishes. 


Diners expect a glass of water 


when they first sit down at the table. 
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of frequency. 198-199 
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of place. 197-198 

punctuation of, 195, 203 
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subordinators. chart of. 195-196 
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essay, 122-126 
dramatic introduction. 125 

organization for, 124 

thesis statements for, 125-126 


paragraph, 57-61 

topic sentences for, 58-59 

transition signals for, 59-60, 124-125 


Citations, in-text, 96-97 

Clause connectors, 46-47,153-154 


charts of, 45, 154, 255-257 

coordinating conjunctions (coordinators). 46 

subordinating conjunctions (subordinators), 


47 

Clauses, 152-153. See also Sentences 


adverbial, 194-208 

definition of, 152 

dependent, 47, 153, 160-161 

independent, 46, 153, 157-159,248-249 


. noun, 178-193 

relative, 209-229 


Clustering, 8 

Coherence, 18,40-55 


consistent pronouns and, 42-43 

definition of, 40 

logical order and, 51-53, 56 

repetition of key nouns and, 40, 41-42 

review of, 53 _ 

transition signals and, 43-50 


chart of, 45 

Colon, 251-252 


in thesis statements. 103 

in topic sentences, 64 


Comma, 245-248 

in adverbial clauses, 195, 203 

in compound sentences, 155-159 

with contrast (direct OPPOSition) adverbial 


clauses, 203-204 
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with end-of-paragraph signals, 26 

with nonrestrictive participial phrases. 


232-233 

with nonrestrictive relative clauses, 210-212 
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adverbial clauses. 240 

with transition words. 44. 45-46 


Comma splices. 172-174 
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essay, 141-149 
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Complex sentences, 160-162 

Compound sentences, 155-160 

Compound sentences (coordination) versus 


complex sentences (subordination). 

163-164 


Compound-complex sentences. 162-163 

Computer. writing on. 19 

Concession (unexpected result) clauses, 


202-203 

Conclusion 


concluding paragraph. 101. 107-108 

concluding sentence. 18, 26-28 

end-of-paragraph signals, 26 


Concrete suppon. 71-81.82-98 

examples and extended examples. 73-76 

facts versus opinions, 72-73 

paraphrases, 90-93 

quotations, 83-90 


direct quotations. 83-86 

indirect quotations. 86-90 


statistics, 77-80 

summaries, 94-95 


Conjunctions 

coordinating. 44-45.46.154,155-157,167, 


246.255-257 

correlative.64-65,168-169 

subordinating, 44-45. 47.154,255-257 


Conjunctive adverbs. 154. 155, 

157-159.248-252.255-257 


charts of, 154, 158 

Consistent pronouns. 42-43 

Contrast. 56. 144-149. See also Comparison 


and contrast 

contrast transition signaJs, 67 

structure vocabulary. 144-147 


charts of, 145 

Contrast clause, direct opposition, 203-204 


262 Controlling idea. 17.20-21 


Coordinating conjunctions. See Conjunctions 

Coordination versus subordination. See 


Compound sentences (coordination) 

versus complex sentences 

(subordination) 


Coordinators. See Conjunctions 

Correction symbols. 260-261 

Correlative conjunctions. See Conjunctions 


Dependent clauses, 47.153,160,162 

adjective (relative). 160. 161,209-229 

adverbial, 160, 194-208 

noun, 160, 161,178-193 


Documenting sources of information. 95-97 

in-text citations. 96 

Jist ofworks cited, 96-97 


Drafts. writing and revising, 10-14. 113-118 


Editing. See Peer editing 

Ellipsis, use in quotations, 85 

End-of-paragraph signals, 26 

Equivalent value rule. 37-38 

Essay, )00-120 


body, 101, 102 

checklist. peer editing. 120 

concluding paragraph. 107-108 

conclusion, 101 

definition of, 100-101 

final copy. 117-118 

introductory paragraph, 101-106 

outlining. 108-109 

paragraph,co~pondenceto.l02 
parts of, 101 .... 

review of. 119 

transition signals between paragraphs, 


109-112 

writing and revising of. 113-118 


Essay, patterns of organization, 121-149 

block organization, 130-133. 147-149 

cause and effect. 130-140 

chain organization, 130-131, 134-136 

chronological order, 122-126 

comparison and contrast. 141-149 


. logical division of ideas, 127-130 

point-by-point organization. 147, 148-149 


Essay examination questions. 67-68 

Examples and extended examples as 


support, 73-76 

transition signals for, 76 


Facts versus opinions. 72-73 

Final copy, writing of. 12. 14,117-118 

Format 


business letter. 192-193 

finished assignment. 18-19 


Fragments. See Sentence fragments 




Freewriting, 6-7 

If/whether clauses, 187-189 

Importance, order of. See o.rder of 


importance 

Independent clauses, 46.153.157-159 

Inserters. use of comma with, 246-248 

Introducers, comma used after, 245-248 

Introduction. See Introductory paragraph 

Introductory clauses (for noun clauses), 


179-181 

chart ofverbs. 181 


Introductory paragraph, 101-106 

dramatic introduction. 125 


Key nouns, repetition of. 40. 41-42 


Letter of inquiry. 192-193 

tinting expressions. Seellansitions between 


paragraphs 

Usting, 46 

Logical division of Ideas organization 


essay, 127-130 ' 

organization of, 129-130 

thesis statements for. 129 


paragraph. 61-65 

topic sentences for. 63-65 

transition signals, charts of. 62. 63 


Logical order. 51-53.56-70 

cause and effect. 130-140 

chronological. 57-61. 122-126 

comparison and contrast. 65-67. 141-149 

logical division of ideas, 61-65.127-130 

order of importance. 63-65 

review of, 67.149 


Manner. distance. and frequency clauses 

198-199 


Narrowing a topic, 3-4 

Nonrestrictive participial phrases, 232-233 

Nonrestrictive relative clauses. 210-212 

Noun clauses, 178-193 


definition of. 178 

if/whether clauses. 187-189 

introductory clauses for. 179-181 

punctuation of. 179 

review of, 189-190 

sequence of tenses, 180 

subjunctive noun clauses. 182-184 

that-clauses. 179. 180-184 

types of. 179. 190 

wh-word clauses, 184-187 


Objects ofprepositions, relative pronouns as, 

219-221 


Opinions versus facts. 72-73 

Order of importance, 63-65 


topic sentences for, 63-65 

transition signals for. 63 


Outlining 

essay. 108-109 

paragraph. 8-10. 35-38 


Overcoordination.l63 

Paired conjunctions. See 
Conjunctions, correlative 

Paragraph. 16-29 

assignment format, finished, 18-19 

chronological order, 57-61 

coherence, 18.40-55 

comparison and contrast. 65-67 

concluding sentence. 26-28 

definition of. 16-17 

essay, correspondence to. 102 

logical division of ideas. 61-65 

logical order. 51-53 

order of importance. 63-65 

parts of, 17-18 

review of. 28 

structure of, 17-18 

title of. 20 

topic sentence, 20-26 

transition signals. 59, 62. 63, 66-67 

unity, 18, 30-34 

writing and revising, 10-14 


"Parallel form" rule, 36-37 

Parallelism. 64-65. 166-169 


definition of, 166 

Paraphrases. 90-93 

Participial phrases. 232-244 


from adverbial clauses. 239-242 

definition of. 232 

position of. 232-233, 240-241 

punctuation of. 232. 240-241 

from relative clauses. 232-239 

review of. 242-244 


Participles, 230-244 

continuous form. 235 

definition of, 230 

general form 


active voice. 233 

passive voice, 234 


perfect form. 236 

review of, 242-244 

summary chart of forms. 231 


Patterns of essay organization. See Essay. 

patterns of organization 


Peer editing, 29 

essay checklist. 120 

paragraph checklists. 29, 39, 55, 70, 81. 98 


. Place clauses, 197-198 
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Plagiarism, 83, 95 

Planning stage. 8-10 

Point-by-point organization. 147, 148-149 

Possessive reJatfve clauses. 216-219 

Prewriting, 3-8 

Process of writing, 3-15 


stage I: prewriting, 3-8 

stage II: planning (outJining). 8-10 

stage III: writing and revising drafts, 10-14 

writing and revising an essay, 113-118 


Pronouns 

consistent use of. 42-43 

relative pronouns. See Relative clauses 


Proofreading, 12. 116,118 
Punctuation, 245-254 


of adverbial clauses, 195. 203-204 

of business letters. 192-193 

colon. 64. 103,251-252 

with connectors. 249 

comma 


with coordinators, 246 

with inserters, 246 

with introducers, 245 

between items in a series, 246 

with tags. 247 

See also Comma 


of complex sentences, 179, 195,203-204, 
210-212 


of compound sentences, 155-159 

of direct quotations, 84-86, 252-253 

of Jist of works cited, 96-97 

of noun clauses, 179 

of participial phrases, 232, 240. 243 

quotation marks, 84-86. 252-253 

of relative clauses, 210-212 

semicolon. 46, 155.157-159.248-250 


Purpose,ofwriting,2-3 

Purpose clauses. 201-202 


Quotation marks, 84-86, 252-253 

Quotations, 83-89 


direct, 83-86 

punctuation of direct quotations. 84-86, . 


252-253 

indirect. 86-89 


sequence of tenses, 87-89 


Reason clauses. 199-200 

References. using outside. See Documenting 


sources of information 

Relative adverbs, 210, 223-225 

Relative clauses;209-229 


adverbial relative clauses, 223-225 

definition of, 209 

position of, 210 

punctuation of, 210-212 

relative pronouns. 210 


[Relative clauses) 
(relative pronouns] 


as objects. 214-216 

as objects of prepositions. 219-221 

in phrases of quantity and qUality. 


222-223 

possessive. 216-219 

as subjects, 212-214 


restrictive and nonrestrictive, 210-212 

review of, 225-229 

verb agreement in, 210 


Relative pronouns. See Relative clauses 

Repetition ofkey nouns, 40. 41-42 

Reporting verbs and phrases, 84 

Restrictive clauses and phrases. 210-:-212. 232 

Result clauses. 200-201 

Revising. See Drafts, writing and revising 

Run-on sentences, 172-174 


Semicolon, 248-250 

in compound sentences, 155.157-159 

with conjunctive adverbs. 46.157-159 


Sentence connectors. 44-46 

charts of. 45. 255-257 


Sentence fragments, 169-171 

Sentence problems, 109-176 


choppy sentences, 171-172 

comma splices, 172-174 

review of. 176 

run-on sentences. 172-174 

sentence fragments. 169-171 

stringy sentences, 175 


Sentences, types of, 155-166 

complex, 160-162 

compound,I55-160 

compound-complex, 162-163 

compound sentences versus complex. 


sentences,I63--164 

review of, 165-166 

simple, 155 


Sequence oftenses. 87-88,180 

Simple sentences, 155 

Statistics, n-ao 

Stringy sentences, 175 

Structure vocabulary 


cause and effect. 135-140 

chronological order. 59-60, 124-125 

comparison, 66. 142-145 

contrast.67,144-147 


Subjunctive noun clauses, 182-184 

Subordinating conjunctions, 44-45. 47. 154, 


-255-257 

adverbial. 195-196 

in noun clauses. 179 

in relative clauses, 210 


Subordinators. See Subordinating conjunctions 

Summaries, 94-95 
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SUpportina details, concrete. See Concrete 

support 


Supporting sentences, 17. 31 


Tag commas, 247 

That-clauses. 179. 180-184 


subjunctive that-clauses. 182-184 

Thesis statements. 101-106.125-126,129 

TIme clauses. 196-197 

TItle. how to wp.te. 20 

Tone. 2-3 

Topic sentences. 9, 17, 20-26 


for chronological order. 58-59 

controlling idea in. 17. 20-21 

for logical division of ideas and order of 


importance, 63-64 

tips for writing, 64-65 


position of. 21 

two parts of, 23-24 

writing of, 24-26 


Transition paragraphs, 131-133 

Transition signals. 18,43-50 


charts of, for general use, 45, 255-257 

for chronological order. 59-60 


11iansition signals) 

for comparison and contrast, 66-67 

for examples. 76 

for logical division of ideas, 62 

for order of importance, 63 

between paragraphs. 101. 109-112 

types of,44 


clause connectors, 46-47 

others, 44, 45. 47 

sentence connectors, 44-46 


See also Structure vocabulary 

Transitions between paragraphs. 101, 109-112 


Unity. 18,30-·34 

definition of, 30-31 


Wh-word clauses, 184-187 

word order in. 184-185 


Works cited. list of, 96-97 

Writing and revising 


essay, 113-118 

paragraph, 10-14 
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